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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION,

Washington, DC, October 9, 1984.
DEAR COLLEAGUE: I,am pleased to transmit herewith for your in-formation and use, part 2 of the Congressional Research Service

study, entitled "Soviet Space Programs: 1976-80."
This part of the study focuses on the Soviet manned flight pro-grams, including their space station activities, and the life sciencesrelated to these programs.
Part 2 of this study should prove to be of continuing value to the

Members of Congress as issues related to Soviet space programsbecome increasingly relevant.
Sincerely,

5

BOB PACKWOOD, Chairmar.
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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION,

Washington, DC, October 3, 1984.
Hon. BOB PACKWOOD,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and nanspor-

tation, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIKMAN: Transmitted herewith is the second of a

three-part study, entitled "Soviet Space Programs: 1976-80." This
report was prepared by the Congressional Research Service at the
request of the Subcomxnittee on Science, Technology, and Space.

Part 2 focuses on Soviet manned space programs, and reviews
the Sqviet quest for a permanently manned presence in space. Also
included in this part of the study is information concerning the
physiological and psychological findings related to the extended du-
ration of Soviet manned flights.

Part 1 of the study, released in 1982, contained a detailed de-
scription of supporting vehicles and launch facilities, political goals
and purposes, international cooperation, and the future outlook for
Soviet space programs. Part 3 will examine Soviet unmanned space
programs, including space sciences, applications, and military ac-
tivities. I believe that this second part, which details Soviet space
station activities through 1983, will be of particular value to the
Committee as we consider the administration's proposal to develop
a permanently manned space station.

The Congressional Research Service is to be commended for its
scholarly effort in preparing part 2 of the study. This comprehen-
sive and thorough research will be an important resource to the
Committee and to the other Members of Congress as manned space
activities in the Soviet Union and the United States become more
frequent and consequential.

Sincerelyi,
SLADE GORTON,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Science,
Technology, and Space.

(V)
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CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE,
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,

Washington, D.C., February 3, 1984.
Hon. SLAVE GORTON,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Science, Technotogy, and Space, Com-

mittee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DE /.R MR. CHAIRMAN: We are happy to transmit to you herewith
part 2 of our review of Soviet space activities for the period 1976
1980. As you know, Dr. Charles S. Sheldon II, who spearheaded the
preparation of earlier editions of this report and was to have been
primarily responsible for this edition as well, passed hwgy in 1981.
As a result, this report has taken longer to prepare than we had
planned, and we have therefore included a supplementary chapter
which highlights significant Soviet space activities from 1981
through 198:3. Information in this report is current as of December
21., 1982.

This volume has been written by Marcia S. Smith, Specialist .in
Aerospace and Telecommunications Systemso`Nlfred Hellman,
while he was an exchange fellow with CRS from the National
Cancer Institute; and Christopher H. Dodge, Specialist in LeeSci-
ences. Ms. Smith was responsible for all sections of the report deal-
ing with the manned space program, while Dr. Hellman and Mr.
Dodge were responsible for the section on space life sciences.
Before his illness, Dr. Sheldon had prepared many of the tables
which appear in this volume. Mr. Terrence Lisbeth, Ms. Christine
Anderson, and Ms. Kaseem Hall, under the direction of,,Ms. Shirley
Williams, Production Support Unit of the Science PdIicy Research
Division, CRS, provided editorial assistance in the preparation of
the final manuscript.

It should be emphasized that the report is based exclusively upon
unclassified sources, including Soviet announcements and inde-
pendent analyses made by Weeern observers of the Soviet space
program and reported in the United States and abroad. The work
of the Kettering Group, based in Kettering, England, has been par-
ticularly valuable in preparing this edition, as it has been in the
past. Special thanks are extended to Mr. Geoffrey E. Perry, head of
the Kettering Group, for his peer review of chapter three.

Special thanks are also extended to Mr. David R. Woods, an engi-
neer with IBM Federal &stems Division in Owego, NY, who pre-_ pared most of the illustrilltions in the report, and to Ralph F. Gib-
bons for allowing CRS to use several drawings he had previously
prepared for other publications, These illustrations are copyrighted
and may not be used elsewhere without their permission. All the
illustrations are based on unclassified material appearing in scien-
tific journ'th or actual models shown at/the Paris Air Show and
other technical displays.



Part 1 of this review, dealing with launch vehicles and sites, po-
litical goals and purposes of the Soviet program, the Soviet attitude
towards international cooperation in space, Soviet organization for
conducting its space activities, and the resource burden of the
space program on the Soviet economy, was published in December
1952 by your committee. Part 3, covering unmanned space activi-
ties (space science, space applications, and mi;itary activities), will
be delivered to you in the near future. We hope that these compre-
hensive reviews of Soviet spate activities, which CRS has prepartd
since continue to be useful in your deliberations on priorities
for the U.S. space program.

Sincerely,
(111.11F.HT GLIDE, Director.
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Executive Summary

STEADY PROGRESS TOWARD. A PERMANENT FOOTHOLD IN
SPACE

In the 8 years since the last edition of this report was published,
the Soviets have made great strides in their quest for a permanent
manned presence in orbit. The introduction of the second genera-
tion space stations, Salyut 6 and 7, have provided such an opportu-
nity since 1977, but the Soviets have not yet exercised that option.
Barring unforeseen catastrophes, 1984 surely will be the year that
one Soviet space crew replaces another already in orbit for the first
time, and the final step to permanency achieved (there is substan-
tial evidence that crews were to have been rotated in the fall of
1983, but a launch failure scuttled those plans).

The Soviets have developed a space transportation system of
sorts to support orbiting crews, although they use expendable vehi-
cles (that can be used only once), rather than a reusable vehicle
like the U.S. space shuttle. The Soyuz spacecraft ferries crews back
and forth to the Salyut space station. Progress, a modified version
of Soyuz specially designed to haul cargo up to Salyut, was intro-
duced in 1978, and has permitted maintaining crews for as long as
7 months. Its capability is limited, though, since it is not designed
to survive reentry and therefore cannot return equipment or the
results of scientific experiments to investigators waiting on the
ground. Scientific analysis of the crew's work has thus been slowed,
but the Soviets have now solved that problem with the introduction
of the multip K0811108 1443-class spacecraft which cannoturpose
only deliver 2.5 times the amount of material to orbit than
Progress, but can return 500 kilograms to Earth. It also serves as a
space tug, and space station module.

While these spacecraft do provide a working link between orbit
and Earth, the Soviets obviously could benefit from a reusable
system for performing these tasks. There is increasing evidence
that they are developing at least one, and possibly two, reusable
manned systems. This development program seems to be progress-
ing rather slowly, however, since Koamce flights as early as 1977
are thought to have been ;elated to reentry testa of a reusable ve-
hicle. The Soviets themselves conceded as long ago as 1978 that a
small reusable vehicle was in development. Additional &mos
flights in 1978, 1979, 1982, and 1983 lent further credence to the
existence of a development effort, especially with the release of pic-
tures of one of the orbital test vehicles by the Australians. After all
this time, however, there apparently still have been no orbital
flights of a full-scale prototype.

(447)
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The Soviet Union has a slow, methodical, almost pl ding, ap-
proach to the introduction of new space hardware, ho r, and
test programs traditionally take a to time. It is one of the major
differences between the Soviet and U.S. programs. For example,
the development of the Kosmos 1443-class space :vehicle started in
the 1970's. The first test flight, Kosmos 929, was in 1977. The next
orbital test, Kosmos 1267, did not occur for 4 more years. Kosmos
1443, the "operational" version according to the Soviets, appeared
finally in 1983, 6 years after the first orbital te5t, and it is unclear
that the vehicle is really operational (it probably would have been
given a designation other than the generic "Koamos" name if it
were). By contrast, it took only 4 years for the United States to
progress from drop tests of the space shuttle from an aircraft to
manned orbital flight. For the Soviets, the Soyuz ferry craft is es-
sentially the same vehicle used since 1967 and the booster used to
place it in orbit has been in use since the 1950's. U.S. spacecraft
from the 1960's, conversely, have long since become museum curi-
osities.

The U.S. approach would be more aptly described as "fits-and-
starts." The design of U.S. manned spacecraft advanced rapidly in
the bnning, from Mercury to Gemini to Apollo in a short 9
years. Each of these spacecraft was a substantial technological im-
provement over the previous model. A quantum leap technological-
ly was then made from the expendable Apollo to the reusable space
shuttle, but at the pricebsf having no U.S. manned spaceflights for
6 of the years that shuttle was in development, because there was
no support for continuing flights using the Apollo hardware.
During those 6 years (1975-81), the Soviets made 21 manned space-
flights, greatly expanding their experience in Earth orbit.

Among other things, the difference in approach to the space pro-
grams reflects the difference in political system in the two coun-
tries. The Soviet Union has had only three leaders since Sputnik
(Khrushchev, Brezhnev, and Andropov) and all have been strong
supporters of the space program. In the United States, there have
been seven Presidents since 1957 (Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson,
Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan) and the architect of the first
decade of the U.S. space program, President Kennedy, was assassi-
nated only 2 years after his histuric decision to sk_nd Americans to
the Moon. These seven Presidents, and the Members Of Congress
who have served in the 14 sessions of Congress that have convened
during those years, have had differing levels of interest in and sup-
port of U.S. space activities. In the late 1960's and early 1970's,
when America s treasury had to support the Vietnam war and the
"Great Society" social programs, the amount of money left over for
activities such as space exploration was limited, and support for
the space program by the public and elected officials was low.
Apollo lunar missions were cancelled, and the Skylab space station
program was descoped. Production of the giant Saturn V launch
vehicle ceased, and America lost its heavy lift capability.

When looking at the achievements of the two space programs in
the pail 26 years, it could be argued that the missing link in the
Soviet program is their inability to send cosmonauts to the Moon.
Instead, they have focussed on Earth orbital activities. Politics
aside, though, the more reasonable approach would seem to be

16
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gaining knowledge in orbit and then moving out to other planetary
bodies such as the Moon; perhaps the Soviet program is more logi-
cally oriented than its U.S. counterpart. They built a space station
first, and now are developing reusable vehicles to service it The
United Staten has a reusable vehicle, but no tstation (al-
though this will probably change since President has made
a commitment to build a U.S. space station by the early 1990's). It
should be emphasized, however, that this approach was more the
luck of the draw than good planning. Clearly the Soviets intended
to send men to the Moon during the 1960'sthe Moon race was for
real. They did not have the technology to accomplish that goal, just
as they have not had the technology to build a reusable vehicle, so
have been forced to rely on their expendable vehicles.

But technology is, after all, only one factor in making a space
program. Commitment is at least as important. With their old tech-
nology but steady commitment, the Soviets have made substantial
progress in their manned space program. They are the only coun-
try to have refueled a space station in orbit, and have done it sooften that it is now routine. They havt: performed major repair
work on their space stations, even using hacksaws to replace part
of the cooling system on Salyut 6. Perhaps most significantly, they
have gained knowledge about what tasks are best performed by
man rather than machine, and how crews react to long durations
in the weightless void of syce, away from family and friends.

One area of the Soviet manned space program that remains grey
is the extent to which they use it for military purposes. The dis-
tinction that was drawn in the West in the early 1970's between
military and civilian Salyut space stations ended with the advent
of the second generation design. It would appear that today Salyuts
are used for both military and civilian purposes, but where the em-
phasis lies is unclear. Often there are assertions by U.S officials
that Salyut is used heavily or primarily for military purposes, but
during recent deliberations over U.S. military interest in a space
station, Pentagon planners concluded that there were no military
tasks in the foreseeable future that could be done better on a space
station than with unmanned spacecraft. Either the Soviet military
is quite clever about determining uses for military man in space, or
allegations about Soviet military uses of space stations are over-
stated.

The distinction between which space activities are military and
which are civilian has always been difficult to draw. Since the
onace shuttle is categorized in the United States as a civilian vehi-
cle, even though 37 percent of the launches between now and 1994
arectibr the military, it is reasonable to classify the current Salyu'
program as civilian, even though some of the experiments conduct-
ed on Iv_ard may be for military purposes.

For the long-term future, the Soviets have grand plans, including
large orbital complexes composed of manned and unmanned mod-
ules in different orbits, and manned flights to other planets. The
time scale they contemplate for these activities remains unknown.
New hardware is needed to accomplish the task, and more knowl-
edge about how the humans involved will react to long periods in
space (a year or more) is required.
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The physiological and psychological research performed by the
Soviets on their long duration flighte has shown that psychological
problems may be. the biggest factor in extending the duration of
manned flight. Although there are physiological problems (calcium
loss, for example), the feelings of isolation experienced by the
crews, and detailed in the diary of one of the crewmembers of the
longest flight to date (211 days), may be as difficult if not more so
to overcome. Soviet physicians nevertheless remain optimistic
about longer duration missions.

In terms of the hardware, test flights of the Soviet Saturn V-
class vehicle, which have been anticipated since the late 1960's,
may come as early as 1984, and if they are successful, it could be
operational a year or two later. It is interesting to note the concern
with which Soviet introduction of this vehicle is being greeted in
the West. It seems forgotten that the United States had that capa-
bility more than a decade ago (hence the term "Saturn V class ve-
hicle") and chose, primarily for budgetary reasons, to throw it
away. A shuttle and/or spaceplane should also appear in the next
several years, with orbital tests of a full-scale vehicle perhaps as
early as 1985. Estimating when new Soviet space hardware might
be introduced is always risky, so these 'dates should be considered
with caution.

The theme that has been echoed time and time again in Soviet
discussions of their future plans for manned space activities is the
desire for a permanent manned presence in orbit, using modular
space stations. From 1976 to 1983, the period covered in this report,
they have made substantial progress in this regard. But as they
themselves admit, in the "Economics Gazette" no less, that is only
the beginning:

In the more distant future scientists foresee the creation of far larger stations
which will be of great importance for all the inhabitants of our planet and will
make possible the appearance of constructions for the transmission of electric power
to the earth from space. From these stations manned ships will be launched into the
depths of space, where, in turn, the construction of extraterrestrial settlements will
begin '

Federov, B. Ekonornicheakaya Gazeta, January 1981, p, 24.
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Chapter 1

Overview of Manned Space Activities: 1957-83

Since their first manned space launch in 1961, the Soviets have
doggedly pursued their goals in manned flight. Despite setbacks in
their Earth orbital programfrom docking failumi tz space trage-
dies which have taken the lives of four cosmonautstheir enthusi-
asm has not waned, and even though they have not succeeded in
putting cosmonauts on the Moon, thei talk about sending people to
Mare m the not too distant future. They have ex ended the dura-
tion of manned space flight to 211 days, enabling Soviet physicians
to conclude that although there are medical problems with long du-
ration spaceflight, none will prohibit flights of even greater length.

This report is volume II of the most recent of a series of 5-year
reports prepared for the Senate Commerce, Science, and Transpor-
tation Committee i by the Congressional Research Service, and pro-
vides information on manned space activities, including the space
life sciences. Volume I, published earlier, discusses launch vehicles,
launch and tracking sites, international cooperation, organizaw,n
for Soviet space activities, and how much the Soviets spend on
their space activities. Volume III will address unmanned programs
(space science, space applications, and military).

Chapters 3 and 4 provide comprehensive details on manned space
ht programs and the space life sciences through December 31,

1980 . Chapter 2 has been .provided to highlight activities in 1981
through 1983, the time during which the report was written.

This chapter serves as an overview of the manned programs of
both the Soviet Union and the United States. Readers interested in
more detail on the Soviet flights will find information in the re-
maining chapters of this volume. Detailed information on U.S.
manned space activities is contained in U.S. Civilian S Pro-
grams 19M-1978, prepared by the Congressional Service
for, and published by, the House Committee on Science and Tech-
nology in 1981.

THE MOON RACE BEGINS

On April 12, 1964-the Soviet Union scored a space spectacular
that was to shape the first decade of manned spawflt. On that
day, Yuriy Gagarin became the first man to orbit the Earth in his
Vostok 1 spacecraft. Three weeks later, on May 5, the United

Until IV S, the Aeronautical and 4101011 Sciences Mitt...
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States succeeded in placing Alan Shepard in space. Although his
was only a suborbital flight, it was enough to give a new President,
John F. Kennedy, the confidence he needed to call upon the Nation
to "commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of
landing a man on the Moon and returning him safely to Earth."
This challenge was made on May 25, only 3 weeks after Shepard's
flight, but Congress and the American people agreed. The Moon
race was on.

The time-line in table 1 shows the course of events since then.
The Soviets made six flights in the Vostok series which were simi-
lar in purpose to the six U.S. Mercury flights: Establishing the
basic parameters of human reaction to spaceflight. On the last
Vostok flight, the Soviets achieved another firstValentina Ter-
eshkova became the first woman in space.
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After the six Vostok flights, the Soviets made two more launches
of the same spacecraft, but renamed Voskhod. These two flights
are often considered to have been more oriented toward public re-
lations than scientific goals, but they did score two more space
firsts: The first multiple crew (three men on Voskhod 1), and the
first extravehicular activity (Aleksey Leonov on Voskhod 2).

As table 1 shows, the Voskhod flights were followed by a period
of inactivity by the Soviets white the United States raced ahead
with its Gemini program to acquire experience with rendezvous
and docking in space, extend the duration of manned spaceflight,
and perform extravehicular activity (EVA). Although the Soviets
had achieved recognition for the first spacewalk, the United States
quickly followed with its own on Gemini 4, and perfected the tech-
niques required for EVA on subsequent Gemini flights in 1965 and
1966. (The Soviets, conversely, did not use EVA again until the
1969 Soyuz 4/5 flight.) Having declared itself in a "Moon race"
with the Soviets, the United States discovered that visibly, at least,
the competition had temporarily disappeared. Questions began to
surface about whether or not there really was a Moon race, but
statements by prominent Soviet politicians, scientists, and cosmo-
nauts left no doubt in the minds of U.S. space planners and the
Apollo program proceeded.

The first Apollo flight was to have taken place early in 1967, but
on January 27, its three-man crew' was killed during a prelaunch
test when fire erupted in the command module. Three months
later, when the Soviets resumed their manned flights, the result
also was tragedy. On April 24, 197, Vladimir Komarov was killed
upon impact with the Earth whe.. the parachute lines of his Soyuz
1 spacecraft tangled during dee,.:ent. Both manned programs were
set back for a year and a half, but the development of the large
launch vehicles needed for a Moon landing continued. In the
United States, the Saturn V was tested several times in 1967 and
1968. As noted in volume I, there is some evidence that the Soviets
were in the process of developing the "G" booster during this
period, although there were no known flight tests.

When the manned flights began again in October 1968, it was
clear who was ahead in the Moon race. The first U.S. flight was
Apollo 7, which tested the Apollo command module in Earth orbit.
The first Soviet flight, on the other hand, was a simple rendezvous
of a manned and an unmanned spacecraft in orbit. The next U.S,
flight, Apol to 8 in December, placed astronauts in lunar orbit and 7
months later, on July 20, 1969, two Americans made the first
Moonwalk.

The Soviet Union meanwhile was continuing its manned Earth
orbital flights, but there were several unmanned flights associated
with development of a lunar landing spacecraft from 1968 to 1971.
These were made in the Zond and Kosmas series (Zond was a modi-
fied Soyuz space craft). Thus, even after the United States had won
the Moon race, the Soviets were obviously interested in landing
crews there. The "G" vehicle never appeared, however, and cosmo-
nauts have yet to make it to the Moon.
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THE SPACE STATION ERA
The Soviets turned their attention to Earth orbit, and in 1971

launched the first space station, Salyut 1. The first crew to finis
space station, Soyuz 10, docked but could not enter. The second at-
tempt, with the three-man Soyuz 11 crew, was successful, and the
crew occupied the space station for 3 weeks. Tragically, though, the
crew died during reentry when an improperly sealed hatch allowed 4
the spacecraft atmosphere to vent into space. The crew was not
wearing spacesuits and the men were asphyxiated. As a result, the
Soviets returned to two-man crews in the Soyuz so there would be
sufficient room for the cosmonauts to wear spacesuits. Istecarly 1('
years elapsed before they were able to redesign. the interi of the
Soyuz and .the spacesuits so that three people could be accommo-
daSed again.

During this time, the United States was continuing its lunar
landing program. Although the 1971 Apollo 13 flizht almost result-
ed in tragedy when an oxygen tank explosion severely damaged the
Apollo spacecraft enroute to the Moon, the mission came to a
happy end when the astronauts were able to use the Lunar Module
as a literati and they returned home unharmed. The United Stag
placed a total of six crews on the Moon, with the last landing in
December 1972 (Apollo 17).

Public support for the Moon program had waned after the first
landing, however, and three Apollo missions (18, 19, and 20) were
cancelled. The once ambitious Apollo Applications Programs 0.
Earth orbital operations was scaled back to a single space station
to which three crews were sent. This station, Skylab, was launched
in 1973 and although badly damage during 'aunch, was able to
function for almost a year following repair work by the crews
which occupied it in 1973 and early 1974. The last of the three
Skylab crews set a new duration record of 84 days in space. Skylab
had approximately three times the interior volume of the Soviet
space stations.

While Skylab was in orbit, the Soviets began encountering diffi-
cultie+ in their space station program. Not only were they recover-
ing fr-mt the Soyuz 11 tragedy, but the two space stations they
launched in 1973 failed as soon as they reached orbit. TL'f' first of
these was Salyut '2., while the second failed so early in its mission
that it was not even given a Salyut designation, but rather was
named Kosmos 557. (The Soviets do not readily .admit to failures, so
often use the catch-all category Kosmos to designate failures, as
well as other missions they la not wish to disclose.)

In 1974, the Soviets finally succeeded in placing another space
station in orbitSalyut 3, which is considered in the Vest to have
been the first military space station. This categorization i, based on
the fact that the crews sent to the station were all military, rather
than mixer military/civil as they had been on Salyut 1., the orbit
was lower, presumably to expedite reconnaissance photography;
and the crew switched to military telemetry once they entered ',he
station. The Soyuz 14 crew stayed on board Salyut 3 for 2 weeks,
but the Soyuz 15 crew was not able to dock.

At the end 01 1974, the Soviets also launched another civilian
space station, Salyut 4, to which two crews were successfully
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launched (Soyuz 17 and 1S) in 1975. One crew which intended to fly
up to the Salyut had to abort the mission because of the failure of
the third stage of the launch vehicle, and landed 320 kilometers
north of the Chinese border. Since this svas a failure, the Soviets
did not give it a Soyuz designation, and it is referred to as the
April 5 Anomaly, having occurred on April 5, 1975.

At this time, it appeared that the Soviets were alternating mili-
tary and civilian space stations. With hindsight, it is possible to
conclude that had they been successful, Salyut 2 and 'COSMOS 557
would have been a military and a civilian space station, respective-
ly.

DETENTE SPACETHE APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT

From 1972 to 1975, both countries were involved in preparations
for the first joint manned missionthe Apollo-Soyuz test proie,:t
(ASTP). Launched in July 1975, ASPT involved the docking of a
three-man Apollo with a two-man Soyuz. The preparations includ-
ed visits by crews and support personnel to each other's launch,
mission control, and training facilities. Although there had been
great concern expressed in tha United States that it would be
giving away advanced technology to the Soviets, there is no evi-
dence that this was the case, although it is interesting to note the
Soviets have reconfigured the physical appearance of their mission
control center to almost duplicate the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's (NASA) mission control in Houston. Details
of the Soyuz 11 accident and the April 5 Anomaly were provided at
the insistence of American mission planners who wanted to ensure
that the safety of U.S. astronauts would not be endangered. A spe-
cial docking adapter was designed in the United States and was
heralded as insurance that either country could launch a rescue
flight to help the other if the need arose, but since this was the last
flight of the U.S. Apollo spacecraft, it would never be used again.

As the time-line shows, ASTP was. the last flight for the United
States for 6 years while the space shuttle was being developed. The
Soviet Union, conversely, moved out strongly in its space station
progra

Anther military space station, Salyut 5, was launched in 1976 to
which three crews were launched (one of which was unable to
dock). A free-flying Soyuz mission was also launched that year to
test an East German multispectral camera, MKF-6, which has sub-
sequently been installed on two space stations.

SALYUT 6 AND 'k SECOND GENERATION SPACE STATIONS

The first of the Soviets' second-generation space stations, Salyut
6, was launched on September 29, 1977. The space station func-
tioned in orbit for 41/2 years, until it was finally deorbited in July
1982. The most significant change in the space station was the ad-
dition of a second docking port. This enabled the Soviets to send up
additional crews to "visit" the main crew on the station, and to
and unmanned resupply flights using the Progress vehicle to deliv-

experiments, personal items, and most important) fuel. The So-
viets accomplished the first in-space refueling using Progress 1 and
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Salyut 6. In otherl(aaea, the Progress engines themselves have been
fired to mime the space station's orbit.

A total of 16 crews occupied Salyut 6. Two others tried to do so,
but the very first mission (Soyuz 25) was unable to dock, and an-
other (Soyuz 33) suffered an engine malfunction and could not ren-
dezvous.

Of the 16 crews that did dock, 5 were long duration crews, the
longest of which increases flight duration to 185 days. Most of the
others were "visiting" crews that stayed for approximately 8 days
and brought new experiments and took back the results of those
which had been performed. Nine of these visiting missions involved
cosmonauts from non-Soviet countries. All were members of Inter-
kosmos, the organization through which the Soviets coopersti. in
space research activities with their allies (Bulgaria, Cuba, Czecho-
slovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, and
Vietnam). Although seen primarily as a public relations part of the
space program, each country provided at least one of its own scien-
tific experiments. (The Bulgarian cosmonaut was aboard Soyuz 33
which could not rendezvous with the space station.)

In 1979, the Soviets introduced an upgraded version of the Soyuz
spacecraft, designated Soyuz-T. The first flight was unmanned, and
was followed by three manned flights to the space station. Al-
though the spacecraft is essentially the same, it has modernized
avionics, a better fuel system, solar panels so that it can fly inde-
pendently for longer periods of time than with batteries alone,2
and the interior has been redesigned so that it can accommodate
three space-suited cosmonauts. Soyua T-3 in November 1980
marked the first use of a three-man crew by the Soviets since the
1971 Soyuz 11 tragedy. (The original Soyuz is no longer used for the
manned. Program.)

Experiments conducted on Salyut 6 ranged from astrophysical
observations to Earth resources imaging to materials processing to
biological studies. As can be imagined, a great many experiments
could be conducted on such long duration flights, and there has
been considerable speculation in the West that military experi-
ments were also conducted, but since information .to confirm or
deny this speculation is classified, it remains in question. In any
case, the distinction which was drawn during the 1970's betwee.i.
military and civilian space stations apparently can no "anger be
made since if both types of activities are conducted, they are done
on the same space station.

In 1981, the Soviets docked an unmanned module, Kosmos 1267,
with Salyut 6. The Soviets announced that this was a test of a mod-
ular space station, although a Western magazine claimed that it
was a battle station in orbit, equipped with meter-long interceptors.
The Soviets occasionally reported on tests conducted with Koemos
1267, which they probably would not have done if it were a mili-
tary vehicle, and the entire assembly was deorbited in July 1982
with no apparent firing of the alleged interceptors. On the basis of

' F,ariv in the spice station program, the Soviets removed the Soyuz solar panels sine* better.
icy could provide sufficient power to get the spacecraft up to a space station and back again.
However, with the several docking failures, the whips had inaufficient power to try docking a
second time. Hence the return to solar panels on Soyut-T. In addition, the power from Soyuz
can be tieu in the space st.tion.
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available evidence, it seems clear .that Kosmos 1267 was exactly
what the Soviets said it wasa test of a modular space station.

Al se. in 1981, the United States finally resumed manned space-
flights with the reusable space shuttle. The first' s'auttle flight,
STS-1, was made on April 12, which coincidentally was the 20th
anniversary of Yuriy Gagarin's flight.' ,A second flight was also
made in 1981. Both were successful even though each was delayed
from its initial launch date, and the second flight had to return
early because of the failure of one of its fuel cells.

In 1982, the Soviets launched a new space station, Salyut 7.
Three crews docked with Salyut rt in 1982. The main crew set a
new duration record of 211 days, and was visited twice. The first
visit included a Frenchman, who dubbed himself a "spationaut"
rather than a astronaut or cosmonaut. The second carried the
second woraan into space. The United States made three more
flights of its space shuttle,. including the first military flight (STS-
4) and the first operational flight (STS-5).

Rumors grew during 1982 that the Soviets were developing.,their
own space shuttle. In February, the Soviet science attaché at the
Embassy in Washington publicly admitted that such a vehicle was
in development, and a flight in June (Kosmos 1374) is generally
considered in the West to have been a test of a .prototype reusable
space vehicle. The mission lasted only one and a quarter orbits and
landed in the Indian Ocean, where the craft was recovered.

The Soviets continued work on Salyut 7 during 1983, but it was a
mixed year of successes and. failures. In March,. they docked the
module Kosmos 1443 with the space station, terming it an "oper-
ational" version or Kosmos 1'467. The module was described as a
combination cargo craft with 2.5 times the capacity of Progress, a
space tug, and an extension to the space station which would in-
crease the habitable volume by 50 cubic meters, or 50 percent. It
also had a descent module for returning the results of experiments
to Earth.' Western observers heralded this as the first modular
space station, expected for so long, but the Soviets never used it in
that manner, but only as a cargo craft and space tug. Whether
something went wrong, or if this was the intended mission profile,
remains unknown.

Only one crew occupied the station during 1983, although three
were meant to visit Salyut 7. The first (Soyuz T-44 could not dock;
the second (Soyuz T-9) successfully docked and conducted a 149 day
mission; while the thir0 (Soyuz T-10A) never got off the launch
pad. A fire erupted in t launch vehicle seconds before lift off, and
the crew was rescued using the emergency abort system.

Meanwhile, the United States successfully completed four more
shuttle flights, STS-6, STS-7, STS-8, and STS-9. Among the spe-
cial features was the launch of the first American woman Sall
Ride) on STS-7; the first American black (GuionBluford) on S
and the first non-American to fly oz. an American manned mission
(Ulf Merbold of West Germany on STS-9). The last flight of the
year, STS-9, was the first flight of the European-built Spacelab,

1Thui was not isntenti'anal. STS-1 wu supposed to take act on April 10, but computer prob-
lems forced a lain minutia 2-day postponement.
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and over 70 experiments were conducted by the six-person crew,
the largest crew to work in space together.

As for the Soviet shuttlelispaceplane, two more testa similar to
Kosmos 1374 were conducted in 1983 (Kosmos 1445 and Kosmos
1517), the latter of which made a "controlled descent" into the
Black Sea tether than the Indian Ocean, demonstrating increased
confidence in the system.

Whatever the Soviets plan for the immediate future in manned
space flight, a critical determinant for long-term goals such ZU3
sending people to other planets is the ability of the human body to
adjust to weightlessness. The following section provides an over-
view of what has been discovered about human reaction to long du-
ration stays in orbit.

SPACE LIFE SCIENCES

In the early stages of the Sovietind Arherican manned space
programs of the late 1940's anti 1950's, there was a striking lack of
unanimity in the ac,romedical c9mmunities of that era about
whether humans could withstand the unique rigors of spaceflights.
Indeed, there were respected experts in medicine and biology who
were firm in the belief that irk.:nnezi spaceflight was impossible. It
was reasoned by this small, elite group of doubters that the human
cardiovascular, rpusculaskeletal, and immune systems would fail in
a weightless environment. Some even postulated that humans
would not be able to swallow food in space, ,the ultimate barrier to
manned spaceflight.

Nonetheless, there were also biomedical experts of that early era
who were just at firm in their belief that manned spaceflight was
definitely feasible. In the Soviet Union, such notable experts as
V.V. Parin and N.M. Sisakyan were prominent in the emergence of
space medicine and biology as a discipline. Similarly, in the United
States, Maj. Gen. H.G. Armstrong foresaw the development of
space medicine. In 194% the U.S. Air Force School of Aviation Med-
icine organized a meeting on the topic of "Aeromedical Problems of
Space Travel." Presentations were made by the then Colonel Arm-
strong, Prof. 'Hubertus Strughold, later to be named the "fat per of
space medicine," and astrophysicist Dr. Heinz Haber.

It was not an easy task for Soviet and American proponents to
introduce the concept of manned spaceflight. Opponents in high
sitions of political power were difficult to convince and many felt
that the concept was frivolous, risky, and above all, too expensive.
Early vertical flights of animals on Soviet and American rockets
did little to dispel what had become trenched skepticism. Not
until 1960 did both couLtries begin to cbnsider seriously the pros-
pect of manned spaceflit and the legitimacy of space medicine
and biology.

On April 12, 1961, Yuri Gagarin became the first human being to
experience weightlessness in space during a single orbit of flight in
Vostok-1 lasting 108 minutes. That flight broke the ice for addi-
tional Soviet flights in the Vostok series and served as a stimulus
for the first American suborbital flight.

From a biomedical point of view, there developed a cautious opti-
mism that humans could withstand the rigors of spaceflight, at
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least for a short time. Nonetheless, skeptics and conservatives per-
sisted in their belief that the human organism was not equipped
for spaceflights of days, let alone weeks duration. These fears were
reinforced considerably in the Soviet space medicine community
after the flight of Vostok-2 cosmonaut Gherman Titov.
During his 1-day, 17-orbit flight, 'tem experienced spatial disorien-
tation and motion sickness. Inexplicably in that era, no American
astronaut in the Mercury or GemiLi Programs was to experience
those symptoms. Accordingly, the American space medicine corn-
munity was skeptical about Soviet concerns over motion sickness in
space. Many dialogs between American and Soviet space medicine
experts took place during the late 1960's about this issue. The
Americans remained convinced that space motion sickness was
uniquely a Soviet problem and that it really did not merit much
attention.

That entrenched attitude was to change radically during the
Apollo program. Only during the Apollo era did it become plain
that space motion sickness was a serious and potentially dangerouti
condition. Symptoms of nausea, dizziness, and fullness of the head
seemed to occur during the first hours and days of spaceflight. Evi-
dently, the more commodious Apollo module which allowed more
freedom of body movement was the reason for the new expression
of these symptoms in American astronauts. The extremely
cramped Mercury and Gemini modules allowed virtually no free-
dom of body movement. In contrast, the larger 7- itok/Voskhod,
and Soyuz modules did allow relative freedom of ,dy movement,
pt. rhaps explaining why Soviet cosmonauts had experienced symp-
toms of motion sickness and fullness of the head on a fairly regular
basis throughout those programs.

The Soviet Vostok and Voskhod missions and the American Mer-
cury and Gemini missions of the 1960's were relatively uneventful
from a medical point of view, mainly because most missions were
only a few days in duration. The longest Gemini mission was 14
days. Accordingly, the medical conclusion following completion of
the Gemini program was that humans could survive the space envi-
ronment for periods as long as would be required for a lunar mis-
sion. Significant biomedical findings at that time included:

Loss of red blood cell mass (5 to 20 percent);
Postflight orthoetatic intolerance (100 percent of crews);
Loss of postflight exercise capacity;
Decreased bone density (7 percent);
Persistent loss of bone calcium and muscle nitrogen; and
High metabolic cost of extravehicular activity.

These basic physiological responses to the space environment, in
addition to space motion sickness, remain major problem areas of
concern today.

During the Soviet Vostok and Voskhod era of the 1960's, the
presence of humans in space modules was of principal concern to
Soviet scientists in four fundamental areas:

Assuring cosmonaut safety in the event of space module mal-
function;

Protection of the cosmonaut against space factors and main-
tenance of normal vital functions;

Reliable operation of module systems in space; and
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Safe and accurate reentry and descent.
These were primarily engineering issues, but there was also con-

siderable concern in the Soviet space medicine community about
human physiological response to prolonged weightlessness. This
concern found its greatest expression the 18-day flight of
Soyuz 9 in 1970. Whereas optimism had reigned in the American
and Soviet manned spaceflight communities in the 1960's, new
doubts emerged in the Soviet space medicine community after the
longest manned flight to date. The two Soyuz 9 cosmonauts exhibit,
ed pronounced orthostatic intolerance upon reentry and landing
and had to be carried from the space module on stretchers. This
anomalous response gave rise to gloomy speculation in both the
Soviet and American space medicine communities that the limits
of human endurance in the space environment had been reached..
Representatives of both communities began to doubt whether
humans could withstand up to 30 days of spaceflight, because the
Soyuz 9 cosmonauts required 11 days of postflight readaptation to
Fravity. It was then that both communities began to focus on the
issue of physical conditioning and other countermeasures against
physiological deconditioning during relatively long spaceflights of a
week or longer.

Subsequent Soyuz. Apollo, Apollo-Soyuz, Soyuz /Salyut, and
Skylab missions served to alleviate the anxiety created by the
anomalous Soyuz 9 flight. During the 1970's, a number of counter-
measures were developed which made it possible for humans to live
in the space environment for weeks and even months with relative-
ly little drqradation of physiological function. Major biomedical
findings from the Apollo program were:

Vestibular disturbances (space sickness);
Suboptimum food consumption (1260-2903 Kcal/day);
Postflight weight loss and dehydration (1 week recovery);
Decreased postflight orthostatic tolerance;
Cardiac arrhythmias (Apollo 15); and
Decreased red cell mass (2 to 100 percent) and plasma

volume (4 to 9 percent).
The Soviet Soyuz progrr'n resulted in no unusual or unexpected

physiological changes other ,han increased pulse rate ud

launch and orbit insertion .d pulse rate variability throughout
the flights. Cosmonauts in the Soyuz program were carefully moni-
tored to assess the physiological effects of weightlessness and
became more involved in the conduct of biomedical probes. There
was strong emphasis on countermeasures against physiological de-
adaptation such as chest expanders, isometric exercises, elastic ten-
sion straps, and the "Penguin" constant loading suit which simu-
lates the actual body weight of the cosmonaut by requiring him to
maintain an upright posture against fo'rces created by the suit.

The early 1970's saw the of the Soviet Salyut space
station series and the end of t e Apollo era. Only the American
Skylab would be active in the remainder of the 1970's. By then,
confidence had increased that humans could tolerate missions of
long duration. Accordingly, both Soviet and American missions
became p ively longer during the 1970's and 1980's. The long-
est inann2rsht ever was accomplished on the Soviet Salyut 7
space station (211 days). Missions on the American Skylab were 28,
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59, and 84 days. It was then possible to establish the time course of
physiological adaptation to the weightless environment of space.
Based on the subjective reports of three Skylab crews and vestibu-
lar experiments performed on both Skylab and Salyut stations, it
was concluded that space motion sickness remains a problem,
cannot be predicted on Earth, but can be somewhat alleviated by
medications. Perhaps the most significant finding of the Soviet
Salyut program is that physiological deconditioning can be substan-
tially reduced through a regimen of vigorous exercises that re-
quires upward of 2.5 hours per day. Soviet cosmonauts on the
longer Salyut missions have returned to Earth in generally good
physical condition. There has been no recurrence of the problems
experie-iced on the earlier Soyuz 9 flight. Thus, prolonged human
presence in the space environment has become an operational re-
ality, although most of the problems enumerated earlier persist. At
present, the following biomedical problems are of principal concern
to both the American and Soviet space medicine communities:

Space motion sickness;
Cardiovascular deconditioning;
Blood changes (blood cell mass loss); and
Bone mineral loss.

In addition to the above, as a more persistent human presence in
space becomes a reality in this and coming decades, the following
issues will become more important:

Selection of space personnel;
Flight crew training and conditioning;
Medical care during space flight;
Extravehicular support of space stations;
Protection from radiation and toxic substances;
Use of artificial gravity in space;
Man/machine interactions and engineering; and
Life support systems containing plants and animals.

The Soviet Union is planning the construction of multimodular
space complexes, but in addition, is also planning for manned mis-
sions to planets in the solar system (particularly ;Mars). Clearly,
the Soviet space program is larger and more ambitious than the
U.S. program based on the large effort underway in the Soviet
space life sciences. The research is plainly directed toward the de-
velopment of hardware and life support systems that will permit
man to exist safely in the space environment for months and even
years.

STATUS OF U.S. AND SOVIET MANNED PROGRAMS AT THE
END OF 1988

Thus, as 1983 drew to a close, the Soviet Union and United
States were both heavily involved in manned space activities. The
Soviets with th ''ir space station program and the Americans with
their reusable ferry craft, seem to have adopted opposite philoso-
phies in the development of manned vehicles.

In the early 1970's, the United States had had to choose, for
budgetary reasons, between developing a space station or a reus-
able vehicle. It chose the reusable space shuttle, and now is consid-
ering whether or not to build a space station. The Soviets took the
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opposite path, building first the space station, and now the reus-
able vehicle.

By selecting the path it did, the Soviets have outdistanced the
United States in gaining experience with human beings in outer
space. They have more than doubled the duration of manned space
missions from the 84-day Skylab flight in 1974 to 211 days for the
Soyuz T-5/7 crew in 1982. With that much time to perform experi-
ments, the Soviets have greatly expanded knowledge in fields such
as plant growth in space; the processing of pharmaceuticals, metal
alloys, and crystals; Earth resources photography; astrophysical ob-
servations; studies of the upper atmosphere; and most importantly
how the human body withstinds extended exix-s ure to the condi-
tions of space. But for all of this, they still have problems in re-
turning, the results of their scientific work to Earth. The Progress
vehicle which takes supplies up to the space station is not designed
for reentry, so it cannot bring results back. They have partially
compensated for this by developing the Kosmos 1443-class space-
craft with a descent module, but it has flown only once. They could
obviously benefit from having a reusable ferry craft.

The United States, on the other hand, has made a great techno-
logical leap by developing the reusable space shuttle. It is designed
to allow routine and comps ratively inexpensive access to space
hut it has no space station from which to ferry crews and experi-
ments. The debate over whether or not to build a space station is a
current issue in both Congress and the executive branch that had
not been resolved by the end of 1983. By contrast, Soviet space
technology has advanced little in the past decade and a half. Their
primary manned spacecraft is simply an uprated Soyuz, which was
first used in 1967, and it is launched by the same launch vehicle
that placed Sputnik 1 in orbit in 1957.

The roles of the military and civil communities in manned activi-
ties is also becoming inure controversial. Since the entire Soviet
space program is the responsibility of the militarythere is no
Soviet equivalent of NASA which conducts civilian space activities
in the United States--it is sometimes represented in the West as
being an entirely military program. If the same criteria are applied
to Soviet manned activities as are applied to those of the United
States, however, one would have to conclude that to date both have
been heavily oriented toward civilian goals.

The United States would certainly count Mercury, Gemini,
Apollo, Skylab, and ASTP as entirely civilian, and the shuttle as
primarily civilian since it was developed by NASA, even though 37
percent of anticipated shuttle flights through 1994 will be for the
Department of Defense, Similarly, then, Vostok, Voskhod, Soyuz,
and Salyut 1 and 4 can be counted as civilian, while Salyut 3 and 5
could be counted as military. As noted earlier, the military/civil
interface on Salyut 6 and 7 is unclear, but a study of what the So-
viets have openly discussed about Salyut experiments leads to the
conclusion that the cosmonauts could .not be spending a majority of
their time on unannounced military experiments in order to have
time to spend on those that have been announced as civilian. As-
suming that the Soviets are honestly reporting the nonmilitary ex-
periments, the conclusion can be reached that Salyut is no more
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militarily oriented than the space shuttle (that is, no more than 37
percent of Salyut experiments are for military purposes.)

Manned spaceflight is also becoming increasingly international
in the 1980's. The Soviets took the lead in sending non-Soviet cos-
monauts into space. By the end of 1982, representatives of the nine
Interkosmos countries plus Prance had flown on Soviet missions,
and two Indian cosmonauts are now in training. The United States
followed suit in the fall of 1983 with the launch of a European on
the first Spacelab flight. Spacelab, which fits inside the cargo bay
of the space shuttle, was developed by the European Space Agency.
In December 1982, President Reagan invited Brazil to send an as-
tronaut on a future space shuttle flight, and Australia, Canada;
and Japan have ind ted interest in doing the same (Canada has
already chosen six caw `ates).

The future for manned spaceflight then would seem to include a
wide variety of uses of spaceboth military and civilianby people
from many countries, not just the United States and Soviet Union.
Although the United States has no plans to go back to the Moon or
to other planets in the foreseeable futurt, the Soviets have openly
talked about the possibility of manned flights to Mars (although
they have not specified whether they would circumnavigate the
planet or land). The United States is debating whether to build a
space station, and some have suggested that it be an international
effort, while the Soviets apparently are already developing their
version of the space shuttle. Whether the two space powers will
return to the manned space cooperation of the AnP-era, perhaps
with U.S. shuttle flights to Soviet space stations as envisioned in
the 1977 agreement for cooperation between the two countries
(which was allowed to lapse in May 1982 because of Soviet activi-
ties in Afghanistan and Poland) is very much uncertain, but with
the growing number of countries involved in space activities, and
the efforts by the United States and Soviet Union to send people
from other countries into space, it would appear that space will be
international regardless of U.S. and Soviet attitudes toward coop-
eration with each other.
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Chapter 2

Significant Activities in Soviet Manned Spaceflight 1981-83

As noted earlier, the main text of this report adds data for the
period 1976-80 to existing versions of Soviet Space Programme, Since
this edition has taken additional time to prepare following the 1981
death of Dr. Charles S. Sheldon II, Senior Speoialist in Space and
Transportation, who spearheaded the 1966-70 and 1971-75 editions
and was in the process of pre this edition, the current au-
thors have decided to include a chapter that briefly highlights
what has happened since 1980. Information in this chapter is not
as extensively detailed as that in the remainder of the volume,
since its purpose is only to bring the reader up to date.

MANNED SPACE PROGRAMS

SatLytrr 6

The final manned High to Salyut 6 were launched in 1981.
First, a resupply mission, Progress 12, was sent to the spam station
on January 24. Then Sow T-4, carrying cosmonauts Vladimir Ko-
valenok and Viktor Savmyk, was launched on March 12, 1981, and
the crew stayed on board for 75 days. They were visited by two
crews, each of which brought Interkosmonauts to the station. The
first, Soyuz 39, was launched on March 22 and was composed of
Vladimir Dzhanibekov and Jugderdemidiyan Gurragcha (the first
Mongolian cosmonaut). The second, Soyuz 40, was commanded by
Vladimir Popov and included the first Romanian cosmonaut, Dunu-
tru Prunariu, and was launched on May 14, 1981. The Soviets re-
ported that this would be the last flight of the original Soyuz, with
future flights to be made with Soyuz -T.

The Soyuz T-4 crew was the final crew on Salyut 6, and left the
space station on May 26. During the time they were on board, the
crew continued experiments similar to those conducted by earlier
crews on Salyut 6 and detailed in chapter, 3. As discussed below,
the space station was deorbited in July 1982:

Kosmos 1267

On June 19, 1981, the Soviets docked' an unmanned module,
Kosmos 1267, with Salyut 6. , The space aft, which weighed 15
metric tons, almost as much as the Salyut itself, had been launched
on April 25, 1! :1, and had performed numerous orbital maneuvers
prior to the time it docked with the space station, including separa-
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tion of a large modular section weighing 600 kilograms on May 24
which reentered and was recovered. Kosmos 1267's orbital activi-
ties closely paralleled those of a previous flight, Kosmos 929, in
1977, whose purpose was then unknown.

When Kosmos 1267 docked with Salyut 6, the Soviets announced
that it was "designed to test systems and elements of the design of
future spacecraft and for training in the methods of assembly of or-
bital complexes of a big size and weight." ' In other words, a modu-
lar space station. They also stated that the earlier orbital manu-
evers were to test the satellite in an independent mode, including
midcourse corrections and other dynamic operations.2 This was not
unexpected, as the Soviets had been discussing plans for large or-
bital stations for several years.

In July, September, and December 1981, the Soviets released de-
tails of the experiments being conducted with the combined space-
craft, emphasizing that the purpose was to generate knowledge in
the creation of even larger stations in the future. Numerous ma-
neuvers of the complex were made using the Kosmos 1267 engines.

In October and November, however, the U.S. trade magazine
Aviation Week and Space Technology reported that the spacecraft
was, in fact, an "antisatellite battle station equipped with clusters
of infrared-homing guided interceptors," with "firing ports to eject
1-meter-long miniature vehicles guided by infrared sensors." 3

The Kosmos 1267/Salyut 6 combination was deorbited by the So-
viets on July 29, 1982. Because the Soviets do not usually report on
military satellites at all and there was considerable coverage of
Kosmos 1267, and since there were no known test firings of any
projectiles which were allegedly aboard Kosmos 1267, it is difficult
to conclude that Aviation Week was correct in its allegations that
this was an antisatellite-related device.

SALYUT 7

During the final months of flight for the Salyut 6/Kosmos 1267
complex, the Soviets launched Salyut 7, another second-generation
space station. The station is very similar to Salyut 6, with an im-
proved navigation system, a strengthened forward docking port,
and modifications to the solar panel to permit attachment of addi-
tional arrays.

Salyut 7 was launched on April 19, 1982, and received its first
crew in May. Soyuz T-5 was launched on May 13 carrying two cos-
monauts: Anatoliy Berezovoy and Valentin Lebedev. This crew LA
a new duration record of 211 days, returning on December 10. They
were visited by two missions. The first, Soyuz T-6, was launched on
June 24 and carried the first Frenchman into space, Jean-Loup
Chretien. The crew also included two Soviets: Vladimir Dzhanibe-
kov and Aleksandr Ivanchenkov. The second set of visitors arrived
in Soyuz T-7 and included the second woman in space, Svetlana
Savitskaya. Launched on August 19, she was joined by Leonid

' Tams in English, 1100 GMT, June 19, 1981
I Ibid.
I Killer Satellites Aviation Week and Space Technology, Oct. 26, 1981, p. 15. CosmosThreat.

Aviation Week and Space Technology. Nov. 30, 1981, p. 17.
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Popov and Aleksandr Serebrov. There were four Progress resupply
flights during 1982.

Among the important results of experiments on Salyut 7 during
1982 was the first successful growing of a seed through the entire
life cycle of the plant and back to seed again. The Soviets had been
attempting to do this since Salyut 1, but only succeeded in 1982
using an Arabidopsis seed (wallcress). Other work included electro-
phoresis experiments using the Tavria unit in which molecules are
separated from each other by passing an electrical current through
a fluid. Researchers are optimistic that more pure vaccines and
other pharmaceutical products can be produced in space, without
the influence of gravity. The cosmonauts experimented with inter-
feron and urokinase, and found that it is possible to purify sub-
stances between 10 and 15 times better than on Earth, and the pro-
ducti-rity in space is hundreds of times higher.

The main crew took more than 20,000 photographs of the Earth
using the MKF-6M and KATE-140 cameras. They also used a tele-
vision apparatus called Niva to videorecord and relay back to
Earth information on observed areas, thus avoiding the delay wait-
ing for another crew or the end of the mission to return the film
from MKF-6M and KATE-140 systems for processing (the Progress
spacecraft is not recovered so cannot return the results of experi-
ments).

The space station carries an X-ray spectrometer called SKR-
02M, with which they made observations of interstellar space for a
total of 40 hours of observing time. Two French astrophysics ex-
periments are also on board. The first, Piramig, is a highly sensi-
tive camera used to study the upper atmosphere, the interplan-
etary medium, and galaxies, in the visible and near-infrared bands.
The second, PCN, is used for nighttime studies of weak light
sources in space (such as the luminosity of interstellar dust) and
the upper atmosphere (luminescent clouds and lightning).

Human physiology studies were continued, a&well as other bio-
logical experiments, including Cytos-2, which concerned the effects
of weightlessness on bacteria under the influence of different anti-
biotics, and Biobloc, which investigated the effects of cosmic rays
on biological material.

Although the Soviets have never admitted to conducting military
experiments on any space station, including this one, the trade
press carried accounts of several military investigations thought to
be taking place. Aerospace Daily reported on speculation by the
Pentagon that antisubmarine warfare experiments were conducted,
including observations of bioluminescence produced by plankton,
which might reveal the path of a submarine.' Air Force Magazine
reported that there was "strong circumstantial evidence" that the
Soviets used Salyut 7 for calibrating and refining the targeting and
tracking mechanisms of ground-based military lasers.° Finally,
Aviation Week and Space Technology reported that the Soviets con-
ducted pointing and tracking tests similar to those planned for the
U.S. Talon Gold experiment (to be carried on the space shuttle in
1985) in which ballistic missiles and other spacecraft were tracked.

Aerospace Daily, Nov, 29, 1982. p. 137.
* Air Force Magazine. March 1983, p. 24.
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These tests could be related to development of a space-based laser
system.°

Two small (25 kg) satellites, Iskra 2 and Iskra 3, were deployed
from Salyut 7 in 1982 through the airlock. Both were reportedly
used during their short lifetimes (the orbit was low so they decayed
rapidly) by amateur, radio operators. The cosmonauts performed
21/2 hour EVA during which they practiced the use of various tools
while In their spacesuits, practiced connecting mechanical joints
which could be used to join large structures, and evaluated materi-
als (e.g., rubber) which might be used as sealing agents in space
construction.

In 1983, a lengthy article was published in Pnavda consisting of
extracts from Lebedev's diary.? His frank remarks about the loneli-
ness of living in space, away from family and friends, problems
with insomnia despite a tiring workload, and establishing a work-
ing relationship with his colleague on the flight that would not be
influenced by the presence of the visiting crews, revealed the psy-
chological pressures involved in long-duration spaceflight. The
mere fact of its publication was interesting and surprising.

In 1983, three crews were intended to occupy Salyut 7, but only
one successfully achieved that goal. In March, the unmanned
module Kosmos 1443 docked with the spa m station (see below). The
first crew intended to dock with the Salyut 7/Kosmos 1443 complex
was Soyuz T-8, but its rendezvous radar failed to deploy and the
crew was unable to dock. The attempts by the three-man crew
(Vladimir Titov, Gennadiy Strekalov, and Aleksandr Serebrov) to
compensate for the lack of the radar system by "seat-of-the-pants"
flying were detailed in an article in Krasnaya Zvezda only 4
months after the attempt failed.° Again this was uncharacteristic
candor, since previously, docking failures had nevertheless been de-
scribed as mission successes.

A successful docking was achieved by the Soyuz T-9 crew which
had been launched on June 27. Vladimir Lyakhov and Alexandr
Alexandrov remained on board for 149 days. Supplies were deliv-
ered by Kosmos 1443 and two Progress missions, and the Progress
was modified so that fresh foods could be placed inside only a few
hours before launch, instead of days before launch as had previous-
ly been the case. During the mission, a fuel leak developed in one
of the Salyut fuel tanks, but the problem was not serious enough to
cause the Soviets to bring the crew home.9

The T-9 crew continued work on experiments similar to those
conducted by previous Salyut 7 occupants. Earth photography was
expedited by the presence of Kosmos 1443 in the early part of the
mission because it was used for stabilizing the complex (and there-
fore did not exhaust Salyut i's fuel supply or =. wire the crew's
time), and could return a large amount of ex film in its de-
scent module. Thus, in 1 week, Lyakhov and Alexandrov took as
many photographs as the previous crew had taken during its entire

Aviation Week and Space Technology. Oct. 25, 1952. p. 15.
Gubarev, V. His Heart Remains on Earth. Pravda, Aug. 15, 19433. p. 7.
Titov, V. Thal in Orbit. Krasnaya Zvesda, Aug. 9, 1983. p, 4.

*The Nei leak had been reported by Aviation Week and Space Technology, (Oct. 10, 1983. p.
221 and in December the Soviets confirmed that there had been a leak. although it would appear
that it was not as serious as Aviation Week had suggested.
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211 --day mission." By the entil of their 149 days, they had held 43
sessions of Earth resources observations, obtaining 3,000 photo-
graphs with the MKF-6 camera, and 100 with the KATE-140. The
crew also performed a series of experiments called "Kometa" for
improving mathematical models for reproducing colors of the sea
as they are perceived through the atmosphere, to enable space
crews to make more accurate observations.

A wide range of experiments related to materials processing
were conducted. Nineteen experiments in the electrophotograph
series were conducted to study the effect of space flight conditions
on thin film coatinks which were exposed to the conditions of outer
space in en airlock. Electrophotograms were made of the materials
after several hours or days of exposure. Results of the first set of
experiments were returned via the Kamm 1443 descent module,
and after processing them on the ground, scientists requested sev-
eral changes in the manner in which the tests were conducted, in-
cluding the use of film more sensitive to electric fields, and more
frequent observations by the crew (including taking color photo-
graphs) of changes during the exposure time. Little mention was
made of the Splay and Kristall furnaces, other than a general ref-
erence at the end of the mission that semicomiuctors (including
cadmium selenide) had been processed in Kristall.

Electrophoresis experiments continued with the Tavria unit. A
pure protein substance was produced toward the end of Soyuz T-9
mission from the membranes of an influenza virus. The Soviets
commented that although such a preparation can be made on
Earth, the experiment showed that it could be made much more
economically in space. The T-9 crew produced 35 milligrams of the
substance, "sufficient for our laboratories to be supplied with mate-
rial for research over the course of many months. . . . This super-
pure substance is . . . a domestic standard with which we can now
compare all the vaccines that are produced.""

Fourteen sessions of experiments were performed with the Pion
unit for bcudying heat and mass transfer in, and the physics of,
multiphase media in weightlessness. The Non apparatus recorded
changes in the density and temperature of substances as the con-
tainer in which they were held was heated. The processes were re-
corded on motion picture film and videotape using a holographic
device.
Plant growth experiments continued, and included work with

some of the Arabidopsis seeds produced on the 1982 mission.
The crew used the SKR-02M, Piramig, and PCN astrophysical

equipment, as well as a reflecting X-ray telescope (called RT-4M).
Repair work continued on different components of the space sta-

tion, most notably the Delta navigation system. The computer
began sending new data to storage locations, and erasing important
information. The crew replaced the system's memory unit, and the
computer was reprogrammed via telemetry from the ground, a
process that took a week."

10 LIviist.iy*, July 18, 1989, p. 2.
s s Leniradakaye Pravda, Now 29. 1983. p. 4.
Is Sotaialiaticheskrys Industriya, July 17, 1983. p. 3.
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A micrometeorite struck one of Salyut's windows in July, causing
a loud crack and creating a crater with a 4 mm diameter.

The Soyuz T-9 crew became thy, first cosmonauts to perform two
EVA's on a single flight as the result of the failure of the Soyut T-
10 crew to make it into orbit (see below). Lyakhov and Alexandrov
performed EVA's on November 1 and November 3 to install addi-
tional solar panels to izicrease the electricity supply for the experi-
ments on the station, with each' excursion lasting almost 3 hours.
According to the Soviets, the new panels increased the electricity
supply by 50 percent, although a picture of the crew installing the
additional panels showed them to be only about one-third (or less)
the size of the main arrays (see fig. 1).z3 This accomplishment was
cited as extremely important for planning for the development of
orbiting industrial facilities and solar power stations.

Ficumg 1 Salyut 7 with additional solar arrays installed by Soyuz T-9 crew.
(Drawing by R. F. Gibbons and Teledyne Brown Engineering.)

The duration of the Soyuz T-9 mission was extended following
the aborted Soyuz T-10 mission on September 26, 1983. The T-10
crew was to have docked with Salyut 7, and probably would have
replaced, rather than visited, the T-9 crew. Seconds before liftoff,
however, a fire erupted in the launch vehicle, and the two men on
board (V. Titov and Strekalov, both veterans of the Soyuz T-8 fail-
ure) were jettisoned by the Soyuz emergency abort system. They
were safely recovered 3 kilometers downrange.

Press reports of the accident appeared in the West within a week
of the accident (most stating, incorrectly, that three people were

3 Pravda. Nov. 4, 1953 p. 3.
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aboard, one a woman), and 2 weeks later, at the International As-
tronautical Federation [IAFJ conference in Budapest, Hungary, the
Soviets themselves admitted that it had occurred (and named the
two men who were on board). In December 1982, at a press confer-
ence for the T-9 crew, Soviet officials added that the T-9 mission
had been extended because of the T-10 failure, and the EVA was to
have been conducted by the T-9 crew and the two men who were
"to have relieved them." " The use of the phrase "to have relieved
them" virtually confirmed the speculation that the T-10 crew
would have replaced rather than visited Lyakhov and Alexandrov.
A turnover of operations from one crew to another has been ex-
pected since the launch of Salyut 6 in 1977. When it finally hap-
pens, very probably in 1984, the Soviets will have made another
major step toward their stated goal of a permanent presence in
Space.

The Soyuz T-10 launch failure, coupled with the rumors about
the fuel leak on Salyut 7, led many Western journalists to declare
an emergency on board the space station, despite a lack of evidence
to support such an assertion. The longest time a Soyuz T spacecraft
had remained in orbit had been 113 days, so after 111 days, a BBC
journalist reported that in 2 more days the crew would be stranded
in orbit and they were running out of supplies. This hyperbole con-
tinued until the very day Lyakhov and Alexandrov returned to
Earth. In fact, the crew had plenty of supplies from Kosmos 1443
and the two Progress missions, and there was no evidence that the
design lifetime of Soyuz T was only 113 days. At the IAF meeting
in Budapest, for example, it was unofficially unacknowledged that
the design lifetime was on the order of 180 days.

Even if there had been a problem with reactivating the ferry
craft, an unmanned Soyuz T could have been launched to bring the
crew home, as had been done with the Soyuz 32 crew (see chapter
3), Thus, there was no evidence that the crew was ever in danger,
despite the numerous press reports to the contrary. 4

K08,1108 1443

On March 2, 1983, the Soviets launched Kosmos 1443 and de-
scribed it as an operational version of Kosmos 1267, although the
fact that it retained a Kosmos designation instead of having a new
name likeProgress suggests that it may still have been preopera-
tional. Tffe Soviets reported that Kosmos 929 (see chapter 3) had
been a precursor flight for this type of spacecraft, confirming many
years of Western s. = ulation." The spacecraft docked with Salyut
7 on March 10, 19: ..

The Soviet press gave considerable coverage of the spacecraft and
its mission and it was deseribecrair serving several purposes: (1) a
cargo craft both for bringing sup lies and equipment to an orbiting
crew (2.5 times the amount that' can carry) and returning
up to 500 kg of cargo to Earth in a descent module; (2) a space tug;
(3) an extension to the space station to increase its habitable

ti
(11 Burns. John P. Soviet Launching Explosion and Sel_yut 7 Leak Confirmed. New York

Times. Dec. 13, 1983. p. C 4. (2) Soviets Acknowledge *pit Foal Leak. Note Mission Extension.
Aerospace Daily. Dec. 13, 1983, 217. (3) Paris 1626 GMT, Dec. 12, 1983.

" Pravda, July 3, 1983. p. 3. isticheskaya Industriya, July 3. 1983, p. 4.
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volume by 50 cubic meters (or approximately 50 percent); and (4) as
an autonomous module for various tasks such as materials process-
ing or astrogomical observations.

The spacecraft had two panels of its own with a total span
of 16 meters and an area of 40 square meters, and Wighed as
much as Salyut (20 tons). It was 13 meters long and Nrmeters in
diameter at its widest point. The descent module resembled 7.11

American Gemini capsule from the 1960's. Pictures of the vehicle
were published in Pravda,'6 and renditions based on those pictures
are shown in figures 2 and 3.
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FIGLIKE 2 Kotirnori 1443 spacecraft. Kosmos 929 in 1917 introduced a whole new
class of sNicecraft that appears to be related to the manned program. KOSMOS 929
conducted extensive maneuvering in Earth orbit and returned a recoverable cap-
sule part way through its mission. Two follow-on missions: Koamos 1267 and
Ramos 1443 linked up with Salyut space stations (Salyut 6 and Salyut 7 respec-
tively). They may eventually become building blocks for larger, permanent space
structures,

"Jily 2., I9Ki and Oct 9, 198,3
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nouns 3.---Sal t 7 docked with Soyuz T-9 and Kosinos 1443. (Drawing by R. F.
Gibbons and Teledyne Brown Engineering.)

In its cargo craft role, it delivered almost 3 tons of supplies and
equipment to the space station, including the solar panels which
were later installed by the Soyuz T-9 crew.. The descent module re-
turned 350 kilograms of material on August 23, 1983, a week after
Kosmos 1443 separated from Salyut 7. Among the cargo were the
results of more than 45 experiments, and pieces of equipment that
had fun,tioned aboard the space station (e.g., an air regenerator
and components of the Delta computer) to enable studies of the de-
terioration or these systems.

The main body of the spacecraft, which had been filled with
trash by the Soyuz T-9 crew, was deorbited on September 19, 1983.

As a space tug, Kamm 1443 raised and lowered the orbit of the
complex several times, and also made numerous manewiers after it
undocked from Salyut on August 14. The Soviets commented that
in the not so distant future such tugs would be used to visemble
struc.ures weighing many metric tons, the components of which
would be launched into orbit stage by stage.' 7

Somewhat Surprisingly, it never really functioned as an exten-
sion to Salyut 7, which Western observers had assumed was its pri-,
mary task. Instead, shortly after the supplies were unloaded and
the crew had loaded the material to be returned to Earth in the
descent Ltodule, the entire spacecraft (instead of just the descent
module) unduc.ked. It remains unclear as to whether the is
simply did not intend to use it as a modular space station exte on
on this flight, or if something went wrong.

" Moscow Domestic Service, 0000 GMT, July 1, 1983,
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SPACEPLANE TESTS

Rumors have existed for many years that the Soviets are devel-
oping a reusable space vehicle similar (in concept, at least) to the
U.S. space shuttle (see chapter 3).

In the 1980-82 time period, however, Soviet space officials began
to downplay the possibility of their developing a reusable vehicle
on the basis that their present spacecraft were more economic. In
April 1981, for example, cosmonaut Vitally Sevastyanov responded
to a reporter's question about Soviet development of a space shuttle
by saying that a shuttle would be more effective than existing sys-
tems "only for a short term investigation of a certain phenomena
[sic] or subjects, and °Illy when new, stronger and cheaper materi-
als are invented."" At the 1981 IAF meeting, another cosmonaut,
Aleksey Yeliseyev told reporters that "at the present time, there is
no plan for a Russian space shuttle." 9 In February 1982 Anatoliy
Skripko, Science Attache at the Soviet Embassy in Washington,
publicly annou.iced in a speech to the American Astronautical So-
ciety that the Soviets were, in fact, developing a shuttle, but cau-
tioned that nothing would be seen of it for another 2 to 5 years.2°

Despite these statements to the contrary, on June 3, 1982, only 4
months after Skripko's talk, the Soviets launched Kosmos 1374. It
was an unusual mission, launched from Kapustin Yar and recov-
ered in the Indian Ocean after one and a quarter orbits. U.S. Gov-
ernment sources were quoted as saying that this was a test of a
shuttle type vehicle." Subsequent media accounts stated that the
vehicle was a 2,000 lb (900 kg) sub-scale vehicle, launched on a C-1
booster. 22

The use of the term "shuttle" could be confusing, however, since
earlier reports had indicated that the Soviet "shuttle" would be
only one-third the size of the U.S. shuttle (see chapter 3). The West-
ern media suggested that the ultimate vehicle for which this test
was conducted would be a 40,000 lb (18,000 kg) vehicle," compared
to the approximately 106,000 kg U.S. shuttle orbiter.

In 1983, two more tests of the prototype were conducted. Kosmos
1445 was launched on March 15, and landed in the Indian Ocean as
had Kosmos 1374. The Australian Navy was at the scene during
the Soviet recovery operations, and they released several pictures
of the vehicle. A rendition of the vehicle based on those pictures is
shown in figure 4. The pictures showed what resembles thermal
protection tiles used on the U.S. space shuttle on part of the top of
the vehicle, what appears to be a cockpit window, and a smooth
bottom, suggesting either a ceramic or carbon-carbon coating.

Bratudi,va Pravda, Apr 14, 1981 p 6
11'Soviets Air Space Station Goals at IAF. Astronautics and Aeronautics, Jan. 1982. p. 18.

"" Aviation Week and Space Technology. Mar 1, 1982. p. 24
' WLshington Post, June 10, 1982, p. A 4.

'= Soviets Test Sub-Scale Shuttle. Aviation Week and Space Technology. June 21, 1982. pp.
16-17,

21 'bid
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FiGuar 4.Kosmos Mini-Shuttle Spacecraft. Three Kosmos spacecraft have been
launched to test lifting reentry vehicles. Kosmos 1374, 1445, and 1517 were each
launched from the Kapustin Yar launch facility on 0-1 boosters. After completing
one orbit, retro burns brought the first two down in thc. Indian Ocean off the
Cocos Islands, and the third into the Black Sea. Royal Australian Air Force patrol
aircraft monitored recovery operaLons in the Indian Ocean, and obtained excel-
lent photographs of the spacecraft details on which this drawing is based.

The third flight was made on December 27, 1983, establishing a
pattern of flights 9 months apart. This flight differed from the ear-
lier two missions becauie it made a "controlled descent" into the
Black Sea, indicating increased confidence in the system.

Information released by the Pentagon in 1983 revealed that the
Soviets are developing two reusable veLicles, the first the same size
as the U.S. shuttle, the second, a smaller "spaceplane."" The West-
ern press reported that the version equivalent to the U.S. shuttle
had been seen in intelligence photographs mounted on the back of
a Bison aircraft (as the U.S. ellitttle is mounted on a Boeing 747 for
transport across the country), and is virtually identical to the U.S.
shuttle (see fig. 5). According to Aerospace Daily, the vehicle is 109

" U.S. Department of Defense. Soviet Military Power. Washington. U.S. Government Printing
OffSee, March 1983. p. 66.
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feet long with a 76-foot wingspan, compared to the U.S. shuttle's
length of 122.2 feet and wingspan of 78.1 feet.0
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FIGUR* 5.Rani-R Shuttle Prototype Test Vehicle concept. A large shuttle proto-
type vehicle has been observed being tested at the Ramenskoye Experimental Teat
Center. It is carried on a Bison bomber much like the U.S. space shuttle is carried
on a 747. No design details are available other than the dimensions listed here.
However, since it has been stated elsewhere that their shuttle will discard its en-
gines with the propellant tank, it may have an aft cargo door, instead of one on
top like the U.S. shuttle. The elimination of engines may have been to include jet
engines for a powered landing. This design concept shows a fairing for such an
engine between the twin tails.

At the end of 1983, it remained unclear as to whether the three
prototype flights were related to the generic development of reus-
able space vehicles, or if they were sub -scale models of the space-
plane. The potential missions for a Soviet spaceplane are not clear,
although the United States is also considering development of a
smaller, more versatile version of the space shuttle. Missions
planned for this American spaceplane might include orbital recon-
naissance, retrieval and repair of satellites, antisatellite activities,
and/or weapons delivery. Similar uses of a Soviet spaceplane would
not be surprising.

')TUBE PLANS

More information came to light about Soviet future plans in the
1981-83 time period, but nothing that was basically new. Discus-
sion of the possibility of sending a crew to Mars continued at a low
level, but some Soviet officials hastened to add that they do not
have a specific timetable for mounting such an effort. At the Feb-

" Soviet Shuttle Orbiter Seen at Ramesszkoye. Ain:space Daily, Mar. 4, HIS& p. 26_
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ruary 1982 speech by Skripko, however, he stated that they might
attempt a manned Mars mission in 10 to 15 years. He did not say
whether they would try to land people on Mars or simply fly them
around the planet and bring them home.

Discussion continued to focus on the need for modular, perma-
nently manned space stations, and in November 1983, a lengthy ar-
ticle was published in Pravda which described future Earth orbital
activities. According to the article," the Soviets plan to build a
complex of large facilities in orbits ranging from 200 to 4,000 kilo-
meters, served by freight and passenger transport spacecraft. In-
cluded in the list of separate installations were research laborato-
ries, housing modules, powerful energy installations, a refueling
station, repair workshops, and construction sites for producing and
installing standardized components. Some of these facilities would
operate automatically, while others would be permanently manned.
Among the benefits of this "orbital complex" cited in the article
would be the ability for continuous monitoring of the state of the
atmosphere and crops, detecting forest fires, and producing mineral
resource surveys; tracking ships and aircraft; providing stable tele-
vision reception and permanent radio and television communica-
tions; batch production of materials unattainable on Earth, and
serving as a base for "ambitious space projects like night-time illu-
mination in regions of the Far North using reflected sunlight."
Among the technological challenges of such a project would be con-
struction of a parabolic antenna with an effective aperture of 300
to 350 meters that could operate for 15 to 20 years. Such an object
would be constructed in low Earth orbit and taken to a higher orbit
using a tug. No time frame was given for completion (or initiation)
of such a complex.

In the nearer term future, it would not be unexpected to see
more frequent launches of the Kosmos 1443-type spacecraft. Some
could be outfitted as industrial plants in space that could operate
autonomously for a time, and then dock with Salyut for a change
of materials by a space station crew.

If the Soviets are finally successful in developing a Saturn V-
class launch vehicle, they might use it to launch a core with sever-
al docking ports to which Salyut and/or Kosmos 1443 type modules
would dock. The concept of such a station has been discussed by
the Soviets for several, years. At the end of 1983, rumors were
rampant that a test launch of the Saturn V-class booster would
come in 1984. If this proves true, then the larger space station
could be in orbit by 1985 or so. Initially, a station composed of a
core with 4 to 6 docking ports might accommodate up to 12 per-
sons, although there has also been some discussion of slightly
larger space stations housing 20 to 30 people." Obviously the orbit-
al complex discussed in Pravda would involve larger numbers of
people, perhaps 100 or more.

" Paton, B. and Y. Sen3enov. For the Orbita of the Future. Pravda, Nov. 28, 1982. p. 7.
IT Soviets Looking at 20 to 20 Man Space Stations. Defense Diary, Aug 16, 1952. g. 243,
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UNCHARACTERISTIC CANDOR

An interest ng development in 1983 was an unusual amount of
candor by the Soviei,s about their space program. As mentioned
earlier, articles detailing Lebedev's thoughts while on his 211 day
flight, and the Soyuz 33 and Soyuz T-8 docking failures were pub-
lished. The Soviets admitted that they had had a launch failure on
September 26, named the crew involved, and provided some details
of what had happened only 2 weeks after the incident. They fur-
ther conceded that there had been a fuel leak on Salyut 7, as the
Western media had reported, and also affirmed that they are devel-
oping a reusable space vehicle. They also published articles describ-
ing their launch sites at Kapustin Yar and Plesetsk, which had not
been previously discussed in the Soviet press.

Whatever the reasons for this new frankness on the part of the
Soviet Union, it is certainly appreciated by Western observers of
the Soviet space program, and it can only be hoped that such open-
ness will continue to grow.

SPACE LIFE SCIENCES

In 1981, the only missions having any significant life sciences re-
search amociated with them were Soyuz T-4 which was launched
in March 1981, and the succeeding launching of Soyuz 39 and
Soyuz 40. All these manned missions ferried cosmonauts to the
Salyut 6 space station.

Cosmona uts Kovalenok and Savinyk were aboard the Salyut 6
for 75 days. During this time they performed experiments on ves-
tibular disturbances and changes in body mass, utilizing multifunc-
tional clinical analysis systems (Polimov-2M, Rheograph and Beta).
Cardiovascular analysis after 3 weeks in space indicated that their
average pulse rate was 60 per minute and the arterial pressure was
120/63. By the end of the 7th week in space, the average pulse rate
remained constant, however, the arterial pressure had decreased
for one crewmember. This would suggest that though cardiac de-
conditioning was manifesting itself in one of the crewmembers, the
other remained stable. The Soviets clgim this stability was
achieved by maintaining a vigorous physical exercise program, con-
sisting of at least 2 hours of exercise per day. The physical condi-
tioning regime utilized a bicycle ergometer, a running track, ex-
pansion equipment for strength building and springs to create a
load on the muscoskeletal system. The crew also trained with the
"Chibis" vacuum suit. Additional cardiovascular studies were per-
formed by the Soyuz 39 crews."

In addition to the aforementioned observations, the arrival of
Soyuz 40 brought with it an experiment that evaluated the capac-
ity of human lymphocytes to synthesize interferon.

The crew of Soyuz 40 also investigated possible countermeasures
to the initial difficulties encountered in adapting to zero gravity.
The crew wore special collars (Vorotnik) which created an artificial
load on the cervical vertebrae and limited head movements. It was

"Vorob'ev, Ye I et al. Preliminary Results of Medical Studies Condi rted During Manned
Flights of Salyut t Program. livestiya Akademii Nauk. S.SSR. Seriya Bi,ilogichealtaya 1, 1981,
pp. 5-20.
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hoped that this would reduce the incidence of space motion sick-
ness. It is not clear whether the system was effective. Another ex-
periment by means of a device called Pneomatik attempted to pre-
vent the redistribution of blood to the upper torso. Other cardievio-
cular measurements on the righthand portion of the heart were
made by means of a Kardiokassett."

During this time interval, another series of experiments were
being conducted on the growth of higher plants aboard the Salyut
6. Utilizing the Oazis apparatus discussed in chapter 4, the crews
attempted to grow peas, onions, and orchids; unfortunately none
were successful. They also evaluated the effect of heterogenous
magnetic fields on the orientation of Crepsis sprouts.

On April 19, 1982, the Soviets launched lyut 7. Like Salyut 6,
the transfer compartment of the new station had a window de-
signed to permit germicidal ultraviolet light to sterilize the interior
of the station and transfer point continually. The Soviets also indi-
cate that this permits the cosmonauts to maintain a well tanned
skin. One should mention that the ultraviolet light might also fa-
cilitate vitamin D synthesis by conversion of 7-dehydrocholesterol
to vitamin D. The latter in turn promotes calcium absorption from
the intestines. Though not specifically mentioned in the Soviet lit-
erature, this might beneficially modify some of the demineraliza-
tion occurring in bone tissue.

The first crew to visit Salyut 7 remained aboard the space sta-
tion for the longest duration yet-211 days. Most of the biomedical
information from the flight is still not available. Unconfirmed re-
ports indicate that toward the end of their 211-day mission, Berezo-
voy and Lebedev were experiencing some psychological difficulties.
However, prior to that time the condition of the cosmonauts was
judged to be good. Unfortunately, on returning to Earth they did
encounter some difficulties. They landed at night in the midst of a
snow storm. Due to their physical deconditioning they were unable
to get out of the Soyuz capsule. The first rescue helicopter sent to
assist them from their capsule crashed on landing. The second
rescue helicopter which carried medical teams aboard managed to
reach the Soyuz capsule. However, it could not take off. Motor ve-
hicles were then dispatched from Arkalek to the landing site and
the cosmonauts spent the night in this vehicle. Upon reaching
Dzhezkezgan, the two cosmonauts were transferred to Baikonur to
undergo readaptation treatments."

During their 211 days aboard Salyut 7, several significant events
occurred. An attempt was made, by taking advantage of zero gravi-
ty, to purify a biological material, interferon, by electrical charge
only, regardless of its molecular weight. Results were encouraging
in that t. 10 to 15 time greater purification was achieved than is
possible on Earth. In addition, on June 24 a Soviet-French space
crew arrived to monitor cardiac functions with the French-devel-
oped "Echograf," a method for ultrasonic echo- sounding and dop-
plerography of the heart and major blood vessels. This instrument
permitted monitoring of the pumping and contractile function of
the heart as well as determining the rate of blood flow in the blood

"Ibid.
" Ducrocq. A. The Terrible Return. Air Et Coeznos. Dec. 18. 1932, pp. 52-63.
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vessels during the acute adaption phase in a weightless state. In
that phare, the redistribution of body fluids to the upper torso
occurs. By means of closed cii_uit television, both the crew and
ground stations were able to monitor the heart and blood flow visu-
ally. One observation was that the heart is displaced upward in the
chest cavity due to zero gravity. Blood circulation was measured
through the heart, aorta and veins. The rate of blood flow as well
as the movement of the heart walls, valves and heart shape were
also observed during weightlessness." Using the "Echograf," the
crew also evaluated countermeasures in order to normalize blood
circulation.

The second female cosmonaut was sent into space August 19,
1982. One of the major reasons given for the mission is that the
Soviets believe there is a psychological advantage to having a
woman as part of a space crew. The Soviet space medical staff also
are trying to gain more information as to the female response and
adaptation to space environment. Based on some of these observa-
tions, perhaps some of the physiological problem areas encountered
by man in space might be modified from data obtained from female
cosmonauts.3 2

A modest success in the general area of reproduction was record-
ed by the Soviets. After numerous failures, they succeeded in ger-
minating and growing wallcress (arabidopsis) from a seed and
having the latter subsequently seed.

This latter accomplishment may in the long run be a significant
advancement in the development of ecological system for sustain-
ing man in extended space missions.

On June 27, 1983, the Soyuz T-9 was launched. The program
called for docking with the orbiting complex Falyut 7 and Kosmos
1443. The crew performed medical and biological experiments that
are presently being analyzed.33 The adaptation of cosmonaut A.
Alexandrov to conditions of weightlessness was reported to be
somewhat complicated by familiar symptoms of blood pooling in
the head during the first few days of the flight. Alexandrov also
had difficulty sleeping and suffered a mild loss of appetite during
this period. Cosmonaut Lyakhov's adaptation reportedly went more
smoothly.

On December 14, 1983, Kosmos 1514, the latest Soviet biosatellite
similar in design to the Vostok spacecraft used for early manned
missions, was launched. It carried NASA instrumentation for an
experiment involving two monkeys, "Abrek" and "Bion", in addi-
tion to small laboratory animals and fish. The growth dynamics of
plants was also studied. The primary mission of Kosmos 1514,
which remained in orbit for only 5 days, was to study specific circu-
latory mechanisms of physiological r.daptation to weightlessness.
One of the most complicated problems of manned spaceflight is
physiological adaptation to weightlessness in the first hours and
days of flight. In these early stages of spaceflight, a number of
physiological and circulatory shifts take place, occasionally result-

Ntititin. S A Biomedical and Technical Experiments in Flight of Soviet-French Crew. Prir-
oda No 9 September 1982, pp. 6-9.

3$ Gubarev. V Nationale for Selection of Female Cosmonauts. Pravda, Aug. 20, 1982. p. 3.
33 Moscow. Toss June 29, 19Ki.
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ing in discomfort for astronauts and cosmonauts in the form of
temporary space sickness and a feeling of fullness of the head. The
Kosmos 1514 mission was designed to measure the dynamics of
these changes in monkeys. Despite its short duration, the mission
was considered to be a success and data are being analyzed." In
another experiment, pregnant rats carried aboard &smog 1514 ap-
parently gave birth to normal young after the flights. The results
of the flight are still being analyzed.

54 Moscow Ti a International Service, Dec, a 1982.
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Chapter 3

Soviet Manned Space Progranuc 1957-80

From 1976 to 1980, the Soviets launched a total of 19 crews. All
but one of these were intended to dock With a Salyut space station;
three were unable to dock. Two space stations were launched,

of
the

second of which (Salyut 6) introduced the second generation sta-
tions with two docking ports. A new variant of Soyuz o timized for

and refueling functions was introduced and called
Progress. Eleven of these unmanned spacecraft were launched to
resupply Salyut 6 through the end of 1980. In 1979, th© Soviets in-
troduced the Soyuz-T spacecraft, an upgraded manned version of
the Soyuz, and announced that Soyuz would no longer be used
after Soyuz 40 in 1981.
s There were also several flights whose missions are not complete-

ly understood, but which may be related to development of new
manned vehicles. Included in this cslegory are three pairs of
craft (Koemos 881-882, 997-998, and 1100,1101) and a single night
Magmas 929). In addition, there were several flights assumed or
known to be related to the development of the -Progress and Soyuz-
T variants of the Soyuz spacecraft.

The following chapter includes information on all known or sus-
pected man and man-related flights, with the exception of bimetal-
lites which are treated in chapter 4. The discussion of flights prior
tl 1976 is excerpted from earlier editions of this study; for more de-
tailed discussions, the 1971-75 edition should be consulted.

THE EARLY YEARS OF SOVIET` MANNED SPACEFLIGr

SOUNDING Rocs= FuoIrrs

Throughout the 1950's, the Soviet Union launched a series of ver-
tical probe (sounding) rockets from Kapustin Yaw a variety of
specially adapted military rockets from mod ied version of

German V-2-to- medium rave arface missiles which
are designated the N: .7hyster) in the West. This vehicle was the
immediate forerunner the SS-4 (Sandal) booster used for launch-
ing tImall payloads Kapustin Yar and Plesetek.

the Una "latex made tests with monkeys and apes, the
Soviets concentra . on dogs and occasionally sent smaller ani-
mals. By 1952, the = Union claimed to have sent 12 animals
up in 18 flights to altitude of 96 km. The effort improved to the
point that in the n of 1957, a single rocket with a payload of

( 4 SS)
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2,195 kg carried five dogs. That June, the Soviets announced that
dogs would participate in the Soviet part of the international Geo-
physical Year (IGY) program.' The use of sounding rockets contin-
ued even after satellites were introduced.

On August 27, 1958, the dogs Belyanka and Pestraya were flown
to 452 km as p.-rt of a 1,690 kg pal? Lad. On July 2, 1959, as part of
a 2,000 kg payload, Otvazhnaya *nu another dog were flown to 241

km. On July 10, 1959, Otvazhnaya and several other dogs were
flown to 211 km; the payload weight was 2,200 kg. Oivazhnaya
made yet another flight on June 15, 1960, this time accompanied by
another dog and a rabbit. This rocket had a payload of 2,100 kg
and was flown to 221 km. These and other repetitive flights provid-
ed opportunities for testing a variety of life support component sys-
tems and for linking the behavior of animals, even if briefly, to the
hazards of rocket accelerations, radiation, micrometeorites, weight-
lessness, and recovery. They are summarized in table 3.

TABLE 3.SOVIET VERTU PROBES MATED TO BIOLOGY LAUNCHED AT KAPUSTIN VAR

Day liewe wide
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MI WM
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4 4 . 27, 1958 . . .. SS-3 1,690 452 Dets 04112014, Patna

Sect 19, 1958. . SS 3 1,515 473

Orl 31, 1958 SS-3 1,515 473
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SS-2 2,000 241 Dogs Otvaztawfs, Snaztanka; rabbil liartu-

10,1959. SS-2 2.200 211 Dos Otveisaya, and (konalaid),

June 15, ;960 . SS- 2 2,100 221 Dogs Otvazhoria, and (untiaintd), at
rabbi.

June 24, 1960 SS-2 .. 2.100 212

Sept 16, 1960 SS2 2,100 210

Sept 22. 1960 SS-2 2,100 210

Die es allot Iele, %( Weis "wee nomad by Ten or mote sr sok* esperfic melee, Uwe fferata S

ease IWO were Weed sr wawa re We Meet al Me A* Matts wt weft le tie WI renal Ngiyeral tworserts

Sperm taw Wets See moo %Mrs, Gone ritretwoi ea Swat Sect Scion lweardi. the Yea, Gaeta and Brock 19S1

SPUTNIK AND KOKABL SPUTNIK

The Sciviets launched the first satellite, Sputnik 1, on October 4,
1957. Only 1 month later, they launched Sputnik 2, which carried
the first animal into space. This was followed by five flights in the
Korabl Sputnik series, which were precursors to the manned
Vostok flight. These carried television cameras to permit real-time
observations of the reaction of dogs to spaceflight. Thee? flights are
summarized in table 4.

"The IGY is discussed in more detail in the space science chapter in volume III. Fesentielly, It
was an international effort from July 1, 195? to Deoentber 31, 1958 to study the Earth and its
enivimnrnent and served as a focal point for the launch of the first satellites. Both -t* first.
Soviet and the first U.S. satellites wore launched m part of the IGY effort
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TABLE 4. -KORA& SPUTNIX FUGHTS AS PRECURSORS TO VOSTOK AND VOS1(HOO (PLUS SPUTtiliK 2)
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SPUTNIK 2

The first spacecraft to carry an animalthe dog Laykainto
space was Sputnik 2, launched on November 3, 1957. The payload
itaelf weighed 508.3 kg, but it remained attached to a ..uch larger
spent rocket casing so that the total weight was p. : A ly on the
order of b.5 metric tons.

Layka was kept in a cylindrical cabin, hermetically sealed with a
regenerat:44 system for air, a thermal regulation system, and food.
She had trained over a period of time in preparation for the flight,
including exposure to vibration, and spending periods up to several
weeks in a sealed cabin of small dimensions.

spending
was placed in a

"spacesuit" which permitted scientists to connect her to sensors
which sent back data for 1 week on her pulse, respiration, blood
pressure, and electrocardiograms to show her reactim to weight-
lessness, launch conditions, radiation, and temperature changes.

Layka withstood the launch and flight environment successfully,
and a considerable amount of useful data was returned. The ship
was powered only by chemical batteries and was not designed for
recovery, however, so after 1 week, she wa, killed by an injection
of poison.

KORABL SPUTNIK 1

By adapting the A-1 vehicle, used earlier for direct ascent flights
to the Moon, the Soviets were able to create an Earth orbital
system capable of carrying up to 4,700 kg to low Earth orbit. This
was first used successfully on May 15, 1960 with the launch of
Korabl Sputnik 1 which was described as weighing 4,540 kg. This
included 1,477 kg of instruments and equipment plus a self-sustain-
ing biological cabin weighing 2,500 kg. The cabin contained a
dummy of a man, deb,gned to check the operation of the life sup-
port system and stresses of flight. The ship sent back both exten-
sive telemetry and prerecorded communications. The Soviets
some years later related that they wanted t ) avoid Western claims
that they had flown a man on this mission and lost him, so rather
than taping a pilot's voice sending typical flight data, they in-
stalled the tape of a singing Russian choral group.

After 4 days of flight, the reentry cabin was separated from its
service module and retrorockets were fired. Unfortunately, the ori-
entation was incorrect, and the cabin moved to a higher orbit in-
stead. It did not decay for 5 years.

KOSULIII, SPUTNIK 2

a On August 19, 1960, the Soviets launched Korabl Sputnik 2, car-
rying the dogs Strelka and Belka. This time, the flight duration
was reduced to 1 day to minimize the risks of equipment malfunc-
tion, and recovery was successfully accomplished, for the first time
in history. The two doffs became national heroes and were put on
display, obviously healthy despite their experience.

KOSABI. SPUTNIK S

The next in this series of spacecraft was launched on December
1, 1960, and apparently was a repeat of the previous flight except
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that tie perigee was lowered to insure automatic decay within the
reserve capacity of the life support system. After 1 day, retrofire
was ordered, but the angle may have been too steep, for the cabin
burned beyond successful recovery. The dogs Pchelka and Mushka
became the first important casualties of orbital flight.

KORABL SPUTNIK 4

Launched on March 9, 1961, Korabl Sputnik 4 carried both a
dummy cosmonaut and the dog Chernushka. Successful recovery
was made after a single orbit.

KORAI3L SPUTNIK 5

On March 24, 1961, the fifth and last time in this series of flights
was launched, again carrying a dummy and a dog, Zvezdochka. As
with the previous mission, recovery was made after one orbit.

Vosrox
By 1961, the Soviets had a considerable et,aount of data from the

short sounding rocket flights, Sputnik 2, and five actual manned
precursor flights, three of which were recovered, including four of
the six dogs used. A ship in excess of 4,500 kg was both fairly com-
modious and provided a fair amount of redundancy. The dogs not
only provided telemetered data and usually were available for post
flight tests, but all the Korabl Sputniks had provided live television
"overage from orbit, permitting further examination of their state
during flight. Rumors were strong that manned flights were about
to begin.

The Vostok spacecraft that appeared was designed to make maxi-
mum use of automatic devices, with manual override to be used
only in emergencies or experimentally. This feature prevailed
throughout later Soviet manned programs as well, and all new
manned spacecraft have been fully tested in an unmanned mode
before committing crews to the new hardware. Vostok also became
the basis for military recoverable payloads in the Kosmos series.
Observations by Alan Pilkington, formerly of Scarborough Plane-
tarium in England, revealed that Vostok and the Kosmos photo-
graphic recoverable spacecraft were of the same dimensions and
brightness. (Similarly, Soyuz became the basis of a new generation
of military recoverable payloads later in the decade.)

VOSTOK 1

On April 12, 1961, Maj. Yuriy Alekseyevich Gagarin e the
first man to orbit Earth. His ship, Vostok 1 (code name Keit) ade
a single orbit from Tyuratum and was recovered in Kazakhstan.
The electrifying news produced the same kind of shock waves in
the world as Sputnik 1 had, despite the advance notice which
should have been gleaned from the Korabl flights.

Vostok 1 (see figs. 6 and 7) was launched by an A-1 rocket, and
the spacecraft consisted of a near-spherical cabin covered with ab-
lative material, with three small portholes for vision, and external
radio antennas. The capsule contained a life support system,
radios, instrumentation, and an ejection seat both for escape on the
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launch pad and as a part of the optional recovery system. The
manned es .,in was attached to a service module resembling two
truncated cones base to base, with a ring of gas pressure bottles on
the upper cone close to the cabin. This module carried a consider-
able weight of chemical Latteries, orientation rockets and the main
retro system, plus added support equipment for the total system.

On launch, all five engines of the booster rocket fired, and then
the four outer sets of tankage and engines fell away, leaving the
central sustainer engine still burning. This stage also was aban-
doned suborbitally, and the upper stage then fired to place itself
and the payload in orbit. After burnout, this stage was separated
from the payload, and continued in its own orbit, a derelict, to
decay after a few days.

The payload was allowed to tumble slowly to even out heat loads,
but could be stabilized on command for observation of the Earth,
signal transmission, and most importantly for correct retrofire on
reentry. As on the precursor flights, television was transmitted
from the ship.
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D.R.Woods 1983

Finual 6.--Soviet Manned Launch Spacecraft. Variants of the A-booster have
served as the basic launch vehicle for three generations of Soviet manned launch
spacecraft. Six Vostok spacecraft, carryi one cosmonaut each, carried the first
man into orbit, the first woman, and ....ucted the first tandem flights. The two
Voskhod mission carried the first multiznanned crew (3) and conducted the first
extra-vehicular activity (EVA). The third generation series, Soyuz, which entered
service in 1967, serves as the current Soviet manned launch spacecraft.
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FiGukti 7. Vostok Spacecraft. The successful launch of the first Vostok spacecraft
marked the beginning of manned orbital flight. Vostok consisted of two modules:
a spherical reentry module for lay rich and recovery of the cosmonaut and an in-
strument module for control during orbital flight,

OSTOK 2

Maj. German, Titov became the second man to reach orbit on
August 6, 1961, remaining up for a day to complete 17 orbits. In
most respects the flight was like that of Vostok 1. There is some
inconsistency in Soviet accounts with regard to the final phase of
recovery in the Vostok program. The implication, although contra-
dicted by other reports, is that Gagarin rode in his ship all the way
to the surface of the Earth. But it seems clear that from Titov on
through the rest of the Vostok program the cosmonaut fired open
the hatch at 7,000 meters and then used the ejection seat to come
down separately from the main cabin. The cabin, after being
slowed by air pressure and protected by ablative material, appar-
ently still struck ground hard enough that even a cosmonaut in a
contoured couch would not enjoy the landing. Like the dogs which
preceded them, most of the cosmonauts were fired out free from
the main ship on their seat, which was mounted on rails pointed
toward an escape hatch. After coming well clear, the cosmonaut
would then free himself from his seat and come down on a personal
parachute (see figs. 8 and 91.
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FIGURE S.Mission Profile for Vostok. Vostok I was launched into Earth orbit on
April 12, 1961; man's first orbital flight. The mission was a simple ooe orbit of the
Earth, lasting a total of 108 minutes. Accounts vary as to whether Cosmonaut
Yuriy Gagarin ejected from his cabin for a parachute landing, or landed with the
ship. In subsequent Vostok flights the cosmonaut ejected from the capsule and
landed with a separate parachute.
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novas 9. -- Vostok Sp-c-raft Ejection Seat. Soviet spacecraft have always landed
on hard ground aiA not water. At least five of the six Vostok cosmonauts ejected
from the reentry module for a separate landing.

VOSTOK S

Maj. Andriyan Nikolayev was launched on August 11, 1962, for a
flight which lasted 4 days. It can be noted that a flight of similar
duration had already been made by a Kosmos military observation
satellite using essentially the same hardware, but without a life
support system; and Korabl Sputnik 1 with the complete Vostok
equipment had flown for 4 days when retrofire occurred. All the
Vostoks flew in orbits which would experience natural decay in
less than 10 days. From the outset every flight carried air, water,
food, and electricity to last for 10 days, even though no flight lasted
that long.

VOSTOK 4

Lt. Col. Pavel Popovich was launched August 12, just a day after
Vostok 3, into a close coorvit so that the two ships approached
within 6.5 km of each other in clear visible range. This was impres-
sive both in terms of the ground support at the launch site in
readying the facilities for so quick a turnaround (unless two pads
were used), and also for the accuracy in timing the launch and con-
trolling the flight parameters to guide the second ship to the same
location as the first. This group flight was heralded as a portent of
future dockings.

VOSTOK 5

On June 14, 1963, Lt. Col. Valeriy Bykovskiy was launched into
orbit for 5 days of flight, matching the time of a predecessor
Kosmos military observation satellite. This set a Soviet manned du-
ration record of 119 hours, 6 minutesnot exceeded until Soyuz 9.
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VOSTOK

It is possible that this launch was a day late, because it went up
on June 16, 1963, and on an orbit which would not permit a sus-
tained rendezvous with Vostok 5. The orbit did, however, permit a
brief pass at a distance of only 5 km. The pilot was Valentina Tere-
shkova, the first woman to fly in space, and she remained in orbit
for 3 days. In contrast to the other cosmonauts who were experi-
enced military test pilots, Ms. Tereshkova had worked in a textile
factory, took up sports parachuting, and then was trained for her
flight. Although she did not have the background or experience
common to her Russian and American counterparts, she gained
more orbital experience in flight time than all the U.S. Mercury
astronauts combined.

KOSMOS PRECURSORS TO VOSKHOD

On October 6, 1964, Kosmos 47 was put into an orbit 177 x413
km and after just 1 day was retrofired to come back to Earth, while
its carrier rocket flew for 8 days. Just 6 days later a manned flight
Wookhod 1) was launched with orbital elements of 178 x 409 km
and also stayed up for 1 day.

On February 22, 1965, Kosmos 57 was put into an orbit 177 x512
km. This time something went wrong, for the payload was exploded
in orbit. Voskhod 2 did not follow as closely after this precursor as
had happened the previous fall. One can surmise that it required a
little time to determine that whatever went wrong with Kosmos 57
would be unlikely to occur in the manned flight to follow. Hence
the followup flight was delayed 24 hours and then entered a
173 x495 km orbit.

VOSKHOD

VOSKHOD 1

Voskhod 1 was launched on October 12, 1964, and based upon in-
formation released after the fact, it was determined that it was put
up by an A-2 launch vehicle, which permitted increasing the pay-
load weight from the 4,700 kg range to 5,320 kg. Voskhod seemed
to be only a modified Vostok.

The principal modification of this first flight was removal of the
heavy ejection seat on its rails. Then, within the approximately 2.5
meter sphere of the cabin, it was possible to place three seats side-
by-side with the center seat raised. By this time such confidence
had been gained in the reliability of the basic system, that the cos-
monauts did not wear cumbersome protective space suits and hel-
mets, but comfortable coveralls. This practice was followed until
the Soyuz 11 tragedy, when the three-man crew died due to a pres-
sure leak in their cabin. Without ejection seats, the landing of the
ship with crew on board was eased by use of a final breaking
rocket.

Voskhod 1 was the first multimanned flight. The crew was led by
Col. Vladimir Komarov, accompanied by a military physiologist, Lt.
Boris Yegorov, and a civilian technical scientist, Konstantin Feok-
tistov. Although the flight lasted only 1 day, the special crew made
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it possible to obtain much more comprehensive medical data and to
operate more complex checks on the payload systems and external
experiments. The flight also returned live televioion pictures from
orbit.

There is an interesting politicpi sidelight to this mission. While
in orbit, Premier Khrushchev sent congratulations to the crew and
promised to see them on the reviewing stands in Moscow on their
return. They landed less than 24 hours later, but when they
reached Moscow, Mr. Khrushchev had been replaced by Party Sec-
retary Brezhnev and Premier Kosygin.

VOSKHOD 2

Still another variant of the original Vostok hardware was provid-
ed by this flight whch was launched on March 18, 1965 (see figure
10). Again the A-2 vehicle was used, and the payload weight was'
raised to 5,682 killgrams. Although no pictures of the actual pay-
load have been released, the shroud vit w in the assembly building
showed a large bulge well forward. This flight carried only two
seats, and added instead an extendable airlock to permit egress
into space without evacuatipg the main cabin of air.
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novas 10.Voskhod 2 Spacecraft. The basic Vostok spacecraft was modified for
two multimanned minions. The ejection west was removed to make room for the
crew and a back-up retro rocket added for additional reliability. An airlock was
added for the seoond mission, to permit cosmonaut Aleksey Leonov to conduct the
first manned extravehicular activity (EVA).

The ship was commanded by Col. Pavel Belyayev, the first we-
monaut with a naval air force background, accompanied by LtiCol.
Aleksey Leonov. Leonov won a place in history by the
first man to perforth extravehicular activity (EVA).,During
he donned a completely self-contained life support system back-
pack. Having switched to a supply of air enriched with ox4en in
order to purge much of the nitrogen from his blood, he then en-
tered the extendable airlock, sealed the hatch behind him, and
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then after depressurization opened the second hatch to look out
into .space. Finally he pushed free to float at the end of a tether
line in the weightles, airless medium of space, with his eyes sheld-
ed from the Sun by a special visor. Beneath him in a few minutes
passed a good part of the Soviet Union.

The event was recorded by a preplaced external television
camera, and he also took along a handheld motion picture camera.
As might be expected, his physiological indicators showed he was
under considerable stress. In general, his suit was so cumbersome
that he could do little more than float awkwardly at the end of his
tether and wave for the cameras. Leonov moved away from and
back to the ship four times, and "checked the ship for stability; as
it turned out, blows can made it rock." He was supposed to photo-
graph the spacecraft, but did not because he could not reach the
device to move the camera which was attached to his thigh.s The
whole event amounted to about 20 minutes exposure to the vacuum
conditions of space, of which about 10 were outside the ship on the
tether. Leonov explained later that he had some difficulties in his
big suit getting back in without loving his camera, and Colonel Be-
lyayev had to repeat the orders to get him to come in, as he not
only experienced the tension of being the first to go out, but the
same euphoria several American EVA astronauts displayed. He
also reported that he could not get back in feet first, and had to
enter the airlock head first and then turn around.

As had happened after previous Soviet flights, the claims of
Leonov's EVA 'came under some dispute in the West. Complaints
centered around analyses of the Soviet-released pictures which in-
cluded not only blurred views, and the better motion pictures, but
a number of sequences to fill in with simulation what would have
been harder to provide during the real event. This explains the
question "Who was holding the camera for the clear shots of his
emergence from the airlock?" and also some process shots taken
either in a watertank or with guide wires in another view. One can
dispute particular pictures, but the total evidenCe that EVA oc-
curred is reasonably compelling.

While preparing for reentry after 16 orbits, the crew discovered
that the automatic orientation devices necessary for retrofire were
malfunctioning, so they were Diuthori2ed to orbit one more time
and then make a manually ntrolled reent . This moved the
landing site into European Russia instead of and for
some reason reentry was delayed long enough to carry the ship
hundreds of kilometers north to Taiga where they landed amidst
pine forest. It took several hours for the recovery team to locate
the ship, and about a day for ground parties to cut through the
forest to reach the cosmonauts and bring them home. As wolves
howled nearby, the crew kept close to their capsule for protection.

!cosmos 110

After Voskhod 2, there were a number of statements which sug-
gested that further manned flights would occur. One can only spec-
ulate whether fiscal economies led to a cancellation of these

Leonov, Aleasey.The Friendly Solar Wind. Koineemol'akaya Pravda. Mar. 18, 1985, p. 4.
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siona, or whether it was decided to apply the existing stock of
launch vehicles to other programs while engineering a new
manned ship. However, it appears that at least one more Voskhod
flew, but it carried dogs rather than people.

Designated Kama 110, the sp.scecratt was wunched on Febru-
ary 22, 1966, into a 94:4 X187 km orbit by an A-2 vehicle and car-
ried the dogs Verterok and Ugolek. A television monitor sent back
pictures of the dogs, while telemetry from biological and cabin en-
vironment sensors reported other information. The flight set a du-
ration record of 22 days, following which the dogs were successfully
recovered. Data from this mission considerably expanded Soviet in-
formation on the more prolonged effects of weightlessness and radi-
ation.

SOYUZ DEVELOPMENT AND FREE-FLYING MISSIONS

KOSMOS PRECURSOR MISSIONS AND DEVELOPMENT FLIGHTS TOR
SOYUZ

These missions are summarized in table 5.
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TABLE 5.--KOSMOS RIGHTS iN NE SOYUZ PROGRAM (OTHER THAN ASTP AND SOYUZ-T)
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ICOSSIO8 133 AND 140

When expectations that the Voskhod program would continue
were not fulfilled, Western observers debated whether the Soviet
Union had abandoned manned flight or whether they had paused
in order to make much more ftmdamental changes in their sys-
tems. The pause was fairly long, almost 22 months, but at last on
November 28, 1966, came a routinely announced !Cosmos flight,
133, which had the telltale signs of low perigee, a fairly circular
orbit, a radiobeacon frequency usually reserved for manned flights,
and recovery after only 2 days of flight instead of the 8 typical of
military recoverables.

Kosmos 140 was put into a similar orbit on February 7, 1967, And
again stayed up only 2 days. Then rumors began to build that a
manned flight was coming, and on April 24, Soyuz 1 was launched
(see below).

SO6B108 186 AND 188

Just in time to highlight the 50th anniversary of the Soviet State
in early November 1967, the Soviet Union conducted a double
space operation with unmanned Soyuz prototypes.'' On October 27,
1967, Kosmos 186 was put into a low circular orbit for a period of 4
days. While'Kosmos 186 waited in orbit, Kosmos 188 was launched
on October 30 for a 3-day period. This was a direct ascent, first
orbit rendezvous ladnch, which brought it within about 24 km of
Kosmos 186. At this point the ships were programmed to conduct a
completely automatic close rendezvous and docking on the side of
the world away from Soviet territory, later passing over the
U.S.S.R. in docked configuration.

When the seeking devices on both ships found each other, they,
were oriented into a head-on position and Kosmos 186 became the
active vessel, moving in until its docking probe was inserted into
the receptacle of the other' ship. Further automatic devices then
completed a tight lock and made electrical connections so the two
ships could operate as a single unit. They remained docked for 3.5
hours and after 2.5 orbits accomplished an equally automatic un-.
docking over Soviet territory and resumed separate flights. A day,
later Kosmos 186 made a soft landing in the usual recovery zone
and 2 days after that Kosmos 188 was recovered in a similar fash-
ion.

This successful operation showed that modifications. had been
made in Soyuz and drawings were finally released to the public
showing the approximate appearance of the two ships as they ap-
proached each other. (One must say approximately because it later
developed that some essential elements of the design had been-air-
brushed out, and it was many months before the actual shapes
became apparent.) The first drawings showed a cigar-shaped craft
with docking collar and probe or receptacle at the forward end, and
a propulsion unit at the other. Special acquisition and distance-
measuring radars extended out from the ships on hinged lattice-
structure arms. Most distinctive were the solar panels which
unfold after orbit is attained and look like rectangular gull wings.
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KOSMOS 212 AND 213

On April 14 and 15, 1968, Kosmos 212 and 213 respectively were
placed in a low circular orbit, each lernaining for 5 days. Prior to
the second launch, Kosmos 212 made slight orbital corrections
which b. ought it very nearly over the launch site to simplify ren-
dezvous. At the time the carrier rocket was separated from the
Kosmos 213 payload, the controllers on Earth l-ad accomplished a
first orbit, direct ascent rendezvous which brought Kosmos 213 to
within 5 km of Kosmos 212, and the velocity difference was only
about 108 km per hour. After mutual radar search and lockon,
Kosmos 212 became the active partner and completed the exercise.
Main propulsion which could be turned on and off was used for
most of the closing, but when the ships were within a few hundred
meters of each other, low thrust propulsion was employed, and the
difference in their relative speed was between 0.5 and 1 km per
hour. This time, by Soviet claim, docking was conducted over the
Soviet Union (this is hard to reconcile with other Soviet data), but
the followup rigid mechanical 1- ..:k and the interlinking of electri-
cal connections occurred sotae minutes later over the Pacific
Ocean, 47 minutes after launch. On the next pass over the Soviet
Union, external television cameras on the ships showed how they
looked.

The ships remained linked together for 3 hours 50 minutes, and
then undocked on radio command over the Soviet territory. Each
ship then made further maneuvers repeatedly to continue gi 3up
flight, but at a distance sufficient to avoid mutual interference.

KOSMOS 238

On August 28, 1968, still another flight was made which had the
orbital path and radio frequency characteristics of a manned pre-
cursor. It was never commented on by the Russians after the initial
launch announcement under the Kosmos cover name, but after 4
days in orbit it was called down. Apparently it represented a final
cheek of onboard systems as a step in man-rating. Soyuz 2 and 3
were launched 2 months later (see below).

KOSMOS 496

After the long pause in man-related activities caused by the
death of the Soyuz 11 cosmonauts, the Russians launched Kosmos
496 without announcing much more than routine parameters: An
apogee of 342 km and a perigee of 195 km, at an inclination of 51.6
degrees, The flight was launched on June 26, 1972, and recovered
after 6 days. Tass in Moscow noted thatIt used the 20.008 MHz fre-
quency common to the Soyuz. On the basis of orbital calculations
from Geoffrey Perry in the United Kingdom, Sven Grahn in
Sweden was not able to find signals on 20.008 MHz, but did discov-
er that each time the ship reachod the radio horizon of Yevpator-
iya in the Crimea, the ship sent signals on 922.75 MHz, which had
been used in the manned program previously. There were three
carriers with high-speed commutated telemetry sidehands. The
strong inference was that the Russians were testiy g an improved
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Soyuz to correct t problems of Soyuz 11. Further manned flights
were expected, although none came for over L.! year.

KOSMOS 573

After the 1973 failures of Salyut 2 and Kosmos 557 to operate for
extended periods and to be visited by manned crews, the Russians
sent up another unmanned test craft. This was Kosmos 573,
launched on June 15, 1973, almost a year after Kosmos 496, and
flying in a very similar orbit. Tags announced it as having an
apogee of 329.2 km, a perigee of 196.2 km, and an inclination of
51.6 degrees. Again, they announced that it used the 20.008 MHz
frequency common to man-related flights. This time the ship
stayed up only 2 days, the pattern Soyuz 12 was to follow.

KOSMOS 613

On November 30, 1973, Kosmos 613 was sent to a 295x 195 km
orbit inclined at 51.6 degrees. No purpose was given beyond the
routine, but Western observers noted that it seemed like a Soyuz.
Without announcement, the orbit was raised on December 5 to
396x2.55 km, still at 51.6 degrees inclination. Signals were found
on 922.75 MHz, typical of man-related flights. On reaching the
higher orbit, little was heard from it, and it appeared to be in pow-
ered-down condition. Then toward the end of the flight, it became
electronically active again, and recovery was made after a total
flight duration of 60.1 days on January 29, 1974.

With the adi/antage of hindsight, it now seems likely tl-st this
was a arst long-duration test in powered-down condition for the
flight of Soyuz 18 (see below).

KOSMOS 656

10smos 656 was launched on May 27, 1974, into a 354x 194 km
orbit. The mission lasted just 2 days, suggesting that it was like
Kosmos 573 and Soyuz 12, probably ferry versions of Soyuz without
solar panels.

SOYUZ 1: A TRAGIC BEGINNING

In April 1967, after a period of 2 years in which the Russians did
not fly any manned missions and the Americans were establishing
one record after another in their Gemini Program, rumors of the
most ambitious and spectacular manned flight operation became
very strong in Moscow. Thus on April 23, 1967, Col. Vladimir Ko-
marov, the first Russian to make a second trip into orbit, was
launched into space by an A-2 vehicle as part of a payload which
probably weighed about 6,570 kg (see figures 11 and 12).
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JETTISON ORBITAL AND PESTRUENNT FINAL STAGE SHUT DOWN,
MODULES ID MIN AFTER NITRO DUNN OMIT INSIERTNIN AT 5310 SEC.

JETTISON COME STAGE.
FINAL STAGE IGNITION
AT 300 NEC.

JETTISON SHROUD
AT ISO SEC

JETTISON STRAP ON
STAGES AT 120 SEC

IS NUN - SINN REENTRY
BLACKOUT. SLOW TO
240 WOG SY IE KM

S DEPLOY SMALL II LARGE PILOT
CHUTES TO PULL OUT 14 SO if
SNAKING CHUTE.

MAIN 1000 SO M
CHUTE DEPLOYED.
UNREEFEO AT
ES WSEC

SLOWED TO f AUSEL
JETTISON HEAT SHIELD

IGNITE SOFT LANDING
RETROS AT 1.5 M

LAUNCH FROM BAIKOPUR
KOSMODROME AT LENINSK

LAND AND JETTISON
PARACHUTES

FL F.G itwons 1983

FintniE 11. Soyuz Mission Profile. The A-2 booster is '.wed to place the Soviet
spacecraft into Earth orbit. Reentry is initiated with a deorbit retro burn, fol-
lowed by jettisoning of the orbital and instrn-rent ,-.odiles. A series of parachutes
slow the descent module. Just before tou, -' - 4, a set of retro rockets fire to
soften the impact of landing.
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A VOYU2 -1 ACTIVE DOCIGNO

SOVU2 AI PASSIVE DOCKING

SOYU2 -13 SOLO SCIENTIFICI
StWU2 111 ASTI. INTERNATIONAL MISSION

PROGRESS-1 UNMANNED CARGO FERRY
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B
SONG -S CIRCUS) LUNAR EARTH RETURN

SOYU2-11 MTIRSAL CAIN TRANSFER

SOYU2-14 2-MAN FERRY NIT NOUT SOLAR PANELS

SOYUZ-22 LAST SOLO MISSION

SOIL:2-T 3 RETURN TO 3-MAN CREW A SOLAR PANELS

R.F.Gibbons 1983

hatIRE 12 -Soyuz Variants. The current Soyuz series has been in service since
1967. In the years since, variants have flown circurnlunar missions, conducted the
first in-orbit crew transfer, participated in the first international mission, and ma-
tured into a standard ferry craft for missions to the Salyut space stations. An un-
manned, nonrecoverable version called Progress serves as a cargo craft to resup-
ply the current Salyuta.

Soviet reports indicated that all was going according to plan,
their standard description, but one could infer the opposite when
his ship was ordered to land after only 1 day in orbit with nothing
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spectacular to show for the flight. It is possible that another craft
( Soyuz 2) was supposed to be launched and a docking obtained. In
fact, the "crew" or the alleged second spacecraft has been identified
by some Western Soviet space enthusiasts as Valeriy Bykovskiy,
Aleksey Yeliseyev, and Yevgeniy Khrunov.3 The precursor flights,
Kosmos 133 and 140, were only 2-day flights, however, and a longer
flight would probably have been in order if docking was the goal.
The rumors of a spectacular flight could have alluded to the entire
Soyuz program, not this particular mission.

Komarov accomplished retrofire on his 18th orbit, an unusual
step since when recovery is planned after 1 day it normally occurs
after 16 to 17 orbits in order to bring the ship down to the prime
recovery area in Kazakhstan. However, the 51.8 degree inclination
of the flight also brought the 18th orbit to the regular recovery
area. OrP gathers that to this point the pilot was in no immediate
danger, since Soviet spacecraft are equipped with backup safety
features. (Data made available during the ASTP mission raised
some safety questions, however.)

Retrofire and passage through the upper atmosphere where radio
blackout occurs is said to have routinely. But what hap-
pened after that is still unclear, for in the last few kilometers of
descent, the parachute system which should have given Komarov a
steady ride down to the surface for a final rocket soft landing
failed, remained furled and twisted with its lines, so that the ship
and pilot were destroyed in the hard impact.

Speculation abounds as to what actually happened on Soyuz 1,
and even after all these years, the Soviets still have shed no light
on the accident. In the West, various hypotheses have been put for-
ward. One possibility mentioned is that the aerodynamics of the
spacecraft had not been tested sufficiently and stabilization prob-
lems arose. In fact, some have suggested that the spacecraft was
spinning as it reentered, thus causing the parachute lines to
tangle.4 Others have speculated that the solar panels did not
deploy, and Komarov had to work in a powered-down condition for
the entire mission, and thus had problems orienting the ship prop-
erly for reentry, or that he had deliberately spun the spacecraft to
free the solar panels and then could not get the spacecraft under
control!' Another rumor was that while the ship was on the pad,
water seeped into the parachute compartment, interfering with the
system's operation. This seems unlikely since all manned payloads
have a shroud until they are outside most of the atmosphere, a pro-
tective environmental blanket while on the pad, and a large escape
rocket assembly on top of the Soyuz-class ships which should cover
the parachute compartment. A useful summary of the rumors,
speculations, and hypotheses connected with the Soyuz 1 accident
has been prepared by James E. Oberg and published in Spaceflight
magazine.°

s See for example- Oberg, James E. Soyuz I Ten Years After New Conclusions. Spaceflight, v.
19. May 1977. p 188.

40berg, James E. Soyuz 1 Ten Years After. New Conclusions. Spaceflight, v. 19, May 1971. p.
1t4fi

*Clark, Phillip S., and Ralph F. Gibbons. Evolution of the Soyuz Prograrnine. Journal of the
British Interplanetary Society, v. 36, Oct .. lasa. n 439. See also: Johnson, Nicholas. Handbook of
Soviet Manned Space Flight. American Astronautical Society Science and Technology Series, v.
48. San Diego, Univelt. 1980. p, 142.

4 Oberg, op cit.
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Komarov's death was, of course, a great shock to the Russians,
especially since only 3 months earlier the United States had lost
the crew of Apollo 1 in a pad fire as they were running tests a few
days prior to launch. Although the Soviet Union sent a message of
sympathy, it was coupled with claims that the U.S. accident was a
direct outgrowth of a reckless race to be first on the Moon and the
greed of U.S. private enterprise willing to cut corners in safety and
quality, even for manned flights. The statements implied that such
considerations were nonexistent in the Soviet Union.

Although the frailty of human planning was revealed in the
Apollo fire, which only in retrospect became so clearly deficient in
design, the Soyuz 1 accident showed that accidents are not tied to
economic or political systems, but to design, quality control, and
sometimes simply lack of knowledge or human error.

Just as the American manned space effort was delayed for
almost 2 years for investigations into the Apollo fire, the Russian
manned program waited for 18 months before seeing another
launch.

SOYUZ 2-9

SOYUZ 2

Soyuz 2 was launched without any immediate announcement on
October 25, 1968 and was placed in the typical low parking orbit of
the other Kosmos precursor flights. It remained in orbit for 3 days
and was the target for the manned flight which followed. Despite
its unman.ied status, the mission was given a Soyuz name instead
of the Kosmos designation for unknown reasons.

SOYUZ 3

On October 26, 1968, 18 months after the ill-fated flight of Ko-
marov, the Soviet Union launched Soyuz 3 carrying Col. Georgiy
Beregovoy. After achieving a co-orbit with Soyuz 2, the ship made
an automatic approach to within 200 mete.1. After that, the pilot
took over manual controls and made repeated approaches toward
Soyuz 2, coming very close and reducing the differences in velocity
to less than 1 kilometer per hour. For some unknown reason he
was unable to accomplish actual docking although this was clearly
his objective.' Television coverage of these operations was provided
by external cameras.

More details about the ship itself emerged, revealing that there
were two passenger compartments, a fact less clear from earlier
drawings (see figures 13 to 17). Beregovoy slept in a separate work
compartment, while piloting was done in the command module,
which was also the recoverable part of the ship. The total volume
of the two compartments, which were connected by an airlock, was
about 9 cubic meters. The ship had a 30-day stay time capability
and some versions could fly up to 1,300 km above the Earth. The
descent portion had special aerodynamic qualities which permitted
precise landings at preselected points, and the lift cut the G-load to
between 3 and 4 G El compared with 8 to 10 Us for a ballistic re-

Moscow Radio. Oct. 28, 1968, 0200 GMT.
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entry, although the latter could still be used in an emergency to
save time.

Flutist 13. Soyuz Spacecraft. The Soyuz spacecraft consists of three modules. The
nonrecoverable orbital module is fitted with a docking collar for docking with
other spacecraft (Soyuz, Salyut, and Apollo). The cosmonauts are launched and re-
covered in the reentry module. The nonrecoverable instrument module provides
control, power, and propulsion during orbital flight.
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fa) D.F1 *oasis IMP

Floutts 14.--,vuz Orbital Module. The orbital module, weighing just over 1' metricton, pit des life support functions during independent orbital flight.
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Retrofire was provided from a 4010-kilogram-thrust liquid rocket
engine with a completely duplicate engine in reserve. If both failed,
normally the residual fuel of the orientsition steering rockets would
be sufficient to return a ship from orbit. On reentering, a drogue
parachute was d.epioyed at 9 km, followed by the opening of the
main parachut, , with a second parachute in reserve. Just before
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final touchdown, at a height of about 1 meter, a gunpowder rocket
was fired as a final brake to soften landing.

During his 4day flight, Beregovoy monitored the flight systems,
gathered geophysical data, and took pictures of the Earth's surface
for resource studies. Except for the strong implication (although ex-
plicitly denied) that docking was intended and failed, the flight was
a good proving effort for the Soyuz hardware. At a much later date,
a specific weight of 6,575 kg was filed for the ship.

SOYUZ 4 AND 5

Soyuz 4 was launched on January 14) 1969, a novel launch time
for the Russians since they had avoided the winter season when
either an aborted launch or off-course landing might mean a delay
in crew rescue under severe weather conditions. However, not only

the ship have an enhanced water-landing capability so a sea
landing in the tropics could occur if neccssary, but the Russians
were fully confident of their systems. Put into the typical low
Soyuz orbit, the ship was piloted by Col. Vladimir Shatalov. The
next day Soyuz 5 was launched with a three-man crew: Lt. Col.
Boris Volynbv, commander, Aleksey Yeliseyev, flight engineer; and
Lt. Col. Yevgeniy Khrunov, research engineer.

After a number of orbital corrections by both ships, the docking
exercise began on Soyuz 5's 18th orbit, and Soyuz 4's 34th (see fig.
18). The automatic system brought the ships to within 100 meters
of each other whereupon Shatalov completed a me.:-..1.31 approach.
On the 35th orbit of Soyuz 5, Khrunov and Yeliseyev donned pres-
sure suits and self-contained life support systems, entered the orbit-
al work compartment, sealed the inner hatch, then opened their
outer hatch, and transferred to Soyuz 4, floating and using hand-

:in-ails on the outside of the crafts for assistance. Both men were out-
side for about an hour, with television cameras recording the entire
affair and constant radio communications maintained. Khrunov
made the transfer over South America while Yeliseyev did so over
the Soviet Union. The orbital work compartment of Soyuz 4 served
as an airlock.

7Jv
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Flow's 1$. Soyuz 4 and 5 Spacecraft Soyuz 4, carrying a one man crew and Soyuz
&, carrying a three man crew conducted the first crew transfer. Soyuz 4 returned
with two of the coamonauta from Soyuz 5.
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The ships remained docked for 4 hours 35 minutes. Soyuz 4 re-
turned to Earth after 3 days, now carrying a crew of three instead
of one, and Soyuz 5 landed after 3 days with only one man aboard
instead of three. Soyuz 4 and 5 were later registered as weighing
6,625 kg and 6,585 kg respectively, for a total weight of 13,210 kg.
As a result of maneuvers and usage of other expendables, their
combined mass at the time of docking is estimated as being 28) tg
lighter, or 12,924 kg.

The combined ships have always been hailed in the Soviet press
as the world's first space station in which a total of four men were
housed. Although the combination can be considered a station in
that a fair amount of working space was provided by the orbital
work compartments, the general view of a space station suggests a
longer duration of usefulness and no need for EVA to go from one
work compartment to another. The ships' orbit was low enough
that it would have decayed in about 10 days, and the main life sup-
port systems, solar panels, and orbital adjustment rockets were in
the after-service modules, separated from the orbital compartment
by the command modules. Thus the "station" could not have been
left behind in orbit for visits from other crews.

New pictures were released showing the true shape of Soyuz: A
spherical work cabin at the front end separated by a hatch from a
bell-shaped command module with its slightly convex reentry
shield facing aft, and at the rear, the cylindrical service and pro-
pulsion module with its two solar panels.

SOYUZ 6, 7 AND 8

Launched on 3 successive days, Soyuz 6, 7 and 8 were to perform
group flight with orbital assembly the prime mission. Soyuz 7 and

were meant to dock with each other for joint experiments, but
Soyuz ti was almost incidental to the mission since it could have
flown any time after Soyuz 4 and 5. There are several reasons why
the Russians might have waited. Firstaithe possibility that the
other projects had a !ligher priority for the tracking system and
data central during the middle months of the year. Second, putting
it up in conjunct ion with the next two Soyuz flights would reduce
the cost of maintaining ocean tracking ships on station in all parts
of the world. Third, by having three manned ships up at one time,
the abilities of the computers and operations people to handle a
much more complex data management system was given a good
test. Fourth, having seven men up at once has a certain appeal as
a portent of things .c.) come.

The flights were terminated after 5 days each. There were
rumors in the West that other' ships were to have been launched
and that the flight was to have run much longer, but it should be
noted that before the first launch occurred, Moscow unofficial re-
ports said that three ships would be involved with at least six cos-
monauts, for a total period of I week.s

tint reported by Paris AFT on Oct. If, 1969, naming three *hips and docking; then reported
on tkt 14) by Moscow UPI as imminent; then stated on Oct. 13 by the Yugoslav agency Tanyug
as being for 1 week Apart from the docking, all these rumors were confirmed by events,
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Soyuz 6

Launched on October 11, 1969, this flight was piloted by Lt. Col.
Georgiy Shonin, who was accompanied by flight engineer Valeriy
Kubasov. It not only tested the Soyuz systems, but also contributed
to gathering Earth resources data. Its most irnpprtant and signifi-
cant experiment, though, dealt with alternate rullsthods for welding
in the high vacuum and weightlessness of outer space.

The Russians consider welding as necessary in future space oper-
ations if very large permanent stations are to be assembled and if
such stations are also to be used for the assembly of expeditions to
visit the planets. Thus they built into the Soyuz 6 workspace
remote handling equipment to conduct welding experiments, after
first opening the cabin to vaccum conditions. The welding unit,
Vulcan, was controlled remotely by electric cable. They tested
three methods: A low pressure compressed arc, an electron beam,
and arc welding with a consumable electrode. Only the electron
beam experiment was reported as categorically successful.
Soyuz 7

This launch occurred on October 12 with a crew of Lt. Col. Ana-
toliy Filipchenko, flight engineer Vladislav Volkov, and research
engineer Viktor Gorbatko. The ship carried docking equipment and
was meant as the passive target for Soyuz 8. Aside from group
flight activities, its principal task was Earth resources and related
research.

Soyuz 8
Launched the day after Soyuz 7, the flight was commanded by

Col_ Vladimir Shatalov, accompanied by flight engineer Aleksey
Yeliseyev, both veterans of the'Soyuz 4/5 operation. Design as the
active partner in docking with the larger crew in Soyuz 7,9 many
maneuvers were made between the two ships but docking was
never accomplished. Although Soviet accounts vary from outright
denial of docking plans to evasion on this point, it seems likely that
a pair of ships equipped with docking gear instead of other experi-
ments are meant to dock. What is unclear is whether automatic
docking routines would have been successful as in the double
kosmos missions, or whether a mechanical problem precluded
either automatic or manual docking.

SOYUZ 9

Soyuz 9 was launched on June 1, 1970, with Col. Andriyan Niko-
layev as pilot and Vitally Sevastyanov as flight engineer. This ship
lacked rendezvous and docking systems and was sent on a solo
flight to test, for a longer period of time than other flights, the ca-
pacity of both the hardware and the human crew. On the fifth
orbit the ship was raised from its initial orbit to protect its orbital
life from early decay. On the 17th orbit, the perigee was raised
again to establish a still more durable circular orbit.

Medical-biological research effects of long-term exposure to space
conditions were probably the primary missiop of this flight, but it

4 T. Clot. 15, 1969, I46 GMT,
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also afforded a good opportunity to enhance capabilities related to
Earth resources observation. These concentrated on both visual ob-
eervation and photographing geological and geographical objects,
weather formations, water surfaces, snow and ice cover, and con-
ducting other ground studies.

Onboard television cameras gave the ground controllers and
Soviet public live coverage of activities on the ship during some or-
bital passes. The crew found the ship comfortable, and slept for 8
hours at a stretch on couches in the work compartment, using
sleeping bags. A stove provided hot meals of a wide range of con-
ventional foods, and shaving was accomplished with both the shav-
ing cream method and a dry electric razor. Lacking a shower they
resorted to twice-daily rubdowns. A vacuum cleaner was used to
maximize the cleananess of their living spaces.

As far as the ship itself was concerned, the Russians claimed
that the 14 square meters of solar panels with chemical batteries
were more reliable than the American fuel cells csed in Gemini
and Apollo. They also felt that their use of two cabins made it pos-
sible to provide a work and sleep area with no threat of clutter and
interference to the flight and recovery observations conducted in
the command module. Also, the pilot would have no .seed to put on
a pressure suit if his companion(s) conducted EVP. exercises
through a hatch from the work module.

On the 14th day of flight, the orbit was lowered as a precaution
for later recovery, particularly if retrofire should not be successful,
but retrofire occurred as expected, and the command module sepa-
rated from the work and service compartments for landing on June
19 in Kazakhstan The crew was immediately picked up and al-
though they were in good condition, after 18 days in space they had
a harder time adjusting to full Earth weight than American crews
who had stayed up for 14 days. The men were taken to a new quar-
antine laboratory whose description sounded very much like the
lloustoti lunar receiving laboratory. In the later Moscow celebra-
tions, Nikolayev was promoted to Major General.

The following experiments were conducted:

1 11 Medical
The crew made measurements of their condition before and after

exorcise, noting arterial pressure, pulse and respiration. They
checked the contrast sensitivity of their eyes and made many tests
of their vestibular sensitivity in weightlessness. Samples of air
breathed before and after exercising were collected in plastic bags
for analysis on Earth, with expectations that the ratio of carbon di-
oxide and oxygen would give a measure of energy expenditure. The
dynamics of pain sensitivity were checked and maximum hand
strength tested with a dynamometer,

During the 13th day of flight, a test of Sevastyanov's mental ca-
pabilities was made by exposing him to a simulated se':, of com-
mands which had been preprogrammed into the onboard computer,
as a comparison with his corresponding capabilities earlier in the
flight.
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(2) Other Riologwul

Experiments were performed relating to the micro and macro
genesis of flowering plants, the division of cells of chli.rella, the
propagation of bacterial cultures in liquid media, and the propaga-
tion and development of insects.

(j) Earth Resources
On the fifth day, the crew watched a large tropical storm in the

Indian ocean and observed surf on a continental shore. The next
day they observed forest fires in Africa near Lake Chad.

They used both black and white and multispectral color film to
photograph the Earth's surface, which was expected to throw light
on problems of iden ification of different kinds of Earth rock and
soil, the moisture coi tent of glaciers, the location of schools of fish,
and estimation of timber reserves.

The crew also made studies of aerosol particles in the atmos-
phere by obs -ving twilight glow.

(4) Navigation
Astronavigation was practiced by locking onto Vega or Canopus

and then using a sextant to measure its relation to the Earth hori-
zon. Spectrographic measurements of the horizon were taken to
define it better for navigation purposes. Arcturus and Deneb were
later added as sighting targets for navigation tests.

On the 4th day, using onboard navigation and measuring equip-
ment, the orbital elements were refined to three decimal places
that is, to an exact number of meters for apogee and perigee, to an
exact number of thousandths of a minute for period, and to the
exact number of thousandths of a degree in inclination.
(5) Astrophysical

In addition to observing celestial bodies, the cosmonauts made
photographic studies of the Moon.

SoYuz 12: FERRY CRAFT CONFIGURATION

Soyuz 12 (Ural) was the first manned flight by the Soviet. Union
after the tragic deaths of the Soyuz 11 crew in 1971 (see next sec-
tionL The Russians launched several unmanned tests to check sys-
tems and spacecraft design to ensure the incident would not occur
again. Soyuz 12 was primarily a test of the new designs, including
introduction of a new launch escape rocket, so the only experiment
scheduled was Earth photography. This :light introduced the ferry
craft version of Soyuz without solar panels, which was used for
taking crews back and forth to space stations beginning with Soyuz
14 (sec fig. 19). In addition, it introduced the return to two-man
crews in order to accommodate spacesuits and their associated
equipment. Cosmonauts have worn spacesuits during launch and
reentry since this time.
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FIGURE 19 Soyuz 14 Operational Two-Man Ferry Craft. Soyuz 14 litas the first
operational mission of the two-man ferry missions to Salyut pace stations. Since
independent flight was short, solar panels were removed to save weight.

Launched into an initial orbit of 249 x194 km at 1218 GMT on
September 27, 1973, the ship was piloted by Lt. Col. Vasiliy Lazarev
and flight engineer Oleg Makarov. It was inclined at 51.6 degrees
and had a period of 88.6 minutes. In a test of the control systems,
the orbit was changed to 345x 326 kin, 91 minutes on the second
day of flight. Sven Grahn suggested that this forecast higher alti-
tudes for Salyut and his prediction was confirmed by Salyut 4.

Both days were devoted to checking onboard systems and photo-
graphing the Earth in various spectra, using a nine-objective
camera. As the spacecraft photographed a region of the planet, air-
planes simultaneously took pictures of the same area for compari-
son purposes to discover what distortions were introduced by the
atmosphere.

Soyuz 12 landed Septemter 29, 1973, at 1134 GMT, 400 kin south-
west of Karaganda, Kazakhstan.

SOYLTZ 13: 013SERVATORY

Soyuz 13 was launched on December 18, 1973 at 1155 GMT and
code named Kavkaz (Caucasus). Primarily conceived as an orbiting
astronomical observatory (see fig. 20), the cosmonauts aboard, Maj.
Petr Klimuk and flight engineer Valentin Lebedev, had undergone
extensive training it the Byurakan Observatory in Armenia on the
operation of the ass ronomical equipment on board (Orion 2). On the
fifth orbit, Soyuz 1. was put into a 272 x 225 km orbit, inclination
51.6 degrees, period .-9.22 minutes.
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OFII074: -2 ULTRA -VIOLET CAMERA COMPLEX

THREE AXIS STABILIZED (13 ELECTRIC MOTORS(

3 -6 ARC SECONDS POINTING ACCURACY

- 2-3 ARC SECONDS SENSOR ACCURACY

MARTZ CRYSTAL OPTICAL SYSTEM

- USED FOR DETECTION IN ULTRA-VIOLET REGION (BELOW 3000 XI
20 20 DEGREE FIELD OF VIEW

RETURNED 10,000 SPECTROGRAMS OF 3000 STARS

EXPOSURES FROM 1 TO 20 MINUTES

- DETECTION DOWN TO ELEVENTH MAGNITUDE

RECORDED 2000 STARS NOT PREVIOUSLY CATALOGED

© R.F.Gibbons 1983

FaiLat: 20 Soyuz 13 Spacecraft. Soy= 13 was a solo flight.. An astronomical ob-
servatory complex mounted on the orbital module was used for an extensive
survey in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum.

Sir.ce the orbit was similar to that planned for the ApolloSoyuz
Test Project in 1975, some spe-ulated that this flight was a demon-
stration mission. But Salyut 2 and Kosmos 557 had failed shortly
before this flight and it is quite possible that the Russians decided
to modify the Soyuz so that Salyut-like experiments could continue
until another space station was orbited. Two modifications were
made to the Soyuz The addition of the Orion 2 system which
was mounted outside the ship in the position of the docking assem-
bly, and the orbital section was transformed from a place for rest
and relaxation into a space laboratory.

Klimuk and Lebedev remained in space for 8 days, landing on
December 26 at 0850 GMT, 200 km southwest of Karaganda, Ka-
zakhstan. Five minutes later they wtsre outside walking around.

The main projects for the mission were: Astrophysical experi-
ments with Orion 2, research into the productiin of protein mass
in space with Oazis 2 (both of these had predecessors on Salyut 1),
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experiments with higher plants, biomedical checks-with the Levka
apparatus, Earth observation, and navigation.

MEDICAL

The Soviets are especially interested in blood circulation to the
brain in a weightless environment (blood tends to redistribute itself
toward the upper body in the absence of gravity). In the Levka
(Lion's Cub) experiment, the cosmonauts stretched a special ex-
pander with a force of 15 kg at a rate of 30 times per minute. The
response in cerebral vessels was measured by electrodes on the cos-
monauts and recorded by telemetric devices.

OTHER BIOLOGICAL

Oazis 2 consisted of two interconnected cylinders for the study of
regeneration. One cylinder cultivated water-oxidizing bacteria
which used hydrogen from water electrolysis for growth. Oxygen
was formed and passed into the second cylinder containing urobac-
teria (which break down urea). The urobacteria absorbed the
oxygen and released carbonic acid which in turn was passed back
to the first cylinder and used for synthesis of biomass. Thus the
waste products on one type of bacteria are the initial material used
by other bacteria to accumulate protein maim: This is regeneration.
During Soyuz 13's flight the biomass increased 35 times. This is im-

portant for long duration spaceflights where food, air and water
might be regenerated so vast quantities of these perishables need
not be carried on board.

Higher plants studied during this mission were chlorella and
duckweed, Chlorella absorbs carbon dioxide and returns oxygen to
the air, so the Russians want to see how well it grows in space,
since animals, including people, exhale carbon dioxide and need
oxygen to breath -)uckweed is interesting because in the winter it
goes into hybei.a.,tion and exists in the form of turions, small
bodies with inhibited vital activity. In the spring the turions multi-
ply by division and again become duckweed. The cosmonauts put
turions into a vessel and added kinetin to restore the vital activity.
They then added a nutrient to see how the duckweed would assimi-
late it.

EARTH RESOURCES

The cosmonauts again studied natural formations on the surface
of the planet as well as the atmosphere. For the former, a nine-lens
camera which exposed three strips of film simultaneously photo-
graphed several areas of Earth. Two of the films were sensitive to
visible light, the third to infrared. Each lens had color filters so
many spectra could be taken and selection could be made as to
which are the most valuable for specific missions.

An RSS-2 spectrograph studied the atmosphere by photograph-
ing day and twilight horizons. In addition, the spectrograph record-
ed the reflection of solar radiation from natural formations on
Earth.
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ASTROPHYSICAL

Orion 2, unlike Orion 1, was mounted entirely on the outside of
the ship and had a wide field meniscus telescope which could cover
an area 20 degrees square. A canopy surrounded the telescope to
protect it from temperature extremes as the ship travelled into and
out of the Earth's shadow, and the optical components were made
of crystalline quartz. A window in the canopy opened during obser-
vation, with exposure times ranging from 1 to 20 minutes.

Designed by Grigor Gurzadyan of Armenia, the telescope was
mounted on a three-axis platform which stabilized the system with
an accuracy of 2 to 3 seconds.; of arc. This was vital for successful
observations. Pointing was accompliched by positioning the space-
craft within a few degrees of the area to be studied. The two refer-
ence stars were then found, whereupon Orion 2 itself took over
with an automatic pointing system accurate to 3 to 5 angular sec-
onds. The instrument had 13 electric motors for drive. Although
some of the Orion 2 system was automatic, both cosmonauts were
needed for these experiments; one to orient the other to
work Orion.

Also mounted on the Orion system was an hist! ument for study-
ing X-ray emissions from the Sun. These studies were done on the
65th orbit. The camera had several channels and took photographs
simultaneously in several *.anges of the X-ray band, and has a 70
degree field of view. Observations were carried out at the same
time from Earth for comparison purposes.

During the mission, the cosmonauts made 10,000 spectrograms of
more than 3,000 stars in the constellations Taurus, Orion, Gemini,
Auriga, and Perseus. The spectrograms were in spectral classes
from 2,0(X) to 3,000 angstroms (these cannot be studied from Earth
since the atmosphere absorbs emissions less than 3,000 angstroms)
and the stars were of the 10th magnitude generally, although the
cosmonauts were able to photograph some even of the 12th. Special
sensitive film was supplied by George Low of NASA for this
project.

NAVIGATION

Experiments were continued into autonomous navigation, specifi-
cally to determine the accuracy of control systems and the teating
of new instruments for orientation using the Earth and stars.

THE APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT

In 1972, the United States and Soviet Union agreed to conduct a
joint manned mission in 1975 in which an American Apollo would
dock with a Soviet Soyuz. A total of four Soviet flights were made
in connection with ASTP: Two unmanned test flights (Kosmos 638
and 672), a manned test flight (Soyuz 16), and the mission itself
(Soyuz. 19). These flights are summarized in table 6.
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KO8MOS 638 AND 672

Kosmos 638 was launched on April 3, 1974 into a 325 x 195 km
orbit inclined at 51.8 degrees, the same orbit intended for ASTI'.
The spacecraft stayed up for 10 days and was then recovered. The
Kettering Group found signals at 20.008 MHz.

Kosmos 672 was launched on August 12, 1974 into a 239 x 198 km
orbit, inclined at 51.8 degrees. The orbit was adjusted to the ASTP
position when the apogee was moved to 238 km and perigee to 227
km. Later, as with Kosmos 638, the Soviets confirmed that it was
an ASTI' test flight.

SOYUZ 16

Sovus 16 (Buran or Snowstorm), announced as a precursor f17..ht
for the Apollo-ooyuz Test Project, was launched December 2, 1:4'11,
at 0940 (;M'I' and piloted by the prime ASTI' backup crew, Col. An-
atoly Filipchenko and Niko lay Rukavishnikov. It was a test of the
new systems installed for the joint mission and most importantly,
the docking procedure. Some biological and photographic experi-
ments were aboard, including some to be repeated on ASTP.

Modifications to the Soyuz included the docking gear, flight and
attitude controls, radio communication systems, the addition of
new controls and consoles in the orbital module, addition of an
automatic gas analyzer, and changes in the life support system to
enable it to handle four people (two cosmonauts and two astro-
nauts) Tests were made of the changes in pressure and air compo-
sition that would be used during ASTP. The Russians operate in
space under normal .atmospheric pressure (760 mm Hg) and a nitro-
gen-oxygen air 7ontent. The United States, however, worked in a
pure oxygen arnosphere at low pressure (2h0 mm Hg). In order to
minimize the amount of time required for adjusting in the docking
module airlock, the Soviet engineers agreed to reduce their pres-
sure to 520 min fig and increase the percentage of oxygen to about
40 percent These alterations were practiced during Soyuz 16 and
the cosmonauts suffered no ill effects.

NASA was told in advance that this would be an ASTP test, but
did not know the exact date and time of launch, since the Russians
insisted such information be secret and NASA refused to keep the
news from the press. Once the launch was announced, joint track-
ing exercises were conducted at the following locations: Bermuda
and Tananarive (NASA operated); Antigua, Grand Turk, Eastern
Test Range, Canton Island, Kaena Point (Hawaii), Kwajalein and
Ascension (DOD operated). Mission control in Houston did not op-
erate for this exercise.

The Russians have never announced the initial orbit for Soyuz
16, but NORAD stated it was 352x 254 km. On the fifth revolution
this was altered to 223 Y 177 km, with an inclination of 51.8 degrees
and a period of 88.4 minutes. Aa an ASTP test, the craft had to
achieve a 225 km circular orbit, and this was accomplished by two
more burns; To 240,.; 190 km at an unspecified time, and on the
17th and 18th orbits to the final 225 x 225 km, with a period of 88.9
minutes. Although the Russians stated that these corrections were
part of the planned program in order to test fully Soyuz's systems,
some speculate that the initial orbit may have been a trajectory
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error. Others argue, however, that the "error" was deliberate, and
the Soviets meant to demonstrate to the Americans that if the
ASTP spacecraft was inadvertently placed in an incorrect orbit,
they would be able to correct it.

Docking exercises were of primary importance for Soyuz 16. A
special practice imitating ring attached to the ship was moved
away so Soyuz could maneuver and dock with it (the ring was
pulled onto Soyuz with a force equal to that of Apollo). The docking
equipment incorporated some of the Soyuz/Salyut, gear, for exam-
ple a spring-mechanical type of shock absorber as opposed to the
hydraulic type used by the United States. Some 20 technical oper-
ations were carried out to test coupling, link-up and hermetic dock-
ing, beginning in the 32d orbit. The tests were successful.

Filipchenko and Rukavishnikov landed 300 km north of Dzhez-
kazgan at 0804 GMT on December 8 after 6 days in orbit. Other
experiments carried out during the mission included:
Earth resources

Photographs of the Earth were taken for the study of natural re-
sources, and of the horizon to determine the composition and limits
of the atmosphere.
Astrophyszcal

Photography of the Sun and stars was carried out in preparation
for an ASTP experiment which used Apollo to block out the Sun
and create an artificial solar eclipse for Soyuz.
Biological

There were fiye biological experiments.
(1) The growth of microorganisms in space. Microbes were put in

a nutrient medium the first day in space and the cosmonauts
watched for their growth. There was a lag for the first few days,
but the microbes soon became adjusted to the environment and
grew normally.

(2) A determination of what direction sprouts would grow in
without the Sun's rays.

(3) The study of fish. In previous experiments, scientists discov-
ered that adult fish lost their sense of spatial orientation in a grav-
ity-free environment. On this mission, Danio rerio fish eggs were
brought along. When the fish hatche chey exhibited no orienta-
tion problems as the earlier fish had.

(4; Samples of microbes were taken from different parts of the
Soyuz craft and from the cosmonauts themselves (hair and skin) to
test microbial transfer. This was repeated on the ASTP mission to
determine if any contamination occurs when one space crew is vis-
ited by another, as might happen in long-duration space stations.

(5) Zone-forming fungi were studied for two reasons. First, these
fungi develop a new growth ring every 24 hours on Earth and sci-
entists wanted to see how often one would grow in space where a
"day- only 90 minutes long. In addition, the fungi were placed
inside a device called "Ritm' which had a dosimeter mounted on
the outside to measure the amount of radiation entering the flask
to see if it had any effect on the fungi. During ASTP, fungi were
flown on both ships to see how different amounts of radiation in
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various areas of space would affect the organisms, since Apollo and
Soyuz travelled in different parts of the sky except for the time

. they were docked together.

SOYUZ 19 (AMP)

Soyuz 19, the Soviet half of the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, was
launched on July 15, 1975 at 1220 GMT carrying Col. Aleksey
Leonov and Valeriy Kubasov (see figs. 21-24). The Soviets had pro-
vided a complete backup Soyuz launch vehicle and capsule ready
on the pad in case there was an abort with the primary launch,
and backup crews for both the prime crew (Leonov and Kubasov)
and the prime backup crew were named. The launch occurred
nominally, placing the spacecraft in a 229 x 188 km orbit. On the
4th and 17th orbits, the crew raised the ship so it would be in a
circular 225 km orbit.

$0u1,41 low! t 4.0P Pltgli KIT

Fica,HE 21 AS IT International Mission The Apollo Soyuz Teat Project ASTI') was
the first international space mission, U.S. and Soviet project personnel had to
overcome a multitude of technical problems before the mission could be conduct-
ed These included different systems of measurement, different languages and al-
phabets. and different spacecraft atmospheres and composition.
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FIC RE --Soyuz 19 ASTP Spacecraft. The Seyuz 19 spacecraft was fitted with a
14 pecial docking collar to permit it to dock with the Apollo docking module.
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At 1950 GMT, the U.S. Apollo spacecraft was launched with its
crew of Gen. Thomas Stafford, Vance Brand, and Donald (peke)
Slayton. (T)- United States had named a single backup crew.) The
Apollo was placed in an itial orbit 173 x 155 km. Approximately 1
hour after attaining orb , the American crew began txosposition
and docking with the d king module which had been gpecially de-
signed for joining the two dissimilar ships. The Apollo orbit was
then circularized to 172 km. Another burn was made to change the
oribit to 234 x 173 km on July 1'6, and the next day it was circular-
ized at 229 km.

Rendezvous and docking of the two ships was accomplished at
1612 GMT on July 17 (Apollo was the active ship), and the ships
remained docked for 2 days, conducting joint experiments and ex-
changing national mementos. At 1623 GMT, Soviet Premier Brezh-
nev relayed congratulatory messages to both crews, and the first
handshake between Stafford and Leonov took place at 1919 GMT
when the ships were approximately over Metz...France (5° 47' 37" E,
49' 10' 12" N)." President Ford spoke with the Apollo and Soyuz
crews, offering his congratulations. Several crew exchanges were
made, national flags were exchanged, and international certificates
were signed.

After the 2 days of docked flight, the ships completed an undock-
ing and redocking maneuver, separating for the last time at 1526
GMT on July 19. Soyuz 19 ianded near Arkalyk at 1051 GMT on
July 21. The Apollo remained in orbit to conduct additional exper-
iements, splashing down in the Pacific at 2118 GMT on July 24.

ASTP preparation
Prior to the conduct of ASTP, the astronauts and cosmonauts

Ind support personnel visited each other's space centers to become
familiar with the spacecraft of the other country. The first visit
wadi; by the Soviet crew to NASA's Johnson Space Center in July
1973, followed by a U.S. crew visit to Moscow in November 1973. In
late April and early May 1974, the Soviet flight crews returned to
Johnson Space Center, and the U.S. crews went to Moscow in June
and July 1974. The Soviet crew made a third trip to the United
States in September 1973 and came for the fourth and last time in
February 19'5. The U.S. crews visited the Soviet Union in late
April and early May 1975 and became the first Americans to see
the launch facilities at Tyuratam on April 28, 1975.

Three simulation sessions were conducted between flight control-
lers and the ASTP crew in Houston and Moscow on May 13, 15,
and 18, 1975, ,involving communications links between the two con-
trol centers and fully manned control center facilities. A final sim-
ulation was 7.9nducted from June 30 to July 1, 1975.

One of the most difficult problems to overcome was that of Ian-
guage. To alleviate this as much as possible, the Americans learned
Russian and the Soviets learned English. It was found that the best

1" Pres.% ret)orts tit the time stated that the handshake had taken place over Amsterdam.
Netherlands, but abalysis by the Kettering Group has shown that Amsterdam was not on the
ground track L)fthol svaseCratt when the handshake oceurrod, and that in fact the ASTI" crews
were over the Straxtvia,.area when they shook hands.
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scenario was for the Soviet to speak English and the Americans to
speak Russian.

Objectives and experiments
According to NASA, the main objective of ASTP was "to develop

a compatible docking system and rendezvous and crew transfer pro-
cedures that might be appropriate for future international manned
missions." " Since it was well known by this time that this would
be the last flight for Apollo,. and that the utility of the docking
system would end after this flight, it seemed a less than convincing
argument.

An additional objective, according to NASA, was scientific inves-
tigations, and a number of experiments were carried out by both
crews 'separately and jointly. A discussion of the U.S. experiments
can be found in -United States Civilian Space Programs." In the
following paragraphs, experiments designated "S" were conducted
by the Soviet Union, and those fabled' "J" were conducted jointly.

Photography of the solar corona and zodiacal light
against the background of the night sky (S)

A number of shots of the night anr) dusk sky and the Sim at dif-
ferent angles behind the Earth's horizon (conditions of solar eclipse
by the Earth) were taken in an attempt to find corona' rays at
larize angular distances from the Sun.

(.2) Investigation of refraction and transparency of the upper
layers of the atmosphere (S)

Atmospheric refraction was determined from solar disc image
flattening in photographs taken of the Sun as it rose and set
behind the Earth's horizon. Photographs were also taken of setting
stars

(3) Photography of daytime and dusk horizon (S)
Visual --bservation and photography of light effects in the vicini-

ty of the spacecraft were carried out in an attempt to determine
tne characteristics af light-scattering by atmospheric air, investi-
gate various layers of aerosol,-investigate certain types of clouds,
and analyze the dependence of altitude aerosol distribution on geo-
graphical and rpeteorological factors,

; Y4) Microorganisms' growth (S)
To study the effects of weightlessness and space radiation and

the Earth's magnetic geld on the growth of microorganisms, a cul-
ture of proteus vulgar was placed in a thermostatically controlled
capsule known as a "Biokat" and observed.

- ^ _

" NASA Apollo.S1vuz Test I. ..rt Preliminary Science Report. Washington, U.S. Govern-
ment Printini; Office. 19Th. p. xi

' 13 5 Congrers House Committee on Science and Technology, United States Civilian Spites
Progranis 195.$4, l974 Volume i WashiVon, US Government Printing Office, 1951. See Chats
teat Six,len. and Eleven
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(5) Fish embryonic development (S)
To study the growth and development of amphibian under space

conditions, aquarium fish as well as their fertilized eggs were in-
serted into "Biokat" aquaria for observation.

(6) Genetic experiments (S)
In order to study the effects of weightlessne 1 cell division

and mutation it, biological organisms, various ty., of seeds were
placed ir .me of the "Biokats" and observed.

(7)Artificial solar eclipse (J)
A series of on-board photographs taken from the Soyuz of the

solar corona "atmosphere" around the Apollo while it eclipsed the
Sun provided a record of the first solar eclipse produced by man.
This experiment was of particular interest to scientists because of
the relative infrequency of naturally occurring solar eclipses.

(8) Ultraviolet absorption (J)
To measure the concentrations of atomic oxygen and nitrogen in

space at the altitude of the mission, different types of mass-spec-
trometers were used on board. The method of resonance absorption
within the ultraviolet spectrum was employed to determine the
densities of these components of the outer atmosphere.

(.9) Zone-forming fungi (J)
In order ,-;tudy the effects of space flight factors on biological

rhythms, tw , Ltiltures of the Pushchino strain of Actinomyces le-
vories (fungi) were observed. Each had been cultivated in different
time zones (United States and Soviet Union) approximately 9 hours
apart, 7 days prior to launch.

(10) Microbial exchange test (J)
Microbial samples were taken from cosmonauts and astronauts

before, during, and after the flight to determine the character and
conditions of microbial exchange among men confined in a sealed
compartment.

(11) Furnace system experiments iffh
This series of joint "multipurpose furnace experiments" was con-

ducted in order to determine the effects of weightlessness on some
metallurgical and chemicrystallization processes in metals and
semiconductors.

Political issues
Beyond its merits as a scientific and technical project, AM' was

a highly political and somewhat controversial mission, acclaimed
by some as a major contribution to U.S.-U.S.S.R. detente, while as-
sailed by others as an expensive waste of time. Politics affected
both sides, both jointly and separately, at various stages of the
project development. In question were such issues as the value of
the mission in relation to detente, the Soviet safety record and its
effect on U.S. confiders, and the feasibility of future U.S.-U.S.S.R.
cooperative space endeavors,

.97
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(I) (70n t rtbu t ions to detente
The Apollo-Soyuz Test Projt:ct's political achievement in

strengthening the atmosphere of detente between the United
States and the Soviet Union may be judged by historians as thc
most significant aspect of the mission. Certainly the demonstration
of meaningful cooperation between these two historically competi-
tive powers was a positive step in this direction. Both sides demon-
strated that they had considerably chan?ed their attitudes since
the early days of the so-called "space race. '

(2) U.S. doubtsSenator Proxmire and the CIA
In light of several Soviet Soyuz mission failures, doubts about

Soyuz hardware safety and reliability were raised by some U.S.
critics prior to the mission. In particular, the Soviet "April 5th
AnomLly" (discusSed in section E) prompted Senator William Prox-
mire to call for a briefing by Central Intelligence Agency officials
on Soviet space program capabilities. A closed hearing before the
HUD and Independent Agencies Subcommittee of the U.S. Senate
Appropriations Committee was held June 4, 1975. A summary of
the classified testimony of Carl Duckett, CIA deputy director for
science and technology, reported that "I do not think they (the
U.S.S.R.) are in good shape to handle two missions at once from the
command point of view." 13

Based upon this testimony, Senator Proxiiiire released a state-
ment July 2, 1975, urging NASA to postpone the July 15 Apollo-
Soyuz Test,Project mission "until the Soviet Union brings back to
Earth the Russian (Soyuz 18/Salyut 4) cosmonauts already in
space." 14

NASA responded to this statement July 2, 1975, concluding that
"the Soyuz 18/Salyut 4 mission does not constitute a hazards to
ASTP." 15 NASA also noted that their calculations indicatel a
tracking overlap of the two missions would occur in only two in-
stances, one lasting about 30 seconds, the other about 90 seconds.

ASTP was not postponed, and the joint mission went smoothly
and according to plan.
Summary

In summary, it may be said that the successful completion of the
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project mission was a step toward the realization
of the goals set forth in the May 24, 1972, agreement between the
United States and the Soviet Union on cooperation in the explora-
tion and peaceful uses of outer space. The technological cooperation
between engineers and scientists and crew members afforded an
opportunity for individuals really to wGrk together on a personal
level. The preparations for the joint mission were perhaps as im-
portant as the flight itself from the standpoint of developing atti-
tudes. History will be the ultimate judge of its success or failure,
but it would appear that the Apollo - Soyuz Test Project made a sig-
nificant contribution to the strengthening of detente, and laid the

Summary Report of CIA testunony. Remarks of Senator Proxmire, Congressional Record. v,
121, July 14, 1975. 'CIA Report on ApolloSoyitz Mission."

14 Prey release from the Office of U.S. Senator William Proxmire, July 2, 1975.
"NASANASA Statement to Aerospace nails, v, 7.1., No. 3, July 3, 19,715, p. 18.
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foundation for possible future joint effoits between the United
States and the Soviet Union.

Soyuz sZ2: THE MKF-6 MULTISPECTRAL CAMERA

The most recent free-flying Soyuz mission was Soyuz 22 (Yas-
treb), launched at 1248 Moscow Time on September 15, 1976 (see
figure 25). Since that time, all Soyuz flights have been made in con-
nection with space stations, and are discussed later.
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FIC;URE St.)yu7. 22 Spat ft. Soyuz 22, a scientific solo mission, carried a proto-
type of the East German KF -6 multispectral camera that is now a standard on
the Salyut space station series.

The mission was commanded by Col. Valeriy Bykovskiy and
Vladimir Aksenov served as flight engineer. The mission was pri-
marily concerned with testing an East German multispectral
camera (MKF-6) for Earth resources photography. It was the first
time foreign-made equipment was flown on a Soviet spacecraft, per-
haps explaining why it was done on a free -flying mission. Tests
with the camera were very successful and a slightly modified
model was flown on Salyut 6. The camera simultaneously took pho-
tographs in six bands (four visible, two infrared), Each picture cov-
ered an area 80 x 55 km. Resolution is thought to have been as good

as 10 meters, but the Soviets have not released information on this
aspect of the instrument, During the mission, ground and aerial
photography was taken at the same time for comparison purposes.
The flight engineer took the pictures while the commander orient-
ed the ship. The experimental program was called "Raduga" the
Russian word for rainbow).
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Other experiments conducted on Soyuz 22 included work using
seeds and fish in the "Biokat" experiment. Many of the biological
investigations had begun on ASTP, and the spacecraft itself was
the backup for that mission. The docking mechanism was removed
and the camera installed in its place.'

The Soviets wanted to fly over East Germany, since MKF-6 was
an East German experiment, so the inclination of the orbit initially
was 64.75 degrees, the only time such an inclination was used for
Soyuz. After two firings on the fourth revolution, the spacecraft
was in a 280x 250 km orbit inclined at 65 cl,ntiz. Some observers
noted that the timing of the mission also permitted the Soviets to
study NATO maneuvers taking place in Sweden at that time."
The ship landed at 0742 GMT on September 23, 150 km northwest
of Tselinograd.

SOYUZ T AND RELATED DEVELOPMENT FLIGHTS"'

In December 1979, the Soviets introduced a new, improved ver-
sion of the Soyuz spacecraft, designated Soyuz T." At least three
unmanned precursor flights (Kosmcs 869, 1001, and 1074) had al-
ready been flown, and the first Soyuz T flight so identified was also
unmanned. Two additional flights, Kosmos 610 and 772, may also
have been related to the development of Soyuz T. These flights are
summarized in table 7.

tie Pruvria, Sept. 16, 1976,
'T Spaceflight, Feb. 1977, p. 62,
" The T stands Ctir Troika w indicate that it is a third - generation paceship, 9atdat wad Teerli-

nik, No. 8, Aug. 1981, p 453.
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KOSMOS 670

Kosmos 670 was launched on August 6, 1974, into a 307 x 217 km
orbit, and was recovered three days later. It was unique in that its
inclination was 50.6 degrees, never before used on a flight launched
by an "A" class vehicle, and was, in fact, close to that which West-
ern rumors had predicted would be used for the big "G" class vehi-
cle. Otherwise, its external flight parameters seemed close to mili-
tary recoverable observation flights. There was speculation that
this might be a test of a ferry vehicle to a new large space station
which would be orbited using the "G" vehicle at some future time.
With hindsight, it has been classified here with the Soyuz T precur-
sors.

XOSMOS 772

On September 29, 1975, the Soviets launched Kosmos 772 into a
320 x 201 km orbit, inclined at 51.8 degrees. Soyuz-type telemetry
on 20.008 MHz was monitored in Kettering and Akrotiri, Cyprus.
Like the Soyuz ferry ships, Kosmos 772 had no solar panels, but re-
mained in orbit for 3 days like Kosmos 670, a day longer than most
other missions of its kind, suggesting either greater battery capac-
ity or lessened electrical loads. There was speculation that this
might be a system test for returning to a three-person crew.

KOSMOS 869, 1001, AND 1074

On November 29, 1976, the Soviets launched Kosmos 869 into an
orbit 307 x 202 km at an inclination of 51.8 degrees. The spacecraft
made several orbital maneuvers during its 18 days in orbit, raising
perigee to 299 km. Kosmos 1001 was launched on April 4, 1978 into
an initial orbit of 249 x205 krn at 51.6 degrees inclination. This was
later raised to 315 x308 krn. It was deorbited on April 15. Kosmos
11)74 was launched on January 31, 1979 into a 258x203 km orbit

at 51.6 degrees. This was later raised to 383x364 km. The
Spacecraft remained in orbit for 60 days, reentering on April 1. All
of these are now considered t' have been related to development of
Soyuz T.

SOYUZ T-1

Finally, at 1230 GMT ontecember 16, 1979, the Soviets launched
Soyuz T-1 (see figure 26), This was an unmanned test of the new
spacecraft and at 1405 GMT December 19, the craft docked with
Salyut 6. Unlike previous dockings, the Soyuz T rendezvoused from
above and in front of Salyut, rather than catching up with the sta-
tion from behind," and it docked at the forward docking hatch.
Geoffrey Perry of the Kettering Group has determined that Soyuz
T overshot Salyut on the second day (rev 32) and had to be maneu-
vered back for a rendezvous and docking on the third day (rev 50).
This is the only time 3 days have been required for a rendezvous
with a space station (a manned Soyuz normally takes 1 day while
unmanned Soyuz and Progress missions take 2). At 2104 GMT on
March 23, Soyuz T-1 undocked from Salyut 6, After 2 more days of

i 'Spaceflight, Nair -Dec 1980, p. :44
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autonomous tests, the spacecraft landed on March 25 at night in
Kazakhstan (2150 GMT).

SOYUZT3

C) R.F.Gibboos 1883

Fittuar 2i; Soyuz T Ferry Craft, The Soyuz T variant of the Soyuz CAZCerraft aeries
ha been extensively redesigned internally to permit carrying up to a crew of
three to the Salyut space stations.

Following this flight, more informaton became available about
the new craft. Externally, Soyuz T is the same as the original
Soyuz: 7,6 meters long, 3 meters in diameter, with a launch weight
of 6.5 tonnes. A number of modifications have been made to the
ship, however.

One significant change is the return to the use of solar panels.,"
As noted earlier, the solar panels were removed beginning with
Soyuz 12 on the theory that the ship would only have to remain in
a free flying mode during the journey up to and down from a space
station. Thus battery power would be sufficient, and the panels
could be removed to allow a greater weight margin for payloads.
After several docking failures (Soyuz 15, 23, 25), however, the Sovi-
ets apparently saw the need to give the Soyuz a longer lifetime on
its own to deal with contingencies. In addition, once the spacecraft
docks with Salyut, the two solar power systems are combined to
provide additional power for space station operations.

The fuel system has been redesigned so that the main engine and
all four attitude control thrusters can use the same fuel supply,
meaning that the attitude t4twters can serve as a backup to the
main engine in an emergenc. Previously, a faulty manuever could
exhaust the supply of fuel in the orientation system while the main
engines had plenty,2° and in the original Soyuz, the main engines
used hydrazine, while the attitude control thrusters used hydrogen
peroxide." Thy new unified system, which its also used on Salyut

2" Moscow World Servict, in English, MN) GMT, June 6, 1980
2' Air & Ostrava, Jan, 26, 191 , pp. 46-47.
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and Progress, also results in higher thrust and maneuvering capa-
bility. Two changes made in the descent/landing phase 'are: (1) the
orbital module separates before retrofire instead of after as had
been the case with Soyuz, thus saving 10 percent of the fuel since
there is less mass to decelerate; and (2) the landing engines nave

0 more thrust to provide for a softer landing.
Among the changes in avionics is the introduction of a digital

computer called the Autonomous Onboard Computing Complex
which can fly the mission without human involvement. The com-
puter has a CRT display unit, and analog sequence control devices
previously used on Soyuz have been removed, while the number of
indicator panels has tripled. A periscope is still used for the cosmo-
nauts to orient themselves in space. 2 2 Soyuz T also has improved
telemetry rates and channels for more reliable communications
with the flight control center and tracking ships.

The rescue system mounted on the nose of the spacecraft has
been improved, too, so that if a malfunction occurs during launch
and initial flight, the launch vehicle main engines are automatical-
ly switched off, the spacecraft is separated from the booster, and
the rescue rocket engines are ignited for a controlled emergency
landing.

The interior has been redesigned to accommodate three space-
suited cosmonauts, and the first mission to carry three was Soyuz
T-3, nearly 10 years after the ill-fated Soyuz 11 mission. The com-
mander sits in the center, with the flight engineer to his !eft and
the research engineer to his right.

For all its advances, the Soyuz-T still has some hurdles to over-
come. On the first manned flight of the vehicle, Soyuz T-2, the cos-
monauts had to abort the computer-contriilled docking and take
over manually starting at 180 meters from the station.23 Soyuz T-3
was more successful.

THE FIRST GENERATION SPACE STATIONS SALYUT 1-5

Ffasrr GENERATION DESIGN

The first generation of Soviet space stations spanned the years
1971 through 1976 and encompassed the successful launch of three
stations, while two others were failures. The. design of the station
changed somewhat during this period, both externally in tcrms of
the placement of the solar panels, and internally to allow for differ-
ent experiments Each had a single docking port. (See figures 27-
28.)

"Soldut and Technik, Nc. N. Aug. 1981, op. cit.
" Aviation Week and Space Technology, Oct, 13, 1980, p. 13, In 1922, the Soyuz T-6 crew had

an especially hard, 111114 early, docking, because the computer failed, and on Soyuz T-8 in 194,
the mission had to be aborted because of a failure in rendezvousing with Salyut 7, due to the
failure of the Antenna mast to deploy
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SALVO 4

SALYUT-6

Halms 27, Salyut Variants. Three variations of Salyut sp a stations have been
Sown since 1971. Salyut 1 carried 2 sets of solar panels fore and aft. By Salyut 4
they had been replaced by 3 panels mounted on the central cylinder. By Salyut
the small diameter aft propulsion module had been increased in diameter to
match the maximum body diameter.
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Figure 28.Salyut Military Space Station Configuration Concept. Salyut 8 and 5appear to have had military rather than scientific missions. Configuration detailshave not been released, but the Soviets have described them as having two, rather
. than three cylinders. Each released a return capsule after the last crew left.While the exact configuration is not known, they may have resembled this con -cept.

As each space station in this series was launched, more details
became available about its design. In the case of space station di-mensions, the information seemed contradictory since apparentlyin some cases external attachments such as radio antennas wereincluded in the dimensions and in other cases they were not. It isassumed here that the bIsic station dimensions, including those of
Soyuz ferry craft (which is 7.5 meters long) docked at one end, didnot change and were length-21 meters (23 meters if antennas areincluded); maximum diameter-4.15 meters; interior volume-100cubic meters; weight-25 metric tons. Without Soyuz, the stationsweighed 18,6 to 18.9 metric tons, and were 13.5 meters long. The
most significant change to Salyut externally was the change from
four solar panels on Salyut 1, to three larger, individually rotatable
solar panels on Salyut 3 and 4. Figure 27 shows these different con-figurations in comparison with the second-generation space stationSalyut 6,

MILITARY VIEROUS CIVIL sramorr DISTINCTION

During this time, Western experts generally thought thii4t the So-viets had two space station programs: one optimized for civilian
space experiments, the other for military.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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e distinction was drawn when Salyut 3 was launched in 1974.
This station was placed. in 4a aver orbit then Salyut 1, the crews
sent to the station were all military, rather than mixed civil/mili-
tary as had balm the case on Salyut I, and when the crew entered
the fleation, they switched to military telemetery. When the next
space station, Salyut 4, was launched it was placed in a Salyut 1-
type orbit and the crew was again mixed military/civil, and re-

.retained on the civilian telemetry channels. Salyut 5 paralleled the
Salyut 3 mission profile. In addition, both Salyut 3 and 5 ejected .,

capsules after the departure of the crew which were recovered, as
is the practice, with military reconnaissance satellites. With hind-
sight, the conclusion {was reached that had they been successful,
Saly,,it 2 would have been the first military space station and
Kosmos 557 would have been civilian, thus giving an alternating
civil-military-civil-military pattern to launches.

The Soviets never admitted to such a dual program, insisting
that all were for continuing the scientific exploration of space.
Western observers, hgwever, count Salyut 1, Kosmos 557, and
Salyut as civilian space stations, and Salyut 2, 3, and 5 as mili-

tary stations performing a reconnaissance function.

SALYUT I DESIGN

On April 19, 1971, the Soviets launched the world's first space
station, Salyut 1 (see figure 29). The station initially was described
by the Soviets as 20 meters long with a maximum diameter of 4
meters, and weighing 25 metric tons with Soyuz atteched.
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Floutut 29 -Salyut 1 Interior Details. Salyut I marked the beginning of the Soviet
space station program. The body of the vehicle made up of four cylinders. The
forward transfer module served as an airlock for crewinembers transferring from
Soyuz,:io the station. The worlOrodula was made up of largest two cylinders. Fi-
nally, at the back was the propulsion module. Drawing reprinted with permission
from Handbook of Soviet Manned Flight, Nicholas L. Johnson, vol. 48, Science
and Technoloicy, 1980, a publication of the American Astronautical Si.'-iety.

The citation had several compartments, which were subsequently
designated the assembly, transfer end work areas. The transfer
tunnel from the ferry "craft to the station was 3 meters long and 2
meters in diameter. The main habitable portion of the station, or
work compartment, was divided into three sections: A small cylin-
der 3.3 meters to and 2.9 meters in diameter; a large cylinder 4.1
meters long and 4.15 meters in diameter; and a cone connecting
the two which was 1.2 meters long. The unpressurized assembly
module completed the station and was 2.17 meters long and 2.2
meters in diameter.

Pictures of Salyut 1 showed eight chairs, seven at work stations,
and 20 portholes, some unobstructed by instruments to give a good
view of the Earth and outer space.

Externally, Salyut 1 had two double , sets of stationary solar
, panels, placed at opposite ends, extending like wings from the

smaller diameter compartments. Heat tion system radiators,
orientation and control devices, and some scientific instruments
were also mounted externally.

SALYUT S DritiGN

After the Salyut 2 and Koemos 557 failures discussed below, the
*vies finally succeeded in launching Salyut 3 on June 25, 1974.

lyut 3 is generally considered to have been the first operational
litary space station. The Soviets announced that Salyut 3 was 21
tern lo with the same 100 cubic meter interior volume as
yut 1. C anges to the station included miniaturized circuitry in
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the control loops; more efficient porter and life support systems,-in-
eluding better thermal control; solar panels which were capable of
rotating 180 degrees (unlike the stationary ors on Salyut 1) so the
station itself did not have to constantly face the Sun, with three
larger panels instead of the four on Salyut 1; and a general rede-
sign of the interior. In addition, the docking port was located at the
aft end of the station."

The 4-meter diameter working compartment was described as
being subdivided into control, working, and living sections, with a
corridor to the left side of the ship, from front to back, connecting
the various sections to each other. The floors and ceilings were
painted different colors (dark for the floors, light for the ceiling) tc,
make the cosmonauts feel more at home, and the floor was covered
with a Velcro-type material to assist with walking.

The living quartets, in the front portion just forward of the con-
trol compartment, had four windows; a special sofa for medical ex-
periments; one fixed position and one swinging bed (coming out
from the bulkhead to conserve space); hot and cold water sources; a
table for eating; storage space for clothes, linen, and entertainment
gear (which inch ;led a tape recorder for music, a chess set, and a
small library); and a shower and toilet.

SAL.NUT 4 DESIGN

Launched on December 26, 1974, Salyut 4 was announced as
being 23 meters in length, with the same volume and weight as the
other Salyuts. It is considered by Western experts as a civil space
station (see figure 30).

"Soviet Launches of More Military Salyut.* Expected. Aviation Week and Space Technology,

Dec. 4. 11.07S, p 17. See also: Clark. Phillip S. The Design of Salyut Orbital Station. Spaceflight,

v 'a, Oct. 1981, p 257-8.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Rendezvous antenna i8.
Solar panel 19.

Filin-2 X-ray spectrometric 20.
telescope 21.
Attitude control jets 22.
Rendezvous transponder 23.
RT-4 X-ray telescope 24.
KDS-3 diffraction spectrometer 25.

KSS-2 solar spectrometer 26.

Television equipment
Soyur docking port
Compressed gas spheres
Ion sensor
Neytral apparatus
Photographic camera
Water regeneration system
Velergcmeter (bicycle)
Medical and movie camera

9. Delta autonomous navigational equipment
orbital radioaltimeter 27. Silya-4 spectrometer

10. Prismatic laser reflector 28. MMK-1 micrometeorlte detector
Solar sensor 29. Treadmill

12. Infrared vertical sensor 30. Chibis medical device
13. Television star-direction finder 31. 1TS-K infrared spectrometric
14, Optical orientor telescope
15. Horizon sensor 32. OST-1 orbital solar telescope
16. Spektru apparatus 33. Freon experiment
17. Radiator of the thermal control

system

FICIAZ W.-Salyut 4 Interior Details. The interior of the Salyut 4 space station was
dominated by the OST-I solar telescope, houwl in the large cone structure in the
large diameter cylinder of the body. Drawing reprinted with permission from
Handbook of Soviet Manned Pli ght, Nicholas L. Johnson, vol, 48, Science and
Technology, 1980, a publication If the American Astronautical Society.

Further information on the solar panels was released: They were
individually rotatable, with a total area of 60 square meters pro-
ducing 4 kilowatts of power. The panels turned automatically on
signals from solar gauges indicating what position the Sun was in
at any moment. A third bank of solar batteries was also added.
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The Soviets also announced that the tation had a micrometeor-
ite monitoring system (MMMS) with 4 square meters of panels
serving as sensors. Further details of the thermal control system
were also described. The SalyuL walls were made of "screen-
vacuum" heat insulation which precluded heat exchange between
the station and space, and were made of many layers of snythetic
film sprayed with aluminum. To heat the station, an intricate
system of radiators was used which both collected solar heat and
radiated surplus thermal energy. Three' or more backup systems
were available.

The interior of the station was described in much greater detail.
The unpressurized assembly area was said to contain the fuel tanks
and orbital and orientation engines. The transfer area contained
two of the seven work stations (for navigation and scientific obser-
vations) plus the "Raketa" vacuum cleaner and a long sleeve of
rubberized fabric which extended into the ferry craft to provide
fresh air. The work compartment was described as consisting of
two cylinders connected by a conical bridge. The smaller one was
2.9 meters in diameter and 3.8 meters long with the solar panels
attached to the outside. The large cylinder was 4.15 meters in di-

ameter and 41 meters long with a cone-like structure containing
scientific instruments and equipment (for example, a telescope). To
the left and right of the cone were refrigerators for storage. The
conical bridge was 1.2 meters long. Walls were painted in soft
greens, yellows, and blues.

The Soviets gave the following walkthrough description of Salyut
4 from front (near the transfer tunnel) to back.

The main control panel (housing navigation instruments, clocks,
radio communications monitors end controls, the Globus naviga-
tional indicator, and two keyboard command signalling devices)
faced the transfer tunnel. To the left of the main panel were the
life support controls with regeneration cylinders for purifying the
air on both sides of the panel. On the right was a scientific work
station, and a medical research work station was located in the
conical bridge section.

Behind the main command post, in the center, was the eating
table, with direct feeds for hot and cold water. To the left, looking
from the transfer tunnel, and behind the panels was a small cup-
board fir plates and other utensils. Beyond the table on the side
panels were grids covering the cooling-drying assembly, with fans
to circulate the air.

Farther back was the medical area with a swivel chair for vestib-
ular studies, and a closet for medical instruments. At the right was
the exercise equipment and above that, a shelf for the tape record-
er. At the end of the cylinder was the sanitary-hygiene area, which
was separated from the rest of the room and had forced ventilation.
There was no shower on this station.

SALYUT 5 DESIGN

Launched on June 22, 1976, Salyut 5 is considered a military
Salyut and of similar design to Salyut 3, i.e., the docking port was
at the rear. The Soviets released a few more details about the space
station. For example, on this station, the entire instrument corn-
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partment was covered with blue fabric with a soft interlayer ts,,pro-
tect the sharp corners of the instruments. According to the Soviets,
this change was made on the recommendation of the crews that
had occupied previous stations.

Otherwise, the station was essentially the same as previous sta-
tions, although the cosmonauts did test a new attitude control
device. The Soviets also announced that there was an onboard com-
puter to direct the operation of instruments without human inter-
action.

SALYUT 1 WITH SOYUZ 10 AND 11

Saly,..it 1 was launched on April 19, 1971 and deorbited on Octo-
ber 11, 1971. Two crews docked with the space station, although the
first (Soyuz 10) was not able to enter the station possibly because of
a hatch malfunction. The second crew (Soyuz 11) spent 3 weeks on
the station (setting a new duration record), but died after separa-
tion of the Soyuz modules during reentry.

GOYUZ 10: SO NEAR AND YET SO FAR

On April 22, 1971 at 2354 GMT, Soyuz 10 was launched carrying
the crew of Col. Vladimir Shatalov, flight engineer Aleksey Yeli-
seyev, and Nikolay Rukavishnikov, described as being responsible
for operation of Salyut systems.

To accomplish rendezvous, the Sal*ut was maneuvered four
times, while Soyuz made three major maneuvers. After 24 hours,
the two spacecraft docked, with manual control being exercised by
Shatalov once they were 180 meters apart. The crew said they were
not able to see the space station until it was only 15 km away. The
docking apparently was somewhat nerve-wracking, with Shatalov
steering while his colleagues monitored various instrument, on
system status. The Soviets announced that new telemetry, and ren-
dezvous and docking equipment was used for this mission.

After 5.5 hours, the ships undocked, without the crew ever enter-
ing the station. The Soyuz then flew around the station to take pic-
tures (none of which have been published in the West) and re-
turned to Earth. The flight lasted just under 2 days, and for ti,2
first time, a predawn landing was made (other missions had beer
recovered during the day).

The early recovery of Soyuz 10, and the failure of the crew to
enter the space station, suggested that the mission had not met all
its objectives although the Soviets said only that the flight had
been scheduled very tightly for the research and testing tasks
which were successfully accomplished.

There were several possible signs of trouble. First, the fact that
the crew failed to enter the station once they had docked, especial-
ly since Rukavishnikov was a specialist in Salyut systems, Either
the hatches or air locks were not functioning properly, or there
was some threat of trouble which might have required a q.lick_dis-
connect and return to Earth. Second, the crew returned to Farth at
the very first. opportunity to do so and still return in the usual re-
covery area, even though it meant landing in the dark. This sug-
psted either trouble in Soyuz.10, or such dependence on Salyut
systems that when tlegicwere _unavailable. _there was no point in_

12- 11186 0, - g4
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prolonging the mission. Third, if all previous Soyuz flights are plot-
ted on a graph to compare hour of launch with number of days in
flight until recovery, a very linear relationship is found. On the
basis of this type of estimate, the predawn launch of Soyuz 10 sug-
gested a 30-day flight, but it only remained in orbit for 2 days.

While it is reasonable to accept the Soviet statement that the
mission achieved the objectives associated with the new telemetry,
docking, and control systems, it seems likely that the total mission
fell short of its engineering capabilities and Soviet hopes.

SOYUZ 11: A SECOND SPACE TRAGEDY FOR THE SOVIETS

The Soyuz 11 crew was launched on June 6, 1971 at 0455 GMT
and consisted of Lt. Col. Geosigiy Dobrovolskiy, flight engineer Vla-
dislav Volkov, and Salyut test engineer Viktor Patsayev.

The crew successfully docked with Salyut 1 on June 7 at 0745
GMT. Patsayev entered the station first, followed by Volkov and
Dobrovolskiy.

The cosmonauts conducted various experiments (see belo
during their 24 days on the space station, and on June 29, prepared
for return to Earth, loading scientific specimens, film, tapes, and
other gear aboard Soyuz 11. The ships undocked at 1828 GMT and
retrofire occurred at 2234 GMT. The normal routine of detaching
the work compartment and service module was a _complished, and
using its automatic systems, the ship oriented itself and steered to
the intended recovery area.

Radio communication with the crew came to an abrupt end at
the moment of separating the work compartment, probably at 2247
GMT, even before the normal ionospheric blackout period. The
drogue and main parachute systems functioned nominally, and a
landing was made at about 2317 GMT on June 29.

Upon reaching the capsule, the recovery team was horrified to
discover the three cosmonauts dead on their couches. Although the
Soviets did not release information concerning the cause of death
for quite some time, in 1973 U.S. negotiators for the Apollo-Soyuz
Test Project pressured them into releasing the first detailed expla-
nation.

Soyuz is equipped with two valves that open for spacecraft de-
scent venting, the first at about 5,300 meters, the second at about
4,350 meters. One of the valves failed as the work module separat-
ed from the descent module. It appears that venting took about 40
to 50 seconds to reach the point where the ship's atmosphere could
no Icttiger support life. The crew would have become aware of the
leak both because they could hear the pressure leak, and the dis-
charge of air would have resulted in a spacecraft attitude change,
causing an automatic thruster to fire. The crew tried to close the
leak Wit!' ,,rank, but were unable to do so before losing conscious-
no*, and subsequently died of pulmonary embolisms. The Soviets
had done away with the practice of wearing spacesuits du
launch and reentry by this time, primarily because the Soyuz coul
not accommodate three space-suited cosmonauts, and suits were no
longer considered necessary.
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SALYUT 1 EXPERIMENTS

Once the Soyuz 11 cosmonauts were safely aboard the space sta-
tion, the Soviets announced that the objectives of the mission were
as follows: Checking and testing the space station's design, units,
onboard systems, and equipment; trying out the methods and au-
tonomous means of the station's orientation and navigation; study-
ing geological-geographical objects on the Earth's surface, atmos-
pheric formations, the snow and ice cover of the Earth with the
aim of developing methods of using these data in the solution of
economic tasks; studying physical characteristics, processes, and
phenomena in the atmosphere and outer space in various spectral
bands; and conducting medical-biological studies to determine the
possibilities of performing various jobs in the station and to study
the influe Ice of space flight facters on the human organism.

Health monitoring and exercises for the crew continued through-
out the mission. Other biological specimens and a hydroponic farm
for growing plants were carried and used in experiments. Work re-
lated to Earth resources and weather monitoring was extensive,
the detailed astronomical observations began midway through the
mission, and the ship's systems and instrumentations were tested
extensively. The crew also made fairly regular television broadcasts
to Earth.

On June 17, a change in the reports on the crew occurred. No
reports were made of scientific work or television transmissions,
and only "minor correction work" was mentioned, with the com-
ment that the ship was equipped with tools, spare parts, and safety
devices. At first, some Western observers concluded that a problem
had been encountered, but the mission continued for 2 more weeks
with a resumption in scientific experiments and TV transmissions,
so either the problem was corrected or it was simply a day of rest
for the crew as announced by the Soviets.

SALYUT 2 AND KOSMOS 557: SPACE STATION FAILURES

As detailed in the previous section of this chapter, following the
Soyuz 11 tragedy the Soviets launched two manned free flyers,
Soyuz 12 and 13. Two space stations, Salyut 2 and Kosmos 557,
were launched in 1973, and both failed.

SALYUT 2

On April 3, 1973, Salyut 2 was launched into a 260 x 215 km
orbit, with a period of 89 minutes and an inclination of 51.6 de-
grees. The next day, Cosmonaut Yevgeniy Khrunov announced that
cosmonauts were engaged in preparations for new flights, sup-

edly to link up with Salyut, and on April 6 Victor Louis of the
London Evening News reported that a Soyuz spacecraft was ready
for laun Thus when no launch followed t 2, there was spec-
ulation the he Soy'n launch had failed. two occasions the
space station in a position for rendezvous, but no launch oc-
curred. When, o April 8, Salyut 2's orbit was raised to 268x 248
km, above an app riate rendezvous orbit, experts concluded that
whatever had delayed the Soyuz launch was more serious than
origilially thought. Some suggested that solar flare activity on
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April 4 and 5 prevented the launch rather than equipment failure,
but when April U came and there was still no launch, general

opinion was that either Salyut or Soyuz was having major cliff...at-

ty.
Spaceflight magazine reported that Salyut 2's initial orbit was

higher and more elliptical than Salyut l's, possibly due to poor per-
formance of the D-1 booster. Numerous fragments detected in the
orbital path suggested the D-1 had exploded, although in retro-
spect it seems likely these early pieces of debris were no more than

the routine releasing of equipment and window covers.
The real trouble came on April 14 when Salyut was reported to

have undergone a "catastrophic malfunction" which ripped off the
solar panels and boom-mounted rendezvous radar and radio trans-
ponder, leaving the vehicle tumbling in space without telemetry
return. The craft may have separated into many pieces, some large
enough to be tracked, but most were rather small and decayed
quickly. Either an explosion or a misfiring thruster was blamed, al-
though the most widely held theory was that the D-1 upper stage
had exploded with its debris damaging the space station.

On April 28, Tass reported that Salyut "had concluded the pro-
gramme of flight," and although the official statement said it had
completed its mission, the word "successfully" (used in the most
nominally successful flights) was omitted. This suggests that the
Russians wrote the mission off as a failure. The main body of the
station decayed through airdrag on May 28, 1973, and reentered
near Australia.

Noting that the telemetry transmissions from Salyut 2 were
similar to those used by Soviet reconnaissance satellites, Aviation
Week and Space Technology concluded that the mission was not a
Salyut at all, but that the Russians were simply trying to mislead
the Soviet press and information agencies. The manned Salyut 3 a
year later, however, used the same telemetry and suggests that
Salyut 2 was the first of the military Salyuts.

KOSMOS 557

On May 11, 1973, shortly after the failure of Salyut 2, the Rus-
sians launched Kosmos 557 into a 226 x 218 orbit inclined at 51.6
degrees and with a period of 39.1 minutes. Speculation abounded as
to its purpose, since virtually no information was reported in the
Soviet press. Its telemetry resembled Salyut 1, typical of the
manned programs, rather than Salyut 2, typical of the unmanned
military reconnaissance program." at was not until a year later
that the discovery was made that these military frequencies could
be used for a manned station dedicated to military uses.)

Western experts thought there was a good chance that this was
another Salyut, possibly of a different design, that failed so early in
its mission that it was listed as a Kosmos. Tracking ships deployed
for the expected manned flights to Salyut 2 were reported heading
back for their home ports "before Kosmos 557 decayed"" during

"Kettering nruup. Spaceflight, v. 16, Jan. W74. p. 39-40.
2 4 Koamce 5.57 Decay. Aviation Week and Space Technology, May 28. 1973. p. 25.
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the week of May 21. Whether they realized early on that no
manned missions would be sent up, or whether there was no inten-
tion of sending men to it is unclear. However, no unmanned tests
of Salyut stations had been conducted previously, if for no other
reason than cost, so if one assumes Kosmos 557 was a Salyut, one
can conclude that manned flights to it were planned, but that the
station failed.

Other theories did prevail .about the nature of Kosmos 557,
though. Thomas O'Toole of the Washington Post reported it as an
unmanned Soyuz sent to investigate and photograph the damaged
Salyut 2, stating that its orbit was "almost identical to the Salyut
orbit. 27 Aviation Week and Space Technology, r.thile agreeing that
it was an unmanned Soyuz, said that the two craft were too far
apart for it to be an inspection mission, that there was "no way of
Kosmos 557 approaching Salyut 2 without major orbital change.""
(The difference in interpretations can probably be explained by
noting that the NORAD data cited by both sources did give similar
orbital elements (apogee, perigee, inclination, and period) for the
two craft, but took no account of the fact that they were in widely
separated orbital planes.

With the passage of time and the experience with 1974 Salyut
flights, it is now reasonably safe to conclude Salyut 2 and Kosmos
57 were parts of parallel but different space station programs, one
military and one civilian.

SALYUT '3 WITH SOYUZ h AND 15

Salyut 3 was launched on June 24, 1974, and deorbited on Janu-
ary 24, 1975. Two crews were launched to dock with the space sta-
tion. The Soyuz 14 crew spent 2 weeks on board, but the second
crew (Soyuz 15) was not able to dock. As noted previously, this is
considered the first operational military space station, and a cap-
sule was ejected from the station and recovered on September 23,
1974.

SOYUZ 14: 16 DAY MISSION

Soyuz 14 was launched on July 3, 1974 at 1851 GMT. The mission
was commanded by Col. Pavel Popovich, while Lt. Col. Yuriy Ar-
tyukhin served as flight engineer. The ship soft-docked with Salyut
3 on July 4 at 2100 GMT, followed by hard docking and pressure
verification. The crew entered the station at 0130 GMT on July 5.

Soyuz 14 was the first operational use of the reconfigured Soyuz
for serving as a space station ferry craft, that is, without solar
panels. Soyuz 12 had tested the modifications, but had not docked
with a space station, In theory, since the Soyuz was only meant to
ferry crews to a space station, battery power would be sufficient.
By removing the solar panels, the ship was lighter and more ma-
neuverable, allowing more payload weight. Two interesting aspects
of Soyuz 14 were that the Soviets announced that Soyuz had a
water recovery capability, and it was the first mission to be in con-

17 O'Toole, Thomas. Craft Sent To Inspect Crippled Salyut Washington Not, May 15, 1973. p.
A16.

"Soviets Try To Salvage Salyut Mission with Unmanned Vehicle. Aviation Week rf d Spice
Technology, May 21. 1874, p 16.
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tinuous communication on all channels (voice and telemetry) with
the flight control center near Moscow. Western observers doubted
the latter claim, however, since during several communications ses-
sions the crew was heard to use the call sign for the Gagarin or
Komarov tracking ships rather than that of the flight control
center, and at one point Popovich said he would relay greetings
from the Komarov to Moscow.

The crew worked aboard the station for 16 days, establishing a
pattern of 8 hours of work, 8 hours of sleep, and 8 1}ours of exercis-
ing, rest, cleaning and making log entries. Soyuz 14 undocked from,
Salyut 3 at 0903 GMT on July 19,,jand landed at 1221 GMT.

SOYUZ 15: FAG.= DOCKING ATI'F.NIPT

Launched on August 26, 1974, at 1958 GMT, Soyuz 15 was report-
edly a continuation of the scientific research and experiments
started by Soyuz 14. Its initial orbit was 230 x180 km.

Altering the orbit to 275 x 254 km with a period of 89.6 minutes
and an inclination of 51.6 degrees on the second day of flight, the
mission almost immediately ran into trouble when attempts to
dock with Salyut 3 were unsuccessful. The pilots Lt. Col. Gennadiy
Sarafanov and Eng. Col. Lev Demin, made repeated approaches to
the space station, but each time the ship came within 30 to 50
meters of its target, the automatic reaction control system aboard
Soyuz made excessively long burns, causing it to close too fast. The
first public report of the trouble was made by the Kettering Group
after" visual observations showed that the two craft were still sepa-
rate after the time they should have docked, and monitoring of the
telemetry which confirmed that no docking had occurred.

Since the ferzy version of Soyuz does not have solar panels for
energy but only chemical batteries, its life in space is limited to
about 2.5 days. Thus Soyuz 15 was forced to land at night on
August 28. The tracking ship Morzhovets, stationed in the Atlantic
near St. Helena Island, reported the correct firing of the retrorock-
ets and at 2010 GMT the cosmonauts landed 48 km southwest of
Tselinograd in adverse weather conditions. Despite the emergency
nature of the landing, rescue teams located the ship quickly and 17
minutes after touchdown reached the crew.

The official Russian version, according to General Shatalov, was
that the mission of Soyuz 15 was to test the automatic docking
system aboard Soyuz for future tanker spacecraft missions to space
stations. Thus, when the automatic docking system failed there was
no attempt to dock manually, although the cosmonauts could have
done so. Usually Soyuz closes to within 100 meters of the space sta-
tion and then manual control is activated. Shatalov stated that
even if docking had been accomplished, the cosmonauts would then
have undocked and repeated the exercise for practice, rather than
enter the space station for an extended visit.

Western observers are skeptical of Shatalov's explanation if for
no other reason than that to send a ship into space simply to prac-
tice docking techniques when an extended stay is possible is an ex-
tremely wasteful exercise. Also, the mission was announced as a
continuation of Soyuz 14's work, and indeed both crewmembers
were once again members of the military. So the Russian version
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that Soyuz 15 was only a docking exercise, and that the repeated
approaches to Salyut were meant only to gain further information
on the malfunction in the reaction control system, are viewed with
a great deal of doubt.

SALYUT 3 EXPERIMENTS

Medical
With the Polinom-2M equipment, the cosmonauts studied blood

circulation to the brain and blood velocity in the arteries before
and after physical activity. They also took samples of exhaled air
for study on Earth to determine the level of energy expenditures at
rest and while active. For physical conditioning, a universal trainer
was provided to mimic walking, running, high and long jumping,
and weightlifting. These exercises were performed every morning
and evening. The trainer consisted of a running track or treadmill
and a special suit with elastic pulls attached to the belt. The other
end of these pulls was attached to the track so that the crew-
member was pulled onto the apparatus with a force equal to 60
percent of his body weight. This force was transmitted not only to
the waist and legs, but to the shoulders as well, an improvement
over the Skylab bicycle according to Russian medical experts, since
all muscles were thus exercised.

Other biological
A microbiological cultivator was on board and the crew daily

sowed bacterial cultures into a growth medium to show the devel-
opment of bacteria in space.
Earth resources

Listed as one of the prime projects on this flight, the cosmonauts
spent a great deal of time photographing the Earth's surface and
atmosphere. This was described as Earth resources work (of a civil-
ian nature) but the station's characteristics equally or better fitted
military reconnaissance work.

The areas mentioned by the Russians as being photographed by
the team were: Soviet central Asia, the Pamirs, the eastern coast of
the Caspian Sea, the Caucausus, the Ustyurt Plateau, and the At-
lantic Ocean where research into global atmospheric processes was
being carried out in connection with the international Tropex-74
program (this area was simultaneously photographed by the
Meteof satellite). Aviation Week and Spare Technology re rted
that objects were placed outside the ruratam launch
during passes by the space station to test the reconnaissance poten-
tial of the station.
Atmospheric

The crew made observations of the polarization of solar light re-
flected by the Earth and its atmosphere during the night, twilight
and day horizons for studying the dynamics of the development of
optical phenomena. There also was a spectral investigation of the
atmosphere with an ESE- -2 spectrograph to measure the global dis-
tribution of gas aerosol components and other atmospheric pollu-
tion.
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Navigation
For autonomous navigation, there were measurements of the an-

gular position of celestial bodies relative to atmospheric dust layers
and the horizon. An improved Vzor of the type carried on Vostok
and Voskhod was used for determining methods of orienting the
ship in transitional lighting conditions (going in and out of the
Earth's shadow), and orbital orientation when the Sun is low above
the horizon and Earth is incompletely illuminated. If one marks
the real horizon with a line marked on the instrument and the Sun
is in a definite position on the screen, the ship will be oriented cor-
rectly.

System checks
Another major duty of this mission was the checking of ship's

systems. The cosmonauts were assisted in evaluating the exterior
of the station by an optical instrument hinged 'o the outside which
could relay images to them and to Earth via .t television system.
They also checked life support systems, including the parameters
of Salyut 3's atmosphere and the water regenerLtion block, thermo-
regulation systems, and radio communication.

Television
There were several television transmissions, one of the most in-

teresting of which showed effects of vibration on various pendulum
instruments. Since some high-precision instruments are affected by
these vibrations, yielding incorrect readings, engineers were quite
interested in this demonstration.

SALYUT 4 WITH SOYUZ 7, THE ANL!. 5 ANOMALY, S.:0YUZ 18, AND
SOYUZ 20

Salyut 4 was launched In December 26, 1974 and was deorbited
on February 2, 1977, completing a total of 12,188 orbits of the
Earth. This space station continued the civilian studies an on
Salyut 1, and hosted two crews ( Soyuz 17 and 181 for 30 and 63 days
respectively, bringing the Soviets closer to the American record of
84 days on the 1973-74 Skylab 4 flight. Another mission was
launched to dock with the station, but had to be aborted because of
a launch vehicle malfunction and is Bitted as the April 5 Anomaly
since it occurred on April 5, 1975. Soyuz 20, an unmanned space-
craft, also docked with the space station for testa.

SOYUZ 17: SO-DAY MISSION

The launch of Soyuz 17 came at 2153 GMT on January 10, 1975.
The crew, Lt. Col. Aleksey Cubarev and flight engineer Gem-0y
Grechko, docked with Salyut 4 on January 12 at 0125 GMT. Durmg
their 30 days on the station, the cosmonauts conducted a wide vari-
ety of scientific experiments, following a pattern of 6 days of work
and 1 day of rest. They typically ate four small meals each day,
with 'Ai hour of exercise before breakfast, 1 hour between breakfast
and lunch, and 1 hour between lunch and dinner. No shower was
provided, so they washed themselves with gauze napkins moistened
with lotion. During the flight, Gubarev lost 2.5 kg of body weight,
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while GrechkO lost 4.5 kg. The latter was attributed to the fact that
Grechko did extra work at the expense of sleep.

At 0608 GMT on February 9, Soyuz 17 undocked from the space
station and landed at 1103-GMT. The landing toot place in a blind-
ing snowstorm, with wind velocities up to 20 meters per second, a
visibility of 500 meters, and a ceiling of 250 meters. Despite the ad-
verse weather, rescue teams were on the scene immediately, and
within 10 minutes the cosmonauts were on board a helicopter.

THE APRIL 5 ANOMALY: ABORTED MISSION

The next mission launched to dock with Salyut 4 resulted in the
first abort of a manned mission during launch.

On April 5, 1975, at about 1103 GMT, the Russians launched a
spacecraft with the announced purpose of docking with Salyut 4
and continuing scientific experiments. A stage separation malfunc-
tion of the A-2 booster forced the mission to be aborted, however,
and the crew, Col. Vasiliy Lazarev and Oleg Makarov, found them-
selves landing in cold, snowy Siberia southwest of the town of
(porno-Altaisk, 1,600 kilometers away from the launch site and only
320 kilometers north of the Chinese border. After the failure, the
mission was renamed the "April 5th Anpmaly" and the Soyuz 18
designation it would have received was given to the next craft in
the series.

Tess did not announce the shot until 2 days later, presumably to
give the crew time to be rescued and their health assessed. It is
suspected that they spent the night at the landing site before re-
covery teams could meet them. They reportedly exited the space-
craft shortly after landing and built a fire.

The primary significance of this failure was its relationship to
ASTP, scheduled to be launched only 3 months later. K9nstantin
Bushuyev, Soviet program director for ASTP, assured his American
counterpart, Glynn Lunney, that the launch vehicle used in this in-
stance was an old version of the one used in July, and that none of
the systems in common were suspect in the malfunction. This
raised a lot of eyebrows in the West for several reasons. First,
there had been no suspicion that the A-2 vehicle had two versions,
although experts were aware of differences in the Soyuz craft itself.
Second, since the Soyuz's docking target, Salyut 4, was in a sub-
stantially higher orbit than that to be used for ASTP, it seemed un-
likely that a less capable launch vehicle would be used. Third, the
A-2 is used for unmanned as well as manned missions. Why the
Russians would use the older version on a manned flight rather
than using them up on unmanned missions is unclear.

NASA did not appear overly concerned with the failure, howev-
er. The Russians were preparing two complete sets of hardware for
ASTP, so if one failed another would be ready on the pad. Also, a
failure before reeching orbit would not affect the safety of the
American crew.

Senator Proxmire, chairman of the Senate subcommittee dealing
with NASA's appropriations, did not concur however, and called
for a -CIA briefini on the capabilities and safety of the Russian
space program. a Anents on this classified briefing are given in

section on ASTP.
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SOYUZ Is: 63-DAY MISSION

On May 24, 1975, 6 weeks after the failure of the Soyuz flight,
the Soviets launched Soyuz 18 at 1458 GMT. The mission was com-
manded by Col. Petr Klimuk accompanied by flight engineer Vita-
lly Sevastyanov, and they docked with the space station on May 25.

During this 63-day mission, the joint ASTP mission took place
and two communications se,castigns ensued between the crews of
Soyuz 18 and Soyuz 19. Tke ew landed on July 26 at 1418 GMT
after setting a new Soviet space endurance record, although it did
not surpass the American record of 84 days.

SOYUZ 20: UNMANNED TEST FLIGHT

After the end of the Soyuz 18 mission, Salyut 4 remained in
orbit, prompting speculation that a third crew might be sent to
work on the station. This would have been a new accomplishment,
since the lifetimes of Salyut 1 and 3 had been too limited for this,
and each had actually hosted only one crew.

On November 17, 1975, the Soviets did indeed launch another
Soyuz to Salyut 4, but it was unmanned. During the Soyuz 15 mis-
sion, the Soviets had indicated that they were developing a tanker
spacecraft to refuel space stations in orbit, so preliminary specula-
tion centered around the possibility that Soyuz 20 was the first
such mission. There were many doubts, however, since there was
no indication that Salyut was equipped with a docking port on the
service module end; an assumed necessity for fuel transfer (a_i con-
firmed with the Progress/Salyut 6 flights).

On a post-ASTP mission to Houston, Soviet ASTP technical di-
rector Konstantin Rits!^uyev announced that Soyuz 20 was definite-
ly not a refueling mission, and said that it would conduct rendez-
vous and docking tests and check out modifications to the Soyuz for
that, purpose. A few days later, on December 4, the Soviets an-
nounced that Soyuz .20 was carrying out parallel biological studies
with Kosmos 782, and that it carried turtles, drosophila, cacti, gla-
dioli bulbs, vegetable seeds, corn, and legumes. Soyuz 20 and
Kosmos 782 had different microclimates for the specimens aboard,
so comparison studies could be made. Kosmos 782 and the biologi-
cal aspects the Soyuz 20 mission are further discussed in the
next chapter.

On February 15, the Soviets tested the Soyuz propulsion system,
and the ship unlocked from Salyut 4 the next day after 90 days, 11
hours, and 48 minutes of flight. The Soviets announced that impor-
tant results had been obtained for perfecting and testing the design
and onboard systems of both spacecraft. The length of the flight
suggested that Soyuz 20's main objective had been a test of the
spacecraft in a powered down condition to determine whether the
systems could be successfully reactivated after that period of time.

us, speculation centered on the prospect for even longer Soviet
manned space station missions.

SALYUT 4 EXPERIMENTS

The Soyuz 17 and L8 crews carried out a wide variety of scentific
experiments. They are discussed here by general categories.
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Medical
The Polinom-2M apparatus was used to measure and predict the

functioning of the cardiovascular system, tone of the blood vessels,
venous circulation, and circulation of blood to the brain. The crew
also crked the effects of decompression on the, lower part of the
body ith a special (Chibis) decompression suit that was worn not
Only during exercises, but also for hours at a time while the cosino-
naLuts performed routine daily tasks. Samples of blood and exhaled
air were taken for analysis on Earth, as well as microbes from vari-
ous parts of the ship. Vestibular reaction was checked by use of a
swivel chair, and used a "Plotnust" device for ultrasonic measuring
of changes in the composition a" bone tissue. There also was au
electric muscle stimulator, Tonm, which could send pulses to any
specific set of muscles to exercise them.

Exercise equipment included the treadmill used on other flights
(which was 90 cm long and 40 cm wide), and a new addition, a bicy-
cle. This was described as a comfortable chair with pedals, turned
alternately by the feet and hands, connected to a generator which
stored the electricity that was produced. They followed a regime of
3 days of regulated exercises, and then 1 day where they could
choose whatever they liked.

Although the Soviets reported that the Soyuz 18 crew required a
"normal' amount of time for adaptation to weightlessness, they
r Aed that this period was.10 days, somewhat longer than previous
crews needed. In a new medical experiment, experts decided to
adopt 10 days as an adaptation period in reverse, that is, use the 10
days before the end of the Mission tc, begin preparing the cosmo-
nauts for Earth conditions. Remarking that the Soyuz 17 crew
found physical exercise inadequate, physicians place, Klimuk and
Sevastyanov on a high salt diet and encouraged them to drink lot
of water tp increase body fluids. Although both reported feelings of
dizziness such as those they had experienced during initial adapta-
tion, after landing on Earth doctors reported the experiment was
successful.2 9

Other biological .7
Experiments continued with microorganisms and higher filants,

as well as with certain biological species. An experiment called
"Oazis" involved growing leguminous plants, specifically- peas,
which sprouted in 8 weeks. The relationship between this "Oazis"
and the Oazis-1 and -2 on earlier flights is unclear. Fruit Met;
(Drosophila) and the embryos of Hop that developed in space were
observed to check their biological development in a weightless envi-
ronnzat.
Earth resources

The Soyuz 17 crew performed only a small amount of Earth pho-
twaphy covering the following areas: The Kurile Islazuls, the Cas-
pian depression, Central Asia, the southern European portion of
the Soviet Union, the Far East and Kazakhstan.

**Tama, hloaccw, July '19, 1975, 06Q0 GMT. in euhaequent report Craw Sept. 14, 1975) the
&Asian* make no reference to this report, and said that the cosmonauts needed ancv 4 days for
adaptation.
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A great deal of attention was given to Earth photography by
Soyuz IS, so they could compare photographs of areas in winter
with those taken in summer. Covered, in this mission were: The Eu-
ropean part of the Soviet Union, the Transcaucasus, northern Ka-
zakhstan, republics of Soviet Central Asia, Primorye territory,
Kurile Islands, Rostov and Volgograd regions, the Ukraine, Turk-
menia, the Pamirs, Sakhalin Island, the eastern part of the Baykal-
Amur railway, the Orenbert region, the Volga, maritime areas,
mountains, sea currents, and shelves and deposits on beds of rivers
at their mouths. All in all, over 8.5 million square kilometers were
photographed.

Data from these observations led to the discovery of 25 faults and
ring structures which might contain mineral deposits.3°

A tmcl pheric
The "Emissiya" system was used to study the red line of,atomic

oxygen in the atmosphere at a height of 250 to 270 km Spectro-
graphs in the rear part of the space station scanned the Earth's ho-
rizon in areas where the electron system was active. These studies
were used both for meteorology and for determining flight dyr.stri-
ics for satellites.

Experiments that had been conducted on previous flights into
the nature of the space immediately surrounding Selyut were con-
tinued and given the name "Spektr". They involved investigations
of the physical properties of the cosmic environment, specifically
interaction between space veil' :les and space. An analyzer on
board the station oriented in the direction of flight measured the
tensity, composition and temperature of particles striking the h ill
of the ship to see how they affected orbital decay.

Earth radiation
The Earth's radiation was studied with an 'infrared telescope/

spectrometer (ITS-Kl. The telescope boil 300 mm diameter
mirrop, , and the slit of the spectrometer was precisely in the tele-
scope's focus. The radiation entering the device hit a fluorite prism.

'The apparatus received wavelengths from 1-2 to 7 microns and had
a 10 x 20 minute field of view, and the spectrometer had a resolving
power of 600 lines per millimeter.

Although the Earth's surface, the Moon, and the galactic planes
were all studied by the infrared device, its main target was the
Earth's atmosphere. Spectra of solar radiation which had passed
through the atmosphere were recorded at sunrise and sunset. To do
this, the slits of the spectrometer were placed parallel to the
Earth's horizon. The information 'is needed for determining the
temperature of the atmosphere as well as .diitribution of water
vapor and rare gases such as ozone. The atmosphere can only be
explored to about 35 km with aircraft, and elthough sounding rock-
ets can travel higher, they leave vapor trails which do not permit
close examination of some aspects of the atmosphere's characteris-

. ties.
In order for the readings to be accurate, the apparatus must be

kept -,xtremely cold. Until this mission, a conventional cold genera-

10 TM*. 1655 GMT, May 8, SO.
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for with compressors was used, but a great deal of energy was re-
quired for this method, so an ice coat of solid nitrogen was used to
maintain the proper temperature.
Astrophysical

Two X-ray telescopes were used to study radiation from various
areas of the universe. A "Fain" set of spectrometers %PL.-3 mounted
on the outside of the station to detect the radiation by sensors, and
was linked in parallel with a set of two optical telescopes (70 cm
long with a_a_cin diameter and I degree field of view)- to identify-
exactly what object was emitting the radiation. They used two
modes of observation: One with the axis of the telescope perma-
nen2y fixed on one area of the sky, and the other where the ship's
commander had been done with thion-2. The Russians announced
that for the first time an autonomous system of stellar orientation
was used to train the telescope, but provided no further details.
The second X-ray telescope RT-4, was used to study soft X-radi-
ation carrying photons with energy less than 1 kiloelectron volt. It
had a parabolid mirror with a diameter equal to 200 mm, and a
photon counter, a system of gas filling, and an electron device for
primary processing ,f information. It looked at known sources of
radiation rather than scanning for unknown sources as the Filin
spectrometer had done, and had an independent orientation system
accurate up to 15 seconds of arc. The crew studied the constella-
tions of Scorpio, Virgo, Cygnus, and Lyra, focussing especially on
X-1 Scorpio and X-1 eygni. The latter was suspected of being the
everelusive black hole, although its correct classification now is a
neutron star:- Because of the atmosphere, exact readings on this
object are not possible from Earth, and the Russians stated they
could now measure its mass, size, luminosity, density and tempera-
ture.
Solar photography

A telescope made in the Crimea, was used for studies of the dy-
namics of the Sun in the ultraviolet. The oribtal solar telescope
(OST) was equipped with a KDS (for Krymskiy Difraktaionnyy
SpektrometerCrimean Diffraction Spectrometer) and it studied
specific areas of the Sun, not the entire disc at one time. Although
the Soviets announced that the telescope had operated for 2 weeks
before the crew came aboard, they also reported that the pointing
system had malfunctioned causing the Sun to blind the main
mirror. (The apparatus had two mirrors, the main one 25 cm in di-
ameter with a 2.5 meter focal length, and a rotating mirror.) To
correct this and Ltake the telescope operational for the remainder
of the flight, experts at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory de-
cided to reposition the rotating mirror so that the Sun's rays would
be reflected into the main mirror. To accomplish this, the cosmo-
nauts had to 'position the ship so that the telescope's axis was
poiuting directly at the center of the Sun. This was no easy task,
for the crew had to measure the time it took for the rotating
mirror to move from one support to another in its normal mode of
operation, so they could calculate where it had to be stopped to
assist the main mirror. The only way to do this was by listening to
the mirror's movements, which the crew did with a stethoscope
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from their nacjical kit. Not only did this make the device oper-
ational, but once again proved man's usefulness in space.

Although the main mirror was in a conical niche to protect it
from micrometeorites, the cosmonauts had to resurface it by spray-
ing a new reflective layer onto it. The Soviets were delighted that
the process worked well, for it was a deciding factor in their astro-
physical plans for future space stations. if the surface could not be
recoated, there would be no use in sending up other telescopes for
long duration exploration.

The Sun was quiet during the Soy= 17 mission, but good photo-
graphs were taken of dim tlocculi (light patches on the Sun barely
discernible from Earth) which exhibited bright features. These
areas were simultaneously photographed on Earth for comparison
purposes.

Navigation
Two navigation systems for autonomous control of the station

were mentioned, and their relationship to each other is vague. Re-
ports stated that daily tests were made of the Kaskad (Cascade) au-
tonomous navigation system, consisting of an onboard computer
that made navigation measurements and determined orbital pa-
rameters. The Soviets hoped it would reduce fuel consumption for
orienting the ship. The "Delta" system was described in much the
same way, although it seemed as though this system was a func-
tioning part of Salyut, not an experimental version like Kaskad.

A new tracking technique .,as tried out using lasers. The laser
pulses were sent from Earth and reflected back by an optical
corner reflector installed in the ship. These trials were successful.

Communications
A new method of communication was experimented with that

utilized a teletype system called "Stroka." This time the crew only
tested the system, so it was used primarily for personal communi-
ca..ions from family and friends, press reports on the mission, and
basic information on orbital parameters. The system apparently
worked the same way as newspaper teletypes vith the message
coming out on a strip of paper. This had the a' rantage that a per-
manent record was provided of communications from Earth, reliev-
ing the crew of the need to be present when the message arrived.

Systems
The crew practiced thermal regulation and life support in vari-

ous modes. They also used a freon installation to study how liquids
are affected in orbital flight. The results were related to creating
hydraulic systems for spacecraft.

SAL YUT 5 WITH SOYUZ 21, 23, AND 24

Salyut 5 was launched on June 22, 1976 and deorbited on August
8, 1977 after completing 6,630 Earth orbits. This is generally con-
sidered to have been a military Salyut and was placed into an ini-
tial orbit 260 x 219 km. A capsule was ejected, as one had been with
Salyut 3, by Salyut 5 on February 26, 1977, the day after the last
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crew left. According to the Soviets, this contained "the materials of
research and experiments," a' probably exposed film.

Three crews were sent to Salyut 5, one of which (Soyuz 23) could
not dock and became the first Soviet spacecraft to (inadvertently)
splash down in water instead of landing on solid ground. The other
two crews, Soyuz 21 and Soyuz 24, remained for 48 days and 18
days respectively. There is some indication that the first crew re-
turned earlier than expected.

SOYUZ 21: 48-DAY MISSION

Soyuz 21 (Baikal) was launched at 1309 GMT on July 6, 1976 car-
rying the crew of Col. Boris Volynov and Lt. Col. Vitally Zholobov.
By 1800 GMT, the ships was in an orbit 253x 193 kilometers. Ma-
neuvers were made on the 5th and 17th orbits, followed by docking
with Salyut 5 at 1340 GMT on July 7.

After 48 days of work onboard the space station, the crew un-
docked from the space station at 1512 GMT on August 24, and
landed at 1833 GMT. Circumstances surrounding the landing led
some Western experts to conclude that the cosmonauts had encoun-
tered a problem and returned early. Among the factors were the
unusual landing time (just after midnight local time), the landing
site (which was more than 300 km from the area where the 5 previ-
ous Soyuz craft were recovered), and the fact that the Soviet press
had reported on August 17 and 18 that the cosmonauts were expe-
riencing "sensory deprivation." 52 Aviation Week concluded that
the cosmonauts were forced to return early because of an acrid
odor from the Salyut 5 environmental control system.33

SOYUZ 23: FAILED DOCKING ATTEMPT

Soyuz 23 (Radon) was launched at 1740 GMT on October 14, 1976,
with the announced mission of continuing work onboard Salyut 5.
The crew was composed of Lt. Col. Vyacheslav Zudov and Lt. Col.
Valeriy Rozhdestvesnkiy.

According to the Soviets, at 1858 GMT October 15 the ship' was
put in its automatic regime for docking, but the procedure had to
be canceled because of an operational malfunction of the approach
control system. It was unclear whether the ship did not have a
backup manual rendezvous procedure, or if there was insufficient
time to implement it. This was seen as a repetition of the Soyuz 15
docking failure with Salyut 3.

The crew landed at 1746 GMT on the surface of Lake Tengiz, 195
km southwest of Tselinograd, in a snowstorm with temperatures
which fell to 20 ,degrees C. The craft landed approximately 2 km
from the northern shore, and the shore itself was described b the
Soviets as a "quagmire" into which a spacecraft could sink.
with recovery crews were dispatched but they encountered ice and
could not reach the spacecraft. Helicopters were then used to tow
the craft to shore,' which despite its consistency, was able to sup-
port both the ship and the recovery teams. After emerging from

"Taro. March 1 and 2, 107.
" 1 rvest ya, Aug, 17, 197$; Pravda. Aug. IS, 1976.
" Aviation Weak and Space TechnulogY. Oct, 18, 1978, P. 13.
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the spacecraft, one observer commented wryly that with such large
steppes in Kazakhstan the cosmonauts had "to go and land on pur-
pose in a lake," to which Zudov jokingly replied that it was appro-
priate, since out of the entire cosmonaut corps his flight engineer
was "the one seaman." 3i

The Soviets did not state how long the recovery operation took,
but since the Tass announcement of the recovery was not made
until 10 hours after they had splashed down, there was some specu-
lation that it had taken quite some time.

SOYUZ 24: 18 -DAY. MISSION

Nearly 4 months elapsed before the Soviets made another at-
tempt to dock with Salyut 5. The Soyuz 24 (Terek) crew, Col. Viktor
Gorbatko and Lt. Col. Yuri>, Glazkov, was launched on February
1977 at 1612 GMT. Orbital corrections were made on the 4th, 5th,
and 17th orbits and docking was achieved on February 8. Docking
was accomplished manually rather than using the automatic
system that had previously failed, and no docking time was an-
nounced. They entered the station at 0546 GMT on February 9.

After 16 days on the station, the crew returned to Earth on Feb-
ruary 25, landing 36 km northeast of Arkalyl.. The Soviets did not
announce the time of landing, but it must have been 0938 GMT
based on other data published by the Soviets." There was specolsl-
tion that the crew had returned so quickly because the military
data they had obtained was needed." If true, this might also ex-
plain why the unmanned reentry capsule was separated from the
space station only 1 day later. The Soviets had announced on Feb-
ruary 16 that the cosmonauts were halfway through their mission,
however, so the return was expected.

The Soviets reported that the cosmonauts tried a new system for
changing the atmosphere in the stations. The system was described
as a "multifunctional combined system" which could supply com-
pressed air to control the stations stabilization system aild com-
pensate for leaks in the compartments when necessary. The refer-
ence to changing the atmosphere in the station lent some credence
to the previous speculation that the Soyuz 21 crew encountered
some sort of odor in the station forcing their early return, although
the Soviets announced the air had been quite satisfactory and the
test was related simply to future missions where such an exchange
might be desired. With hindsight, it seems likely that this was a
test of procedures to be used on Salyut 6 for replacing air lost
when airlocks were opened, for EVA or garbage disposal, with air
brought up by Progress. A 1983 article in Krasnaya Zvezda de-
scribed the operation aS being complex and requiring the develop-
ment of torqueless nozzles to prevent the station from losing its ori-
entation while the air is being vented into space."

The Soviets also reported that the cosmonauts had fixed an on-
board computer and replaced other units in the station.

Irveetiya, Oct. 19, 1976, p. 2.
3$ A 1982 Russian book, "Katmai," contains a table listing the duration of all manned space-

flight., from which landing finis can be calculated. The book was published in Leningrad.
" Aviation Week and Space Technology, Mar. 7, 1977. p. 20.
" Kriumaya Zvezda, Sept, 17, 1983, p. 3.
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SALYUT 5 IllaCPERIAIK.NTS

As noted earlier, Salyut 5 is classified by most Western observers
as a military Salyut, suggesting that its primary mission was re-
connaissance photography. The Soviets, however, discussed other
experiments onboard the station, with a great deal of emphasis on
Earth resources photography, a close cousin of reconnaissance.
Medical

Tests using the Polinom apparatus continued on these missions.
Tests of the cosmonautstaste perceptions were conducted, along
with many others, including. An experiment called Impul's for
comparing the threshold of sensitivity the vestibular apparatus
to electrical irritants on Earth and in -e to "iiaprove methods
of selection and training of cosmonauts'; use of a mass meter to
determine the crew's mass while in space; an experiment called
Levkoy for studying the effects of weightlessness on blood circula-
tion; use of an autonomous blood analyzer for studying changes in
blood components during flight (Soyuz 24 only, during the Soyuz 21
flight, reports were that blood was colleccollected for analysis back on
Earth); measurements of the heart's bioelectrical activity, blood
pressure, and temperature; and measurements of respiration rate
and the depth of breathing, the respiratory capacity, and pulmo-
nary ventilation.

After returninf to Earth, the Soyuz 21 crew took a few days to
readapt to Earth s gravity. After 4 days, they were reportedly still
"resting" and that each day they felt better, and that for the first
time their schedule included "setting-up exercises, three walks, and
even a fishing trip." The Soyuz 24 crew stayed up for a compara-
tively short time, and had reportedly fully adjusted to Earth's grav-
ity after I day. They commented that they wished they had had a
"back expander" since the body had a tendency to bend forward.
Other biological

The cosmonauts sprouted crepis seeds and the sprouts were fixed
for subsequent genetical research on Earth. They studied the ef-
fects of zero G and radiation on plants, mushrooms, and animals.
The station had an aquarium with two guppies and Danio rerio
fish, and the behavior of the fish was filmed. In addition, experi-
ments were conducted with the Danio rerio fish, which were car-
ried to the station as eggs and born there, to study the formation of
the vestibular apparatus in weightlessness.
Earth resources

According to Soviet press reports, the cosmonauts took pictures
of the Earth's surface to find areas of likely mineral deposits, to
study seismic activity, explore the danger of mud currents in
mountains, explore areas where hydroengineering structures were
to be built, and study areas adjacent to the eastern section of the
Baykal-Amur railway line then.under construction. They used both
black and white, and color film.

During the period between the Soyuz 21 and 24 flights, the sta-
tion automatically took pictures of the Earth "in the interests of
science and the national economy."
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The Soviets reported that a total of 65 million square kilometers
were photographed during the Salyut 5 missions.

Atmospheric
The crew used an improved, handheld spectrograph to make pho-

tographs of the Earth's daytime horizon to study atmospheric con-
stituents. This was the RSS-2M, which replaced the RSS-2 and
RSS-1 used on earlier flights.

An infrared telescope-spectrometer was used to study the atmos-
--phere-over osean--areas-, -and to- look at the Sun- and- the- area near

the Sun. The cosmonauts also observed the formation of storms and
hurricanes.
Materials processing

A number of materials rocessing experiments were performed
on Salyut 5. The Kristall (Crystal) device was used to study crystal
growth in weightlessness, and it was later reported that alumino-
potassic alums had been grown. The Sfera (Sphere) experiment
studied the melting and hardening of molten metals in zero-G. The
cosmonauts tried soldering stainless steel with a manganese-nickel
solder in the Reaktsia (Reaction) experiment, and the results were
reported to have been of high quality. On the Earth, solder does
not spread evenly over the seam and it was ho wA. that in space
this problem would' be alleviated. Using the Diffuzyia instrument,
the cosmonauts tried to produce an alloy of dibenzyl and tolane 38
more homogenous than on Earth.

The Potok (Flow) device was used to evaluate the possibility of
building capillary pumps in space for liquids without using electric-
ity. The experiment consisted of two interconnected vessels which
were used to study the flow of liquid from one to the other through
a narrow channel under the influence of capillary and surface ten-
sion. This was thought to be related to the development of space
tankers (probably the Progress series).

SALYUT 6A SECOND GENERATION SPACE STATION

STATION DESIGN

Salyut 6 was the first space station to have two operational dock-
ing ports, and was designed to last 1.5 years. Launched on Septem-
ber 29, 1977, by the end of 1980, it had passed the 3-year mark and
appeared in good shape for future utilization."

DOMING PORTS

Salyut 6 is depicted in figures 81-37. As noted above,it has two
ve docking _porta (the active systt m! are on the Soyuz or

ships). The forward docking port is used for Soyuz, while
the aft docking port can be used either for Soyuz or Progress. The
restriction for Program is that the fuel, lines which permit in.-orbit
refueling are located only at the aft port. If a Soyuz is located at

"Tees, 1624 GMT, Aug. 11, 1976. The correct word la probably talus**
es in fact, it wws watt for named crews through part o( 1581, find was clearbitai isi the

summer of after a mar of oporstions with the uratianasd Kustuos 1267 spacecraft., a tog of
* modular space station design.
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the aft port and a Progress mission is needed to resupply the sta-
tion, the crew dons spacesuits, enters the Soyuz and undocks from
the aft end, the Salyut station is rotated by the groundcrew around
one of its transverse axes 4° so that the forward end is facing the
Soyuz, and the crew redocks.

SCWUZ 27

R.F.Gibbons 1983

FIGURE 31.Salyut 6 Multiple Docking Porta. Salyut 6 was the first Soviet space
station to feature two docking porta. Soy= 26 and 27 marked the first multiple
docking. Here, as with some of the later missions, the short duration visiting crew
returned in the older craft, leaving the newer craft for the long duration crew.

" in different accounts., it has been reported as * pitch or yaw =mum. It may be that
either can be used depending on what orientation the station alined:, 11 in et the tits of the
,,raking-redockiaa activity.
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10 Y1J2 - 27

R.F.Gibbons 1983

Finer ilk 32.Salyut 6 Resupplied by Progress Spacecraft. After the departure of

Soyuz 26, Soyuz 27 was moved to the front docking port, freeing the rear port for

Progress 1 The Progress spacecraft are unmanned, nonrecoverable variants of
Soyuz, to resupply the Salyut. Progress 1 delivered 1.0 metric ton of propel-
lant and 1.3 metric tons of cargo to Salyut 6.
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haves 34.Saiyut 6 Transfer Module. The transfer module on Salyut 6 served uan airlock between the main work module and attached Soy_ spacecraft, as wellas s small depressurization, repressurizstion chamber for EVA
uz

exercises.
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noun 35 Salyut 6 Small Diameter Cylinder of the Work Module. The small di-
ameter section of the work module contained the main station control consoles.
View ports on the floor could be fitted with various cameras for Earth resources
or astronomical photwaphy. The side walls contained oxygen regenerators in the
front and specialized control panels toward the rear. A cycle siercieer WM mount-
ed on the ceiling.
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Flamm 36.Salyut 6 Large Diameter Cylinder of the Work Module. The cone struc-
ture in the work module on Salyut 6 contained the BST-1 submillimeter wave-
length telescope. The walls contained storage compartments for food and sumliea
Smell spherical airlocks on the ceiling permitted disposal of waste motorist The
Splav-01 furnace could be fitted in one of the airlocks to operate in the vacuum of
space.
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novas K.Salyut 6 Intermediate Module. The intermediate module on Salyut 6
served as an airlock between the main work module and an attached Soyus or
Progress spacecraft. Six cylindrical propellant tanks, around it, supplied mini-
mum contamination of station instruments from combustion residual products.

STATION STATISTICS u

Basic station dimensions are the same as for the previous space
stations. Including one Soyuz spacecraft, the space station is 21 to
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23 meters long,"' has a maximum diameter of 4.15 meters, an in-
ternal volume of 100 cubic meters, and weighs 25,600 kg. Without
Soyuz, it is 13.5 meters long, has an/ internal volume of 90 cubic
meters, andeighs 18,900 kg.

The three individually rotatable solar panels have a total areeril.
60 square meters, and produce 4 kilowatts of direct current. DC-AC
inverters convert the electriOty to alternating current. Salyut has
a "wing span" of 17 meters with the solar panels and is made of
aluminum.

A TOUR OF THE SALYUT S INTERIOR

The interior detail is also much the same as on previous space
stations. Arriving through the transfer compartment, the cosmo-
naut enters an area with a volume of about 8 cubic meters. Pres- .

sure suits and airlock control panels are located there. Next is the
working compartment- with walls that are removable and covered
with soft, bright-colored cloth. On this space station, the internal
sound insulation layer was increased by 50 percent to lessen the
noise of the equipment onboard in response to complaints from the
crews.

Almost immediately in front of the access hatch is the station's
centtal control post. Behind that is a table for working and eating,
and nearby, a water tank. Cupboards for storing food are located to
the left and right of the working compartment.

Past the table is the scientific equipment area co ing, among
other things, a e which protects the BST-lm in ared telescope.
The shower is 1. t. to the right of the equipm t compartment
on the "ceiling" an lose to that are two qirloc for disposing of
garbage.42 One of these airlocks is also used for terials process-
ing devices (Splay or Isparitel, depending on whit one is in use at
a given time).

On the "floor" of this section are the MKF -6M and KATE -140
cameras and infrared sensors for determining the local vertical po-
sitions of the station'Tor the navigation, system.

Behind the scientific equipment compartment is the toilet, with a
soft door with a zipper fastener. Past that is the hatch into the in-
termediate chamber which leads to the aft docking hatch.

There are 20 portholes in Salyut for visual and photographic oht
servations on Earth. Problems have been encountered with the op-
tical quality of the portholes over a period of time as dust collects
on them, and in a few cases, they have been scratched by what
appear to be meteorites.

* As noted in previous sections; the length of Salyut depends on whether external fistulas
such as who antennas are included. Konstantin Feoktistov has stated that Salyut 6 was 13.5
meters lung by itself adoecins, Novive v Zhu Nisuka. Wasik* Serb% 'Kuacionavtika. Ataxo-
norniya, No. 3. 19144), and tints Sortt is 1.5 meters long. the docked combination, should be 21
meters. The Soviets usually list the length es'23 taztera, however, so it is aesurned that antennas
are included in the latter length.

tz A.lI types of refuse- are placed in whop containers. including body waste from the
toilet. The garbage containers decay not ly from orbit OW' about I month, burning up com-
pletely as they enter the dense layers the atmosphere, They do not present a siguiricent
"space pollution" problem,
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Pipes carrying a liquid heat transfer agent are welded along the
inside walls of the station (but behind the panels which the crew
sees) for thermal regulation. " This is especially important not
only for the well being of the inhabitants, but because the station,
as described by the Soviets themselves, is a "sieve" with openings
to allow electrical and hydraulic leads to connect equipment on the
outside of the station (such as the solar panels) with the interior."
Rubber gasketss used to seal the holes, and correct tempera-
tures must be intained in order for them to maintain their elas-
ticity and strength.

Heat generated inside the station (by the crew and equipment) is
retained by using a multilayer thermos material made from metal-
lized film. Excess heat is radiated into space with the thermal reg-
ulation system. When no crew is onboard, an electric heater is used
to maintain proper temperatures.

Atmospheric regenerators consisting of nonreusable chemical
cartridges are used to maintain the proper air composition (atmos-
pheric pressure-700-960 mm Hg; partial oxygen pressure---160-
240 mm Hg; partial carbon dioxide pressureno more than 7-9
mm Hg.i The system also has pressure sensors to warn the crew of
unplanned drops in pressure. (Some drops in pressure are
"planned" in that they occur when the crew opens ,atcairlock for
EVA or disposing of garbage. The air is replenished by Progress
cargo ships.) Fans are used to circulate the air.

Sitting in front of the control panel at work station 1, a crew-
member sees a globe (called "Globus") in the upper corner which
indicates the position of the ship relative to Earth. Next to it is a
control panel with lights indicating the status of onboard systems
ig-men), that orders are about to arrive from the ground or that the
crew itse'f has given during the process of controlling the station
(yell Jvt), and emergency signal indicators (red). Two command
sig,rial systems are located to the left and right of the central post.
On the left is the control panel for life support systems, and on the
right, the refueling control panel.

There are six other work stations in Salyut 6. Station 2 is used
for manual control of the station and has a panel, communication
gesr, astronomical instrummts, and a control handle; station 3 is
the contol panel for the BSTlm telescope and its cooling sys-
tems, and also has communication gear, a viewer, and control han-
dles; etation 4 is for medical-biological equipment and the exercise
equipment ire located nearby; stations 5 and 6 are in the transfer
compartment; and station 7 is for the water regenerating systems.

Salyut 6 has two main engin.* (300 kg thrust each) and 32 orien-
tation engines (14 kg thrust each) positioned in four clusters 90 de-
gree. apart. These are located around the outside of the aft docking
port. Akel is brought up by Progress cargo ships, Additional aspects
of the fuel system are described in the next section on the Progess
refueliag operation.

iz this system which the Soyur T-3 crow had to repair at the end of 1980 by replacing
4,,r pumps See p (8,*yu2 T-3).

"Semenov. Yu. and L Gorehkov. "Salyut C" Orbital Station; Home, Laboratory, Vehicle.
Apr. 14.121. pp. 44-52, 12S.
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Salyut has a water regeneration system which removes water
vapor from the air produced by breathing and perspiring and re-
cyles it for consumption. Additional water is brought to the station
on Progress cargo ships. Despite popular reports to the contrary,
the Soviets have specifically stated that there are no provisions for
water regeneration from urine on Salyut 6.45

Salyut 6 has an orientation and motion control system which the
Soviets refer to as SOUD. It automatically orients the station for
scientific observations and experiments, and docking manuevers,
performs trajectory corrections, and allows for orienting the station
via manual controls from the crew. The Kaskad system tested on
Salyut 4 is part of SOUD and is used for "economical orientation"
and consists of gyroscopes, a mathematical electronic memory, and
two sets of sensors: One measuring infrared radiation from the
Earth to determine position relative to the planet; the other meas-
uring the flow of the ionic wind to determine orientation vkith re-
spect to the station's velocity vector.

The Delta autonomous navigation system uses an onboard com-
puter which receives data from a radio altimeter, radial velocity
meter, and sunrise/sunset sensors. It can forecast the station's posi-
tion 24 hours in advance, and compute the times when the station
will be within range of tracking sites and automatically turns the
communications equipment on and off as appropriate.

There is some question as to how well the navigation systems
worked on Salyut 6. There were frequent references to the crews
conducting navigation tests, and several Progress missions brought
up replacement components. Some of the repairs would be expected
considering the length of time the space station was in use, and
some of the navigation exercises were probably related to gaining
experience w" h how to best orient the station for certain tasks.
Still, the repea -.references raise questions about the system's re-
liability.

SALYUT 6 DESIGN CHANGES

Despite the similarity. between Salyut 6 and its predecessors,
there were significant changes to this second generation space sta-
tion. The main difference is the addition of the second docking
port, which required redesign of the main engine assembly. Origi-
nally the main engines were located in the center of the aft end,
with orientation engines around the outside. On Salyut 6, the
engine compartment was widened from 2.2 meters in diameter to
the 4.15 meter maximum diameter of the station," and the main
engines as well as the orientation engines were mounted on the
rim, with the docking port in the center.

The engines themselves were redesigned to be pressure fed, in-
stead of turbine driven as on previous Salyuts, and hydrazine was
used to fuel all the engines, Previously, on Salyut and Soyuz space-
craft, hydrogen peroxide was used for attitude control engines and
to power the turbines for pumping oxidizer and fuel to the main
engines; while hydrazine was used for the main engines. The

" Sernenov and Gorahkov. op. cit.
KitigPer, Neville, The Salyut 6 Space Station. Spaceflight, April 1979, p. 178.
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change to a unified fuel system simplified the number of propul-
sion lines and tanks needed. (Soyuz also switched to a common fuel
system with Soyuz T, and Progress uses the sa.me system.) Nitrogen
is used to pressurize the fuel system. Salyut 6 has three oxidizers
and three fuel tanks; one of each type is a reserve.

PRoGREas CARGO SHIPS

To facilitate resupplying the Salyut space stations, the Soviets
developer l an unmanned cargo ship named Progress which is based
on the Soyuz spacecraft. Progress is a one-way spacecraftit takes
material up to the space station, but it is not designed to survive
reentry, so cannot bring anything down.

From 1977 to 1980, 11 of these ships were launched, each docking
at the aft end of Salyut 6 where special fuel lines are located to
enable refueling of the space station from Progress. These ships are
not designed to dock at the forward end, thus if a spacecraft al-
ready occupies the aft docking port (such as when a visiting crew
exchanges ships with the long duration crew), that ship must be
moved to the forward docking unit. This has required a number of
"do-si-do" maneuvers as described in the previous section.

The Progress spacecraft bring up fuel, air, water, food, clothing,
experiments, and replacement parts for the space station. A.11 these
are critical for maintaining long term crews and long term space
stations. Theg also bring personal items to the crew, including mail
and parcels from 'their friends and family, newspapers and other
periodicals, and special items the cosmonauts requestfor exam-
ple, Ivanchenkov asked that his guitar be sent up and it was deliv-
ered by Progress 3. The Soviets have found that the crews use 20-
30 kg of expendable items each day, almost is a ton per month or
10 tons per year.

The following section summarizes the 11 Progress flights made
from 1977 to 1980. Since most of them have refueled the space sta-
tion, the process is only described once. Table 8 lists the pertinent
statistics for these flights.

PROGRESS DESCRIPTION

The Progress spacecraft is a modified version of Soyuz. (See fig.
38.1 Since it is an unmanned cargo craft, all life support systems
have been removed as has the heat shield and parachutes, since it
is not intended to survive reentry. This allows additional room and
weight for cargo. The solar panels have also been removed.

.1 3 S.
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R.F.Gibbons 19113

FIGURE 3H. Progress Supply S raft. Unmanned, nonrecoverable Progress space-
craft have resupplied the Salyut space stations to permit miseions with durations
measured in years rather than months. The first 10 Progress vehicles delivered a
total of nearly 20 tons of cargo to Salyut 6; approximately equal to the station's
launch weight.

Progress can carry 2,300 kg of equipment, materials, fuel, water,
and gas, The total mass of the sp-teecraft is 7,020 kg,4I compared to
6,557 kg for Soyuz.

Progress has an independent flight capability of 8 days, and al-
though the Soviets announced that it had a flight duration of 1
month when docked to a space station when Progress 1 was
launched, Progress 11 stayed attached to Salyut 6 for more than
twice that long. Progress docks with Salyut after 2 days, instead of
1 day in the case of the manned Bora craft, since this requires leas
fuel to achieve the rendezvous and there is no hurry since no crew
is aboard. The 2-day rendezvous also results in slower closing
speeds, which simplifies docking operations since there is no crew
on board to make final adjustments.

Since all systems are automated, the instrument compartment
was enlarged and additional systems were installed. The .Soviets
report that Progress is slightly longer than Soyuz (8 Meters instead
of 7.5 meters), but it seems likely that the difference in length

Gondola Hooper twee 7,005 kg for the Progress MAW.
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again is a matter of including the length of the antennas. The basic
spacecraft is probably unchanged. A radar, rendezvous system is
used for docking, and the docking unit has warning systems to
ensure that plumbing and docking latches are connected properly.

There are three compartments in Progress: Freight, refueling
components, and instruments. The hermetically sealed freight com-
partment contains all the dry cargo, which is mounted on a special
frame. The cargo is fastened with rapid release catches and special
bolts which release the material with only a quarter turn. The
hatch to Progress can be opened automatically or manually.

The refueling compartment has 4 fuel tanks and spherical con-
tainers filled with compressed air and nitrogen, plus requisite
pneumatic and hydraulic systems. The total weight of fuel and
gases that can be carried is 1,000 kg.

In the instrument compartment, there is almost twice as much
instrumentation as with the Soyuz. Radio antennas, rendezvous ap-
paratus, sensors and orientation engines are mounted externally.
There are three lights and two television cameras to help with
docking, which is controlled by the space crew, ground controllers,
or both. One television camera is aligned along the longitudinal
axis of the spacecraft while the other is perpendicular to it. Data
on the motions made by Progress are sent both to the space station
and ground controllers.

The docking assembly has additional automatic hydraulic con-
nectors to ensure hermetic coupling of the main hydraulic lines of
Progress with those of Salyut for the refueling operations.

There are 14 engines for docking and orientation, each with 10
kg thrust, and 8 precision orientation engines, each with 1 kg
thrust. All operate on a unified fuel system, as does the Salyut
space station and Soyuz T.

In addition to refueling Salyut, Progress is also used to boost the
orbit of the Salyut/Soyuz/Progress complex itself by firing its own
engines. Thus, the Soviets claim that it is as much a space tug as a
space truck.

After the crew has emptied Progress of its cargo, they fill it with
trash and old equipment, all of which burns up during reentry over
the Pacific.

THE REFUELING OPERATION

When a Progress spacecraft docks with Salyut, it is done in a
way so that their main pipelines are automatically coupled. There
are two refueling units, one for propellant (hydrazine) and the
other for the oxidizer. On Salyut there are 6 tanks, 3 for propellant
and 3 for oxidizer. Progress has 4 tanks, two for each. (The third
set of tanks on Salyut is held in reserve.)

The Salyut tanks hs.ve an accordion type device in the middle.
When the tanks are full, the accordion is flat; as they empty, nitro-
gen is forced into the accordion to force fuel into the engines. Thus
the first task in refueling is to remove the nitrogen from the fuel
tanks and pump it back into its storage tank. This is accomplished
by a special compressor that has a 1 kw, 3 phase electric motor
powered by the solar panels via an AC inverter, Since the power
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required for this operation is considerable, the procedure is stag-
gered over six shifts.

Once the nitrogen is removed from the fuel tanks, pumping of
propellant is done first, followed by the oxidizer. Compressed nitro-
gen at eight atmospheres is used to force the fuel from
into Salyut. After these operations are completed, all the fuel
are bled and compressed nitrogen is forced through to ensure that
no excess fuel contaminates the atmosphere near the space station
or the surface of the spacecraft.

Frequently after the refueling operation (and sometimes before),
the Progress engines are used to raise the orbit of the complex.
Then Progress undocks, tests are conducted of the navigation
system using Progress as a target, and then the Progress engines
are fired one last time for reentry.

THE DE-ORBITING OF PROGRESS SPACECRAFT

Progress spacecraft are not designed for recovery. The standard
Tass announcement of the termination of a Progress mission fol-
lowing a period of autonomous flight after un ocking from the
space station states that the spacecraft has been put into a descent
trajectory and "entered the dense layers of the atmosphere over a
predetermined area of the Pacific Ocean and ceased to exist."
Nothing more specific has been disclosed about the Pacific location,
apart from a reference in a radio interview with an unnamed sci-
entist at the end of the first Progress mission. He said that reentry
into the atmosphere had occurred "over an unpopulated region of
the Pacificthat special region in which such unmanned space-
craft which have done everything asked of them are usually
dumped . . . The region is distinguished by the fact that it has
hardly any inhabited islands and there are very rarely any ships
there, so safety is completely guaranteed there; and I think that
any parts, any pieces of metal of any size or weight, if they did in
fact reach the surface of the ocean . . . are now resting at a depth
of 7 km.""

No times were given for the first three deorbit burns, but the
time for Progress 4 was given as 1928 Moscow time." Taking this
time as a starting point, Robert Christy and Phillip Clark made es-
timates of the times for the other missions in letters to the editor
of Spacepigh t.s° s

Clark s approach, based on his "optimum launch window" tech-
nique, suffered from a lack of access at the time to the two-line or-
bital elements distributed by NASA's Goddard S Flight Center,
and consequently took no account of post maneuvers of
the Progress spacecraft. Christy's treatment, based on two-line or-
bital elements, assumed that approximately 20 minutes elapses be-
tween retrofire and reentry and predicted reentry thrum and a loca-
tion "somewhere near 140 E, 101 N." This may somewhat underes-
timate the time between de-orbit burn and final destruction. Figure
39 shows the descant ground-tracks for Progress 8 and Progress 11.

*Radio Moscow Home Service, 1900 GMT, 8, Feb. 1978.
41° Moscow World Service in English, Oct. 26, 1978.
**Christy, R., Spaceflight, 21, 480-431, 1979.

Clark, PS.. Spaceflight, 21, 432, 1979
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These two spacecraft had extreme values of ascending nodes for
their destruction orbits of 12' E and 67' W respectively, All other
destruction ground-tracks fall between these two paths. It will be
seen that, in the latter case, a northern hemisphere demise would
occur over land, long before the Pacific Ocean would have been
reached. Thus the region of the Pacific Ocean between latitudes 35'
and 52' S --*ms a more probable location than Christy's early esti-
mate.

(4) A J.tArwr 1944

Pluttim 39 Progress Spacecraft Reentry Profile. Progress spacecraft are discarded
at the end of their missions, and retrofired for a destructive atmospheric reentry.
Andrew Driver and Geoffrey Perry of the Kettering Boys School have monitored
the missions and found that the retro burns occur over the Soviet Union to insure
destruction over the South Pacific where any surviving debris will sink harmless-
ly in the ocean, The Progress 8 and 11 ground tracks shown here are the extremes
of all reentries to date.

Times for the de-orbit burns of those Progress spacecraft which
have not been announced shortly after the end of the mission are
contained in a book by Kravchenkov.52 It seems strange that the
times for Progress 1, 2, 3, and 5, all suggest that the burn was
made deep in the southern hemisphere, far away from the Soviet
Union. In all cases for which de-orbit times were promptly an-
nounced they are found to come between 15 and 23 minutes after
the ascending node and while above the radio horizon of the Soviet
Union. (Goddard data for Progress 7 was not available and that
fl" ht is not considered fri this analysis.)

Thus, it would seem that after the Progress spacecraft is un-
docked from the Salyut 6 space station, it is allowed to slowly drift
away from the station until it reaches a distance at which its
engine may safely be fired to lower the orbit to a height close to
200 km from which reentry can be commanded. Then, while over
the Soviet Union, it is oriented for retrofire. Following retrofire, it
can be tracked from ground stations within the Soviet Union to

a' Kravchenkov. 11. et al. Pilotiruyemyye Meadunavodnyye Polety Po Programme "InuRrkoa.
mob- SSSR -SRV (Manned Internstiorual Flights of the Interkoomoi Program USSR -SRV. Izei,
Neveeti, Muerow, June Z3, 29$0.
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ensure that it is on a suitable descent trajectory. It eventually
burns up over the South West Pacific Basin.

PROGRESS 1 WITH SOYUZ 26/27

The first Progress launch was made on January 20, 1978, at 0823
GMT. Maneuvers were made on revolutions 4, 17, and 31 before
final approach to the space station on revolution 33." The launch
came 4 days after the Soyuz 27/26 crew left. Salyut, to bring sup-
plies to the long-duration Soyuz 26/27 crew still on board.

Progress docked with Salyut 6 on Januar), 22, and in this case
the crew was not required to move to the Soyuz for safety, since
the docking of Soyuz 27 (when they did wait in Soyuz until the
other ship had docked) had gone so well. On January 23, the crew
opened the hatch and began unloading the craft, which takes a cer-
tain amount of skill, since items have to be moved around in such
a way so as not to upset the stability of the complex. The first
items taken from Progress 1 were, of course, the mail and newspa-
pers sent up by friends and family. Next, equipment for routine
work, air purification filters, carbon-dioxide absorber units, and
safety straps for clia;rs were removed. Food, water and scientific
equipment came next, followed by bed linen, and new weighted
training suits for the crew. New clothing, including underwear, was
also delivered.

Air was also brought up by Progress to replace that which is lost
each time the crew opens a hatch either for EVA or for disposing
of garbage. In all, the crew unloaded 1.3 tons of material. After
emptying the Progress, the crew filled it with refuse.

The first fuel transfer in space was accomplished on February 2
under the control of the space crew and ground controllers. Three
days later, the Progress engines were fired to raise the orbit of the
complex, later described by the Soviets as the first space tug oper-
ation.54

Among the specific items delivered by Progress 1 were a new set
of "pickups" for the orientation and movement control system, and
the Splay electric furnace for materials processing experiments.

Progress 1 undocked from Salyut 6 at 0553 CMT on February 6,
after 15 days of joint operations with the space station. It reentered
2 days later, for a total lifetime in space of 19 days.

PROGRESS 2, 3, AND 4 WITH SOYUZ 29/31

The 140 day mission with Vladimir 'Kovalenok and Aleksandr
Ivanchenkov was resupplied by three Progress spacecraft.Progre 2 was launchM at 1126 OW on July 7,' 1978 and placed
in an initial orbit of 262 x193 km. It docked with Salyut 6 at 1259
GMT on July 9 to bring fresh supplies after the visit of the So
30 crew. Among the cargo was 200 kg of water, 100 kg of
for the cameras, 250 kg of food and equipment, 600 kg of fuel and
oxidizer, and a new Globus instrument panel. Included in the

"'}time of launch and orbital maneuvers taken from Hooper, Gordon. Spaceflight, November1978, pp. 373, 375
*4 'Despite the Soviet characterisation of this as the first tug operation, that distinction might

more properly belong to the Agana stages which were used to Wog Gemini X and Gemini ma
into higher orbits La July and September 1966 respectively.
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equipment -was the Kristall furnace for materials processing experi-
ments. The refueling prcicess was controlled entirely from the
ground this time to save the crew's time.

Progress 2 undocked from Salyut 6 on August 2, and reentered
on August 4. It had spent 28 days in space (24 docked to Salyut 6).

Only 2 days after Progress 2 reentered, the next in the series was
launched. Progress 3 lifted off at V.,31 GMT on August 7,55 and
docked with Salyut 6 on August 10 at 0000 GMT. In this case, no
fuel was carried and the ship stap....r1 docked with the space station
for only 12 days, long enough to bring supplies for the visit of the
Soyuz 31 crew, which arrived 8 days after Progress 3 undocked.

The launching was done a little differently this time in that it
was launched to achieve orbit 68 minutes after Salyut 6 passed
overhead, instead of 44 minutes as had been done with the previous
Progress missions. Docking still occurred at the usual ground
elapsed time of 49 hours 30 minutes. This change provided the So-
viets with a longer launch window and thus more opportunities to
launch resupply missions."

Progress 3 delivered cassettes containing materials to be proc-
essed in Splay and Kristall, an East German camera for Earth pho-
tography, other equipment for biological and medical experiments,
280 kg of food, 190 liters of water, and 450 kg of oxygen. Among the
food items were strawberries and fresh milk. In addition, Ivanchen-
kov's guitar was brought up to him, and fur boots.

Although no fuel was transferred, the Progress 3 engines were
used to raise the complex's orbit on August 17 to 359 x 343 km. Pro-
gesss 3 undocked from Salyut 6 on August 21 after approximately
12 days of joint flight. It reentered on August 23 after a total of 16
days in space.

The third and final resupply mission for the Soyuz 29/31 crew
was Progress 4, launched on October 4, 1980. It docked with Salyut
6 at 0100 GMT on October 6, bringing fuel, food, regenerators,
water, photographic materials and other supplies following a heavy
workload by the crew and visits by other crews, Tass noted that
fuel was needed because the fuel expenditure has been particularly
great during the previous month because of experiments which re-
quired the space station to be oriented in specific directions, such
as Earth photography and work with the telescopes on board.

Reflecting the experience they had gained with the procedures,
the crew unloaded Progress 4 in half the time allocated for this ac-
tivity.

On October 20 and 21, the Progress 4 engines were used to raise
the complex's orbit. Ordinarily this procedure would be accom-
plished in 1 day, but the Soviets announced that this time they
wanted to define the orbital parameters more accurately after the
first burn, so that the second burn could be carried out more pre-
cisely. 57

Progress 4 undocked from Salyut 6 at 1307 GMT on October 24
after 18 days of joint flight, and reentered on October 26 after a .

total of 22 days in orbit.

*s 0131 on August 8, Moscow Time.
" Aviation Week and Space Technology, August 21, 197/4, p.
II Moscow Domestic Service, 1130 GMT. 20 Oct 78,
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PROGRESS 5, 6, AND 7 WITH SOYUZ 32/34

The 175-day mission of Vladimir Lyakhov and Valeriy Ryumin
was also resupplied by three Progress flights.

Progress 5 was launched at 0547 GMT on March 12, 1979, and
docked with Salyut 6 at 0720 GMT on March 13, just 2 weeks after
the crew arrived. The ship delivered 2,300 kg of cargo, including
1,000 kg of fuel. Included were six signal detectors which were
place in various areas of the space station to alert the crew to con-
centrations of carbon dioxide (and doubled as smoke detectors), a
new tape recorder, a walkie-talkie for the crew to use with each
other (called "Koltso" or ring), film, ampules for the materials
processing experiments (including 10 developed by French scien-
tists), a linen dryer, bath shampoo, clothes, food (including five
types of bread, fresh vegetables, apples, onion, and at the crew's re-
quest, honey and fresh dried strawberries).

Three important pieces of equipment were a black and whitalel-
evision set for two-way visual communications with Earth (and to
allow the crew to watch regular television programs), an "im-
proved" Kristall furnace, since the first one had stopped working,
and the Biogravistat plaht centrifuge. Also included in the equip-
ment cargo was a new clock and new command signal devices to ,
properly sequence automatic commands, and a new science instru-
ment control panel.

The Progress 5 engines were used to correct the complex's trajec-
tory on March 30, placing it in a 357 x 2i34 km, 90.6-minute orbit. A
second firing on April 2 placed it into a 51.1-mixaute orbit." The
Progress craft undocked from Salyut 6 on April 3 at 1610 GMT,
and reentered on April 5. ItAad been in space for 24 days (20 of
which it was docked to Salyut 6).

Just over a month after Progress,5 left, and following the abort-
ed docking attempt of Soyuz 33 which would have brought some
supplies and experiments, Progress 6 docked with the space station.
Launched on May 13 at 0417 GMT, it docked with Salyut 6 on May
15 at 0619 GMT. Among the cargo was a new panel for the naviga-
tion systam," small amounts of fuel, air, food, air regenerators,
sleeping Ofessories, electric bulbs, a Straka teletype machine, and
a tulip which had almost blossomed. Scientists wanted to find out
how it would blossom, and also thought that it would bring the
crew a touch of spring.

The Progress engines were used to raise the orbit on May 23 to
352 x 333 km. Refueling of the space station was completed on May
28, and another trajectory correction was made on June 4 and 5,
leaving the complex in an orbit of 371x 358 km Progress 6 un-
docked from Salyut on June 8 and reentered over the Pacific on
June 10. The ship was docked to the space station for 4 days, and
was in space for 28 days.

The final resupply craft for the Soyuz 32/34 m lssion Pro ress 7,
was launched only 3 weeks later, at 0926 ,GMT on June 28. It

"The Soviets stated only that the engines were fired on April 2. The information on the 91.4 -
minute orbit is taken from; Spaceflight, February 1980. p. 57,

I 11 There was no mention of this panel in the Teas announcement on !lop.. 6, but shortly
after the cargo ship arrived, the fact that the crew was replacing the panel iwas mentioned by
Teas (1332 GMT, 30 May 791,
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docked with the space station at 1118 GMT on June 30, bringing
500 kg of fuel, 50 kg of food, photographic material, clothes, equip-
ment for the lite support system, new gravity suits, indoor plants,
mail, the vaporizer (sparitel) and resistance experiments, and most
importantly, the KRT-10 radio telescope. It also brought a book
called "The Moscow Area" to remind the crew of the forests, fields,
and streams back home. An orbital correction was made on July 4,
placing the complex in an orbit of 411x 399 km, an orbit higher
than the space station had been during its entire 2 years in space.

The deployment of the KRT-10 radio telescope is described in
more detail on p. 598, so will not be repeated here except to say
that when Progress 7 undocked from Salyut on July 18, it did so
using springs instead of its engines so as not to damage the radio
telescope. It then stationkept at a short distance from the station
to enable television broadcast of the unfurling of the radio anten-
na. Progress 7 reentered on July 20 after 18 days of joint flight (22
days in space).

PROGRESS 8 WITH UNOCCUPIED SALYUT

Progress 8 was launched at 1853 GMT on March 27, 1980, during
a period when Salyut was unoccupied. It was launched 1 day after
Soyuz T, which had been attached to the space station for a 100 -
day test, returned to Earth.

The cargo craft docked on March 29 at 2001 GMT, and its en-
gines were used to raise the station's orbit on April 2 to 360 x 328,
91.4 minutes in preparation for the next Soyuz launch (Soyuz 35)
which docked with the space station on April 10. Progress 8 was
used to refuel the station, and another orbit correction was made
on April 24, placing the complex in a 368 x340 km orbit.

Progress 8 undocked from Salyut 6 on April 25, and reentered on
April 26, after 30 days in space (approximately 26 of which were
spent docked to Salyut 6).

No mention was made of any provisions or equipment on
Progress 8, although during the course of the early days of the
Soyuz 35 mission, Tass reported on a number of maintenance ac-
tivities being conducted by the crew, and the supposition can be
made that much of that material was brought to the space section
by- Progress 8. This would include new storage batteries, a new con-
trol desk, air regenerators, and part of the temperature control
system that needed replacing.

PROGRESS 9, 10, AND 11 WITH SOYUZ 35/37

The 18h-day Soyuz 35/37 mission with Leonid Popov and Valeriy
Ryumin was reupplied by three Progress ships in addition to
Progress 8 which, as noted above, was docked with the space .sta-
tion when they arrived. Progress 11, the last of these, remained
docked to the station after the crew left and accomplished the first
fuel transfer while the station was unoccupied.

Progress 9 was launched only I day after Progress 8 reentered, at
0624 GMT on April 2'7, 1980. It docked with Salyut 6 at 0809 GMT
on April 29 and delivered the usual items such as scientific equip-
ment (including a new motor for the Biogravistat centrifuge), mate-
rial for the life support system, air, and mail. There was no fuel
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°transfer with this mission, and it was used to stock the space sta-
tion for the imminent visit of the Soyuz 36 and Soyuz T-2 crews.

Progress 9 undocked at 1861 GMT on May 20, and reentered 2
days later after 25 days in space (21 docked with the space station).
The Soyuz 36 crew arrived a week later.

Five weeks later, Progress 10 was launched at 0441 GMT on
June 29. It docked with Salyut 6 at 0554 GMT on July 1 and
brought fuel, food, and equipment in preparation for the vise of
the Soyuz 37 crew. Tass reported that 30 percent of the dry goods
had beci specifically requested by Popov and Ryumin. Included in
the supplies were an American-made Polaroid instant camera and
film, a new 25 cm color television (to replace the black and white
model they had been using), cassettes of pop music, onion, dill,
parsley, cucumbers, radishes, canned fish, new flower seeds for the
hydroponic garden, new intensifiers for the BST-lm submillimeter
telescope, end a device to rectify a problem with the Bulgarian-
made Dugs ;nstrument which was producing inverse images.

Refueling of the Salyut tanks was accomplished pn July 8.
Progress 10 was used to raise the complex's orbit on July 8 (no new
orbital parameters were announced, however), and on July 17
when it was left in an orbit at 355x 328 km. It undocked from
Salyut 6 on Jill); 18 after 17 days of joint operation, and reentered
on July 19 after 21 days in space. Five days later, Soyuz 37 was
launched.

The final resupply mission for the Soyuz 35/37 crew, end for the
1977-80 time period, was Progress 11, launched 'on September 28.
The relatively long hiatus between resupply flight was occasioned,
apparently, by the fact that they overstocked Salyut 6 with the pre-
vious three flights. In mid-September, thspace station reportedly
had 2.5 tons of cargo on board, more than when the Soyuz 35 crew
arrived.

Progress 11 docked with Salyut 6 on September 30 at 1703 GMT,
delivering fuel, water, food, and regenerators. On October 8, an or-
bital ccirrection was made using the Progress engines, but no new
parameters were announced.

The Soyul 35/37 crew left the space station on October 11, but
Progress 11 remained: On November 16, while the !nationion was un-
occupied, the fuel transfer was accomplished automatically via
commands from the ground. This was another first for the Soviet
Program.

Prwress 11 remained docked with the space station until after
the Soyuz T-3 crew docked in November, finally undocking on De-
cember 9 after 70 days of joint flight. It reentered on December 11
after a total of 74 days in space. Originally, the Soviets had stated
that the Progress lifetime was only 80 days; this obviously proved
that the ship was more capable than they envisioned.
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INTESKOShIONAUT MISSIONS

As detailed later on (see pp. 618-37), several of the l'ights to
Salyut 6 involved cosmonauts from countries other than tI e,Soviet
Union. The Soviet attitude toward international coope...ation in
space, including flights of representatives of other cow,'ries, is dis-
cussed in part 1, chapter 3 of this study (see page 1 72-282) and b.
will not be repeated here.

The term "Interkosmonautd'is used here to denote cosmonauts
from the other Interkosmos countries (Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslova-
kia, East Germany, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, and
Vietnam). From 1978-80, representatives from all but Mongolia
and Romania flew into space, and all but one (Ivanov of Bulgaria)
docked with Salyut 6. The Bulgarian cosmonaut was on Soyuz
which was unable to dock becauie of an engine failure. (Mongolian
and Romanian cosmonauts voyaged into space in 1981.)

Each country selected two men to train as cosmonauts, one
prime and one backup. Training occurred over a 2-year period at
Star City where they worked closely with' their Soviet colleagues.
The final crew was composed of a Soviet commander and a "cosmo-
naut-researcher" from the Interkosmos country. Each successful
flight lasted for just under 8 days, and invol-,d a wide variety of
experiments conducted on board the space station, many of which
were developed jointly by Soviet scientists and those of.the partici-
pating T.ountry. These experiments are described both in the
section one Salyut 6 experiments (p. ,p85) and Manned Missions to
Salyut 6 (p. 609).

A summary of the Interkosmonauts and their backups is provid-
ed in table 9. It is not expected that the backup will make a flight.
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The order in which the cosmonauts made their flights has been
the subject of acute interest. in Western circles, sitice it appeared in
some cases to have reflected political relations between the various
countries and the Soviet Union. For example, the decision to make
the Romanian cosmonaut wait until last was seen as an indication
of the cool relations between the two countries at the end of the
1970's. When the Vietnamese cosmonaut made his flight during the
Moscow Olympics, this was seen in some quarters as trying to im-
press the Third World. Whether such motivations were in fact re-
sponsible for the order in which the Interkosmonauts were
launched has obviously never been discussed in the Soviet litera-
ture.6°

SA.LYUT 6 ExeEitimErcrs

During the 3-year period that Salyut 6 hosted crews covered in
th. study, the station was occupied about half the time. This per-
mitted a great number of experiments to be performed, ranging
from medical/psychological studies, to technical experiments such
as materials processing, to Earth observation /photography sessions.
The following sectioa describes the experiments that were conduct-
ed and, in some cases, the results of those experiments. Overall,
ncwever, the Soviets have released little information about many
of their experiments on Salyut 6, particularly in the area of mate-
rials processing. This may be due to the length of time required for
data analysis.

Medical/psychologies' experiments are discussed at length in
chapter 4 and materials processing experiments and Earth re-
sources observations are discussed in part 3 of this study in the
chapter on space applications. Thus, only a brief treatment is ac-
corded those topics here.

MEDICAL/ 'SYCHOLOGICAL

The equipment carried on Salyut 6 for monitoring the cosmo-
nauts' health and for exercising was much the same as on previous
space stations. The Chibis vacuum suit, Polinom-2 apparatus, and
Beta rheograph were all used routinely.

Most of the new medical experiments were developed jointly
with other countries, and generally were used only when an inter-
national crew was onboard. They included the following.
Ca rdioleader

Developed jointly by Soviet and Polish scientists, this was a
device to measure the physical effort exerted by a cosmonaut when
using the bicycle or running track in order to develop a controlled
program of exercise in which the effort spent in physical exercise
was proportional to the action of the heart of the person using the
given piece of equipment. For this experiment, three electrodes

00 At ume time. there was a uggttion that the countries were simply being handled in alpha-
broc.al order aoolording to tiae cyrdlte alphabet.,,This doss not hold true, sines Polluxd even in the
Cyrillic alphabet appears later than kiutgaria, and the letter "eh" in cyrilliC, which is the first
letter of Czechoslovakia, the first interkosrnos country to send a cosmonaut into space, is the
25th letter of the Cyrillic alphabet.
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were attached to the cosmonaut's chest, while another wire linked
the Cardioleader device to the ex -rcise equipment.

Audio
This experiment studied noise levels and tie frequency charac-

teristics of the noise in the space station, about which there had
been numerous complaints from crews.

Smak or Vkus
This "taste" experiment, in which taste buds were electrically

stimulated, determined how taste changes in space conditions.
Some of the cosmonauts had complained that food that once tasted
wonderful began tasting like sawdust or ashes.

Vrernya
The "time" experiment was designed to test the crew's ability to

react speedily to commands given by man or machine.

Speech
The speech experiment was developed by rase German scientists

and required East German Cosmonaut Sigmund Jahn to repeat a
phrase (the number 226 in German, a real tongue twister) during
communications sessions with Earth to study tone, volume, rate
and other characteristics of his speech to determine how he felt in
weightlessness compared to how his voice sounded.

Balaton
This joint Soviet/Hungarian experiment concerned the intellec-

tual and motor performance of the crew. The 420 gram instrument
was held in the cosmonaut's hand with two of his fingers touching
two sensor plates which recorded the electric conductivity of the
skin. Pulse rate was measured from the forefinger simultaneously,
as was the perspiration rate, to determine if the task had been
solved easily or with difficulty. Tasks were presented in the form of
flashing numbers on a display, with answers given by pressing a
button. Eight questions were presented which could be solved in
four ways, each with different levels of difficulty. The most difficult
of the tests was when the numbers 1 to 4 flashed on the screen 16
times and the cosmonaut had to respond by pressing the button
corresponding to the location value. If a correct answer was given,
the display would flash more quickly, thus increasing the difficulty
of succeeding tasks. The machine would measure response time.
The cosmonaut was also required to listen to sounds with varying
rhythms through earphones at the same time."

Opeos
The "questionnaire" experiment required the cosmonaut to.

answer nine questions about his eating and sleeping habits, leisure
time activities, professional skills, vision, hearing, smell, posture,
and need for medication, in order to assess his psychological adap-
tation to space. These questions were asked at different times

" The description of the Balaton experiment is adapted from Neville Kidger's account in the
February 19t;1 issue of Spaceflight. p. 43.
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throughout the missions, Each question had a value of 5, and the
cosmonaut would list the value reflecting his condition at that
time.

Support
The Support experiment was developed jointly by Cuban and

Soviet scientists who theorized that changes to the arch of the foot
might be partially responsible for the locomatory disorders experi-
enced by cosmonauts during their first days in space. According to
those scientists, the arch is always supported on Earth and is an
important signalling device to tell a person what his spatial posi-
tion is, so if it were given more support while in space, the adapta-
tion period might be easier. In this experiment, the Cuban cosmo-
naut, Tamayo Mendez, wore a special shoe to test the theory.
Cortex

The Cortex experiment was also a Cuban/Soviet project, and in-
volved obtaining electroencephalograms of the cosmonauts.
A n thropometry

A third Cuban/Soviet biomedical experiment was called anthro-
pometry and was simply descrwed as determining the dynamics of
change of some unthropometric indices.

Perception
This experiment, as its name implies, studied perception changes

in the cosmonauts,
Dose

The dose experiment was designed to measure radiation levels.
Pencil-shaped detectors were placed on the cosmonauts' bodies and
in various locations around the space station. Every 2 to 3 days, the
detectors were placed inside the "Pi lle" (moth) device to obtain
readings on how much radiation had been absorbed since the last
reading. The device obtained measurements in the 10 mrad to 10
rad range. Pile weighed less than 1 kg, and required 3 to 4 watts
of power.

BIOLOGICAL

Biological experiments (other than those associated with the cos-
monauts themselves) included the growth of plants and microorga-
nisms, and studying the behavior of tadpoles and drosophila.
Plants

The space crews propagated a variety of edible plants on Salyut
6, including onions, cucumbers, radishes, dill, parsley, garlic,
fennel, and mushrooms (according to the crews, "really strange
mushrooms . . . with curly stems' 62). Apparently the quantity of
some of these vegetables was insufficient, since several Progress
ships also brought cucumbers and onions.

4* Tow 0827 GMT, 14 May 79
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Experiments with the Oazis device continued on Salyut 6, but at-
tempts to grow peas and wheat were unP,-o.ecsful. The apparatus
had three light sources, interchangeable growing pots with an ion
exchange nutrient, a pneumohydroapparatti- for supplying meas-
ured amounts of water, temperature monitors, and forced ventila-
tion, but still the peas and wheat died in their formative stage."

Attempts to get an Arabidopsis plant to go through an entire
cycle, from seed and back to seed again, in the Fiton apparatus°4
were only partially successful. On September 16, 1980, the Soyuz
35/37 crew reported that "some plants have passed the complete
cycle of development." 65 A later report clarified this to mean that
the Arabidopsis flowered, but did not produce seeds."

During the visit of the Vietnamese cosmonaut, experiments were
conducted with the aquatic fern Azolla pinnata, a nitrogen-rich
natural fertilizer for rice growing soil, which is native to Vietnam
and has a short growing cycle. No further reports were made of
how the fern responded to space conditions.

Progress 5 brought the Biogravistat apparatus to Salyut (a later
cargo ship brought a new motor for the device which the crew in-
stalled after the original stopped working). Biogravistat had a ro-
tating centrifuge and a stationary area on which plant seeds could
be placed to determine how they would grow under those two dif-
ferent conditions. Tests showed that the roots of the seeds on the
centrifuge grew twice as fast as those on the stationary part, and
the root was directed along the radius in whichever direction the
centrifugal force acted.

Progress 6, which docked with Salyut on May 15, 1979, brought a
tulip that had almost blossomed to the Soyuz 32/3 crew. When the
ship was launched, Tass reported that scientists v Ire interested in
how the plant would blossom in space, while noti, g that it would
bring a breath of spring to the crew. No further mention was made
of tulips until July 25, after the next Progress flight had departed.
At that time, Tass reported that it had been found that tulips "pro-
duced a nearly halfmeter shoot, yet the buds refused to open." 67
Whether that was a reference to the Progress 6 tulip or another
one brought up by Progress 7 or Soyuz 34 is unclear. What is obvi-
ous is that the plants were not behaving in the expected manner.
After the Soyuz 32/34 mission, Tass reported that Soviet scientists
were trying to find out "why plants in outer space conditions do
not blossom and bear fruit,' suggesting that they had no better
luck later in the mission. Theories on why the plants would not
blossom included: Lack of gravity; changes in the plant's mecha-
nism of disposing of waste products so that the wastes "hang" in
zero 0; or the plant's metabolism stalls or discontinues entirely."

The Soyuz 35/37 crew brought a special apparatus' called "Ma-
lakhit" for growing orchids in space. The orchids were brought to

" Nauka i August 1951, pp. 12-13,
`4 During the :sic yuz 3H and T-3 missions. an Arabidopaia experiment was carried out in an

instrument called Sveticiblock Whether this is the Rune as Fiton or a different arabidupsis ez
perunent 04 uncleur

" 1:310 GMT, 16 Sep so,
Nauka i Tekhnika. August 1981, pp. 12-13 An Arabidopsis flimsilydid complete a fun seed-

to-a.s.41 cycle. on Salyut 7, however (Tags, 2150 GMT, 2:i Sep 8a
'7 Tato, 19) 7 GMT, 25 Jul 79.

Tass, 1245 GMT, 10 Sep. 79.
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the space station in a flowering state, but once on board, the flow-
ers almost immediately fell off. When the experiment was repeat-
ed, the flowers fell off again." In another experiment, orchids
were grown in space and although they developed normally for 177
days, they did not produce flowers at all."

The chiorella algae experiments begun on previous space stations
were continued on Salyut 6. These experiments are conducted in
the hope that one day closed-cycle space stations can be orbited
that will not require resupply missions from Earth.
Microorganisms

Several experiments were conducted on microorganisms. One
was a joint Cuban/Soviet experiment called "Hatuey" for studying
yeast growth. Yeast is a unicellular microorganism with a short
life cycle, allowing research on numerous generations which devel-
op on board the space station. The experiment was designed to
study intracellular processes."

Another experiment was called "Cytos" and was developed joint-
ly by Soviet and. French scientists to study the kinetics of cell divi-
sion. Two types of protozoa were used for the experiment: The
French chose Paramecium while the Soviets chose Proteidae. The
samples were refrigerated until just prior to the launch of Soyuz
27. On the eve of the launch, the specimens were placed in a "Bio-
term-8" device which maintained a temperature of +8 degrees C

\._) during launch and until docking with the space station. After dock-
ing, they were placed into the French device "Cytos" where they
were "awakened" by warmer temperatures maintained at +25 de-
grees C. In 4 days, S consecutive generations were produced.

The Soviet/East German Soyuz 31 crew conducted an unusual
experiment called "sewing of microorganisms," which was devel-
oped by the Aviation Medicine Institute in Koenigsbrueck. Accord-
ing to the Tass description, East German scientists reasoned that
since gravity affects the geometry of formations such as floccules,
which consist of microorganisms and organic polymers, the sewing
of such polymers might help in obtaining new medical prepara-
tions.' 2

To study the effect of cosmic rays, flasks containing biopolymers
were placed on the outside of the space station by the Soyuz 26
crew when they went out on EVA early in the mission, and were
retrieved by the Soyuz 29 crew. Coldrol flasks were kept inside the
station for comparison purposes. This experiment was called
"Medusa," and no further information was found on what results
were e,btained.

Tadpoles and flies
The drosophila experiments continued on Salyut 6. A new gen-

eration was born every 2 weeks for heredity studies. The flies had
their own "thermostat house" which maintained a constant tem-
_

Takbniks, Ai4gluit 19$1, 12-13,
"Chernyvbfw, Makhail. Salyut 6: vnt Holography to Space Plant Growing. Novosti Press

Agency. Reprinted in Space World, March 1981, p. 24.
' A similar experiment called Multiplikator was also mentioned. It is unclear whether they

are the same
" Tess, 16V GMT, 29 Aug. 78.
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perature of 24 degrees C. They were delivered to Salyut in contain-
ers, which were then transferred to the thermostat house, and
later returned to Earth. These experiments continued throughout
the various Salyut missions.

Another experiment was conducted with tadpoles to see how
they would adjust to a lack of gravity. There were two groups of
specimens, one born on board the space station and another
brought from Earth. The Soyuz 26/27 crew found that the Earth-
born tadpoles swam in a disorderly manner "for a whole fortnight"
without knowing top from bottom, while those born in space swam
in an orderly, spiral pattern.

EARTH RESOURCES

Observations of the Earth's atmosphere, land masses and oceans
occupied 60 percent of the crew's time on these Salyut 6 missions.
Four different cameras, a 15-band spectrometer, an electrophoto-
meter, and visual observations (using binoculars in scime instances)
contributed to these studies. Atmospheric studies are the subject of
a later subsection; Earth and ocean studies are discussed here.

During the course of the nearly 3 years of flights to Salyut 6 cov-
ered by this report, virtually every area of the planet within range
of the space station was observed. To prepare for this role, cosmo-
nauts were given lessons by geological and scientific experts in a
TU-134 airplane.

By way of emphasizing the importance of this work, A.P. Alexan-
drov, president of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, commented that
it takes only 10 minutes to photograph a million square kilometers
from Salyut, which would take several years to accomplish with
aerial photography.' 3

From 1977-80, 9,500 photographs of the Earth were taken by the
MKF-6M multispectral camera and another 4,500 were taken with
portable and stationary single-chanmel cameras. Additionally,
100,000 spectra of the Earth's surface and atmosphere were regis-
tered. 7

According to experts at the Soviet Priroda center, the economic
effect of Earth resources photography and observations from space
from 1978 to 1981 "exceeded 56 million rubles 1,1 the Central Asia
region alone, in addition to shortening the time required to create
cartographic documentation by 75 to 80 percent.' ' 5 (This would
have included remote sensing systems other than Salyut, though.
See part 3, chapter 4, for a description of the other satellite sys-
tems.) Several hundred organizations of 22 Soviet ministries and
departments contributed to defining the Earth resources program
conducted on Salyut 6.76

Despite all the remote sensing equipment an Salyut 6, visual ob-
servations were nevertheless a very important part of the research.
Vladimir Lyakhov, a member of the Soyuz 32/34 crew, commented
----

" Looking to Orbits of the Future. !Twat**, July 4;1981, p.
' Taxa, 0532 GMT. 12 Nov 80.

5 Shnyrev, G Multizonal Photography System Propose(' for USSR State Prin.. tzvestiyis, 30
Aug 82, p. 2.

' 1.4vestiya, I4 July SI, p 2
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that after a period of time, looking at the ocean was like learning
to see anew.

Although the ocean's surface seemed at first to be monotonously homogenous,
after half a month we began to differentiate the characteristic shades of one sea or
another and different parts cf the world ocean. We were astonished to discover that
during a flight. it as if a cosmonaut learns how to see all over again. At first the
finest nuances of color elude you, but gradually you feel that your vision is sharpen-
ing and your eyes are becoming better, and all of a sudden the planet spreads itself
before you with all its unique beauty."

Binoculars were delivered to the crew to assist in the visual ob-
servations, and it was determined that 6x and 12x magnifications
were the most convenient.78

The relationship between remote sensing activities in space and
the Priroda center is described in part 3 of this report so will not
be reviewed here. Rather, the types of equipment used and what
the crews viewed during their missions will be summarized. Soviet
media accounts of the flights do not always make clear whether ob-
servations were accomplished visually or using which piece of
equipment. There were four different cameras on board the station,
some for still photographs, others for moving pictures, and usually
the various systems were used in concert with each other.

The MliF 6M and KATE-140 cameras were permanently affixed
to the space station, while the others (Pentacon 6M and Praktica
EE2) were portable, permitting photographs of areas that might
not be' in view of the two stationary cameras. During Earth obser-
vation sessions with the MKF-6M and KATE-140, the space sta-
tion was oriented so the axes of the cameras pointed toward the
nadir, an orientation maintained with the Salyut engines. This re-
quired a significant expenditure of fuel, partially accounting for
the frequent Progress refueling missions.
MKF -6M multispectra I camera

The first flight of the MKF-6 camera, developed by East Germa-
ny, was made on Soyuz 22 (see p. 532 of this c apter). The success
of that mission led the Soviets to include a slightly modified ver-
3ion of the camera, designated MKF-6M, on Salyut 6. Its six spec-
tral bands are; 0.46-0.50 microns, 0.52-0.56 microns, 0.58-0.62 mi-
crons, 0.64-0.68 microns, 0.70-0.74 microns, 0.78-0.86 microns.

Since the original camera was only designed to operate for about
2 weeks, the Salyut version had to be designed to last longer. Thus,
designers "doubled the vital mechanical and electronic systems"
and made the systems more "robust" to ensure that they could sur-
vive the loads associated with liftoff and dockings.7° They also
made the camera easier to handle, and it was reported that the
first two crews "were able to do all the necessary operations with
one hand, using the other if necessary, 'to hold on to something' in
the space station." Changing film cassettes was also made easier by
modifying the sprokets (each cassette weighed 13 kg and had 1,200
frames of film). The film was brought to Salyut by Progress mis-

" Quoted in. Novikov. N. Sovetakiy Vain, No. 8, 1981, pp. 28-29.
Greehko, M et al Iseledovaniye Zetali iz Kermess. No. 1. Jan-Feb 1982, pp. 5-13.

" Flempel. Wilhelm MKF-6 Multi-Spectral i('-arnera in Space. Spaceflight, Mar. 1979, pp, 110-
112
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sions, since keeping a supply on board would not only take up too
much space, but cosmic rays might have exposed the film.

During the time that the camera was operated, East German ex-
perts were available in flight control center to assist the crew if
necessary. To facilitate space-ground communication about the in-
strument, two special devices were installed in the MKF-6M to te-
lemeter information to the ground about whether the camera was
on and if the film was advancing. In addition, an alarm on the con-
trol panel would warn the crew if the film broke. Altitude was re-
corded automatically.

One MKF-6M image shows an area of 225 x 155 kin, or about
35,000 square kilometers. This is 84 percent more than when the
camera was used on Soyuz 22 because of the higher altitude of the
space station. The camera permits 60 percent overlap of adjacent
areas, thus providing stereo images. The Soviets have said only
that the spatial resolution of the MrF-6M is "tens of meters," 8°
but it is thought to be about 20 meters on the Salyut 6 iersion,
while it may have been as good as 10 meters when flown on Soyuz
22 because of the lower altitude." A member of the East German
Astronautical Society has stated that when the camera was flown
on Soyuz 22, "in fine weather one [could] recognize even small
weekend houses on the picturestaken from a distance of 250
km."82

KATE-140
The KATE-140 (also referred to as the KT-140) is a wide angle,

stereographic, topographical camera for making contour maps. One
frame covers 160,000 square miles "with a high degree of defini-
tion." H 3 The 85 degree field of view permits an image 450 X 450 km
from the 350 km Salyut orbit. The camera could provide both
single and strip photographs and had two film cassettes, each with
a 6(X) frame film supply. It could be operated by the crew or on
command from Earth.

Biosphere
The Biosphere experiments were done by visual observations as-

sisted by binoculars and chromaticity atlases, and with hand held
cameras, probably including the Pentacon 6M East German
camera, although it was not specifically named. These experiments
were conducted particularly when visiting Interkosmonauts were
on board, at which time they would focus on the area around what-
ever country he was from.

The primary objectives of the Biosphere series were: To impr we
methods of space photography including selecting optimum angles
for photographing specific natural objects in different states and se-
lecting the best films, light filters and settings to best reflect actual
land and water patterns; to clarify how well photographs reproduce

*" Arkhinov, V. V and L A lionzhin. Earth's Natural Resources in Manned Plights of Inter-
cosmos Prograrnm Zemlya i Vselennapi, Mar -Apr. 1982. pp. 20-2.8.

Pirerd, Theo. Salyut ti Space Statio.a: Three Years in Orbit and Still Operational. Space
Age Review. September-October 1980, p. 3. Aviation Week and Spec* Technology. January 2,
1918, p

12 Hempel, op, cit.. p. 110,
S3 Moscow 1)ornestic Service, 2004 GMT, 23 May 80.
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the chromaticity of the underlying surface; to develop and improve
methods of visual identification of objects and their state by the
crews; and to investigate optical properties of the atmosphere in
different conditions,"

Among the areas studied were geological formations (lineaments,
circular, dome-shaped and crater-like structures), ocean basins (cur-
rents, ocean fronts, zones of upwelling, eddy formation, regions of
biologica! productivity), meteorological phenomena, pollution (at-
mosphere, land, and water), and natural phenomena (cyclones, dust
and sand storms, fires, floods, volcanoes)."
Spektr-15 spectrograph

The Bulgarian-made Spektr-15 instrument weighed 10.5 kg and
was designed for spectroscopic surveys of the Earth's surface and
kmosphere, and recorded light in 15 spectral bands to distinguish,
for example, between crops that were ripe and those that were not,
or to define the boundaries of ocean currents and plankton accu-
mulations.

The Spestr-15 was used extensively during the Interkoemonaut
missions, with experiment names varying with each country: Bul-
garianBalkan, HungaryPannoniya, VietnamKyulong, and
CubaAntiyas. The Bulgarian observations were made by the
Soyuz 32/34 crew.

Land and ocean obser )ati4, ns
The Soyuz 26/27 e.rmv reportedly photographed the Central

Asian Republics, Kazakhstan, the Altay region, the Volga region,
and the Central Chernozen zone in January 1978, and Siberia and
the construction site of the Baykal-Amur railway in February.
Only 10 percent of the observation time was spent on photography
for purely scientific purposes, while the remainder of the time was
devoted to photographing specific features at the request of special-
ists."

The next mention of the use of the MKF-6M was with--the Soyuz
29 crew 'during the visits of Soyuz 30 and 31 when they took photo-
graphs of the Interkosmonauts' home countries, Poland and East
Germany. The sessions were called "Ziemia" and "Syomka" respec-
tively. In the case of the Ziemia observations, at least, simultane-
ous photographs were taken by aircraft.

By the end of the Soyuz 29/31 mission, "hundreds" of photo-
graphs had been taken and "hundreds of pages" of draws.: and
descriptions of atmospheric and surface phenomena had been
made." Among the areas specified as having been photographed
were: The Crimea, the Caucasus, the southern Urals, the low-land
on the coasts of the Caspian Sea, Kazakhstan, the Central Asian
republics, Siberia, the Trans-Baykal region, the Far East, the Euro-
pean part of the Soviet Union, Belorussia, the Ukraine, and the
Piniirs (in particular snow caps and glaciers). These observations
led to the discovery of underground water in the Mangyshlak Pe-

" Koval. Alakaandr. "Salyut-6" and Cooperative Earth Resources Studio*. Ektutorair,,haaltuye
Sotrudnicheertvo Strain-Chlenov Sev. Mar. -Apr. 1982, pp. $0-32."

" Tau, 1304 GMT, 19 Jan 78.
" Tao, 1110 GMT, 30 Oct 78.
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ninsula area on the' eastern coast of the Caspian Sea, which had
been thought to be devoid of water even after geological prospect-
inies

pecial mention was made of taking pictures of the Rostov
region, one of four "pivots" identified by specialists for studying
the utility of space-based remote sensing. The others were: Prepar-
ing a geobotanical chart of the Balkhash Lake, mapping pastures
in Turkmenia, and studying irrigated fields in Uzbekistan. The
Rostov region has the "Salskiy" experimental lot where a wide va-
riety of cereals, vegetables, and grasses are grown, and experi-
ments focussed on whether the different crops could be distin-
guished from space.

The Soyuz 32/34 crew spent the first part of their mission
making visual observations rather than using the cameras. Begin-
ning in April, however, reports appeared that the MKF-6M and
KATE-140 cameras were being used to study the Baykal area, the
Caspian Sea, Kazakhstan, the Caucasus, and the Volga Delta. In
early June, they studied the forests of the Far East at the request
of specialists, and later that month focussed on the agricultural
areas of the Ukraine, Urals and Kazakhstan. At the very end of
June and beginning of July they photographed the southern part of
the Soviet Union, the Altay region, Siberia, the Far East, the
Ukraine, the Volga Delta, the southern Urals, and Kazakhstan. At
that time, they observed a wide belt of plankton for 1,000 km near
the Kurile Islands in the Pacific."

At the beginning of the Soyuz 35 mission, the Soviets announced
that Earth resources would be prominently featured during the
flight and that the crew was specifically charged with studying the
ocean and its biological productivity.

By request, the crew studied the areas around the Caspian Sea,
central Kazakhstan, southern Siberia, and the eastern part of the
Baykul-Amur railway. Geologists were especially interested in
linear and ring structures, and the crew studied these types of for-
mation from aircraft as part of their pre-launch training. One of
the Salyut 4 crews (Romaneko and Grechko) had discovered 25
faults and ring structures that might contain mineral deposits.9°

During the visit of the Hungarian cosmonaut, a great deal of
Earth resources work was accomplished. In one experiment called
"UTROF," MKF-6M photographs were made of Lake Balaton to
assess its ecological state. Simultaneous observations were made
from an AN-30 aircraft at 6-7 km altitude, an AN-2 aircraft at
1.7 -2.7 km altitude which took multispectral data in four bands,
and a helicopter at 1 km altitude which took infrared photographs.
Meteorological data and soil and water samples were also recorded
during the experiment.

Other experiments with the Hungarian included studies to deter-
mine the Kishkere Reservoir's effect on soil salination, observa-
tions of the Carpatian Basin and the Tisza River Basin, and the
Biosphere series in which 100 photographs and observations were
made of ocean and weather formations.

" Two, 1937 GMT, 16 Aug 7S.
" Tam, 1216 GMT, 6 July 79
° Tam 1655 GMT, S May SO
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When the Vietnamese cosmonaut visited later in the yew., an-
other intensive session of Earth resources work was held for igri-
cultural, hydrological, geological and forestry investigations.
Among the tasks were evaluating existing sail resources, finding
the maximum boundaries of heavy floods, defining the inner
boundaries of the penetration of tidal sea waters, and studying
changes in the shape of sea coasts due to erosion and sedimenta-
tion.

After the Vietnamese/Soviet crew returned to Earth, the Soyuz
35/37 crew continued observations of the Krasnoyarsk region, the
Trans-Baykal area, and the Far East, as well as Central Asia, and
the Caspian and Aral seas. At the end of August, the crew conduct-
ed daily studies of the Soviet Union and the world's oceans, includ-
ing the southern Ukraine, Central Asian republics, the Black and
Caspian Seas, the Caspian lowlands, Kazakhstan, and Lake Baykal.
These observations were made with handheld cameras, Spektr-15,
and the MS-2 spectograph. (This is the only time during these
Salyut i; missions than an RSS-2 spectrograph was mentioned.)

In mid-September, the crew was reportedly studying the dynam-
ics of currents in the Indian Ocean and looking for dynamic forma-
tions in the Sargasso Sea, the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.
When the Cuban cosmonaut arrived later that month, the Tropic 3
set of observations was conducted for observing specific areas of
Cuba.

By the end of the Soyuz 35/37 mission, more than 3,500 MKF-
GM photos had been taken, and 1,000 images with the KATE-140.
A total of 100 million square kilometers had been photographed.

Among the findings from the observations was the discovery by
Popov and Ryumin of three lineaments of meridional orientation in
Hungary. Oil and gas deposits were found to be connected with the
central lineament. Space observations also showed that Cuba was
covered with a dense network of geological faults intersecting each
other, especially in the western and eastern edge zones.5'

The above descriptions of the areas investigated by the Salyut
crews are based on Soviet press accounts and translations of arti-
cles in scientific journals. It is reasonable to assume that they also
spent a great deal of time looking at other countries that passed
beneath them, not just the oceans. The Soviets do not mention this,
however, stating only that the observations were in the interests of
the national economy. Such a statement certainly does not pre-
clude observations of for example, the wheat growing regions of
the world to assess what the yield, and therefore potential price, of
wheat would be in a given year.

Some of the observations may also have served the military
sector. This possibility is discussed below.

ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES

The RST -lm submillimeter telescope
One of the instruments used for atmosphoeic observations was

the BST-1m telescope for recording data in the infrared (thermal),
ultraviolet and submillimeter ranges. It was the largest instrument

" Arkhipov and Ronzhin, op. cit.
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on the space station (654) kg in mass) and had cryogenically cooled
receivers which had to be calibrated each time it is used. Because
of the large expenditure of time and power (1.3-1.5 kilowatts) re-
quired for its operation, it apparently was not used as often as
other systems such as the MKF -6M.

The telescope had a. 1.5 meter diameter mirror and an optical
sight with 12X magnification. The receivers were cooled, by liquid
helium (at -269 degrees C) which was prepared on board the space
station.

One of the primary goals of the BST-lri was studying Earth's
ozone layer, although other atmospheric studies were,done as well,
together with observations of planets (Jupiter, Mars and Venus),
stars (Sirius and Beta Centaurus especially), galaxies, and the
interstellar medium. It also observed the Moon during a lunar
eclipse. At certain times, simultaneous measurements were made
with balloonborne instruments to obtain comparison data.

One of the results of the BST-lm observations was the discovery
of anomolously strong emissions in the submillimeter band in areas
of thunderstorm formation."
The Yelena gamma my instrument

A second experiment on Salyut 6 (delivered by Progress 5) for at-
mospheric studies was the Yelena gamma ray device. Although
there are several references to the various crews working with
Yelena, there is little information on exactly what was involved. In
general, they measured gamma ray emissions inside the 'space sta-
tion and from Earth.

The instrument itself weighed 20 kg and its dimensions were
300 x 300 x 500 mm. The area of the input window was 50 sq. cm.,
the angle of view (aperture) was 30 degrees, it operated in the 30-
500 MeV range, and required 10 watts of power. It could operate
continuously for 20 hours."

Yelena was composed of a gas Cherenkov counter, 8 scintillation
counters, 16 photomultipliers, and electronic equipment consisting
of 60 integrated circuits, high and low voltage power supply sys-
tems, 2 photographic information recorders, and control and signal-
ling panels.

The Soyuz :35 crew encountered a problem with Yelena when a
pin broke and they could not use the instrument until a new pin
was delivered by the Soyuz 38 crew.

Balloon observations were made to obtain comparison data, and
one of the balloons was lost when it landed. When it was finally
recovered, some parts were missing (the parachutes and other
pieces), although the data recorder was intact."

At the end of the Soyuz 35/37 mission, 100 hours had been spent
with the Yelena and BST-lm instruments. Data from Yelena
showed an increased stream of high energy electrons in the South
Atlantic anomaly. Overall, it was found that background fluxes are

" kicAel.n.ilLuie, V. Avtatatya t liosnattuavtike. NP...unber 1982, pp. 22-23.
" Clai'per, A The Gamma Telescope :-. the ',pace Laboratory. Avistaiya i ;oernonavtilts, No-

vember 19AO. pp 44-45, Interestingly, an ear'ler article by the lame author ,tits the dimensions
as 280 ..34t0., 4'77 mm, with a weight of 22 6 kg. Zemlya i Vselennays, Nu 1, 1980. pp. 3043.

" Aviation Week and Space Technoloo, ,;ept. 1, 1982, p. 48.
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highly dependent on latitude, being least at the equator and in-
creasing by a factor of 10 at the higher latitudes.
The Duga ekrtrophotometer

Another instrument used otXsSalyut 6 for atmospheric studies
with the Bulgarian-made Duga electrophotometer. Duga had two
modules: The opticotnechanical module 'including the optical tele-
scope, dispersing system, and image converter, and a data, record-
ing module which included a digital tape recorder. The image con-
verter had to be replaced because it was producing inverse images;
the replacement part was brought to Salytit by Progress 10.

Duga measured the intensity of optical emissions in the upper at-
mosphere at 6300, 5577, 4278, and 6563 angstroms. A Cassegrain
system was used to permit sighting by the cosmonaut, with the
viewer located parallel to the optical axis of the telescope. The
entire instrument was attached to one the station's windows with a
flange.°3

An "equatorial glow" was discovered using Duga. The optical in-
tensity of the equatorial region was 10 times higher than outside
that area, with the brightest emission in the red oxygen line with a
wavelength of 6300 angstroms. The green line at 5577 angstroms
was at io bright, but 4 to 6 times less intense as the red line: No
emissions at 4278 or 6563 angstroms were recorded, and since the
former is associated with electron emissions and the latter with
proton emissions, "the outpouring electron and proton fluxes are
very small and cannot explain the equatorial glow."°"
Other

Among the other atmospheric experiments conducted were "Re-
fraction' and "Zarya," as well as observations of the solar corona,
and the aurora borealis.

"Refraction" was described As consisting of two "Polarization"
experiments conducted with the Bulgarian Spektr-15 and Duga in-
struments which involved studies of optical phenomena in the at-
mosphere and pollution near industrial areas. "Polarization 1"
made spectrographic studies of sunlight refraction in the atmos-
phere,- while "Polarization 2" made terrestrial horizon studies

"using light filters and the VPA-1 analyzer.'"
"Zarya" involved spectrographic measurements of sunrise and

sunset at various altitudes to study air density and temperatures in
the stratosphere and troposphere."
ItAn April 1983 article by several Soviet authors (including Popov

and Ryumin) discussed another refraction experiment in more
detail, although it does not appear to be the same as any of those
mentioned above. It was conducted on August 27, 1980. Using
composite forming lens, the Sun's image was projected onto a
screen attached to the station, and moving pictures were taken of
the image on the screen as it set below the horizon. Salyut was ori-
ented such that the Sun's image was in the center of the screen on

" Halebantiv, V M Lind A. V lakharov. Space Physics Studied in Intercea,mta
Zensiys i Vselennays. Msreh.April 1%42, pp. 15-20.

" Ibid. Wavelengths are on quoted in nanomsters inm). 1 nn; 1n angstroms.
'7 Kidger, Neville, Spaialight, February 1881, p. 43."
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the lens' optical axis, and the stations' residual angular velocity
was minimal. The Salyut engines remained off during this experi-
ment. The value of the refraction angle could be determined by
comparing the movement of any part of the image relative to a
point on the screen. Moving pictures were taken directly of the Sun
setting, in addition to the view on the screen. For the direct pic-

tures of the Sun, 750 frames were processed; for the images from
the ,crt 700 were processed. Both were taken at approximately
24 irame. /second. Analysis of these pictures showed strong refrac-
tive deforn4ations of the Sun's limb in the form of steps, with re-
fractive discontinuities of the image seen twice. The analysts con-
cluded that both methods were reliable techniques of obtaining at-
mospheric refraction data."

Experiments called Terminator and Atmosphere were mentioned
while the Vietnamese cosmonaut was on board, but no details were
provided.

The coshionauts continued observations of noctilucent clouds in
the polar regions to study pollution. These clouds are formed at
about SO kin altitude from silicon or iron particles into the
upper atmosphere from volcanic eruptions. Scientists are curious to
know how they form, since clouds require water and there is none
at those altitudes. photographs and drawings by space crews have
shown a clear division of the clouds into three layers differing in
temperature from 130 degrees to 150 degrees.

The crews also made observations of the solar corona, and the
aurora borealis, as had been done on previous space station mis-
sions. Although reports on auroras were made by most crews, a
special period of observation was held during the visit of the East
German cosmonaut. Jahn made visual observations and drawings,
and tape recorded his verbal descriptions. He observed diffuse
shapes and arcs which were "sometimes uniform, sometimes radi-
ant." The auroras were gray-green in color, and the brightness did
not exceed 2 eta brightness of 1 corresponds to that of the Milky
Wavy 100

ASTROPHYS1(75: MCC- 10 RADIO TELESCOPE

Although the BST- lm submillirneter telescope was occasionally
used for observations of planets, gaLxies, and other celestrial ob-
jects. the only intensive astrophysical activities conducted on
Sal)ut b involved the KRT-10 radio t^', .cope.

As described under Soyuz 32, the was delivered to the
space station via Progress 7 and deployed out. the aft docking unit
t..see fig. 40). Observations with the KRT-10 we -onducted from
July 18 until August 9, 1979, Roth crew membett were required to
operate th:. instrument, and .al days were required just to cali-
brate it.

u"Ourvcch. A. S . et, 21 Moast4remkint Atutimptwric kivisiicAton on Liaard "Salyut Ortntal
Stat.on and fiveovery of Temperature Profilet lzvestiya Aktidemii Nauk SetSR Fizika Atrncep-

ler), i Okeon3 Vol P.+. No 4, Apt 195'; pp 4'27)-427
1" '13.31e,bar,(n. and Lakharov up c-d
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F'ic,tiss 4)) Salyut 6 with KRA' 10 radio telescope fully deployed. There is some in-
dication that the antenna did not fully deploy, and hooked on an exterior projec-
tion of the space station during deployment rather than as it was being jettisoned,
as claimed by the Soviets, (Drawing by R F. Gibbons. Reprinted with permissiuil
from Handbook of Smut Manned Space Flight, Nicholas L. Johnson, American
Astronautical Society.)

The telescope was brought up into space in separate pieces: The
antenna itself, the focal container with the irradiators (four horns
in the 12 cm band and a spiral irradiator in the 72 cm band) with
three extendable supports, and the device for attaching the anten-
na to Salyut. The entire assembly weighed 200 kg, half of which
was for the antenna. When directed toward Earth, it had a 7 km
resolution in the 12 cm band. 2Q

Lyakhov and Ryumin assembled the device, attaching it to the
edge of the docking unit with three special claws. They also mount-
ed the control panel and timing device, and laid electrical commu-
nications lines.

Once everything was assembled, the crew closed the hatch, and
automatic devices pulled the instrument up to the hilt inside the
intermediate chamber of the space station, while the antenna re-
trained inside the Progress. Then the Progress undocked (using
spring pusl-ers instead of its engines to avoid any damage to the
telescope), and the antenna was exposed to open spate. The anten-
na was folded like an umbrella and after Progress was a safe dis-
tance away, the restraints holding it in the folded position were re-
leased and it unfurled while, the space and ground trews watched

"I Arsent'yev, V M. et al. KRT-10 Radio Telescope. Doklady Aksulemli Nauk &SSE, May1922, pp. 5M-591.
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via the Progress 7 television cameras. Only a very few still photo-
graphs, of poor quality, have been released in the West.

Some of the experiments with the KRT-10 were done in conjuc-
tion with a 70 meter radio telescope located in the Crimea. The dis-
tance between the two telescopes varied between 400 and 10,000
km depending on the position of the space station. Two primary as-
tronomical studies were conducted. In one, the space station was
maintained in a stable orientation mode for observing Pulsar 0329.
In the other, the station was rotated circularly around a transverse
axis in order to map the Milky Way)" Observations of the Sun
and the star Cassiopeia A were also made.

Extensive Earth-looking studies were conducted for geological
and other purposes. The oceans were special areas of interest.
Mount Etna erupted during this time and it was detected by the
KRT

When experiments with the telescope were completed on August
9, the crew attempted to detach it from the docking port in order to
make way for future spacecraft. Vibrations developed, however,
and the antenna caught on part of the space station that jutted
out. The crew had to free it during an EVA.

There has been speculation in the West that the antenna actual-
ly caught on part of the space station while it was unfurling, not
when the crew tried to release it, and that it never fully Jeployed.
This hypothesis has been partially fueled by the lack of high qual-
ity photographs showing the KRT-10's deployment, Dr. Bernard
Burke of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has seen a plot
of the data returned from the high frequency feed and found that
it was much poorer than he would have expected. While agreeing
that one explanation could be that the antenna did not deploy
properly, he adds that it could have simply been a case of poor
design of the feed itself.'"

As mentioned, this radio telescope was 10 meters in diameter,
arid Soviet scientists immediately expressed the desire for larger
telescopes, first 10 to 100 meters in diameter and eventually 100 to
300 meters. They feel these instruments would be useful both for
studies of the universe and Earth, in the latter case providing data
on humidity, snow cover, meteorological parameters, and
oceans.'" Niko lay P. MaI'nikov, director of the Central Scientific
Research and Design Institute for Steel Construction t! 6oviet
Ministry of Construction revealed that work connecte,:i with the
construction of large space radiotelescopes had beer. Going on at his
institute since the mid-1960's, and that design work was now pro-
ceeding for folding antennas with diameters of 30 to 100 meters. He
predicted that some day there would be such antennas on the
Moon and other planets.1"5

/....44kir a. I Intstitutc. Dircool tit uti,t , KU'S* in and Othiq Antniuk: Strolternayt
(;onto. 12 Apr p

Priate communication, (kt I9$
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MATERIALS Plt(KESSING AND OTHER TECHNICAL EXPERIMENTS

Technical experiments related to processing certain alloys and
semiconductors on Salyut 6 are discussed in detail on Part 3 of this
study. The following will briefly highlight activities of the various
crews. Other technical experiments that do not quite fit the defini-
tion of materials processing (such as holography) are also discussed
here.

Splay and Kristall furnaces.
There were two materials processing furnaces on Salyut 6: Splay

(Alloy); and Kristall (Crystal). Some materials were processed in
both devices.

During the materials processing experiments, the space station
usually was placed in a gravity gradient mode so that the engines
would not have to be used, since any vibration might affect the
process. Many were done while the crew was asleep to further
reduce interfering motions. Results (see subsection d) indicated that
there were problems with vibrations on board the station during
the course of the experiments, however. Since many of these took
place over as many as 3 days, this is not surprising,

Materials processing work occupied a considera portion of the
crew's time on all the flights to Salyut, including the visits from
Interkosmonauts. In most cases, a special materials processing ex-
periment was devised jointly by Soviet scientists and those from
the Interkosmonaut's country. A. 1982 article by S.D. Grishin sum-
marized the results of some of the Interkosrnonaut materials ex-
periments, and these are reported on p. 606.

A great many materials were the subject of experiments during
the 3 years of Salyut described in this report, but the largest
number by far were done on three combinations: cadmium-mercu-
ry-telluride, indium antimonide, and gallium arsenide.

The following is an alphabetical list of all materials identified by
the Soviets as being used in materials processing experiments. K
indicates the experiment was performed in Kristall; S designates
Splay. A question mark indicates that it is unclear where it was
performed. Some materials were used in both. If the experiment
was developed jointly with another country, the name of the coun-
try and the name of the experiment is indicated. An asterisk indi-
cates that multiple experiments were conducted.

kun)iivn.ant;liony
171.0)riVerlUrT1

AwMrflull tuIg,,len

i311,muth antimony
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CirYrum ersenade

Ulm arsenic-ciwomourn
Galen bismuth .

GaMun, phospnide wit varying trace elements

(Cuba,

K (Hungary. "Entios")

7

(Viet.

Ilaaong").

GaArum raNybdentim
Army* and anima* of gallium and salvo Ivsmuth 7

Gramanon .

K/S (Mostly Soviet, but also E. Germany,

-Berenna")

Gannaniurn antimony.. Wok' r K

Indium antirtionide K/S (Mostly Sant, but also Hungary)

Mdaom ant manic ailoyed with me and Woman

Indium arseneile*

lead.seienium tedunum K (Po d, "Suena)

Lead teilude K/S (E Germany, "Berolina")

Load-tin K (France)

Sever 410 chionet and of er lead cnktocle S (C.zechosiovaKia, "Morava)

Sugar
K (Cuba, "Zone. Saddle)

Vanadium lode S (France)

The Splay furnace was delivered by Progress 1 and was mounted
in an airlock so the heat it generated would dissipate into space. It
weighed kg, and had three heating areas: A hot area which
could maintain temperatures up to 1,100' C; a cold area with a
maximum temperature of 600 to 700° C; and a gradient area capa-
ble of a linear temperature change from the maximum to the mini-
mum. Molybdenum reflectors inside the furnace were used to focus
the heat on the samples. The unit required 300 watts of power to
operate.

Capsules 170 mm long and 20.6 mm in diameter containing the
material to be processed were placed in each area, with each cap-
sule containing three crystal ampules which would fuse together at
high temperatures. Monocrystals would form in the gradient area,
while three dimensional crystallization would take pace in the hot
and cold areas; the ingots thus produced were returned to Earth
for study. A computer maintained the correct temperature to
within 5 K of the desired degrees C reading.

In one instance, the Soyuz 35/37 crew experimented with direc-
tional solidification with the Splay furnace, using Salyut itself vs a
centrifuge. On August 8, 1980, an ampule containing an unspecified
substance was placed in Splay. The furnace was turned on and
Salyut was then rotated around one of its axes (it was described as
a "twisting motion" by the Soviet press) for several hours using the
orientation engines. Acceleration was zero at the center of the sta-
tion, increasing out towards the station's extremities. All other ma-
terials experiments had been conducted so as to minimize interfer-
ing motions, but in this case, scientists wanted to know how a cer-
tain amount of artificial gravity would affect crystal formation.10

The Kristall furnace was designed primarily for experiments
with lass, and was delivered initially by Progress 2. This unit
ce functioning, however, and a repladement wag brought up by

" Moscow Domestic Service, 0000 GMT, 9 Aug. SO.
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Progress 5.'"7 Unlike Splay which was placed in an airlock to fa-
cilitate radiating the heat it produced into space, Kristall was de-
signed so that its exterior temperature would not rise more than 50
K above ambient temperatures, so it could simply sit inside the
space station.

The temperature was varied differently in Kristall than in Splay.
In Kristall, the materials would be brought to a steady state ther-
mal zone where the temperature was between 400 and 1,200° C
(but there was no gradient zone as in Splay). The capsules for Kris-
tall were a little longer but much narrower than those for Splay
(175 mm long and 9 mm in diameter) and passed through the hot
zone at a speed of 0.188 and 0.376 ram/minute.'"

The Cubans developed the Kristallograph for permitting observa-
tions and photographs of what transpires inside Kristall. The Viet-
namese experimented with the "Imitator" device for determining
the temperature profile in Kristall. The Bulgarians prepared the
"Pirin" experiment that was later conducted by the Soyuz 32/34
crew for studying the growth of crystal faces, wetting under
weightless conditions, and other processes. Using Kristall, the sta-
bility and structure of zinc crystals grown by a diffusion process
were studied.

In Splay, a Bulgarian experiment was conducted to study foam
metals. A quartz ampule with silumin, titanium hydride, and sili-
con nitride briquettes located in it was held at a temperature of
800° C for 10 minutes. A porous aluminum ingot was formed.

Ten French experiments were conducted with ampules delivered
by Progress 5. The experiments focussed on studying the processes
of diffusion during melting and subsequent cooling of metal alloys.
Lead-tin and aluminum-copper were used. Other French experi-
ments included some to study magnetic materials and metallic
compounds. Tass reported that a magnetic material, "gadolinium-
cobalt," was obtained on August 5, 1980, a material used in elec-
tronic computing.1"

The Soyuz 29/31 crew performed the first experiments with
glasses in Kristall. The report said only that optical glasses were
melted and a monocrystal had been formed; the constituents were
not identified,"° The experiment was apparently a great success,
for during the Soyuz 32/34 mission, the Soviets reported that on
the basis of the work done on previous missions, scientists were
rriost excited by the work done with optics, apparently for applica-
tions fo fiber optic system. For these new applications, very pure
glass is needed and in space it can be produced without coming
into contact with any walls. They stressed that more experiments
were required, though.

The first materials experiment on Salyut to use an organic sub-
stance, sugar, was performed when the Cuban cosmonaut visited,
since sugar is the basis of the Cuban economy. The "Zone" and

"" In his October 1981 SpueefIrtight summary Neville Kidger reported that there were three
Kristen formices OM' used

S.:
by the Soyui- 29/31 crew, a second one returned to Earth by the

.14 crew. and Lim one used by Soyuz 31-5/37. The Soviet account* of Progress auiht*
and other missions to Salyut f scoured by this author reported only two Kristen,

"" (rishin, S I) Production in Outer Space in Interkosmos Program. Zemlya i VselennaYa.
Mar Apr 82, pp 28-32.

40° Tess, 1112 GMT.:, Aug SO.

"° Tees. 1213 GMT. 7 July 78.
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"Sukhar" experiments were not described in detail, but the results
were expected to be of great interest to Cuban scientists since they
might have a bearing on the production of sugar on Earth.

The interest in cadmium-mercury-telluride was evidenced not
only by the many experiments conducted on that material, but also
by statements in the Soviet press. The Soyuz 26/2'7 crew was re-
ported to have obtained a "triple-hard solution" of the substance
for use in the manufacture of infrared receivers in medicine and
geological prospecting.'" In fact, an infrared scanning device
using space-processed samples of the substance was used on ft late
Salyut 6 experiment to record the crews' body temperatures."2 It
should be noted that infrared detectors also have military applica-
tions.

Cadmium-mercury-telluride experiments were performed on each
of the long-duration flights, and included a special experiment with
the Polish cosmonaut, called "Sirena." The Warsaw Institute of
Physics had been working on cadmium-mercury-telluride for more
than 10 years, hence their interest.t " ,a

/spaniel ouporizeri
Another set of materials experiments conducted on Salyut 6 in-

volved the 21 kg Isparitel device and were begun by the Soyuz 32/
34 crew. The results are expected to have application to the con-
struction of future space stations. Isparitel occupied the same air-
lock as Splay and used the same control panel, so only one of the
units could be operated at a time.

The device was designed to permit study of processes of evapora-
tion and condensation of different materials in space, and was de-

signed by the Yevgeniy Paton Electrical-Welding Institute of the
Ukraine Academy of Sciences. In the experiments, coatings were
sprayed onto metal, glass or plastic plates by vaporizing the coating
material (silver, gold, or alloys containing aluminum, copper and
silver) with two powerful electron guns. The vapor would condense
on the plate over a period of 1 second to 10 minutes depending on
the desired thickenss of the coating. The results of the experiments
were expected to be important for future space station construction
in terms of placing coatings on construction materials for thermal
regulation, or protecting the spacecraft from the "destructive ef-
fects of the enyironment.""4 The first coating experiment had
been successfully accomplished by the Salyut 4 crew when they put
a new optical coating on the solar telescope.

The Soyuz 32/34 crew encountered difficulties with the device
initially, and 111,0 to make some precise adjustments to it. These ad-
justments were successful, and the crew produced 24 samples. By

August 1980, ;S6 Isparitel samples had already reached ground-
based scientistA,akd 'Oat number would not have included the
final batch done by the Soyuz 35/37 crew. The success of these ex-
periments led Ukrainian scientists to conclude that "Soviet special-
ists can if necessary apply thermal protective, optical, and other

' ; ' 'Tara, 1724 GMT. 213 June 7S
1'z Kidger, Neville, Spaceflight, October WS1, p. 207
" Hempel, Wilhelm The S,pluv 01 Furnace. Stalcetlight, Feb. 1979, p 57.

Tana. 113:i41 GMT, 1 Aug 9
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coatings on various equipment in space as well as to obtain materi-
als and articles by evaporation and condensation methods." "5
Lotus

The Lotus experiment, which apparently was delivered by
Progress 9, was described as attempting to improve the method of
obtaining structures from polyurethane foam. No other details
were released,li's

Biological processing (interferon)
Three experiments on the production of interferon were conduct-

ed during the Soyuz 35/37 mission. The first experiment involved
placing human white corpuscles and various interferon producing
substances in test tubes with a two-way valve separating them. The
white corpuscles were warmed to the, entge human temperature,
and the valve was then opened an psraistons pumped them into the
interferon tube, thus influencing Interferon production. The sam-
ples were then frozen and returned to Earth.

The second part of the experiment involved interferon pharma-
ceuticals which had been delivered to the space station in lyophi-
lized gel and liquid states to assess the influence of space condi-
tions on the antiviral effect of interferon production in pharmaceu-
ticals. The third experiment simply involved taking blood samples
from the crew to determine whether their stay in space had affect-
ed natural interferon production in their bodies." 7

Holography
The Soviets experimented with hoography on Salyut 6, using a

device developed jointly by Cuban and Soviet experts. The device
was supposed to be operated by the Cuban cosmonaut, but it was
not ready in time, so instead was used by the Soyuz T-3 crew at
the end of 1980." g

The 5 kg holographic camera used a helium-neon laser optical
system and registering systems developed in Leningrad. Hologra-
phy is extremely sensitive to vibrations, so the device was designed
to be immune from such influences on Salyut. Vladimir Konstan-
tinov, a' research associate at Leningrad's Ioffe Physical-Technical
Institute, reported that it had been successfully used to photograph
a moving train during ground tests. "In fact, a portable holograph-
ic camera was obtained, "

On Soyuz T-3, the camera was trained on a salt crystal while it
dissolved in a container. Study of the hologram was expected to
'show how the density of the crystal was distributed throughout the
volume of liquid at zero gravity where there are no convection cur-
rents. Among the space applications of such a device are evaluation
of the condition of the station's portholes (which has been a consid-
erable problem for the crews), and measuring the velocity of gas
expelled by the station's engines.

' ' Taw, 1300 GMT, 21 Nov go
' '5 Tam, 103:4 OMT, 20 May SO; Tans, U July 80,
tt" Ki4ger. Neville. Spaceflight. v. Z3, Feb. ISA, p. 43.
"* More intensive experiments were conducted by later Salyut 6 crews.
t'r t'hernywhov, Mikhail Salyut 8: From Holography to Space Plant Growing. Novonti. Re-printed in Space World, March 1981, p. 24.
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Results of VPS experiments
By the end of 1980, 301) samples had been grown in 181 firings of

the Splay and Kristall furnaces)" As previously noted, at least
186 Isparitel specimens were produced.

As early as the Soyuz 29/31 experiments, the Soviets were com-
menting that the goal of materials processing was "not
only , . . creating future orbital factories to produce unique mate-
rials" but to perform technological experiments for the needs of
space exploration itself. "Indeed, future wide-scale exploration is
unthinkable without technological operations in orbit, such as
welding, soldering and cutting metals.'"21

There has been little discussion of the results of the Soviet mate-
rials processing experiments in the Soviet literature, and a 1982 ar-
ticle commented that "the research process is a lengthy
one . . at the present time only the preliminary results are
known."122

Among the preliminary results published were those involving
the Czechoslovakian "Morava" investigations. It was found that
compared to Earth samples, hardened melts of crystalline and glass
forming materials were more homogenous. In one case, an ampule
containing lead chloride and copper chloride was placed in Splay
and heated "for several hours" to 500 degrees C, where the temper-
ature was held for 2() hours, and then it was cooled at a rate of 10
degrees per hour. The lead crystals were larger and more perfect
than those obtained on Earth, with the component distribution
"quite homogenous," but they also had visible deformities (one had
a helical surface), which were "obviously" connected with oper-
ation of other equipn it on the space station during the lengthy
period of the experiment.' 23

Kidger reports that,..in the beginning, only 5 to 10 percent of the
cadmium mercury- telluride crystals were satisfactory, but that the
success rate had increased "many fold" by the end of the Soyuz 35/
37 flight. In addition, all of the successfully formed samples are
usable, and only about 50 mg is required for each infrared detec-
tor.' 24

The success that was achieved led the Soviets to exclaim that
"Semiconductor crystals obtained in space are in quality immeas-
urably better than anything which can be made" on Earth.' 25 At
the end of the Soyuz 35/37 mission, the Soviets commented that
they now had grounds or which to conclude that "weightlessness
and vacuum can and will serve scientific and technological
progress.''126

From all inoications, the Soviets definitely are planning to build
orbital factories in the future. In their discussions of modular space
stations, they frequently comment that one module might be devot-

' Taxa, 0532 GMT, 12 Nov SO.
.121 Taos. 1724 GMT, 23 June 75,
146 S D and V V . Savichev Production in Outer Space in Intercoemos Pro /gram.

Zemlya rrtntticyrt \1ar Apt "42, pp 25 3:'
1** !bid

2 Kaiger, Neville Spaceflight, Oct. 19$1, p. 267
'26 Moscow 1)umestic Service, 00)0 GMT. 9 Aug SO
' Tar, 1613 GMT, 29 Oct. SO
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ed to factory type experiments. Future Soviet space plans are dis-
cussed further in a later section.

NAVIGATION

Salyut 6's navigation systems are described on p. 570. Through-
out the 1977-80 time period, there were frequent references to the
crew conducting navigation studies. The Soyuz 26/27 crew, for ex-
ample, was reported to be performing tests related to "further mas-
tering the system of orientation and stabilization of the orbital
complex in various dynamic modes" and the Soyuz 32/34 crew
tested new sensors for "promising systems of space navigation" and
were "mastering methods of orienting the orbital complex by
means of optical instruments." While some of these may have been
related to assessing the best method of orienting the station for cer-
tain experiments or tests related to future navigation systems, the
frequency with which navigation experiments were performed and
the repeated references to the crew performing repairs on the navi-
gation systerr suggest that there may have been significant prob-
lems.

SYSTEMS TESTS

Various systems tests were conducted by all the crews from 1977
and 1980. One was called "Resonance" and involved checks of the
stability of the three spacecraft complex (Salyut with the main
Soyuz craft plus either another Soyuz or a Progress vehicle).

For these tests, one of the cosmonauts would jump on the run-
ning track at precisely timed intervals (using a metronome) while
instruments located in various parts of the complex would register
the damping of the vibrations so produced. Following tests of Soyuz
26/27, it was reported in the Western media that some crew activi-
ties, such as running exercises, were restricted during the time
that three spacecraft were docked together.'27

A second systems test was called "Deformatsiya" to study the de-
formation of the exterior of the space station when one side was
pointed toward the Sun for a long period of time. The information
from these tests reportedly was used in helping to align optical in-
struments.

The "Illuminator" experiment was concerned with studyiitg
changes in the optical properties of the station's portholes. Exami-
nations were conducted using the Bulgarian Spektr-15 spectro-
graph and the East German Pentacon 6M camera. The crew com-
plained that they could not see clearly out the portholes because of
dust.

The number of micrometeorite impacts on the station was meas-
ured using detectors attached to the outside of the station and re-
trieved during EVA's. The Soyuz 29/31 crew retrieved one of the
detectors and found over 200 impacts, many more than expected.
The Soyuz 26/27 crew found a 1.5 mm scratch on one of the port-
holes as well. Not all of the impacts may have been from microme-
teorites since there is. a considerable amount of space debris in
orbit from previous spacecraft launches.

aT Aviatuan Week. and Space Technology, Aug 7,197g, p. 21.
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Tests were conducted throughout the missions of noise levels in
the station, since the crews had complained about the noise created
by experiments and equipment.

MILITARY EXPERIMENTS

The Soviet Union does not admit to using space for military pur-
poses at all, much less to conducting military experiments on board
its space stations.

As noted earlier, during the early 1970's Western experts
thought that the Soviets had two space station programs, one pri-
marily for civil purposes (Salyut 1 and 4) and one for military ob-
servations (Salyut 3 and 5).

With the arrival of Salyut 6, such a distinction is virtually im-
possible to make. Using the same criteria as before, Salyut 6 would
be classified as a civilian space station since the crew are mixed
military/civilian personnel and civilian frequencies are used. The
orbit, of course, varies, but most of the time is in the range used by
Salyut 4. Whether the Soviets conduct military experiments on
board is conjectural.

It should be noted, however, that there is a fine line between
photographs of Earth that are used for agricultural, geological and
hydrological studies, and those that have military value. The most
important characteristiC is the spatial resolution of the images ob-
tained. Although any exact information is classified, it is thought
that the resolution of military reconnaissance satellites used for
looking at specific objects may be as good as 5 cm, while designed
for broad area observations would probably require less spatial res-
olution, perhaps on the order of meters.

The resolution of the MKF -6M camera is thought to be about 20
meters When used in Salyut, which is probably more suited to
Earth resources observations than military reconnaissance. The
other camera systems are thought to have lower resolution than
the MKF--6M.

Visual observations may have greater military utility, however.
Looking at ships at sea to determine how easily they can Iv
tracked is one potential military application. Another is observing
bioluminescence produced by plankton when it is disturbed, which
may give clues to submarine locations.

Materials processing experiments might also have military appli-
cations. As noted earlier, cadmium-mercury-telluride, which was
the subject of many materials processing experiments, can be used
for military infrared detectors, just as it can be used for civilian
medical instruments, television components, or many other prod-
ucts. Using Salyut as a target for laser ranging experiments is an-
other grey area which could have both civil and military applica-
tions.

So many experiments could have both military and civil applica-
tions that it is impossible to say that the Soviets do not conduct
any military experiments aboard Salyut, but with the silence on
the part of both the Soviet and U.S. Governments as to what these
experiments might be, no definitive conclusions can be drawn.
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MANNRD MISSIONS TO SALYUT 6: 1977-80

INTRODUCTION

The following sections detail the missions of Soyuz 25 through
Soyuz 38, and Soyuz T-2 and T-3, those manned missions to Salyut
6 that took place through the end of 1980. Only details of the mis-
sions not included :n the previous sections is included, for example
ail information on Progress resupply flights are discussed in detail
on p. ,)72. Experiments conducted by the crews are descriLed on p.
55. Two other unmanned ships locked with Salyut 6 in the 1977-
80 time frame: Soyuz 34, which is discussed here as a ferry craft to
return the Soyuz 32 crew; and Soyuz T-1 which is discussed under
the Soyuz development flights co p. 449.

With the long duration crews, ferry crafts were exchanged v. ith
those of visiting missions since the Soyuz has only been proven to
be capable of being safely reactivated after a 90-day period of dor-
mancy. Thus, the crew that went up in Soyuz 26 came down in
Soyuz 27, and the crew that went up in Soyuz 27 came down in
Soyuz 26. This makes mission designations difficult and confusing,
since once the original Soyuz 27 crew had returned to Earth in the
Soyuz 26 ship, the crew originally called Soyuz 26 was renamed
Soyuz 27 even though it was the same crew. The call sign remains
with the crew, not the ship.

In this report, missions where ships were exchanged are desig-
nated' by two numbers: In this case, Soyuz 26/27 and Soyuz 27/26.
The first number designates the original ship which brought the
crew to the space station, while the second is the ship which re-
turned them to Earth. Both ship duration times and crew duration
times are listed in the table at the end of the chapter. In cases
where the Soviets did not announce a landing time, it is calculated
here based on a table of flight durations published in a Russian
book "Kosmos" published in Leningrad in 1982.

In summary, during this period, 14 two-man crews and 1 three-
man crew were sent to Salyut 6. Two of these (Soyuz 25 and Soyuz
331 did not dock. Fire were long duration missions: Soyuz 26/27-96
days; Soyuz 29/31-140 days; Soyuz 32/34-175 days; Soyuz 35/37-
183 days. Valeriy Ryumin participated in both the Soyuz 32/34
mission and the 35/37 mission, thus accumulating almost a year of
time in space. The space station was occupied for approximately
half the time it was in orbit (see tables 10 and 11).

TABLE 10 OCCUPANCY OF SALYUT 6. 1977-80

D.Ates =aped Batter
410

Soyuz 26/77 E Dec 11, 1977 to Mac 16, 1978 .

Soyui 29, 31 June 16, 1978 to NOW 2, 1978 139
*I/ 32:34 Feb 26, 1979 to Aug, 19, 1979 174
Soyuz 35/37 ' Apr 10, 1980 to Oct 11, 1980. . 184
Sow 1 3 NOV 28. 1980 to Dec 10, 1980 12... ...

10,4i the A.44,pol
,,

6{15
Total time of VW 6 li oeolt Soot 29, 1972 to Dec 31, 1980.. ,. 1,1

(kci,loancv rate SDetcentl 51

96

,pore rvr 1.1MisarVitDart vita air one Ivy leas ttJ toUA rr,455.01 *awn. sgtg pne di} rvitip4 fa remicarous and tsxiung

YL 9k.r, 0 S4 ---12 176
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TABI E 11 MISSIONS TO SALYUT 6: 1977-80

Worn OW it ohm 'Kam

Sono 26 (ctiv) Dec 10, 1971 to Mat 16, 1978
Solna 21, Aft 10, 1918 to Jan 16, 1978

Sofig 28 Mat 2, 1971 to Ilat, 10. 1978

Scra 79 (crew) June 15, 1978 to Na 2, 1918

Soria 30 June 27. 1918 to Juty 5. 1978

Sow! 31 (crew) Aug 26, 1978 to Sept 3, 1978

Sottuz 32 Fab 25, 1979 to Aug 19, 1979

Sores 35 (UMW) Apt 9, 1960 to Oct. 11, 1980
;pita 36 c..tevi say 26, 1980 to Joe 3, 1980.

Soyoz 1 2 June 5. 1980 to Jute 9, 1980

Sow 37 crew July 23, 1980 to my 31, 1980..

Soyo2 38 Slot 18. 1980 to Sept 26, 1980

Sara 1 3 Now 21, 1930 to Dec 10, 1980

95

'5
7

139
7

7

174

184
7

'3
7

'7
12

to tam ma, 3 crew pada turd In SAO 31 ate spacecraft and *um tt 'a iftams1 cat ishscA had boa WI bee a vtutint crew
*was at Ns caked aloft tle sap an wimp tat at* rat fat te&

Irks att day to thr Sow to dal ors tat staxe stem to St* day* on Me Mato art am day Ins Itat tatai usual &tato
A maim craw

Salsas (lila tahat tram LASS annals

These missions to Salyut 6 represented a significant step forward
for the Soviets in terms of extending man's duration in space. It
was anticipated that the Soviets might try to institute a perma-
nently manned space station with Salyut 6, which would have been
possible if they had tried. Why they did not is unknown. They did
demonstrate the capability of bringing up a new crew, however.

Also, as noted earlier, the advent of "visiting" crews opened op-
portunities for the Soviets to fly non-Soviet cosmonauts, and seven
of the nine Interkosmos countries were represented during this
time period the other two were flown in 1981).

With the introduction of Salyut 6, the distinction drawn in the
West between military and civil Salyuts can no longer be made.
Using prior criteria, Salyut 6 would be classified as civil space
station, although there have been reports that the 'Soviets have
conducted military experiments. If an assessment is made of press
reports of activities, it can be determined that those civil experi-
ments which are reported must, account for the majority of the
time spent working by the crew. It is always possible that unre-
ported military experiments also take place, but probably consume
less time than those for civil purposes. The one area in which a
civil/military distinction is most difficult to make Earth photogra-
phyoccupies the largest percentage of reports, however. Thus, it
cannot be estimated with any certainty how much time is devy
to military experiments.
Launch and landing opportunities

The rationale underlying the selection of opportUtiities for
manned flights to Salyut 6 has been explained by British 'analysts

Xhillip S. Clark and Robert D. Christy. Clark deduced empirically,
4" as shown in figure 41, that landings are chosen so that they take

place during the 5 hours before sunset in 'the landing area. Thus,
for a given remission duration, there is a small range of launch times
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which can give landing under the optimum conditions."" This en-
abled him to make accurate predictions of the launch and recoverY
times associated with Salyut,6. The ascending node of the Salyut 6
orbit precessed with respect to the Earth-Sun line approximately
once in every 60 days, so there was a period of about 10 days at 2
month intervals during which a Soyuz landing could be made
under optimum conditions. If the revolution on which landing was
made was known, the landing time could be estimated with reason-
able accuracy.
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FiGt'si-: ;I Soviet Spacecraft Launch And Recovery Constraints. The orbital plane
of Salyut space stations precemes so that they repeat a given pattern of ground
tracks once every 56 days, This chart, developed by P.S. Clark, shows a series of
diagonal lines that represent the time of day, over a 9-month period, that the
Salyut 6 ground track passed over the Tyuratarn launch facility. Soyuz and
Progress launches fall on these lines. Soyuz landings are in the same region so
the fall on these lines as well. Progress reentries are over the Pacific, so they are
not governed by these constraints.

The launch times and data for manned missions can also be cal-
culated. For example, the visiting missions lasted for 8 days, so one
could beijn looking for a flight about 8 days before a recovery
"window opened. If the mission duration for the to duration
crews was estimated, and therefore the most likely landing oppor-
tunities to be used, a calculation could be made as to launch oppor-
tunities.

Beginning with Soyuz 32, the long duration crews on Salyut 6
were launched during a landing opportunity in case Salyut proved
unable to support the flight (so the crew could return to Earth

'4' ('lark, Phillip S Soyuz Mounon, to Salyut St' at.ion. Spaceflight. June 1979: 259-263.
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under favorahl. conditions) Thus, the last three long duration mis-
SIGNS lasted for approximately an integral number of Salyut orbital
plane precessions.

Christy't -mpirical approach ' z9 is based on two landing con-
straints wIn. ere revealed during preparations for the Apollo-
Soyuz Test lir .vt (a! the landing must take place at least 1 hour
before local < .aset, and (b) for the purpose of manually overriding
the automata-. descent program, Soyuz must cross the terminator at
least S minutes rx.fore retrofire.'" The constraints must be ful-
filled on the first pass over the landing site on the planned recov
ery day and the day after.

For a solo space mission like Soyuz 9, the choice of flight dates is
completely open, but for flights to an already orbiting space sta-
tion, recovery dates are dictated by whethe- n- not the Salyut orbit
obeys the ciaist raj n ts..

Tle secc-al constraint may only be broken in the case of an
meg:envy landing like that of Soyuz 33, but the first constraint
may be waived if it conflicts with other mission requirements. This
happened with some of the Interkosmonaut missions because one
requirement of those nights was that citizens of the participating
country be able to observe Salyut in the night sky while their cos-
monaut was aboard. In cases where the countries were in the more

herly latitudes ((tuba and Vietnam), this could not have been
acnieved had the constraint been observed.

Typical mission features
All launches to Salyut 6 (like that of the space station itself) are

made out of the facility at Tyuratam (see figure 43) into an orbit.
inclined at 51 6 degrees. Routinely, the Soyuz spacecraft will make
orbital adjustments on revolutions 4 and 17, with docking on revo-
lution 17- l Docking occurs at approximately 25 hours and 4()
minutes Ground Elapsed Time. On the crews with two cosmonauts,
the Pilo, enters' the space station first, followed by the commander.

At the end of the mission, the Soyuz lands approximately 3 hours
and 20 minutes after unlocking from the space station. Landing
occurs in the area near Dzhezkazgan and Tselinograd (see figs. 42
and 13). The cosmonauts are given a preliminary physical examina-
tion at tk,e landing site and then are flown to Tyuratam for vary-

lengths of time depending on the duration of their mission and
subsequent r,.adaptation to Earth's gravity. Sometime thereafter
the di,te is variable and may del,end more on the schedules of the
political personalities involved than anything else), the crewmem-
bers are awarded the Hero of the Soviet Union title and/or an
Crier of Lenin. In general, a cosmonaut on the first and second
flights will get Hero of the Soviet Union (and is thereafter referred
to as "twice Hero of the Soviet Union") along with an Order of
Lenin, arid if' he flies additional missions, will only be given the
Order of lienin Cosmonauts whose missions have not been success-
ful are Frequently given only the Order of Lenin, unless the fault
.._..... .

'"Cr.risty, 4t it Satetv Practic for 43ovuz Recoveries Spaceflight, v. 2:4, Nos. 1951 321-322.
J,0 Ar)1.10Soyt.47 Test Project Launch Window Plan ASTP Miskoon Document 40100'2. Oct

1973
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clearly lay with systems and not their actions. Also with less-than-
successful missions, the award ceremony may be delayed.
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Fic.L.11tE Reentry Profile, Soyuz retrofire occurs approximately at the
, equator over the Guli f Guinea to assure a landing in the steppes of the southern

rviet Union. Atinc:.ipi.,:ric reentry starts over Egypt and continues through maxi-
murn heating anti an rorlizAtion communications blackout near the Caspian Sea.
Landings occur in a region bounded by the villages of llzhezluage.n and Tselino-
grad, northeast of the launch site at Leninsk.
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mAnned mission to the new Salyut 6 was a failure. The
t' rt. \\ linable to duck fur reasons that remain unclear.

S iv ti I Futon was launched at 1)240 GMT on October
!I. HT; C:trrying the crew of Vladimir Kovalenok and Valeriy
Rvinnin. T. announced the orbital parameters as !US,- 2S(l kilo'
ifict.crs On ()ctober lll, Moscow Domestic' Service announced that
"At u1t)9 i :N.loscow Tirnej today the automatic docking of the Soyuz

;Ind t ho Salyut i; station was begun. Then. from a distance
of 120 nu tern, the docking was carried out. Du- to deviations from
the planned procedure for docking the linkup was called off."
Pravda reported that the "final approach was conducted-I 3 rather
than the docking was carried out," and later stated that the dock-
ing failed 'Walla' of "an unexpected malfunction in the docking

Tass Jitter stated that the docking had been "put off"
INtwAikt of "off-design" operation of th :! approach and docking
system.' a 3

This left unclear whether the crew had not been able to dock at
SJft. dta.:kt.,4 t LV.414 not 41tt. a,,hard, The

docking attempt had been at the transfer compartment end of ate

Pr...avdo, (ht i 1. :!477. p
1' Pr4v41.1. Oct 11, 1977, p.

sax Twas., 14u2 UMT.I.Nec. 20, 19'77
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space station When Soyuz 26 was launched, the Soviets announced
for the first time that Salyut 6 had two docking ports, and that
Soyuz 26 had docked at the other side because "the first docking
device . . had become somewhat suspect." This furthered specu-
lation that a soft dock had taken place but not a hard dock. When
the Soyuz 26 crew inspected the forward docking port on EVA,
hr .Fever, Grechko reported that the "butt end is brand new as
tilt ugh just taken off a machine tool. There are no scratches,
traces, or dents on it. All the docking equipment . . . is in full
order. The receiving cone is also clear, without a single
scratch." '"4

Gordcn fie per has reported that a second docking attempt
might have been made, based on NORAD data which indicated
that "for an unspecified time after revolution 23 the 2 craft were
tracked as I object,- and that "East European sources in Moscow
said that they understood that the cosmonauts made three ap-
proaches in an ,tteriipt to dock with Salyut 6." 1" One might have
expected the docking port to show some wear if any contact be-
tween the two ships occurred, so the question of exactly what went
wrong remains unanswered.'"

The docking failure surely was a disappointment to the Soviets,
not only because it was the first mission to their new generation
space station. but also because the flight had been timed to coin-
cide with the 60th anniversary celebration of the October revolu-
tion. and also celebrated the new Soviet Constitution which had
been adopted on October 7, 2 days before launch. According to the
Soviets. it guaranteed the broadest human rights recognized any-
where. The Soviets announced that the Soyuz 25 crew had request-
ed and received permission to carry a copy of the new constitution
with them on the flight,

The crew landed at 0326 GMT on October 11, 195 km northwest
of Tsehnograd. Mission duration was 48 hours 46 minutes.

SOYUZ 26/2 1: 90-DAY MISSION

Despite the failure of Soyuz 25, the Soviets soon had another
space mission to cheer about. The Soyuz 26 mission demonstrated
the full range of capabilities of the new space station. The crew set
a new duration record of 96 days, performed EVA to inspect the
suspect docking port, received the first Progress transport craft and
with it performed the first in-space, fuel transfer, and was visited
by two other crews (Soyuz 27 and 28) which included an exchange
of ships (Soyuz 26 and 27), and the first non-Soviet cosmonaut.

_Soy uz 26 Cramyr9 was launched on December 10, 1977 at 0119
i.3-NIT into an initial orbit 245x205 km. The crew was composed 'Of
Yuriy Romanenko and Georgiy Grechko, After several trajectory

-adjustments,. -the. ship.approached-Salyut and a ieved a-success-.
ful docking at the aft docking port at O3& GMT on December 11..

1 A$ 111)N13..1411". GOrtiOn. Spaceflight, March 1978, p 120.
A %Ince communicattorut monitored by the Kettering Group at 0550 GMT, Oct, 10,

1977, and hitherto undisclosed, revealed that one of the cvanyonaute reported. "At the third at.
tempt, our force was not sufficientthe contact light did-not come on, The other cosmonaut
.interjecteel, "no, noo, as, four," indicating that at least four attempt& warm made. (Information
obtained following peer review.]
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The docking led the Soviets to publicly announce that. the space
station had two docking ports.

On December 19,137 the crew performed an EVA to inspect the
forward docking port, as described under Soyuz 25. This was the
first Soviet EVA in almost 9 years, the last having been performed
on Soyuz 4,T, in January 1969. The hatch was opened at 2136 GMT
and Grechko, wearing a new semi-rigid space suit with a built in
autonomous life support system, moved out, attached by a tether.
Romaneko was suited up, but remained in the hatch to supervise
operations.'"s

In addition to inspecting the docking unit, Grechko also checked
the outside of the station, assessing the condition cf joints, sensors,
and other surfaces, and apparently attached flasks containing bio-
polymers for the Medusa experiment to the surface of the space
station "4 (see p. 5S5). Ile carried a mobile color TV camera with
him so specialists on the ground could see for themselves what he
was seeing. The cosmonauts spent SS minutes in the "difficult con-
ditions of outer space,- although the space walk itself apparently
only lasted 20 minutes. Gordon Hooper has observed that the exer-
cise to:/k place over the southern hemisphere, outside direct con-
tact range with flight control center. When it began, the station
was over the Cook Islands, with the Sun directly overhead, and
ended 12 minutes before the station entered the Earth's shadow
while they were over Santa Cruz in the Argentine.'"

During the' course of the mission, the cosmonauts lived on a
schedule' patterned after Moscow time. This was made possible by
the increased use of ships fbr communication so that it didn't
matter when certain activities (such as the EVA) occurred, and by
storing, information on recorders for later dumping when conven-
ient.

The Soviets reported that Grechko was an "even-tempered"
fellow, while Homanenko's personality vias described as "volatile."
Although distractions such as a ches t were available for the
crew, Tass reported that. the crew didn't use then very much, but
that Grechko "fusses with a camera and sketch book near the port
hole.; in the transfer compartment, the cosiest and darkest nook on
board the' station,- while Romaneko spent most of his free time re-
checking the operation of control systems.' 4 1

A New Year's tree and toys were provided to help the cosmo-
nauts celebrate the beginning of 1978, and although no champagne
was allowed on board, they toasted each other with orange juice.

By early January, press reports on crew activities did not indi-
cate a high level of work, Tass reported that the crew had a "high
capacity for work, enthusiasm" and had asked for additional as-

t 3' (Tex. 20.. Sioacow time
fs In his hook Red Star in Orbit New York. Random House. 1981, p. 167), James Oberg re-

ported that Ronninekti couldn't contain himself and went out into space himself, but that he had
ro,t 1:vM-rlost 0N tether is Ili' iinit Grechko had to grab him before he permanently floated off into
space °berg quotes Girt hku fUr thcri utforaustam, but doea riot identify its source

"" Soviet media accountis of the EVA did not report anything about the Medusa experiment,
bolt a jamillry 7, 197$ newscast revealed that flasks containing biopolvmers were attached to the
,;Asicic0if the station to study the effect of cosmic rays It seems highly unlikely that they would
have been installed prior to launch, so it can be inferred that the crow placed them there during
the EVA.

'*" Hooper, Gordon Spaceflight, June 1975, p. 231.
Ta.ss, 1730 (;MT. Dec 214, 1977
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signments It could be that with such a long-duration mission, plan-
ners had decided to deliberately keep the workload low during the
initial phase, or it could be that the cosmonauts were performing
activities which were not publicly reported.

From January 11 to 16, the Soyuz 27 crew visited. The Soyuz 26
crew nos into their Soyuz ferry craft and sealed the hatch
during the ducking operation.142 Whether this was a general safety
precaution or represented concern that there still might be a prob-
lem with the forward docking init is unknown. (As far as can be
determined, the procedure was hot used for subsequent dockings at
either end of the station). The Soyuz 27 crew transferred their
couches into the Soyuz 26 ship so they would return in the "old"
spacecraft and leave their new one for the long-duration crew. The
cc.uches are individually contoured. The Soyuz 26 ship with the
Soyuz 27 crew landed on January 16. Ship duration was approxi-
mately 37 days (89S hours, 6 minutes).

Returning in Soyuz 26 also freed the aft docking port for
Progress. 1. which docked with Salyut 6 on January 22. Operations
with Progress took place through February 6, and are described
above. Briefly, the crew accomplished the first fuel transfer on Feb-
ruary 2, and on February 5 the Progress engines were fired to raise
the altitude of the space station. The Soviets referred to this as a
"tug" type of operation. Progress brought new life support system
regenerators, which the crew later installed, and a furnace 'ailed
Splay which was later used for materials processing experiments.
Progress 1 undo ked on February 6, after 15 days of being docked
with the space station, and was used as a target for navigation
studies before it reentered.

The third visit was that of Soyuz 28 from March 2-10. During
this visit, at 0235 GMT on March 4, the Soyuz 26/27 crew broke
the old endurance record of 84 days set by the U.S. Skylab 4 crew
in 1974 The members of the Skylab crew relayed congratulatory
messages to the new recordholders.

The Soyuz 26/27 crew returned to Earth on March 16, 1978 at
1119 GMT, landing 265 km west of Tselinograd. The crew's dura-
tion was 96 days, 10 hours 2,314 hours) exactly; the duration for
the Soyuz 27 ship was approximately 65 days (1,558 hours 53 win-
utes),

Radio Moscow reported that during their first days back on
Earth the cosmonauts tried to "swim" out of bed, and found it diffi-
cult to walk or even lift a cup of tea. They found standing possible,
but were more comfortable lying down. By March 20, however, the
men were taking walks, and by March 30, were reported to be re-
gaining their preflight condition, and were doing remedial gymnas-
tics and other exercises. Each had lost 5 kilograms while in orbit.
In addition to breaking the duration record for a crew, Grechko
broke the record for time spent in space by a single individual
:3,023 hours 2(1 minutes (126 days) compared to 2,017 hours 16 min-
utes (84 days) for the members of the Skylab 4 crew.

'4' Avi.batJori Week. Jan 16. 19Th, p. 20. Also. Spacefi ht. Nov, 11.17S. p 371.
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srrYtIZ 27 FIRST -VISITING CHEW

The first crew to "visit" another in space was Soyuz 2i which
docked with Salyut 6 while the Soyuz 26 crew was already oa
board.

Soyuz 27 (Pamyr) was launched on January 10, 1978 at 121:6
GMT with the crew of Col. Vladimir Dzhanibekov and flight engi-
neer Oleg Makarov. The initial orbit was 223 x 202 km. Docking oc-
curred at 14c GMT on January 11, and the ship docked at the for-
ward end of the station. The two crews met and shook hands for
the television cameras in the working module. (As noted earlier,
the Soyuz 26 crew waited in the Soyuz 26 spacecraft while the
docking took place.) The visiting crew brought up letters, newspa-
pers. books, and research equipment.

In addition to spending time s-Titching couches from the two
Soyuz crafts, the.. 4 coamonauts also performed the Cytos and Res-
nance experiments (see p. 585). The latter had to do with the dy-
namics of the three-ship combination, and the Soviets reported that
the assembly began to writhe like a snake with the different sec-
tions moving in different directions, although they emphasized that
the movement was not visible to the eye.143 The Soviet media re-
ported that the Soyuz 27 crew adapted to weightlessness more
quickly that the ''old" crew, and attributed this partially to the
effect of having experienced men on board who could reassure
their colleagues that the sensations would pass. 144

The crew returned in the Soyuz 26 spacecraft after 5 days on
board the station it; days in space). They landed on January 16, 310
km west of Tselinograo, and although the Soviets did not announce
a landing time. it must have been 1119 GMT based on other data
they have publis,:ed. The crew reportedly got out of their space-
craft and Nvaiked over the snow covered field.

SOYUZ, Fats'r -INTERKOSMONAUT" FROM CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The First non Soviet, non-American cosmonaut was launched into
space as part of the Soyuz 2% (Zenit) crew on March 2, 1978, at 1528
(;MT. Vladimir liernek of Czechoslovakia and Aleksey Gubarev
docked with Salyut 6 and the Soyuz 26/27 crew at 1710 GMT en
March 3 at the aft end of the station.

The Soviets reported that in preparation for the mission, Remek
(who was single) lived with Gubarev and his family fir 1 year.
Remek, the son of a deputy defense minister in Czechoslovakia was
29 at the time, only slightly older than Gubarev's son; G,,barey
himself was almost 47.

The two crews conducted several joint experiments including the
Morava materials processing experiment using the Splay furnace
to develop new electrooptical materials; a chlorella experiment; a
test using an Oxymeter device for studying the oxygen regimen in
weightless tissues; and the Ext;netia experiment for studying the
brightness of sters when they set behind the Earth's horizon.

The crew landed on March 10, 310 km west of Tselinograd after
an 8 day (190 hours 17 minutes) mission. The Soviets did not an-

4 New Ttmes, April ;978. p 13.
'44 NeW April 1978. p 14.
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noun a landing (One', but it must have been 1444 GMT based on
other data they have published.

SOYUZ 29/31: 140-DAY MISSION

After the success of the 96-day flight, the Soviets decided to
extend the space duration record even further. During 1978, the
Soyuz 29/;i1 crew remained in orbit for 140 days, and maintained a
very high work pace. They were visited by two other crews (one in-
cluding the first Polish cosmonaut and the other, the first East
German', the first of which arrived only 10 days after the main
crew had boarded the space station. The crew also performed a 2-
hour EVA to retrieve experiments from the outside of the space
station, and unloaded three Progress resupply missions, two of
which replenished the station's fuel tanks.

Soyuz 29 (Photon) was launched on June 15, 1978 at. 2017 GMT.
The crew consisted of Col. Vladimir Kovalenok and Aleksandr
Ivanchenkov. By 0600 GMT on June 16, the Soyuz orbit was
311 270 km. The ship docked with Salyut 6 at the forward docking
unit on June 17 at 2158 GMT.

It became apparent early in the mission that the scientific focus
of the mission would be on materials processing. The first such ex-
periment was conducted on June 23, shortly after the space sta-
tion's systems had been reactivated.

Only 10 days after the main crew arrived at the station, they had
their first guests. Soyuz 30, carrying Col. Petr Klimuk and Maj.
Miruslaw Hermaszewski, the first Polish cosmonaut, docked at the
aft port on June 27 and stayed until July 5. A variety of joint ex-
periments were conducted, including the Soviet/Polish Sirena ma-
terials processing experiment for producing samples of cadmium
mercury- telluride. Special photographic sessions were held as part
of the Zienna joint experiment to observe portions of southern
Poland which were simultaneously photographed by aircraft for
comparative studies.

On 'July 9. 4 days after Soyuz 30 departed, Progress 2 docked at
the aft port to deliver 2 tons of supplies. included was 200 liters of
fresh water, 600 kg of fuel and oxidizer for refueling the space sta-
ion (which was accomplished on July 19),.100 kg of film, and 250

kg of food and equipment. A new "Globus" instrument panel was
also brought up to the ,..rew to replace one that had ceased func-
tioning. Finally, Progress t delivered the "Kristail" furnace which
joined the Splay device for conducting materials processing experi-
ments. After 26 days of joint flight, Progress 2 unlocked on August

On July 29, durin.g the time that Salyut 6 /Soyuz 29 was docked
with Progres: 2, the cosmonauts conducted an F.V.A. Since the Sovi-
ets had announced during the previous mission that one task for
Progress was delivering air to replace any that escaped while air-
locks were open daring excercises such as EVA's, it seems likely
thlt the Progress remained attached so that it could replenish the
a'rr supply after the EVA.

The was conducted in order to dismantle and partially re-
place scientific experiments installed on the surface of the space
statie.m for studying micrometeorite conditions and the effects of

It
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outer space on the properties of various materials that might be
used for space construction. After several days of preparation,
which included adjusting the EVA suits to their own heights, the
crew was given permission to open the hatch at 0357 GMT on July
29, lvanchenkov egressed first, while Kovalnenok assisted him
from the hatch and relayed pictures back to Earth using a portable
camera.

Since part of the EVA took place while the station was in the
Earth's shadow, the crew used portable lamps to illuminate their
work. The EVA began while the complex was over the Sea of
Japan, which allowed 30 minutes of direct communication with the
flight control center during predepressurization checks, although
not for the EVA itself.

Thu crew retrieved an instrument for measuring the number of
micrometeorite impacts, and samples of duraluminum, titanium,
steel, rubber, glass, and ceramic materials which had been em-
placed on the outside of the station to study the effects of space
,onditions on them. In addition, they retrieved the Medusa experi-
ment left by the Soyuz 26/27 crew containing biopolymers. The
crev, installed a device for studying cosmic radiation (cosmic rays
and X-rays).

The crew completed their assigned tasks earlier than expected,
and were told that if they were finished they could get back inside.
Kora lenok replied that "We would just like to take our time since
it is the first time in 45 days that we go out into the 'street' to
have a walk.' '4"

The crew was in space conditions for 2 hours 5 minutes, although
the actual time that they were outside the station has not been re-
ported. Flight directors had envisioned as many as five EVA's
during the course of the flight if gerequired,14 but no further ex-
cursions were made.

On August 2, the crew's 46th day in orbit, the Soviet Union sur-
passed the United States in terms of cumulative person-hours in
space for the first time since 1965.

On August 5, a trajectory correction was made using the 'ta-
tion's engines, and 5 days later, on August 10, only 8 days after the
departure of Progress 2, Progress 3 docked with Salyut 6 at the aft
port. This resupply mission included no fuel, since the Salyut tanks
had just been reolenished, and instead brought samples for LI: ,ia-
teials processing experiments, an East German camera, biological
and medical experiments, 280 kg of food (including strawberries,
fresh milk, onion and garlic), 190 liters of water, 450 kg of oxygen,
and personal items including mail, fur boots, and Ivanchenkov's
guitar. After using its engines to raise the complex's orbit to an al-
titude of 359 343 km, Progress 3 unlocked from the space station
on August 21 after a comparatively short stay of almost 12 days.

The main crew had only 8 days to relax before they were visited
again, this time by the Soyuz 31 crew, Col. Valeriy Bykovskiy and
Sigmund Jahn, the first East German cosmonaut. Soyuz 31 docked
at the aft port of the station on August 27 and remained until Sep-
tember 3. The joint crew conducted a wide variety of experiments,

'4' Tass, 1627 (;MT. '21.) July 75
" T. 162'; t;MT. 2:l July 7S.
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particularly using the East German MFK-6M and KATE-140 cam-
eras already installed on the station. A joint Soviet/East German
materials processing experiment, Berolina, was conducted to
produce lead-telluride and bismuth-antimony ampules.

It became evident that the Soviets were planning a very long du-
ration mission for the main crew when they announced that the
Soyuz 31 cosmonauts would return to Earth in the Soyuz 29 space-
craft, leaving their fresh Soyuz docked to the space station. The
Soyuz 31/29 crew returned to Earth on September 3. The duration
for the Soyuz 29 ship was approximately 80 days (1,911 hours, 23
minutes).

Since the Soyuz 31 spacecraft was docked at the aft end of the
space station, the only one equipped to handle fuel resupply from
Progress spacecraft, the Soyuz had to be switched to the other
docking unit. On September 7, the Soyuz 29/31 crew entered Soyuz
31 and undocked, maneuvering the Soyuz so that it trailed the sta-
tion by 100 to 200 meters. The space station was then commanded
to do a 1Sir nitchover maneuver so that the forward end of the sta-
tical would point toward Soyuz 31. The crew then redocked at the
forward docking port. The Soviets announced that they had been
able to complete the maneuver using a minimum of fuel because
after Soyuz 31 undoeked, they put the space station in a gravity
gradient mode. Thus, the station began turning relative to Soyuz
31 and made half' the turn just using the force of gravity, and the
engines were required only for making the other half of the
turn."1

For the next month, the crew had a period of relative calm in
which they continued their extensive materials processing experi-
ments as well as Earth photography and use of the BST-lm sub-
millimeter telescope. At 0917 on September 20, they passed the old
space endurance record of 96 days, and on September 26, Ivanchen-
kov celebrated his 3Sth birthday. They did not set a new duration
record until late on September 29 when the old record had been
exceeded by the 10 percent required by FAI regulations.

The third and final Progress flight for this crew, Progress 4,
docked on October 6 at 0100 GMT. Noting that a considerable
amount of fuel had been expended in order to correctly position the
space station for various experiments (such as picture taking, work
with the telescope, and the geophysical program), the Soviets an-
nounced that Progress 4 would refuel the space station. an activity
performed around October 12.'48 In addition, the craft brought
food, water, regenerators, and photographic materials. A total of 2
tons of freight were brought to Salyut 6, and the crew unloaded it
in half the anticipated time.

On October 20 and 21, the Progress 4 engines were used to cor-
rect the station's trajectory. Ordinarily, this type of maneuver is
done in a single day, but the Soviets announced that this time they
wanted to more accurately define the station's parameters afterthe first burn.. so that the second burn could be more precise.

'4 Red"Cking l'f. SnY117 with Salyut t SW13. Sept 13, 1975, SU/5915/(7/2.
" The exact date was not announced. Radio M-xscow, 2312 GMT, 10 ()et. 7S reported that

OktSiiit't war tx,mg pumped out the fuel tanks. but Tam. 1234 GMT, 11 Oct 78, stated that /illy
-the preparation of the L'apacitie.s of the station have been completed for refuelling with fuelcomponents Tams 1133 GMT. 13 (k: 78 sAiiti that refuelling operations had been completed.
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Progress 4 undocked from Salyut 6 on October 24 at 1607 GMT
after 18 days of joint operations. It reentered 2 days later.

During the time that they were unloading Progress, the cosmo-
nauts had little time for other experiments, particularly since they
were beginning to prepare for their return to Earth which included
extensive medical checkups. They began wearing the Chibis suits
on October 15, and had an especially thorough physical check-up
on October 18. The kristall experiments continue,: up until the last
minute, however.

Soyuz 29/31 undocked from the space station on November 2 and
landed at 1105 GMT, 180 km southeast of Dzezkazgan. The crew
had travelled 93 million kilometers in their 140 days spaceflight
(3,350 hours, 48 minutes). The Soyuz 31 ship duration was 68 days
(1,628 hours 13 minutes).

Ivanchenkov commented that when they landed "we were literal-
ly intoxicated by the fresh air," while Kovalenok said that "It was
not easy . . to bend and pick up a little lump of earth because of
the Earth's gravitation, but I forced myself to do so. And this smell
of the Sun-drenched steppe will remain with me forever."

As with the previous long duration crew, the two men wore spe-
cial trousers after their return to assist in walking. They readapted
more quickly than the Soyuz 26/27 crew, and were able to take v
walk the second morning, the first time that the crew of a mission
that had lasted over a month had included walks during the
"acute" period of readaptation. The crew walked in a park, accom-
panied by their doctors, and took a total of 140 steps. Their pulse
rates rose only 15 to 20 beats, which, according to the doctors, was
the same amount as after a phone conversation or supper.' 49

Kovalenok lost 2.3 kg during the mission, while Ivanchenkov lost
3.9 kg. They were the first people to return with erythrocytes born
in space. Erythrocytes, which carry oxygen to tissues, have a life
cycle of 120 days. and those which were "space-born" were some-
what smaller than normal, but appeared to be functioning ade-
quately.

By November 11, lvanchenkov was playing a limited amount of
tennis, although the physicians reported that "coordination is still
suffering and there is fatigue at the end of the day." On November
14, the crew was permitted to return to home to Star City, and was
welcomed by their international space visitors, Ileramaszewski and
firihn .

sevuz 30: FIRST POLISH COSMONAUT

The first crew to visit Salyut 6 while the Soyuz 29 crew was
aboard included the first Polish cosmonaut. Soyuz 30 (Kavkazl was
launched at 1527 GMT on June 27, 1978. At 1708 GMT on June 28,
the two-nlan crew, Col. Petr Klimuk and 1%1j. Miroslaw Hernias-
zewski, docked with the Salyut 6/Soyuz 29 complex.

During the mission, Hermaszewski announced that he had
brought a capsule containing soil from the Belorussian village of
Lenino and from Warsaw, "earth made sacred by the blood of
Soviet and Polish soldiers," and a medal dedicated to the first

' Tai', 1710 GMT. 4 Nov 7S.
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Soviet/Polish spaceflight. FIe commented that "were it not for this
earth and our friendship, there would be no space event today and
today's festivities on Polish soil." '5°

After 7 days of joint experiments, the Soyuz 30 crew undocked
and landed at 1527 GMT on July 5, 300 km west of Tselinograd.
The crew brought back film, correspondence, trays containing bio-
logical materials, and capsules from the Splay furnace.

SOYITZ 31/29: FIRST EAST GERMAN COSMONAUT

Soyuz 31 iYastrebi, carrying the first East German cosmonaut,
was launched at 1451 GMT on August 26, 1978. The crew consisted
of Col. Valeriy Bykovskiy and Lt. Col. Sigmund Jahn. By 1200
GmT on August 27, the Soyuz 31 was in an orbit at 326 x 271 km.
The crew docked with Salyut 6/Soyuz 29 at 1628 GMT on August

The visitors brought gifts for their hosts, including a Russian
doll, the traditional bread and salt, a toy Mishka bear (symbol of
the Moscow olympics), a special issue of Izvestiya, and a souvenir
watch for each of them made in East Germany. They also brought
onions, garlic, lemons, apples, milk, soup, honey, pork, Bulgarian
peppers, and gingerbread.

The' two crews conducted a wide variety of joint experiments
during the 7 day joint mission. in order to leave a fresh Soyuz
spacecraft for the long duration crew, the' Soyuz 31 crew returned
in the SoYuz 29 spaceship which had been in orbit for 80 days. The
crew landed 140 kni southeast of Dzhezkazgan, and while the Sovi-
ets did not announce the time of landing, it must have been 1140
GMT based on other data they have published. Crew duration was
Iris hours, 49 minutes. Among other things, they brought back 25
ampules from the materials processing experiments.

SoYUZ 32/34: 17F -DAY MISSION

In 1979, the Soviets extended their manned space duration yet
again, this time to 175 days. The main crew of Soyuz 32/34 did not
receive any visitors because of an engine failure on Soyuz 33. Con-
cern about the Soyuz engines led the Soviets to delay one manned
flight and to replace the aging Soyuz 32 ship with a modified, un-
manned Sgytiz. 34. Three Progress missions resupplied the crew,
and the last of these delivered a space radiotelescope, the KRT-10.
Difficulties in jettisoning the KRT-10 resulted in an unplanned
EVA by the crew to detach it only a few days before the end of the
mission.

Soyuz;32 (Proton), was launched on February 25, 1979 at 1154
GMT carrying the crew of Lt. Col. Vladimir Lyakhov and Valeriy
Rvumin. The crew docked at the forward end of Salyut 6 at 1330
GMT on February 26, at whi0 time the complex's orbit was
3:30x:307 km. The crew used the Soyuz 32 engines to boost it into
an orbit 338 Y.308' km on March 5.

The crew spent a great deal of time during the first month reac-
tivating and refurbishing the station. The Russian media empha-
sized that the station was now 11/2 years old, and that it had been

,LoTiass. 2224.) GMT. ;it) Jun 78
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designed so that various units could be easily accessed and re-
laced. Among the multitude of items identified by the Soviet as

being replaced were: Ventilators in the thermal regulation system,
lights, cables in the communications and television systems, compo-
nents of the exercise cycle,and running track, life support filters
and regenerators, and the head on the videotape recorder. Regard-
ing this latter item, the crew used a soldering iron which worked
without tin, This was described as a considerable accomplishment
since soldering creates discharges that have.to be cleaned up before
they float into critical equipment areas. The crew also checked the
functioning and pressurization of the air lock.

On March 15, just over 2 weeks after the crew arrived on the sta-
tion, the first cargo ship docked. Progress 5 carried the usual com-
plement of food, clothing, and experimental devices, but its main
task was refueling the station. This was more than a normal refu-
eling exercise, however, because the Soyuz 29/31 crew had noticed
a deviation in the parameters of one of the three fuel tanks' pneu-
matic lines. Mission planner; had diagnosed the problem as
damage to the mobile membrane which divided the liquid fuel and
gaseous nitrogen in the tank. Mission planners had decided to take
that one fuel tank off-line, since two were sufficient for station op-
erat ions.

Thus, the first major task for the Soyuz 32 crew was to empty
the malfunctioning fuel tank of remaining fuel. This was accom-
plished by rotating the space station around its transverse axis to
separate the fuel and nitrogen by centrifugal force (the Progress
engines were used to stop the rotation once the procedure was com-
pleted). Most of the fuel was transferred into another fuel tank,
with the remainder going into an empty container on Progress 5,
Rerrinants of the fuel were then vented into space. For the next 7
days, the tapks and the main lines were vacuumed, and finally a
blast of compressei nitrogen was used to purge them. oper-
ations during periods of radio visibility were controlled by the
flight control center rather than the crew.

Progress also brought up a new, improved Kristali furnace to
replace the old one which had stopped working)" The crew in-
stalled the new one, as well as a two-way black and white televi-
sion. The latter innovation was heralded by both the space and
ground crews as a tremendous improvement. With it, the crew
could look at diagrams, tables, and charts, as well as photographs
they had taken which had been developed on the ground. The com-
munications officer at the flight control center had two cameras,
one pointed at him and the other at his desk to show the papers or
photos. In addition, the crew could watch traditional television pro-
grams and reportedly received the first images of Cheburashka, a
popular hero of children's cartoons, with "jo ul exclamations."

The Cargo ship also deliveted six "si " devices to alert the
crew to carbon dioxide concentrations and which doubled as smoke
detectors, a "Koltso" (ring) walkie-talkie for the crew, a linen
dryer, and bath shampoo. Scientific experiments included the
Yelena gamma ray instrument and the Biogravistat plant centri-
fuge.

PrHyda. Aag 79. p. 2.
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By March 2l, it was teported that the crew was working faster
than expected and Ow unloading of.Progress 5 was completed. In
fact., of the 33 tasks ,assigned to the crew'during the first 4 weeks,
almost all had been completed ahead of schedule. In addition, the
crew was doing more physical exercises than previous crews, 2.5 to
3 hours a day. Ordinarily, crews had 1kt-exercised for that length
of time Lntil close to the end of the mission when they were pre-
paring to return home, but based on the results of the previous
long duration missions, drctors hdd decided to increase the amount.
of exercise throughout the mission.

On March 30, the .complex's trajectory was raised to 357 x 284 km
using the Progress 5 engines, and a further trajectory correction
was made on April 2 (no new orbital parameters were provided,
however). The cargo ship undocked on April 3. On April 6, the
Soyuz 32 engines were used to further trim the orbit.

The next scheduled event for the crew was the arrival of Soyuz
33 bearing Nikolay Rukavishnikov and Geurgiy Ivanov, the first
Bulgarian in space. An engine malfunction forced the docking to be
aborted, however (see next section).

The crew continued with the various experiments described on p.
5 ;.5 with their tune devoted extensively to materitils priTessing,
along with some work using the MKF --f3M anct.KATE-140 cameras,
and the BST tin submillimeter telescope. During the May day fes-
tivities, the crevi was given a 5--day vacation where they did not
have to perfortn,any scientific work, even though they had to keep
up with their ercises.

From May 13 to June 8, joint operations were conducted with
Progress 6 which carried more fuel and air, another control panel
for the navigation system, a new Stroka teletype to replace the old
one, and a tulip about to blossom. Prior to the docking, press re-
ports made considerable mention of the tulip and how scientsts
wanted to see how well it would blossom in space and referred to
how it would bring a breath of spring to the crew. No further men-
tion was made of the flower, however, suggesting that it did not
blossom well. (Soyuz 34 also br.aght up a tulip as will be discussed
later.)

Progress 6's engines were fired to raise the station's orbit to
352 x 333 km on May 23 to correct for precession in the orbit which
hrtri-citused a shift in the crew's work schedule in order to maintain
contact with the ground at optimum times. Refueling of the sta-
tion's tanks was completed on May 28, after which the Progress en-
gines were used twice more (June 4-5) to place the complex in an
orbit of 371 x 338 km.

On June 5, the crew celebrated their 100th day in orbit and were
congratulated by the Soyuz 29/31' crew. Reports from Hungary
around this time indicated that the Hungarian cosmonaut had
been scheduled to be launched on June 5 to dock with Salyut 6, but
that the mission had been postponed because of concern about the
Soyuz. engines.'" Technicians had apparent], identified the

Soyuz
until an unmanned test could be completed. Thus, the unmanned
Soyuz 34 was launched on June 6; After 2 days of independent

WashingtAm Post, *Nine 3, 1979. p. A 21, Spactaight, Mitch 1950, p. 110.
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flight to test out the modified engine, Soyuz 34 docked on June 8 at
the aft of the station vacated only hours earlier by Progress 6.

Five days later, Soyuz 32 undocked and carried 180 kg of materi-
al down to Earth (since the Soyuz 33 failure precluded visiting mis-
sions, there was no other method of getting the experiment results
back except with the main crew.) "lie ship landed on June 13 at
1618 GMT after a record 109 day. ipace. On board were :30 am-
pules from Splay and Kristall, tilt.. ;settes, biological objects, old
scientific equipment such as clocks from the control panel and
light bulbs to be studied for wear after the long stay in orbit, a cast
made of a hollow discovered on one of the docking units possibly
from a meteorite impact, and the contents of the vacuum cleaner.

with Soyuz :2 gone, the crew's next task was to move ,Soyuz 34
to the forward docking unit to allow another Progress mission to
dock at the aft entrance. The switch took place on June 15.

Until this time, there had been little description in the routine
press reports of the flight on the scientific experiments being con
ducted by the crew. Mention was. made of work with Kristall and
observations and photography of the Earth, but the level of activity
seemed somewhat less than on the previous mission. The reports
indicated that the crew was in good health, and that for the first
time, one of them iRytunin) had actually gained weight k700
grionsi. This was attributed to better living conditions and better
food. although it was also noted that Lyak July had lost -1 kg, so
other factors must have counted as well.

hi an interview with former cosmonaut Feoktistov, the average
1,v aboard the space station, was laid out: K to 9 hours of sleep; 1.5
to 2 hours for eating; 2 hours of exercises; 1 to 1.5 hours for ccm-
munications with the ground: perhaps 2 hours of free time; and the
rest for experiments. Feoktistov noted that they were trying to de-
velop spacecraft with systems which were more highly automated
to free the crew's time for performing more experimental work.

On June 30, Progress 7 docked, bringing 1,230 kg of freight in-
cluding a space radiotelescope, the KRT-10. The craft alsc deliv-
ered two new experiments. "resistance" to measure the ballistic re-
sistance of the station in orbit, and "vaporiser" asparltel), a mate-
rials processing experiment described on p. 601. A book called "The
Mos'etlw Area" was also sent up to remind the crew of the forest,
fields. and streams back home.

The KRT-10 was 10 meters in diameter when fully deployed, so
obviously could not be brought up to space in an assembled condi-
tion. The dish had been folded like an umbrella, while the support-
ing structure was contained in three cylindrical containers. The
crew mounted control panels in the Salyut and laid electrical com-
munications lines. The base of the telescope was attached to the
edge of the aft docking unit by three special claws, and was de-
ployed out the docking port such that as Progress 7 pulled away on
June 18, the structure was extended out with it. Then the re-
straints which held the dish in the folded position were released
and the antenna deployed. So as not to damage the radiotelescope,
the Progress used springs to separate from Salyut instead of using
its engines. Progress maintained a stationkeeping distance from
the station and relayed pictures of the KRT-10 unfurling.

19J
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The antenna weighed 100 kg by itself, with the remaining sys-
tems and structure4 adding another 100 kg to its mass. The crew
had practiced deploying the structure on Earth, and found that it
was easier in space. Both men were required to operate the instru-
ment, and several days were needed just to calibrate it correctly.
Operation of the KRT-10 was done in conjunction with a 70 meter
radiotelescope in the Crimea. Further information on this experi-
ment can be found on p. 598.

As the mission drew to a close, the cosmonauts had to jettison
the KRT-10 in order to clear the docking port for future missions.
This maneuver was attempted on August 9, but vibrations devel-
oped in the antenna and it hooked on a protruding part of the sta-
tion. The crew tried to jerk it free by using the Salyut engines, but
to no avail. Although the crew had been in space for close to 6
months, the decision was made (at the crew's insistent request)
that they would do an EVA to free the instrument on August 15.

The hatch in the transfer compartment proved difficult to open,
but after a few tries, Ryumin succeeded at 1416 GMT and exited.
Lyakhov followed anci they began to install handrails. At this time,
the station passed into the Earth's shadow, so they waited until
they could resume coran-ianications with the Earth. Meanwhile, the
crew enjoyed the view, and Ryumin commented that the stars
looked like "huge diamond pins on black velvet." Once communica-
tions were restored. Ryumin worked hi 'way down the length of
the station, while Lyakhov remained near the hatch, and cut the
recalicitrant antenna loose with pliers and kicked it with his boot
to send it away from the ship.' 63

6 Since they were already outside, the crew also brought in sam-
ples which had been left on the outside of the station by previous
crews or had been there since the time the station was
launched.'" The crew's total time in space conditions was 1 hour
23 minutes. although the EVA had been schedul for 2 hours. It
was reported in the Western press that Ryumin had difficulty reen-
tering Salyut because his spacesuit became entangled.' S5

On August 16, the Soyuz 31 engines were fired to place the com-
plex in a correct orbit for descent (411><386 km, 91.4 min.). The
crew landed on August 19 at 1230 GMT, 170 km southeast of
Dzhezkazi,;an after 175 days (4,200 hours 36 minutes) in space. Both
men had celebrated their 40th birthdays on the space station
(Lyakhov on July 21, Ryumin on August 16), and Lyakhov, a
smoker for 28 years, had managed almost 6 months in orbit with-
out a cigarette.

The doctors were impressed with the cosmonauts' condition upon
return stating that not a single crew has ever returned from a

Oherg claims in "Red Star in Orhit" fop cit.) that the crew was so worried about the po-
tential danger of the mission that they packed the Soyuz spacecraft in advance and wrote letters
to their families and left them on the couches in the ferry craft on the assumption that it would
ha% e is en returned automatically if they did not sarvivel ()berg bases this on an alleged copy of
Ryurnin"w diary released after the flight. The diary has never been authenticated, ea the °berg
account cannot be confirmed.

1" There hove tarn suggestions that the fact that the crew performed these additional activi-
ties meant that they were scheduled to perform an EVA anyway. It seems highly unlikely that
an F1N'A would have been purposefully scheduled after the crew had been in space so long. Thu.
it is assumed here tt.at,mission planners took advantage of the unscheduled activity to collect
other samples

1" Aviation Week and Space Te,hnoloq, Mar. 10, 1,8O, p. 9.
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long space flight in such a medically ideal condition." 156 Ryumin
had returned weighing the same as when he left, while Lyakhov
lost a total of 5.5 kg,"7 and both showed a decrease in shin size_
Heart rate and arterial pressure was reported to be virtually the
same as preflight measurements. There were reports in the West-
ern media that Ryumin initially had trouble articulating words
upon return.' 8
The readaptation of the two men took 2 to 3 days less than had

been anticipated, although it was different for both. Ryumin imme-
diately asked perms on to take a walk, and walked 800 meters
the first day. During )the first meeting with journalists the next
day, he "entered at a'brisk walk of a tennis player ready for a
match." Lyakhov, on the other hand, "walked quietly into the
room and settled in a deep chair." '59

By the third day, Ryumin was jogging in the park and Lyakhov
was doing gymnastics (how much was not mentioned). They joked
that they were to patent the invention on how to give a hair-
cut in orbit: Put the cuum cleaner tube on the veloergometer,
put your head under it and turn it on so your hair stands on end,
and someone can cut it without a comb. Doctors were intrigued by
the fact that in their whole time in orbit, neither had even a cold,
which would be unusual on Earth for a similar period of time.

SOYUZ 33: A TENSE INITIATION FOR THE FIRST BULGARIAN COSMONAUT

The first crew scheduled to visit the Soyuz 32 crew on board
Salyut 6 was that of Soyuz 33. Launched at 1434 GMT on April 10,
1979, Soyuz 33 (Saturn) carried the crew of Niko lay Rukavishnikov
and Geogriy Ivanov, the first Bulgarian cosmonaut. Soviet reports
said that the launch took place under the worst conditions of any
manned launch, with winds gusting as high as 18 meters per
second.'"

Despite the weather, the launch was nominal, as were the five
trajectory corrections required to place the spacecraft into a ren-
dezvous orbit with Salyut 6. The approach to the space station
began at 1854 GMT on April 11, but as Moscow Domestic Service
reported: "During the process of approach deviations occurred in
the normal operation of the approach correcting motors of the craft
Soyuz 33 and the docking of the craft with the Salyut 6 station was
aborted." '"'

As explained later by the crew, the main engine of the Soyuz had
failed to fire correctly during its last maneuver prior to docking.
The engine should have fired for 6 seconds, but shut itself off after
only 3 seconds, and the thrust was uneven. Rukavishnikov com-
mented that the ship had started shaking "I extended my hand
and 'calmed' the control panel, holding on to it a little." He said
that at that point he thought the control system was malfunction-
ing, not the engine.' 62

'5# Taw 1445 GMT, 20 Aug 79
'" Tam, 1:523 GMT, 23 Aug 79 A later report said that he lost only 4 kg Crass, 1245 GMT, 31

Aug 79)
"" New York Times, Aug. 21. 1979, p. C-1
Ja+'Lisa, 1711 GMT, 21 Aug. 79
'6° Tags. 0905 GMT, 1 Apr. 79,
" ' Moscow Domestic Service, 0300 GMT, 12 Apr. 79
'" Pravda, 29 Apr. 79, p 4.
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After consulting with the ground, the Soyuz 33 crew tried to fire
the engine again, but it shut itself down immediately. The crew
was then told to discontinue operations and await further instruc-
tions.

Meanwhile, Ryumin reported from the space station that he had
noticed an unusual lateral glow from the engines. After one orbit,
the Soyuz 33 crew asked permission to try one more time, but
ground controllers said no, that the docking was to be aborted and
the crew should try to get some sleep.

Telemetry confirmed that the ilrigine had shut itself off because
the pressure sensor in the combeslion chamber had been activated,
indicating that the malfunction was serious. The backup engine on
Soyuz was not suitable for rendezvous operations since it was de-
signed for only a single burn at full thrust. Similarly, the docking
engines were too small for the maneuver.

Rukavishnikov admitted that he could not sleep, and his mind
wandered to Martin Caidin's book "Trapped in Orbit." 166 Not only
was he concerned about the main engine, but if the glow noticed by
Ryumin had hit the side of the spacecraft, it might have damaged
the backup engine as well.

Both the space and ground crews considered the options. The
crew would have to make a direct descent from their 346 x 298 km
orbit using a single burn of the backup engine. Nominal burn time
would be 188 seconds. If the engine burned for less than 188 sec-
onds but more than 90 seconds, an additional manual engine burn
could be made, but the landing spot could not be accurately pre-
dicted. If the engine burned for less than 90 seconds, "the vehicle
would remain in orbit. Then . . . then there would be new possibili-ties.-164

Another option was to use the Salyut engines to bring the space
station and the Soyuz closer together, and then use the Soyuz dock-
ing engines, which presumably were still operational, to dock the
two ships. Such a maneuver would require time-consuming ballistic
computations, however, and the ships were separating at the rate
of 100 km per hour, so it was rejected.' 65

Ivaivov tried to lighten the atmosphere in the spacecraft and
suggested the two of them eat to divert their minds from the prob-
lems at hand. Rukavishnikov revealed that they decided to open a
gift they had brought for the Soyuz 32 crew. "We opened the hand-
some red box tied with a multicolored ribbon and fortified our-
selves. I had very little, Georgiy took a good drink." 166

At 1547 GMT on April 12 the Soyuz 33 crew activated the backup
engine. It fired for the full 18 seconds, but then did not cut off.
After another 25 seconds, Rukavishnikov shut it down manually.
The crew landed at 1635 GMT (local nighttime), 320 km southeast
of Dzhezkazgan. Recovery teams saw the glow of the spacecraft as
it reentered the atmosphere, so were able to locate it fairly rapidly
once it landed.

114 This is apparently a reference to the book "Marooned." which may have had u different
title inr the translation RukkivishnikoY read

"4 Krasnaya Zyezda, Apr 2, 19S3, p 4
'"Ibtd.
i" Alcoholic beverages art strictly prohibited in space, even though the implication of this

Pasasige is that this was something other than orange juice.
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The Soviets hailed the second successful ballistic reentry of
Soyuz (the first having been the April 5 Anomaly in 1975 when the
third stage of the A-2 did not function correctly and the mission
was aborted prior t.p reaching orbit). The crew sustained G-forces of
8 to 10 G, compared with the 3 to 4 G encountered in a nominal
Soyuz reentry.

Spacecraft designers were bewildered by what could have gone
wrong. The engine had been fired 4,000 times in space and on
Earth without failure, and the one part that was finally identified
as causing the problem had been tested 8,000 times (the part itself
was not specified.)' 67

With the Soyuz 33 crew safely home, mission planners turned
their attention to Soyuz 32, which was docked with Salyut 6. They,
were concerned because the engine on that spacecraft had coin*/
from the same lot as the one on Soyuz 33. Thus, they decided to
modify the engine and launch an unmanned test. If the test space-
craft worked, then it would replace Soyuz 32. Thus the Soyuz 34
mission was scheduled.

SOY 11Z 34: tiIsIpiANNED TEST AND REPLACEMENT SPACECRAFT

The unmanned spacecraft Soyuz 34 was launched on June (1,
1979 at 1813 GMT in 270 x 198 km orbit. For the next 2 days, it
performed a serles ca aneuvers to check out the modifications
made to its engitie in light of the Soyuz 33 experience. Not only
were the Soviets concerned about the health of the Soyuz 32 en-
gines, but that ship had been in space past the 90-day period for
which it han _wen rated for powered-down operations, and had to
be replaced in order to bring the crew back to Earth.

When Soyuz 34 was launched, the Soviets announced that "For
the sake of caution it was decided to implement the first flight
without people on board, to test the spacecraft unmanned . . . and
should it pass that test, it should be passed for manned
flights. . 1 8

The tests were successful, and Soyuz 34 docked at the aft end of
Salyut 0 on June 8 at 2002 GMT. The ship also served a-resupply
function, bringing the Soyuz 32/34 crew currant juice and more
tulips.

As noted earlier, Soyuz 34 was subsequently moved to the for-
ward docking unit on Salyut, and brought the Soyuz 32/34 crew
home on August 19. The ship's duration was 74 days (1,77() hours,
17 minutes).

SOYUZ 35/37: 185-DAY MISSION

In 19140, the Soviets extended the duration of manned flight to
185 days, 10 days more than the previous record. Since records P. re
officially establ/shed only when they surpass the previous record by
10 percent. this was not a new endurance record. In the course of
the 185-day mission, the main crew was visited by three others and
there were 2 ship, exchanges. Four Progress ships resupplied the
station: The first was docl-ed to the station when the crew arrived,

"17 Mokicirm Domvstie Service. 200() GMT. 6 June 79,
I" Moucow Domest tc Service, 2000 (MT. t June 79.
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and the last remained docked to it when the crew left, and trans-
ferred fuel into the station while it was unoccupied.

Soyuz 35 tUneiperi was launched at 1338 GMT on April 9, 1980
carrying the crew of Lt. Col. Leonid Popov and Valeriy Ryumin
who had returned froto the 175-day Soyuz 32/34 mission only 6
months earlier. Ryumin tad not been scheduled for this flight, but
replaced Valentin Lebedev who had injured his knee. The decision
to send Ryumin back into space so soon was premised on his
knowledge of the Salyut space station. He had been the person to
brief Popov and Lebedev on what repair work needed to be per-
formed on the space station, which led mission planners to con-
clude that he "unarguably knows the station better than anyone
Else." "9

The first task for the crew was unloading Progress 8 which had
docked with Salyut 6 on March 29 while it was unoccupied. In addi-
tion. the crew's first 2 weeks were spent making prophylatic re-
pairs and readying the station for a long period of occupancy. The
crew synchronized the onboard clocks with those of the4light con-
trol center, installed new storage batteries, replaced the two blocks
of the attitude control system of solar batteries and a conditioning
block in the water regeneration system. Ryumin reportedly had an
easier time adapting to weightlessness than he had on either of his
two previous missions, and Popov was adapting more quickly than
expected. Physicians commented that they had designed special
cuffs for the crew to wear to distribute the blood in a manner simi-
lar to how it would be distributed on Earth.

Experiments were begun with the materials processing units,
and with plants. The crew had brought a special, miniature green-
house called "Malakhit" with them for growing orchids. Tass re-
ported that the flowers would both provide needed scientific data,
and provide "additional comfort and good spirits" for the crew.'"
Other plant experiments ware continued using Oazis and Vazon.

On April 23, Salyut 6 completed 14,7/0 revolutions of Earth. The
next day, the Progress 8 engines were used to raise the complex's
orbit to 368 x 340 km, and the day alter that, Progress 8 undocked.
Two days later, on April 27, Progress 9 was launched and it docked
with the space station on April 21). This cargo ship brought a new
motor for the Biogravistat experiment which the crew subsequently
installed4along with fuel and water. This time. 180 kg of water was
pumped directly into the Salyut holding tanks using a system
called Rodnik, instead of having the crew carry the water in 5 kg
drums to the storage compartments. The Lotto device for molding
parts from polyurethane was also delivered, as were new atsnostA,
pheric regenerators which were smaller than previous models and
which reduced the need for carbon dioxide absorbers (how was not
specified). The Soviets explained that it was difficult to maintain
the necessary oxygen-carbon dioxide balance in th'e space station,
not only because the air has to be regenerated, but because they
have to get rid of excess carbon dioxide. They said the definitive
solution would be to create a biological closed cycle on Loard, and

'" Phitudelphia Inquirer. Apr. 20, 1980, p. SE, quoting from lreastiya.
" TaXti. 1257 GMT, 12 Apr. 50,
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that experiments to this end had already been conducted (particu-
larly with chlorelia,, but that "as few anomalies do persist." '71

Progress 9 was used to boost the station's orbit on May 16 to an
altitude of 369 x349 km, and it undocked 4 days later. On May 22,

a further orbital correction Was made using the Soyuz 35 engines.

No sooner had Progress 9 left than the first visiting crew arrived.

On May 26, Soyuz 36, carrying Valeriy Kubasov, and Berta tan
Farkas, the first Hungarian to travel in space, docked with Salyut
6/Soyuz 35. A total of 21 experiments were conducted by the joint

crews, including three connected with studying the production of

interferon in space, photography using the MKF--1111 camera, and

materials processing experiments. Many of these had been jointly
designed by Soviet and Hungarian scientists. (SEe p. 585 for de-

tails,.
The Soviet/ Hungarian crew returned to Earth in the Soyuz 35

spacecraft on June 3, leaving the fresh Soyuz 36 at the aft end of
the station. The Soyuz 35 ship had been in space for 55 days. On

June 4 the main crew moved the Soyuz 36 to-the forward docking
port as had now become customary, leaving the aft end available

for future do kings.
The next visit occurred only 2 days later when the Soyuz T-2

crew of Yuriy Malyshev and Vladimir Aksenov docked. This was

primarily a systems test of the new Soyuz T spacecraft in its first
manned flight, and the crew returned to Earth after less than 4

days it space, undocking from Salyut 6 ofsJune 9.

Following the departure of the Soyuz T-2 crew, Popov and
Ilyurnin finally had time to settle down to scientific experiments.
On June 20, Tass reported that they were about to complete a 4-

day cycle of comprehensive studies of the Earth, including photo-

graphs of vast regions of the middle and southern latitudes of the
Soviet Union and Hungary. In addition, there were reports on con-

tinued plant growth experiments and materials processing.
On June 24, Salyut celebrated its 1,000th day in orbit. Another

cargo ship, Progress 10, docked with the station on July 1 bringing

the usual stores of consumables, plus a color TV to replace the
black and white unit, remaining until July 18. While the crew un-

loaded Progress, they also continued other experiments, and com-

pleted experiments with the Isparitel equipment for spraying coat-

ings on various materials. Tass announced that following the July

7th experiment', the Isparitel equipment would be dismantled from

its airlock location and Splay would be placed there instead.
A manned launch was expected around this time because the

Moscow Olympics were scheduled for July 1S-August 3 and West-

ern experts expected that the Soviets would want an international

crew on board to speak to the spectators. When the Alympies
opened, only Popov and Ryumin were on board, though, "find they

did make an address,
On July 23, Soyuz 37 was launched carrying the first Vietnamese

cosmonaut, Pham Tuan, into space along with Col. Viktor Gor-

batko. They docked with Salyut on July 24 and proceeded to con-
duct a wide variety of Earth resources, materials processing, and
bibmedical experiments. Included were experiments for growing a

' Mivecow Domestic e. :ice. NO0 GMT. 2:i no SO
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special fern, Azo Ilii, which is native to Vietnam, the Ha long mate-
rials processing experiment named after a Vietnamese bay, and at-
mospheric observations to learn more about typhoons and hurri-
canes, an area of special interest to the Vietnamese. Western
media reported that the Soviets had announced that Earth photog-
raphy and observations would focus on areas "devasted by U.S. de-
foliants" during the Vietnam War.' 72

The Soyuz 37 crew returned to Earth in the Soyuz 36 spacecraft
on July 31, leaving their fresh Soyuz 37 docked at the aft end of
Salyut. The Soyuz 36 ship had been in space for 66 days. Soyuz 37
was moved to the forward end of Salyut on August 1, the 115th day
aboard for the Soyuz 35/37 crew.

The main crew continued conducting the now familiar range of
experiments onboard Salyut, and practiced methods of orienting
the ship on both the dark and light sides of the planet. On August
12, the crew completed 18 weeks in space, and 4 days later, Ryumin
celebrated his second "space birthday" as he turned 41. Popov cele-
brated his 35th birthday 2 weeks later on August 31.

On September 5, the complex's orbit was corrected using the
Soyuz 37 engines, placing the station in a 355x 343 km orbit. More
repair and preventive maintenance work was conducted during
this period, while a high level of experimental activity continued.
Tass reported that the crew would study the dynamics of changing
the gas composition in the space station, and check the "service-
ability of the station's automatic orientation and stabilization
systern."17" The latter statement appeared, to suggest that the
crew continued to have problems with the navigation system.

The crew was left to perform these tasks in relative peace and
quiet during August and early September. No Progress craft were
launched because the three previous cargo ships had replenished
the station more than adequately. In mid-September, 6 weeks after
Progress 10 undocked, the Soviets announced that Salyut still had
2.; tons of cargo aboard, more than when the Soyuz 35 crew was
launched.' 74

Ventilation fans were replaced on September 12, and the Soviets
later admitted that these fans were creating a problem because
they had to be replaced so frequently because they become noisy
after a while,175 On September 16, another trajectory correction
was made and the Soviets announced that they would test a "re-
serve engine that has not been in use for 2 years."' 76 There was no
apparent problem with the engines already in use, so this was
probably just a test to see how the engine would respond after such
a lori,g time without use. The Soviets did not report on how well it
functioned.

This orbital refinement left Salyut,in a 91.4 minute orbit in prep
aration for another visiting crew. On September 19, Soyuz 38 we.
launched carrying the first Cuban cosmonaut, Arnaldo Tammy --
Mendez, and Col. Yuriy Romanenko, who returned to the space sta-
tion 2 years after his last visit. He commented that since he was

774 Aviation Week and Space Technology, Aug. 4, 1980, p
" Task:. 1045 OMT, 9 Sept. gO.

774 Kidger, Neville. Spaceflight. Mar, 1981, p. 76. ,
Muiocow Domestic Service. 0755 GMT. 4 Oct. 80.

17g Tam, 1310 OMT. 16 Sept g0
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last there, a lot of the scientific equipment had been replenished
and now totaled 2 tons, but otherwise the station had not changed.
As usual, a large number of experiments were performed, includ-
ing several jointly, developed by Cuban and Soviet scientists. One
was the "Support" experiment which required Tamayo Mendez to
wear a special shoe to determine whether arch support could affect
adaptation to weightlessness.

Two materials processing experiments involved sugar, the main-
stay of Cuba's economy, which also marked the first time mom,-
crystals of an organic substance were grown. In addition, the
Cubans and Soviets developed a device for recording images of
what takes place inside the furnace during these experiments. The
crew also obtained electroencephalograms using the "Cortex"
cevice. One Cuban experiment for holography was not ready in
time for this launch, so was brought to the space station with the
tiovuz T-3 crew later in the year.

k)yitz 38 returned to Earth on September 26. The fact that they
did not switch ships with Soyuz 35/37 signalled that the main
crew's mission was coming to a close. A final Progress cargo craft
was sent to Salyut on September 28 and it docked on September 30.
The space station had passed its third year in orbit on September
29, and had at that point made 17,000 revolutions of Earth and
travelled 700 million kilometers. At 1414 GMT on October 1, the
crew surpassed the old endurance record of the Soyuz 32/34 crew.

On October G, the crew finished unloading the supplies delivered
by Progress II, and an orbit correction was made on October 8
using the Progress engines. No refuelling was done at that time.
Progress 11 remained attached to Salyut after the crew left cn Oc-

tober 11, and during. November, completed the first refuelling of a
space station while it was unoccupied.'

On October 11, the crew undocked from Salyut at about 0630
GMT.177 They later reported that trey had conducted their last ex-
perimenttaking photographs of Earthonly 20 minutes before
entering Soyuz.

The crew lauded at 0950 GMT, 180 km southeast of Dzhezkazgan
after 185 days (4,436 hours, 12 minutes) in space. The Soyuz 37
spacecraft had been in space for 80 days. The medical examination
conducted at the landing site showed that the crew had 'withstood
well the long stay in weightless conditions." 178 Soviet physicians
concluded that "no irreversible processes occur in the human orga-
nism in weightless conditions,' and that the crew's good health
was "indicative of the sufficient (ffectiverriss of the methods and
preventive means which they had used in weightless conditions.'"
After the flight, Ryumin revealed that on this flight, they had been
given every fourth day off from performing exercises, which appar-
entlx did not harm them in terms of readatton to Earth's gravi-
ty, and provided a significant psychological t. at)

Less than 24 hours after landing, the crew went for a 30-minute
walk (about 1,500 paces) and their pulse ate quickened by 15 to 20

"1 11° Soviets did not announce s docking time. This information is taken from Neville
account of the mission to Spacef1iight, Aug tielst. 1051, p. 217.

174 T. 11.3$ GMT, 11 Oct. 80,
79 Tam. 1.315 GMT, 31 Oct, 80,

1" Tama 11`42 GMT, 13 Oct. 80.
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beats. Two days after landing, the two men participated in a press
conference that had been scheduled by the physicians for 20 min-
utes. but lasted over !-..n hour. The press reported that the crew was

to talk and were quick to respond to jokes. Both agreed that
18,-) daYs was not the limit for man's endurance in space.'"
Ryumin himself has now accumulated almost a year (362 days) in
space on his three spaceflights.

For the first time both crew members gained weight (Ryumin
about 10 pounds and Popov about 7 pounds), and grew (temporari-
ly) about 3 cm. By October 15, both were playing tennis.

During the mission, Popov and Ryumin took over 3,500 photo-
graphs of Earth and 40,000 spectra of the atmosphere and its un-
derlying surface, and obtained 100 specimens from 70 materials
processing experiments. They reported that about 400 organiza-
tions in the Soviet Union were interested in the results of these ex-
periments. Approximately 25 ccrcent of their time was spent in
repair and preventive maintenance tasks, and it was reported that
the most commonly replaced items were (not surprisingly) those
most frequently used, such as cables for the portable television
camera, headsets, and ventilating fans. Neville Kidger also report-
ed in Spore/flight ,that during one of their operations, the crew
spill. 2.5 liters ot water and cleaned it up by getting on either
side of the huge globule and drinking it.' 82

Following the completion of the Soyuz 38 mission, Cosmonaut
Yeliseyev was asked whether Saly.lt 6 would continue in operation
after the Soyuz 35/37 crew returned. He replied that they would
not know until after they came back and reported on the station's
health, but it appeared that the answer would be in the affirma-
tive. Only 2 months later, the next crew, Soyuz T -3, wasiaiinched
to the station (its main task was making further repairs to the sta-
tion).

SOYUZ 36/35: FIRST HUNGARIAN COSMONAUT

Soyuz 36 (Orion) was the first ship to visit the Soyuz 35 crew
aboard Salyut 6. Launched at 1821 GMT on May 26, 1980, it carried
Valeriy Kubasov of the Soviet Union and Bertalan Farkas of Hun-
gary. Thetship docked with Salyut 6 at 1926 GMT on May 27.

The two crews conducted 21 experiments, many of which were
jointly developed by Hungarians and Soviet scientists. These in-
cluded the "Eotvos"1" experiments with Kristall for growing
monocrystals of gallium arsenide alloyed with chromium, an exper-
iment using Splay for alloying aluminum and copper called "Bea-
luca," two experiments involving atmospheric observations (Refrac-
tion and Zarya), biomedical/psychological experiments including
"Capacity for Work" and "Audio," and Earth observations in gen-
eral over Hungary. Most of the passes over Hungary were at night,
but Farkas said that he could easily see the lights of Budapest, and
on the few day passes they had, he could see the Danube, Tisza,
and Carpathians. A total of 40 visual observation and Earth sur-
face photography sessions were held.

"I Pass. 1142 (NT, 13 Oct 1.4.)

"2 Kidger, Nev:ile Spaceflight, Jan, 1982
41 Named after the 19th century Hungarian physicist.
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Farkas took his daughter's favorite toy rabbit along with him as
a reminder "of what he treasures most iri life."'" Alt:lough he
had a mint:elicit flush in the head about 1.5 to 2 hours after
launch, he said he did not experience any of the disorders of sensa-
tion or orientation that had occurred with others, and that Iv.; per-
sonally had found the return to Earth to be the most difficult
period. He lost 3 kg during the flight. Farkas also reported that
during the mission, Ryumin's diary from his first long duration
mission was published in Hungary in the forni'of a "minibook,"
which had pleased his space.companion.

Farkas and Kubasov returned to Earth in the Soyuz 35 space-
craft, leaving their fresh Soyuz 37 for the long duration crew. They
landoti140 km southeast of Dzhezkazgan at 1507 GMT on June 3
after days (188 hours, 46 minutes) in space. Tho? Soyuz 35 ship
had been in space for 55 days.

SOYUZ T-2: FIRST MANNED LAUNCH OF SOYUZ T

The second crew to visit the Soyuz 35/36 crew (Popov and
liyutuip was the first manned test of the newly modified Soyuz T
spacecraft . Launched on June 5, 1980, at 1419 GMT, Soyuz T-2 (Ju-
piter) carried the two-man crew of Lt. Col. Yuriy Malyshev and
Vladimir Aksenov. They docked with Salyut 6 at 1558: GMT on
June 6 after conducting several tests of the Soyuz T systems which
may not have been entirely successful.

The crew approached Salyut automatically until they were 180

meters away, but then switched to manual controls, even though
the advantage of the Soyuz T was supposed to have been its ability
to dock automatically. The Soviets announ,ed at the time that the
procedure was "relatively complicated compared to what had been
done before" and that Soyuz T-2 had come toward Salyut 41,aligned
perpendiculaF to the station, instead of straight along its path. The
crew executed a quarter turn to line up the two craft and docked.

Following the return of the Soyuz 38 crew in September, the So-
viets released a few more details of what had happened with the
dufking. Yeliseyev stated that difficUlties were encountered with
the control of the craft's flight. He reported that the onboard com-
puter choose which of several different approaches to fly to the
space station (as well as descent trajectories) and that they had
been unable to practice all of them prior to this mission. When the
Soyuz T-2 computer selected which "control method" it was going
to use for the approach sequence, it was one which had not been
practiced either by the ship's crew or ground controllers; so the cos-
mnnnuts decided to switch to manual contra Yeliseyev 3dde&that
telemetric data indicated that if they had stayed in the automatic
mode, the docking would have proceeded without incident, adding
that "this is one of the tasks of experimental flightsto teach
people how to fly the craft and to teach personnel how to control
the craft." Isl.

More details of the improved Soyuz T were reported, ,which are
included in the description of Soyuz T appearing earlier in this

2" Tau, 1412 GMT, June 12. IMO.
I" Moscow Domestic Service, 075!, GMT, 4 Oct, SO.
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chapter. When Soyuz T-2 returned from space on June 9 after a
short 4 days (94 hours 19 minutes) in space, it was arknounced that
the orbital compartment of the spacecraft had separaed prior to
.retrofire, as opposed to after retrofire as had been the case with

tlhe other Soyuz flights. inos reportedly saved 10 percent of the
1iel, since there was less mpis to be slowed for descent.

Malyshev and Aksenov landed 200 km southeast of Dzhezkazgan
at a time that was not announced by the Soviets, but duration was
94 hours ltA minutes according to other Soviet sources, meaning
that touchdOwn would have occurred at 1238 GMT.

_,----
SOYUZ 37/36: FIRST VIETNAMEt3E COSMONAUT

On July 23, Soyuz 37 (Terek) was launched at 1833 GMT carrying
Viktor Gorbatko and the first Vietnamese cosmonaut, Lt. Col.
Pham Tuan. The crew became the third set of visitors to the
PopovilZyumin crew on Salyut 6 when they docked on July 23 at
2002 GMT.

The launch took place during the Moscow Olympic Games and
Western experts considered the choice of a Vietnamese to fly on
this mission to be a "clear bid for support and prestige in the Third
World." '86

As had been the case on previous international missions, a
number of joint expOrin,ents were conducted. In this case, these in-
cluded experiments with growing the aquatic fern Azolla, which is
native to Vietnam; Earth observations of Vietnam to find the maxi-

.* mum boundaries of heavy floods, the inner boundaries of the pene-
tration of tidal sea waters, and other projects rein* to agricul-
ture, hydrology, geology, and forestry; materials proce,seng exix-ri-
rnents including one called Ha long (after 3 Vietnamese bay) which
involved the growing of bismuth-tellurium-selenium, and gallium
phosphide with varying amounts of trace elements, in Kristall; and
the "Imitator" experiment for determining temperature profiles in
Kristall.

T crew returned to Earth in the Soyuz 36 spacecraft, leaving
their h Soyuz 37 for the long duration crew. They landed at
1515 G on July 31, 189 km southeast of Dzhezkaz.gan after 8
days (188 hours 42 minutes) in space. The Soyuz 36 ship had been
in space for 66 days.

SOYUZ 38: FIRST CUBAN COSMONAUT

The foerth and last crew to visit Popov and Ryumin on Salyut 6
was the Soy= 38 (Taymyr) cre' which was composed of Col. Yuriy
Roznaneko and Arnaldo 'ramayo Mendez, the first Cuban to fly in
space. He was hailed in the Soviet media alternately as the first
cosmonauit from Cuba, the Western Hemisphere, a non-aligned
.country, or Latin America. The spacecraft was launched at 1911
GMT on September 18, 1980, and docked with Salyut 6 at 2049
GMT the next day.

Among the joint Cuban/Soviet experiments conducted during the
mission were several focussing on biomedical probferns, including
"Sujport," "Cortex," and "Anthropometry." Two experiments,in-

..-
"'Christian Science Monitor, July 76,19$°. p. 3,
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volving the growth.. of microorganisms were conducted, one called
"Multiplikator" and the other "liateuy"bwhich involved studying
yeast growth. No further details were provided.

Two materials processing experiments involving sugar were per-
formed, which marked the first time such experiments on Salyut
involved an organic substance. High temperatures were not re-
quired for these processes, so the Cubans had devised a piece of
equipment called "Kristallograph" which allowed the crew to lc*
at what was transpiring in the furnace and to photograph it. They
also conducted a series of Earth observation cessions focussing on
Cuba.

In all, 20 experiments were conducted irijoye-fields: medico/bio-
logical, psychological, physico-technical, and Earth resoi.rces. Wil-
fredo Torres Yribar, President of the Cuban Academy of Sciences,
stated that half of those experiments reflected the interest of the
Cuban economy.'TM7

The Cubans and Soviets had been working on a holographic ex-
periment for this flight, but it was not ready in time. The Soyuz T-
3 crew brought it into space with them in November.

Romanenko had been on Salyut 6, 2 years previously, and corn-
m,:ited that little had changed except that there was more scientif-
ic equipment. The crew landed in their own Soyuz 38 spacecraft on
September 26 at 1554 GMT, 175 km southeast of Dzhezkazgan after
8 days (188 hours 43 minutes) in space.

SOYUZ T-3: RETURN TO A THREE-MAN CREW

The last flight of 1980 was a 2-week demonstration of the capa-
bility of Soyuz T to carry a crew of three, and another test of the
Soyuz T systems following the less than successful Soyuz T-2 mis-
sion. The last three man crew for the Soviets had been the ill-fated
Soyuz 11 mission in which all three cosmonauts lost their lives.
The Soviets referred to this three man crew as the "first space
repair team" '88 since virtually all their time was spent making re-
pair's to Salyut.

Soyuz T-3 was launched at 1418 GMT on November 27 with a
crew of Lt. Col. - 'id Kizin, Oref Makarov, and Gennadiy Streka
lov. Progress 11 ha remained docked with the space station after
Popov and Ryumin left, and was attached when Soyuz T-3 arrived.
Since Progress occupied the aft docking port, this crew docked at
the forward end of Salyut 6 at 1554 GMT on November 28. The
Soviet media stressed that this was "exclusively a test flight," 189
and the ship linked up with the Salyut 6/Progress 11 complex "ex-
actly on schedule."

The crew's main task aboard Salyut was a prophylatic examina-
tion of its systems and to continue the repairs started by the Soyuz
35/37 crew. They brought specially developed tools for these jobs.
Since the mission was only planned for two weeks, the workload
was intense. Two television broadcasts were cancelled as was one of

"" Nature.. It; Oct SO. p. 577
"a Apparently the Soviets forgot tlie activities of the 11,5 Skylab 2 crew which repaired the

badly damaged Skylab space 5tastion in 1973,
'11 Taas. 1920 GMT, Nov SO.
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the crew's free days, In addition, they were not able to exercise as
much as they were supposed to.

The major repair job was adding a new hydraulic unit with foar
pumps to the thermal regulation system. This was a liquid-cooled
system, so the crew had to be especially careful not to spill any of
the antifreeze-like coolant. The task was complicated by the tact
that station designers had not expected the Salyut to be used for
such a long time, and since the pumps had a service life of 2 years
and the station was only designed for 1.5 years, they had not made
this one of the "serviceable" parts. Thus the Soyuz T-3 crew had to
use a saw to cut through one of the metal supports to gain access
to the pump area, while ensuring that all the "dangerous" metal
filings were collected.'"

That repair job was successfully accomplished, as were many
more. To facilitate tile repair activities, a direct communications
link was established between the space crew and Popov and
Ryumin who were vacationing in the Northern Caucasus. Among
the other fix-it jobs were replacing a programining and timing
device in the onboard control complex, an electr6ktic unit in the te-
lemetry system, and a transducer for one of the compressors in the
refueling system (while Salyut was unoccupied, Progress 11 had
automatically refilled the fuel tanks, at which time the problem
was discovered:.

A few experiments were also conducted during the mission, in-
cluding: growing more monocrystals of cadmium-mercury-telluride
in Splay; measuring the air circulation in the station to ensure
that it was net becoming stagnant (called "Microclimate") growing
plants; and holography using the Soviet/Cuban holographic
camera.

Progress 11 was used to make an orbital correction on December
8, placing the complex in a 370X290 km, 90.8 minute orbit. The
Progress spacecraft undocked on December 9 and reentered 2 days
later.

The. Soyuz T-3 crew returned to Earth on December 10 at 0926
GMT- after 13 days (307 hours 8 minutes) in space, landing 130 km
east of Dzhezkazgan. Because they had not had time to do all their
scheduled exercises, Kizim and Strekalov reportedly suffered from
a certain amount of "stress" when they landed.'" The successful
repair activities of the crew were hailed as a "new accomplishment
of Soviet cosmonautics [which] is a befitting gift for the forthcom-
ing 26th Congress of the CPSU." '92

In commenting on the crew's return as the last flight in the cur-
rent Soviet 5-year plan, Cosmonaut Training Director Vladimir
Shatalov stated that the manned space program was "an organic
part of the economic plan of the USSR for 1976-1980" and that
"every ruble invested into outer space exploration ensures a return
of up to 10 rubles." 193

9" Nor/14ov, N Sovetskiy Vo:n, No. 5, 1951. pp. 25-29.
Kiciger, Neville. Spaceflight. Jan. 1982.
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SAI.YUT ti SI PUS AT THE ENO OF 1980

AS 1980 drew to a close, Salyut 6 remained in orbit in good condi-
tion. On December 29, it was in an orbit of 349x308 km and had
completed 18,720 revolutions of Earth. Ground crews continued to
test onboard systems, and the control and functioning of station
systems was being accomplished by commands from Earth and by
means of the onboard automatic equipment. Three more crews
(Soyuz 39 and 40, both of which carried cosmonauts from other
countries, and Soyuz T-4) were to occupy the station before it was
deorbited in July 1982.

SOVIET PLANS FOR A MANNED LUNAR PROGRAM

Although the Soviets still have not sent cosmonauts to the Moon,
statements by Soviet authorities during the "Moon Race" period of
the 1960's (see the 1971-75 edition of this report), certainly created
the impression that they were trying to beat the United States to
our nearest neighbor in space.

There was also empirical evidence that a manned lunar program
was underway. Five Zond flights from 1968 to 1970 were identified
by the Soviets as having been engineering tests related to develop-
ment of a manned spacecraft to go the Moon, and it is generally
concluded that this would have been for circumlunar flight (see
table 12). One KOST110S flight in 1971 has been identified as having
been a test of a lunar cabin, and it had similar orbital elements to
two other flights prior to that time. The exact nature of these
flights remains unknown, but they could have been testing propul-
sion systems and/or a module for landing on the lunar surface. A
fourth flight in 1971 may have been a test. of an orbiter and a
hinder (see table 1:11.
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TABLE 13 -FLIGHT PARAMETERS 1F POSSIBLE MANNED LUNAR DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE IN THE KOSMOS SERIES
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t tun i

Mar 10, 1967 310

Mar 10, 1967 150

Mar 10, 1961 . 150

Apr 8. 1967 232

Ate 8, 1967 170

Apr 8, 1967 170

limns 159 Ar 16, 1967 . 60,600

Way 16, 1970. 58,470
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.......
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The most significant obstacle v ich the Soviets apparently could
not overcome was development of a suitably powerful launch vehi-
cle equivalent to the Saturn V rocket used in the U.S. Apollo pro-
gram, the eo-called "G" vehicle described in part 1 of this study.

Despite the prevailing wisdom that the race to the Moon was a
race to be First, and once they lost, the Soviets put their plans aside
indefinitely, it appears that they kept their plans alive at least for
2 years after that. The Kosmos flights related to development of a
"lunar cabin" were launched in 1970-71, after the 1969 landing of
Apollo 11.

THE ZOND MISSIONS AND RELATED Kosmos FLIGHTS

From 1968 to 1970, the Soviets launched five missions, designated
Zond 4 through 8, which were probes designed to test a spacecraft
for circumlunar manned flight. (Zond 1-3 were related to other
planetary targets, and are discussed in the space science chapter in
Part 3 of this study.) There may have been unreported failures as
well. For example, Newsweek magazine claimed that on November
22, 1967 and April 22, 1968, Zond flights to the Moon were unsuc-
cessfully attempted. There are no official statements to prove or
disprove that contention.

KOSMOS 146 AND 154

For many years, Kosmos 146 and 154, launched March 10 and
April 8, 1977 respectively, have been thought to have been Zond
precursors that failed.'" Both were launched by D-1-e boosters,
and never left low Earth orbit. There were four objects associated
with each launch, two of which decayed after 1 day in the case of
Kosmos 146, and three of which decayed after 2 to 3 days in the
case of Kosmos 154. Two objects associated with Kosmos 146 and
one with Kosmos 154 remained in orbit for several days.

The conclusion that these were failed Zond missions was ques-
tioned in a 1980 article by Sven Grahn and Dieter Oslender.'95
While acknowledging the temptation to place these in the Zond
category based on orbital parameters of the shorter-lived objects,
Grahn and °slender ultimately conclude that the two spacecraft
carried out missions different from each other based on their anal-
ysis of the frequencies used by, and the orbits of, the longer lived
objects. Kosmos 146 used typical Soyuz frequencies, according to
the authors, and could have been a complete test of the Soyuz pro-
pulsion system in preparation for the first Soyuz flight 5 weeks
later. Kosmos 154 did not use Soyuz frequencies, per se, but did use
the same frequency as Kosmos 133, often regarded as the first
Soyuz precursor, and may have been another Soyuz test,

The real mission of these flights remains obscure, but since they
were launched in successive lunar windows, they are listed here in
the lunar-related category.

i" See Vick, Charles P. Soviet Super-Boosters-1. Spaceflight, v. 15, Dec. 1973; Oberg, James E.
Russia Meant to Win the Moon Race. Sp ceflight, v. 17. May 1975; Woods, David H. A Review of
the Soviet Lunar Exploration Programme Spaceflight, v. IS, July-August 1976.

'"Gralut. Sven and Dieter °blender. Cosmos 146 and 14. Spaceflight, v. 22, Mar. 1950: 121-
123.
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}COSMOS 159

Another ambiguous mission possibly related to the Zond program
is Kosmos 159, launched May 16, 1967. Launched by an A-2-e vehi-
cle, the main part of the spacecraft remained in orbit until Nov.
1977. Since it used a much smaller launch vehicle than Kosmos 146
and 154, it would have been limited to testing one or more subsys-
tems.

Others have concluded that this mission was a test of the Soyuz
prqpulsion system; its true nature remains unknown.

wig)) 4

On March 2, 1968, Zond 4 was launched and it is considered to
have been a diagnostic engineering test for subsequent Zond
flights. In 1971, a drawing was released which showed the ship to
be virtually identical (externally, at least) to ,a Soyuz spacecraft
without the forward work module (see fig 44). The Royal Aircraft
Establishment estimated its weight at 4,820 kg, with a length of 5.3
meters and diameter of 2.3 meters.
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R.F.Gibbons 1983

novas 44.Zond Circum-Lunar Spacecraft. The Zond-5 through -8 spacecraft were
launched on circum-lunar minims between 1968 and 1970. After Zond-5, each
spacecraft, after completing a loop around the far side of the Moon, plunged back
into the Earth's atmosphere at a shallow angle that permitted a skip reentry.

Zond 4 was launched by a D-1-e booster one-half, lunar month
away from the ideal time to launcirtoward the Moon, and w sent
in a direction opposite from the location of the Moon at that time.
The Soviets stated that it had been launched to the "outlying re-
gions of near Earth space," and presumably was intended to go out
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as far as the Moon's orbit. By not going directly to the Moo.i, its
return path would not be affected by lunar gravity. Considering the
significance of a new program of such magnitude and portent, the
failure of the Soviets to give any further report on the flight sug-
gests that it was not successful; there iE no evidence in the public
domain on which to base a definitive judgment regarding the mis-
sion's success.

ZOND 5

Zond 5 was launched on Sept tuber 14, 1968 in a similar fashion
to Zond 4, but this time was directed toward the Moon. On Septem-
ber 17, a mid-course correction meneuvPr was made to place the
spacecraft on a correct trajectory for swinging around the Moon at
a distance of 1,950 km and returning to Earth. Another trajectory
correction was made enroute to the Moon to place it on a correct
trans-Earth route.

The 'ship was described as having two compartments, one a re-
coverable cabin with a heat regulating system, power supply, para-
chute packs, scientific instruments, and radio communications
equipment; th other a service module with large solar panels, a
radio telemetry system, control equipment, orientation and stabili-
zation systems, batteries, and heat regulation systems. Optical sen-
sors and radio antennas were mounted externally.

Amid 5 returned to Earth after 7 days in space. This was the first
time that the Soviets returned a spacecraft from a deep space mis-
sion, and their first water recovery. The ship was slowed aerody-
namically from 10,900 meters per second (m/s) to 200 m/s, after
which a parachute was deployed at 7 km altitude. The approach to
Earth was over the South Pole and it landed in the Indian Ocean
at 32°3S' S., 75°33' E., as it headed north. The capsule was exposed
to heat levels of 13,000 °C during reentry.

Not only was this the first time that the Soviets recovered a
spacecraft in the water, but it was a night landing, complicating
matters further since the recovery team had to search for it in the
darkened waters. Recovery was directed by the Academy of Sci-
ences' rescue service and the tracking ship Boroviehiy. An oceanog-
raphy ship, the Vasiliy Golovnin, transported the spacecraft to
Bombay where it was transferred to a Soviet AN-12 cargo plane
and flown to the Soviet Union.

Although the mission was primarily an engineering test, it also
carried cameras and a biological payload. The cameras returned
the first high quality photographs (as opposed to radio facsimile
pictures). The biological payload consisted of turtles, wine flies,
meal worms, a spiderwort plant with buds, wheat, pine, and barley
seeds, chlorella in various nutrients, and various types of lysogene.
tic bacteria. After they were recovered, the turtles. had lost4about
10 percent of their body weight and had excesaive glycogen and
iron in their livers compared to Earth controls, As far as the plants
were concerned, the Soviets revealed that changes were noted only
in the barley and pine seeds, as had been expected because of their
sensitivity to radiation.

214
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ZOND 6

Zond 6 was launched on November 10, 1968 and was essentially a
repeat of Zond 5. Three trajectory corrections were made, the first
on November 12 and the other two after the spacecraft had
the Moon at a distance of 2,250 km on November 14. The viets
announced that equipment was carried to study the effects of radi-
ation on living creatures, although no other details of the biological
payload were provided. A photoemulsion chamber to record the
paths of cosmic rays was carried, together with a micrometeorite
detector.

More lunar photographs were taicen with a standard aerial
camera which had a foul length of 400 mm, frame size 13 x18 cm,
and a resolution of 50 lines per mm. Each photograph had 134 mil-
lion data biis, compared with 1.2 million data bits with each Zond 3
facsimile pictnre Some of the photographs provided stereo views of
both the near and far sides.

Zond 6 returned to Earth on November 17 in much the same
manner as Zond 5, but with one important differencea skip-
return trajectory. The spacecraft approached Earth at 7 1 km per
second, and using aerodynamic braking, slowed to 7.6 km per
second. Then an onboard control mechanism was used to orient the
craft so that it developed lift and skipped outside the atmosphere,
followed by a second reentry and a controlled landing in the Soviet
Union in the "preset district."

The Soviets explained that the South Pole approach was the only
one practical for returning Zond payloads to the Soviet Union be-
cause.a direct ballistic approach would cause a G force overload for
a human crew. Academician Petrov noted, however, that the pro-
longed reentry increased the effect of heat flow, and added a con-
siderable strain to the structure of the heat protection system.'"
lie also staled that the G-load for Zond 5 reached 10-16 G's, and
implied that for Zond 6 it was closer to that encountered with a
manned Soy az mission (3-4 G's).' 97

F0110Winf: this flight, the Soviets formally announced that Zonds
4, 5 and 6 were aimed at perfecting a manned spaceship to go
around the Moon. Although all indications were that Zond 6 per-
formed well, Academician Blagonravov stated that further :..n-
manned tests would Lie required before men could be sent.'"

ZOND 7

The launch of Zond 7 occurred on August 7, 1969, with the an-
nounced purpose of further engineering tests and .mono photo-
graphs of the Moon's surface. The spacecraft circled the Moon at a
distance of 2,000 km on August 11. The craft returned to Earth in
the same manner as Zona 6 on August 14.

The only notable difference in this mission was that it took color
as well as black old white photographs in an attempt to show dif
ferences in the microstructure of lunar material and to discern
new features on the Earth. Picture taking sessions were held on

I" lzvestiya. Moscow, Nov 19, 1968, p. 2.
"7 Moscow !tura! Life, Nov. 24, 1968, p. 4.
1*8 Moscow Radio, Der. 10. 1968, 1200 GMT.
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August 8 for Earth and on August 11 for the Mooii (twice) and the
Earth as it set beneath the Moon's hbrizon.

ZOND 8

The last.spacecraft in the series was launched on October 20,
1970. The next day it transmitted the first television imi.ges of
Earth from a distance of 65,000 km, and these continued for the
next 2 days. The ship passed within 1,100 km of the Moon, and
both color and black and white pictures were taken of the surface.

The mission used a significantly different approach to Earth for
reentry, coming in over the North Pole instead of the South. The
advantage was that Soviet ground stations could control the flight
during most of the reentry. This also was the second Soviet water
recovery, with the craft splashing down 725 km southeast of the
Chagos Archipelago in the Indian Ocean, probably in a ballistic re-
entry. This time, recovery ships were sufficiently well positioned to
see the actual reentry, and although it was night, as in the case of
Zond 5, the capsule was quickly recovered by the Taman. Zond 8
was then transferred to the Semyon Chelyushkin for the trip to
Bombay and subsequent airplane flight to the Soviet Union.

Kosmos 379, :382, 398, AND 434

Four Kosmos flights in the 1970-71 time period were the subject
of various interpretations for many years as to their purpose. The
mission of one of these, Kosrnos 382, still remains somewhat in
doubt, but is included here as part of tests for the, manned lunar
landing program, since it seems most likely to have been related to
that program.

The other three, Kosmos 379, 398 and 434 had orbital parameters
and maneuvers very similar to each other and are summarized in
table 13. As can be seen, Kosmos 379, 398 and 434 were launched
into initial' orbits with apogee in the 250 to 285 km range and peri-
gee around 200 km, similar to a Soyuz mission. The signal formats
and frequencies used also resembled Soriz, and it is therefore con-
cluded that an A-2 vehicle was utilized. However, Soyuz has been
described as having a maximum altitude range of 1,300 km, and
using orbital platforms, the apogees of each of these spacecraft
were raised to as much as 14,035 km. Since these altitudes are out
of the range of the A-2 vehicle, this was apparently the first use of
the A-2-m vehicle, a much more maneuverable version of the A-2.
Using data from Kosmos 159, which he classifies as a Soyuz propul-
sion test, David Woods has calculated, the amount of propellant
that can be carried, on Soyuz and its derivatives, and therefore that
could have been used for the Kosmos 379 maneuvers. He concluded
that the initial maneuvers of all three A-2 missions were accom-
plished by an add-on propulsion unit.,99

Geoffrey E. Perry of the Kettering Group calculated the delta V's
required for the maneuvers of Kosmos 379 and found a close corre-
lation with what might be expected for lunar orbit insertion and
for trans-Earth injection.2°°

Iv* W 3s. D. R.. Lunar Mission Oosimis Satellites, Spoceflight, Nov. 1971, p. US.1°° Pf G E.. Flight International. London, Pty. 10, 1970, p. 92S.
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By a fortuitous set of circumstances, the Soviets were led to pub-
licly reveal the nature of Kosmos 434 in 1981. On August 25, a
bright light was seen over Western Australia and initial reports
stated that it was the reentry of Kosmos 434. Public concern over
possible radioactive hazards associated with reentering Soviet
spacecraft following the 1978 reentry of KOSMOS 954 (which carried
a nuclear reactor, see part 3 chapter 5), prompted the Soviet For-
eign Ministry to issue an official statement on the.subject wherein
they stated that the ob4.-vt could not have been Kosmos 434 for it
had reentered on August 22.20t An analysis by Perry concluded
that the Soviet account was probably correct. The interesting point,
however, was that the Soviets identified Kosmos 434 as having
been a test of lunar cabin. This confirmed the long-standing specu-
lation that it had been part of the manned lunar program, and, by
inference, that Kosmos 379 and 398 were as well. Whether it was a
module which could have landed cosmonauts on the surface of the
Moon, or just a circumlunar capability is still hotly debated in the
West.

According to Woods' analysis, Kosmos 379 had the heaviest ini-
tial weight (7,495 kg) and lowest initial orbit, with the largest pro-
pellant supply used for the second manuever; Kosmos 398 (7,255
kg) had the shortest first manuever burn; and Kosmos 434 had the
i.ghtest initial weight (7,495 kg) and highest initial orbit. He con-
cluded that Kosmos 379 was a test conducted with a full propellant
load, while the other two carried a propellant load comparable to
that needed for trans-Earth injection.202

Kosmos 382 is obviously different from the other three, not only
because perigee was raised instead of apogee, but a very substan-
tial plane change was made in the filial maneuver". If the payload
was sitailar to the other three, theilonly a D class vehicle could
have been used to accomplish such maneuvers, and apparently was
a D-1-m. Perry has concluded that all four Kosmos flights were
tests of the Soviet equivalent of the American SPS engine used for
the Apollo command module on lunar flights. Woods has gone fur-
ther to conclude that Kosmos 382 was in fact a test of a heavier
payload than the other flights (hence the use of the D-1-m instead
of A-2--m) and was, in fact, a manned lunar orbiter plus a
lander."3

While it is tempting to conclude definitively that Kosmos 382
was truly part of the same series as Kosmos 379, 398 and 424, the
fact that the mission profile was different than the others requires
that this judgment still be made on a tentative basis.

POSSIBLE LUNAR LANDING MISSION PROFILES

Woods has considered the various mission scenarios that the So-
viets might have had in mind for accomplishing a manned lunar
landing.204 He speculates that the mission would start with the

2°' Quoted in Gillette, Robert Soviets Hint "Experimental" Fallen Satellite Lost Its Way to
the Moon. Washington Post, Aug, 30, Ilh21: A25.

202 Wood*, op. cit
"1 wads. op cit
itasquid,

21.7
f
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lautich of all the unmanned hardware on a G-1 booster (described
in Part 1, chapter 1). The crew would follow ini, a heavy Zond
launched by an A-2, and rendezvous and dock with the 135 tonne
G-1 payload in Earth orbit. The two spacecraft would remain
docked until trans-Earth injection (TE1) utilizing. propulsion mod-
ules in the G -.1 payload for both,trans-lunar injection (TLI) and
lunar orbit insertion (LOD. According to Woods, simulating TLI-

would require subjecting the Heavy Zond to Ft force of 1 G in a
di tion opposite to the normal thrust vectcv, which therefore
could be accomplished only by a separate propulsion module
mounted where the orbital module would be on a conventional
Soyui. further proposes that the proplusion system used by
Luna 4-14 could, have served such a role. Once in lunar orbit,
Woods suggests that two members of the three-man crew would
have gone to the su. face and back.

While the Woods scenario of a combined Earth orbit rendezvous/
lunar orbit rendezvous method for landing cosmonauts on the
Moon is well argued, some questions necessarily remain.

There were many available options for sending crews .to the
Moon and back, and in the United States, the debate over whether
a -direct ascent, Earth orbit rendezvous, or lunar orbit rendezvous
method should be used was highly acrimonious. The ultimate deti
sion to use the lunar orbit rendezvous approach was bitterly op-

ed the President's Science Adviser, Jerome Weisner.205
.Surely a similar debate would have raged within'the Soviet space
hierarchy and Woods" scenario is, in one sense, thp worst of both
worlds, requiring rendezvous operations in both Earth and lunar
orbit. If the G71 booster- was, in fact, designed as the equivalent of
Saturn V, the need for both rendezvous operations seems question-
able, since the- Saturn V was able to launch both the manned Faid
unmanned components of Apollo. If they had been willing and able
to perform Earth and lunar orbit redezvous, then the question re-
mains as to why they did not do so using the D venicle,

Phillip S. Cliirk has also proposed a Soviet manned lunar mission
scenario which does not involve landing.2" According to Clark, the
Soviets might have decided to gain experience in 'Lunar orbit using
a Zond/Salyut combination. The Zond, with a three-man crew,
would be launched by an A-2 into Earth orbit. A day later,. a G
booster would be launched carrying a Salyut whereupon the two
vehicles would dock and be sent into a tray i-lunar trajectory. Upon
arrival in lunar orbit,, the Zond/Salyutrcould enter a 110 km lunar
orbit and remain for .'ong as a month, after- which the Zond
could return to Eaikth leaving the Salyut in luna'orbit.

FUTURE PLANS FOR MANNED Ltnvan MISSIONS

Like the United States, the Soviets have not launched any mis-
sions, manned or unmanned, to explore the Moon for many years.

20b NASA Farm an4Lunar Orbit Choice, Missiles and Rock,:ts, Oct. W. 1961 13. For a detailed
amounting of the decisions involved u the Apollo pro 'ram, see: Smith, Marcia, Manned Splice
Flight Through,,I975. In U.S. Congress, House. Committee on Science and Thchnology, United
Stets. Civilian Space Programs Mg-78: Volume 1. Committer print. Waishington, U.S. Cover-
ment Printing Office 19S1, pp. 379-428.

" Cleric, Phillip S. A review of the Soviet Union's Manned Lunar Prognuumg, privately pub-
lishad,1R77, pp. 16-29.
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The last Luna spacecraft was launched in 1976. This may not indi-
cate a lack of interest in the Moon, but simply a lowering of its
status on the long list of priorities for space exploration.

If Western analysis is correct that the Soviets did not win the
re- Moon race because they did not have the hardware (particularly

the launch vehicle) to accomplish the task, then it may stand to
reason that once such hardware is available., new attempts at land-
ing cosmonauts on the Moon may be made. This would certainly be
in concert with the long range, broad goals expressed by the Sovi-
ets for their space program, including manned missions to the
planets. Such flights could more easily be launched from the Moon
since it has only one-sixth Earth's gravity.

FUTURE PL ARTS

The following section examines what the Soviets revealed about
their plans for the future dour ing the petiod 1976-80. There have
been significant developments since 198e both in the air of per-
manent, modular space stations, and in Soviet development of a re-
usable space vehicle. These recent achievements are discussed in
the 1981-83 supplement which aprears as chapter 2 of this volume.

PERMANENT EARTH ORRITINC, SPACE STATIONS

With the advent of Salyut 6 and its two docking ports, the Sovi-
ets had created the opportity to permanently occupy orbiting
space stations. For whatever re:ons, they have never exercised
this option, even though they have publicly stated that this is a
goal of their manned program. Part of the r: ason could be the
small iize of Salyut, which leads to the discussion of larger Soviet
space stations.

STATIONS WITH NIULTIPLE DOCKING UNITS

Even before Salyut 6 was orbited, Soviet space officials were talk-
ing confidently of larger space stations. Some of the discussion was
focussed on docking two Salyut& together,"7 but most of the talk
has been of a core with multiple docking ports. In September 978,
Cosmonaut Konstantin Feoktistov explained that it would be "ex-
pedient" to have an orbiting Salyut laboratory with a "minimum of
seven or eight docking units." 208 Modules for carrying out "spe-
cialized researchtechnological, astronomical and geophysical
could dock with the station,' he added.

This theme has been echoed ever since. In December 1980, for ex-
ample, Valdiniir 'Shatalov, head of cosmonaut training, repeated
the fact that space designers were working on orbital stations of
the future with Salyut as a base to which modules would be linked
for performing various scientific functions such as meteorology, ge-
ology, and astronomy.20

*el Sae, for esampli, summary of "Outline' of the Future in Spam" by V. F. Doutsov, V. L
Alimov, AAA, Zhurenko and V.A. Misharin in Aerospace Daily, Nov, 1, 1976, p, 5. Also: Radio
Sophia. 16 Jan, 1979, 1942 GMT reported that "a lame space installation with a capacity for 8
persona boarci will be created on the basis of two stations of the Salyut type."

*Q0 Tom, 6583 GMT, 16 Sept. 78.
3" 'Tasti, 1132 OMT,.11 Dec. SO.
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KOSMOS 929

The first step toward building modular space stations ,occurred
on July 17, 1977, with the launch of an unusual spacecraft, Kosmos
929. Once in orbit, the spacecraft conduct& extensive orbital ma-
neuvers, and on August 16, 1filq7, a portion of the spacecraft reen-
tered. The main part of the spacecraft reentered on February 2,
1978 after 20C days in orbit.

The purpose of this spacecraft remained obscure until the 1981
flight of Kosmos 1267, which followed a similar mission profile, and
the 1983 Kosmos 1443 mission during which the Soviets identified
Kosinos 929 as having been the first of the series. The 1981 and
1983 missions are described in chapter 2. This series of flights in-
volves development of a combination space tug, cargo craft, and
space station module which could be outfitted for particular tasks,
such as m'iterials processing, and either remain attached to a space
station, or fly independently. The separation of a section of the
spacecraft is useful for returning the results of scientific experi-
ments to Earth, as was finally accomplished with Kosmos 1443.

MAN V. MACHINETHE SOVIET VIEWPOINT

The Soviets are attempting to determine the relative roles of
man versus machine in space, just as other countries are. In April
1978, cosmonaut Feoktistov conceded that the topic was 'ry con-
troversial, with some specialists believing that space is Ave all a
sphere for the operation of machines," and others pointing out that
"it is still people who have to elaborate the methods for this re-

.- search and correlate the degree to which the information obtained
by machine corresponds with the real picture." 210

As detailed in the earlier sections of this chapter, the Soviets
have developed considerable experience with crews as repairmen in
orbit. Discussing the design of future space stations, engineer Oleg
Tsygankov explained that this experience has led engineers to
design stations so that crew members can have easy access to any
particular component or system so that they can be replaced by
new ones. He added that these repair m .hods will also be useful
for flights to the planets.2"

A REUSABLE SPACE VEHICLE

Speculation that the Soviets are developing a reusable space ve-
hicle along the same lines as the U.S. space shuttle has been wide-
spread for many years. By the end of 1980, it appeared that any
plans the Soviets might have had in the 1970's had been put on
hold for economic reasons, but as detailed in chapter 2, (p. 465), 3
years later there had been flight tests which may be associated
with developing such a capability.

EARLY RUMORS: KOSMOLJOT/ALBATROS

In 1976, Maarten Houtman, a Dutchman interested in Soviet
space activities, published an article in his magazine, Spaceview,

*. 21° tkitAiitilisticheskayik industriys, 12 Apr 75, p. 3,
2 t TAM, 1406 GMT, 5 Dec SO.
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called "Albatros, the Soviet Shuttle." 212 According to Houtman,
the Soviets were pursuing development of a reusable space system
called Kosmoljot. He called the orbiter associated with the system
Albatros. According to Houtman, rumors associated with develop-
ment of the system had first seeped into the West as early as 1964.

}footman described two different reusable systems on which the
Soviets were allegedly working at the time the article was pub-
lished. The first was based on vertical takeoff, while the second
would use a horizontal takeoff approach. This latter vehicle, Kos-
moljot, was the focus of the research effort because it would be
fully reusable, while the former would be only partially reusable,
according to Houtman.

Houtman described the exterior appearance of the booster as
similar to a Tu-144, with widened wings without the tail sec-
tion, thus looking like a triangle. The booster would be piloted by
two to three people to an altitude of 30 kilometers, after which it
would separate from the orbiter and return to Earth, landing like
an airplane.

The orbiter, Albatros, would look like a mini-Tu-144 with thick-
ened delta wings bent upward, resembling an arrowhead. Houtman
ta ted that the orbiter would be approximately 25 meters in length,

carry ti.v) to three persons, use ion engines, and be capable of mul-
tiple plane changes and other orbital maneuvers enabling a single
crew to complete three or four separate tasks before returr,ing.
Among the missions }footman envisioned for Albatros was deploy-
ment and retrieval of satellites, and retrieval of "space junk."

Houtraan predicted that an orbital launch of Kosmoljot would
take place by 1: 77. This did not occur.

KOSMOS PAIRS: 881/822, 997/998, 1100/1101

Although there were no flights that could be definitively associ-
ated with a space shuttle in the 1970's, there were three launches
whose missions remain obscure but are often categorized in the
West as possible reentry tests of a new manned space system.

In each case, two spacecraft were launched on one booster (a D-
1) from Tyuratam into a 51.6° orbit, and both would reenter after
less than one orbit. The first launch, of Kosmos 881 and 882, oc-
curred on December 15, 1976. V *mos 997 and 998 followed 15
months later on March 30, 19'7 , and Kosmos 1100 and 1101 on
May 22, 1979, 14 months after the previous flight.

Kosmos 881/882 had an a. ee of 248 km and periree of 202 km,
and a period of 88.8 minutes. osmos 997/998 had an apogee of 2:30
km and perigee of 200 km, with a period of 88.7 minutes. Kbsmos
1100/1101 were in a 230x 199 km orbit, with a period of 88.6 min-
utes.

U.S. Government sources were quoted at the time as saying that
881/882 were "definitely man-related"," 3 although specifics were
not forthcoming. Analysis by other observers suggested that the
mission profile would fit with a maneuverable vehicle, possibly the
long awaited reusable vehicle." 4

2:3 Houtman, Maarten. Albatros, the Soviet Shuffle. Spaceview, May/June 1976m pp. 24-31.
211 Aervepace Daily, Dec. g 262.
"4 See for example. Meehan. Winged Spacecraft. Letter to Aviation Week and Space

Technostegy. June 2.19g0.
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1978 RADIO MOSCOW REPORT AND FURTHER RUMORS OF A
"RAKETOPLAN"

By 1978, the rumors of the appearance of a Soviet reusable vehi-
cle were still just that, rumors. In October 1978, however, in re-
sponse to a question from a listener, Radio Moscow released details
of a reusable plane under development. The announcer stated that
the vehicle would resemble an airplane with delta wings, and
would have three powerful rockets in the rear. Overall length of
the vehicle would be 200 feet (including the launch vehicle) with a
diameter of 26 feet (compared to the 78-foot wingspan of the U.S.
shuttle).215

At the' same. time, the U.S. weekly Aviation Week and Spare
Technology i-sported that drop tests of a delta-winged reusable
spacecraft (similar to those conducted with the U.S. space shuttle
orbiter in 1977) had taken place from a Tu-95 Bear bomber for aer-
odynamic testing as early as 1975.2'6 The magazine reported that
the vehicle was very similar in appearance to the U.S. X-20 Dyna-
Soar which had been planned for development in the early 1960's
(the program was canceled before any flight models were built).

3y this time, another designation for the Soviet shuttle effort
had appeared: "raketoplan" or rocket plane, a term rvortedly
used as early as 1927 by Soviet rocket designed Sergei Korfik.-y. At
the same time, rumors began to appear that a runway for the new
vehicle was under construction at Tyuratam.217 Further informa-
tion on the possible location of the shuttle runway at Tyuratam ig
discussed in chapter 1 of this study.

SUBSEQUENT STATEMENTS BY SOVIET OFFICIALS

Statements by Soviet officials at the 1979 International Astro-
nautical Federation conference in Munich further added to expec-
tations that a Soviet shuttle was in development, but left doubt as
to when it might be introduced. Cosmonaut Georgiy Beregovoy
called a Soviet shuttle a "logical next step" and his colleague Ana-
toliy Filipchenko added that "We are trying to build a vehicle that
we don't have to throw away." 218 These statements were tem-
pered, however, by reference to trying to accomplish Manned space
goals in an "economic" manner.216

In June 1980, cosmonaut Shatalov commented that "Soviet spe-
cialists have also investigated the possibility of producing space-
crafts [sic] which can be used more than once. In the given stage,
however, they consider that the employment of these spacecrafts
[sic] is not justified because the present tasks can be solved with
the well-tested methods in an economic way." 220

Thus, at the end of 1980, the status of the Soviet reusable space
vehicle program was ambiguous at best. Evidence suggested that

Y'' SOVIetS confirm Shuttle hide Effort. Aviation Week and Space Technology. Oct. 16.
1978

10 Onvault, Oraig. Soviets Build Reusable Shuttle. Aviation Week and Space Technology,
MorCh 20, 1979- 14-15. Covault. Craig. Soviets Developing FlyBack Launcher. Aviation Week
and Space Technology, Nov 6. 1978: 19.20.

7t° Shuttle Runway. Aviation Week and Space Technology. Jan. 8, 1979: 11,
2 '0 Quoted in: Spaceflight, v. 21, Dec. 1979: 481.
u! Spaceflight, v. a March 1980: 136.
*20 Budapest NM, 1100 GMT, fi June 80,
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some developmental work had occurred during the last part of the
1970's, but the program may have encountered budgetary difficul-
ties similar to the U.S. space shuttle, or technical problems, thus
delaying its appearance.

As discussed in chapter 2, the smaller reusable vehicle suggested
by the 1978 Radio Moscow report and/or a larger vehicle similar to

the U.S. shuttle, may be launched in the mid- 1980's.

MANNED PLANETARY VOYe.GES

The Soviet Union has always exhibited an interest in the very
long term aspects of space flight, in fact, they speak more often of
their far range plans than what might develop in the next 5 to 10

years.
This is the case with the possibility of sending people to other

planets in the solar system, notably Mars. As early as 1976, cosmo-

naut Georgiy Beregovoy commented that some day there would be
"bases and camps on the Moon. And in the more distant future
there will be expeditions, first to Mars and then to other plan-
ets:, 221

In 1978, an interesting aspect of this long-range plan developer'

with the linking of Mars flights to the Salyut space citation pro-

gram. During a discussion of the 96 day flight to Salyut 6 (Soyuz
29/31), a Radio Moscow commentary stated that the need to extend
manned stays in space was "dictated to a greater extent by the
future tasks of space exploration than by the present ones . . . For
example, a manned flight to our nearest neighbor, the planet Mars,
will require 1.5 years in weightlessness, under the most favorable
conditions." 222

Thus the Soviets showed that they have more than a passing in-

terest in such flights, and they are actually performing the requi-
site physiological and psychological research to make such a mis-
sion passible. Viewed together other developments, it would appear
that the Soviets are paving the way for manned missions to the
planets. For example, Soviet engineer Oleg Tsygankov commented
in 1980 that the methods of repairing Salyut 6 "may also prove
useful for long-distance flights." 223 Coupled with closed-cycle re-
search onboard the Salyut space stations to make the stations self-

sufficient in terms of food and water, and the development of more
capable launch vehicles, such flights may be a reality in this cen-
tury.

"" Taus, 0k 5, GMT, to Apr 76.
*22 MOSCOW DOrrtretic Service, 0001 GMT, 19 Sep 78.
122 Tam, 1406 GMT. 5 Dec SO.
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TABLE 14.-WORLD RECORD OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS

Kama, ca* sign Cita ((UMW! el Nets) Imola) A* !smear= Ck it1011 (Pi

stas)
Chats

liott Lund WWI
stie

SPC*Clitt
raisglit Ranwts

)(kg)

Vesta Idienr Gagann Aix 12, 1961 Apr 12, 1961 148 1 17 A-1. 4,725 First nun* flight.

Mercury Ralston 3 /Freedom Shepard May 5, 1961 May 5, 1961 15 Redstone 1,290 First U.S. fight, suborbital

7

Mercury Redstone 4ittelty Grissom My 21, 1961 July 11, 1961 16 CC Redstone 1,286 Su5ortiltiM; capsule sank after landing

800

Vostok 1/Or1"el (1 age) G TAN Aug 6, 1961 Aug 7, 1961 . 25 18 17 TT A-1 4,731 First flight weeding 14 hours

Marco" Atlas 6/froendsbd 1 Glenn Feb 20, 1962. Fen 20, 1462 4 55 3 CC Atlas . . 1,355 First American to ed.

Setury Atlas 7/Aurora 7
Yostak 3/Sokol (Falcon)

Carpenter.

tiakoiary
May 24, 1962 May 24, 1962
Aug '11, 1962 Aug. 15, 1962

4 56 3

94.27 64

CC Atlas ...

TT A-1 .

1,349 landed 402 km from target.
4,722 Target for Vostok 4.

Vostok 0300 (Gorden Popooch . Aug. 12, 1462. Aug 15, 1962. 70.51 48 TT A- 1..... 4,728 P a s s e d Vostok 3 at 6 5 km

Eagle)

Mercury Atlas 8/Sigma Schura Or .462 .Oct. 3, 1962 9:13 6 CC Atlas 1,313 landed 8 km from target.

Mersey Atlas 9 /Path 7 Cooper Ma. May 16, 1963 . 34:20 23 ix Atlas ..... 1,376 first US. filet weeding 24 hours,

Vostok 5/Yastrin (14risii) Bykainkly June . 3 . June 19, 1963 11906 81 TT A I.. ..... 4,720 Tarpt for Vostok 6.

Vostok 6/Otayks (Sea Guff) Tereslikova,. . June 16, 1953 . June 19, 1963 70.50 48 TT ....... . 4,713 Fest woman in edit passed Vostok 5 at 5 km.

Voskhod 1/Rutin (key) Mcnansi, Feoktetor,

YoProv

OM. 12, 1964... Oct 13, 1964.. 24:11 16 TT A-2 ...... ., 5,320 First than man cress; Wu* designer and medical
rosette.

Vostasal 2/ Now (Diamond) 600Yaser, lama Mar. 1$, 1965., Mar 19, 1965.. 26:02 17 TT A-2 . 5,682 1110110/ WWI* fast eitraillecular actintY.

Gomm Ides PM* Brown Conan (2), You Mar, 23, 1965.. Mar. 23, 1965 . 4:53 3 CC fin H._ 3,225 First U.S. 2.-nsan can, first mane s.

Gemini Titan 4 fAcCw. Wfate . June 3, 1965.... June 7, 1965.... 97.56 CC Titan H 3,574 Whitt perforpami first U.S, vdravehimatar actiety.

Gemini Titan 5 Cade (2), Conrad Aug 21, 1965,. Aug. 29, 1%5.. 190:55 128 ........... ,...,.,. Titan 11CC 3,605 Duration Mena; phantoms flade2+314-

Gee* fits 7 Boman, Lowell Dec. 4, 1965, Dec. 18, 1965_ 330:35 220 CC Titan 11_ 3,663 Diatom mod; target for Gemini Titan 6.

German Titan 6 Senses {2), Stafford Dec 15, 1965.. Dec 16, 1965., 25:51 17 tar Rao If 3,546 Reeduvois wit* 30 cm, sustaramf matt

Genes Titan 8 Armstrong, Scott Mar 16, 1966 Mo. 17. 1966 . 10:41 7.. CC Titan II 3,118 Fist dapking (WI 8); * * dad emergency
landing near Okinawa.

Gime Titan 9 Stafford (2) , Canon June 3. 1966 Jul* 6, 1966 72:21 47 .. ... CC Trtan H. 3,750 Como EVA, 3 modems bed no dookleg because
shroud modem at ATM

Gawk Titan 10 Ti:041 (2), Collins July 113, 1466 Jury 21, 1966.. 7047 46. .
CC Titan II 3,141 Coins EVA; rendemus *di Apna $ led Agana 10;

docked tern Agana 10.

Grua Titan 11 Conrad (2) , Gordon Sep. 12, Sept 15,

1966 1966

71:17 47 . CC Titan U 3,860 Cots, EVA,."initial orbit modemesos. itsgens 11, 2 Illko
rotatioe isith tattier; Pint to 1,372 km.

CATION Titan 17 (well (2), wilf) Nov 11, 1966 N. 15, 1966 94:35 63 CC Titan II.......,..,. 3,763 Win EVA, 3 do:kings witth Agena 12.

Apollo 1/(PS 204) Grissom (3), Mute Jan 27, 1967 Jan 27, 1967 CC Saturn 18 ..... 20,412 Preliminary test an pad; fire kited at 3 astronauts, but

(2), Chaffee. With *tide !der used for Maio 5.
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TABLE 14. -WORLD RECORD OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS -Continued

%mu call stn

Sow 1/Rubin (Ruby)
Apdro

rim rialto of Curti

komaroy

Schwa r 3 ). tisere.
Cunningham

Lilact cyst rarmaston Lvrtv (nr
nun)

26 48

260.09

Orbit

18 .

174

Launo Launr1 Angie
9ra

TT A 2
CC Saturn

Some
weer

6,450

20,569

Remarts

Apr 23. 1967 Apr 24, 1967

Oct 11, 1968 Oct 22, 1968

Parachutes tangled rn landing, kriluty ?towns,

First U.S 3man crew, rendezvous wrath third stage.

SoW 3 /Argon (Argon) Beregovav Oct 26, 1968 Oct 30, 1968. 94 51 64 TT A 2 ... . 6,575 Rendezvous with Soyuz 2 but no docking.

Ago lio 8 Borman (2), Loyeir Dec 21, 1968 Dec 27, 1968 147 01 2 Earth 10 CC Saturn V 43,663 First manned orbits of Moon, first manned escape from

(3). Anders Moon Earth, first high speed reentry with men.

Soria 4/Amur (Adair) Shateloy (Yekserv),
(Khrunov)

Jan 14. 1969 Jan 17, 1969 7121 48.... TT A -2 6,625 First docking with a manned slug, first crew transfer,

Sortz .'132Yful (8affkal) Volynov, Yeisarev,

Khrunov

Jan 15, 1969.. Ian. 18, 1969 . 72:54 49 ... TT A .2. 5,585 Target fa rendezvous and doclung Two of crew trans-
ferred to Saila 4 by EVA.

hioNo 9 /Gumdrop. Spider McDivitt (2) , sat Mat 3, 1969 Mar, 13, 1969 24101 162 .. CC Saturn V 43,136 Tested propulsion, rendezvous and docking of LM.

(2), Schweickart

Apollo 10 /Charlie Brown,

Snoopy

Stafford (3), Young
(3), Cernan (2).

May 18, 1969 May 26, 1969 192 03 2 Earth 31

Moon

CC Saturn V 48,638 Tested propulsion, rendezvous and (foam, of L84 in

lunar eat
Apollo 11/Coiumbra, Eagle Armstrong (2), Cakes 10 16, 1969.. Joey 24, 1969 . 195:19 2 Earth 30 LT Saturn V 49,6 First 131141a at men on Moon July 20, returned sat*.

Soyuz 6/Antry (Antaaus)

(2), Minn (2)
Shaw, Kabasou Oct. 11, 1969.. Oct. 16, 1969.. 118.43

Moon.,
80. , TT A-2, 6,517 Ccorbit with Sow 7, tested *Writ is space.

Sow 1 /Horan (Snowstorm) Firiccherkko, Gortatko,

Notion

Oct, 12, 1969... Oct. 11, 1969.,. 118:40 80 TT 6,570 Rendemus target for Sow 6 and 8.

$0,41 8/GINItt (Grafi%) Stutarce (2), Yeliseyey Oct 13, 1969... Oct 18, 1969... 118:51 80 TT A-2, .... 6,646 Coortat with Saila 7, but did not dock.

(2).
AP* 12/YanAse Claef ,

Mtge.
Ad* 13/Odyssey. Aquarius

Conrad (3) , Gordon

(7), Ban
Lovett (4) . %igen,

llaae

Nov. 14, 1969.. Nov. 24, 1969,.

Apt 11, 1970 Apr 17, 1970.

244:16

142:55

2 Earth 45

Moan,

2 Earth 1

Moon.

CC Saturn V

CC Saturn V

49,804

49,990

landed on Moan Nov. 19, rev* seelf,

Explosion in mice module aborted lona Iodic re
turned on circirmirear path.

SOVVI 9/Sokol (Faicbn) Nikolayev (2). June 1, 1910 , June 19, 1970.. 424:59 286 TT A-2. 6,500 Duration record 04 18 days.

Sevastyano

Atidlo 14/Kitty Hawk
Antares

Shepard (2), Roosa, Jan. 31. 1971 . Feb. 9, 1971 .... 216:02 2 Earth 34

Moat
CC Saturn V.. .... 46,346 Landed an Moon Feb. 5, retuned safekr

Saiyut 1 Apr 19, 1971 Oct. 11, 1971.. 4,200 2,811............ TT 0 -1 ........... 18,600 Launched uftmannert, spas station visited by Soyuz 10,
11.

Soyuz 10 /Gaut (Game) Shataicy (3), Yereseyey 414 22, 1971 Apr 24, 1971.. 41,46 32 TT A- 2 ........ 6,575 Oxked with Salyut, but no entry into station.

(3), fltAaysshreitov,



Sow 11/Yantar (Am& Ddlovoisluy Marv,
Vac* (2)

iune 6, 1971 lure 29, 1971 570 22 333 TT A-2 6,790 Docked with Salyut 1; c set duration recut of 24
days, but ii) WNW during rbentry

*No 15 /Endeavor, Falcon Scott (3), Wordy, hey 26, 1911 Aug 1, 1911 29512 2 Earth 74 CC Saturn V 52,759 tended on Moon key 30, returned safely, Used leinN

(Min Moon roving vehicle.

Op* 16/Casper, Orton Young (4), Mattney, Apr 16, 1972 Apr 27, 1912. 26551 2 Est 65 CC Saturn V 51,571 !Jaded on Abort Apr n, returned safety. Used lunar

Duke Moon roving Wide.

Apollo 11/Amino.c Cannon (3), Evans,
Schmitt

Dec 7, 1972.. Doc. 19, 1972. 30152 3 Earth 75
Moon

CC Saturn V.... 51,808 Landed on Moon Dec 11, returned safety, Used lunar
roving vele*

Skylab 1 May 14, 1973 July 11, 1979 53,975 CC Saturn V. . 89,439 Launched unmanned; space station IOW by 91--2, 3,
4

Sib 2 Conrad (4), Kerwin,

Matz

May 25, 1973 hew 22, 1973. 67250 433 CC Saturn 18. 30.803 Dxtod with Skylab 1, Cat, retorted damaged station.

Skylab 3 Been (2), Garrott,
LOusnll

Jute 28, 1973.. Sept. 25,
1973.

1,427,09 919.... CC Saturn 18. 30,694 Docked with *tab 1, crow made kethor (114011 to

station.

Soyul 12/1.14 (11111) Lazarid, Itakarov Soot 27, Sept 29,
1973 1973.

47.16 31, .. TT 04-2 , 6,575 Checkout c4 engswenng fats; first flight of terry version

of SoYta

Sityik 4 Cair, Gibson, Pogue Nov 16, 1973 Feb. 8, 1974 .. 2,017:17 1,298.... . .. CC Saturn IS .. 31,232 Docked widi Sky4s5 1, crow set duration ripcord of 84

O4P-

Sow 13/Kaykaz Klem,k, lebedev Dec. 18, 1973 Dec. 26, 1973 188,56 127 .............. 11 A-2 6,575 Astrcptrystai, biological, Earth mew experiments.

(Caucasus)
Salted 3 ., hew 24, 1974,. Jan. 24, 1975. 5.136 3,424 .... .. TT D-1 18,600 Luc* wowed, first rnolitary space Woe *ailed

by SoN 14, kiuz 15 odd ricl dock

Sera 14/84iniut (Golden Popowch (2), Attyukhin luky 3, 1974 key 19, 1974 377.30 252 .. TT A- 2 6,570 Docked 14401 WO 3.

E164)
Sow 15/Durtay (Danube) Safstanou, Damon .. Aug. 26, 1974., Aug. 28, 1974.. 48:12 37 TT A-2 6,570 Dad not achieve *din.

Slew 16/8uran
(Sederstone)

Filoovenko (2),
ItiatiWISIldirn (2)

Dec. 2, 1974,.,, Dec. 8, 1974.,.. 142:24 96 TT A-2 6,570 PSI? photons clacerarg lost and c4hor tests.

Dec 26, 1914.. Fab, 2, 1977., 18,745 TT D-1 18.900 Leeschod derneared, space sub:* visited by SOrkiz 17,
IS, and 20 (wed was unetaimed).

Soya 17/lend (Zenith) Crubarev. Grectako .. Jan 10, 1975.., Feb 9. 1975.. 709:20 IT A-2 6,570 Docked with Salyut 4.

Ague 5 Moma 6f/Ural (Ural) cazarev (2), Makerov Apt 5, 1975 Apr, 5, 1975 ... .20 11 4-2. 6,570 Intended to dock oath Salyut 4, but *Wad in launch

(2). Pitalt
Soutr 18/Itaketaa

(C.aucasus)

Klintuk (2),
Serastyanov (2)

May 24, 1975 Joy 26, 1975... 1,51120 993. TT 4-2 6,570 Decked with SeNtit 4,

Sceittz 19/Soyuz (Union) ... Leona (2), Waspy key 15, 1175,.. key 21, 1975... 142.31 96. . .......... ,.. TT A-7 6,800 Docking target tor kook.

(2)

Apollo Soya Tot Rol& Stafford (4), Slayton,
Brand

key 15, 1975... key 24, 1975... 217:28 145. CC Satin WI, 14,743 Docked Mei SW 19.

Sating 5 June 22, 1976., Aug. 8, 1971 .. 9,888 TT 0-1 ........... .. . 18,900 Space station oohed by Soya 21 and 24. Sop: 23
could not do*.
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TABLE 14.-WORLD RECORD OF MANNED SPACE. FLIGHTS -Continued

Ilsmo/cal Caw owmter ere Nob) lamdclik Tonmmatcm
Araimm

mm)
con, ultimo Lewd litide

use

xscattSp
slot %marks

Soyul 21/804 (Bakai) Vot.inov (2 ), Molotov toy 6, 1976.. Aug 24.1976. 1,182.23 790.. IT A- 2.. .. 6,570 Omit wiTh Salyut 5

Soyvi 22/Yistab (1304) Byka Iskiy (2) . Wendy Sept. 15, Sept 24,

1916 1916

(89:52 121... TT A-2 ,,, 6,570 Carried AUtf--6 camera ix Earth resources study.

Soper 23 /Radon (Radon) /Wm. ittuttatlens0 Oct. 14, 1976. Oct 16, 1976.. 48.07 32... 11 A-2 ... 6,570 intended to dock with Salyut 5, but tailed.

Soysit 24 /Tarok (Teak) Gatitko (2) WAN Feb 7, 1917 Fst:. 25, 1977 . 425 26 285. TT A-2 6,570 Docked with Salyut 5.

Satins 6 Sept 29,

1977

TT 13-1 18,900 &add potshot space station Visited by Soyta 26-
32, 34-40, Sap T-Smuz 14

Sou 25/fotco (Pon Ninon* ktimin Oct 9, 1477_ Oct II, 1971 48:45 32 TT A-2... 6,570 intended to dcck with Salyut 6, but could r4: scam
hard dock.

Soyuz 26/Tir (Tws) . Romanenko, Creako

(2), (Dshawbakm),() Dec. 10, 1911 Ian 16, 1978 898.06 590 ..... TT A -2.. 6,570 Docked with SiOgut 6, crew tried 2.3100 kt 011*.
re ming is Sera 27. Set crew Mr:Mc wed of 96
days.

soirta21/Paglo (Pmno) Deana. licw, lb lynx
(3), (RowsweilioL

Jan. 10, 1978. Mx 16, 1978 1,553:53 1,024 ..... TT A-2 6,570 Docked with Salyut 6, cm* MAW 142:59 in crtil,
reining is Sow 26.

(Grechko)

Program 1 . ,,, .. ,,,, Jan. 20, 1973 .. Feb. 8, 1918 450:14 TT A-2. ....... 1,020 lininswed sip* slip Maid *4th Sar,vt 6, caw
winded spies. First isipms Nei tar*.

Sew 18 /Iota (iratto Got** t2), WWI Lir. 2, 1978.... 10, 1978 190.16 125......... ...... TT A-2 6,570 Docked W4 *II 6, crew kW* first Cracirosiorati-
as 0:411110Moit

Slow 29/14m (Reim)

Serra 30/3x4iaz
(Cams)

Wiisook (2),
kascrwskow,

(6044**4),
Omit (3).

Hermatsierse4.

Juie 15, 1918.. Sept 3, 1918_

km 27, 1918.. Ji 5, 1978 ..

1,911/3

190703

1,257

125

TT A-2

7 A-2

6,570

6,570

Docked with smut 6, caw stayed 3,351348 is orbit,

re ni% is Srau 31. Sid saw ratios ward of
140 days.

DOW WO Sahlig 6. CAI* imledod fiat RAM coax-
mut

Fuca; 2 kify 7, 1973 kwig. 4, 1911. 662:06 TT A-2 7,020 Unassiral mray * Docked *Olaf* 6, caw
isiasied 'MOW

Parma 3 Aug. 1, 1978.... Aug 23, 1971.. 378:59 TT A-2 1,020 thewassad wok ship_ Docked Mtk SIAM 6, craw

Soyra 3Iffistreb (Hernia) B1110044 (3), WA, Aug. 26, 1978.. Pty. 2, 1973.... 1,621:14 1,070 .. ...... TT A-2 6,570

Waded rapils.
Wald Ile WPM 6, caw stayed is off* 18149,

(itowaissok),

(hanchaMor)

WIWI is SnIka n. DINIV WNW first Mellaiiit
d Genus Dramatic ilepubk.

Prowess 4 .. Oct 3, 1918., Oct 26, 1978... 545:19 TT A-2 7,020 Uragniankt uppOf 141. Wild wide Sake 6, ow
(assisd 041P6e1

ze7



Salty/ 32/Proton (Proton) lyal0rx Rysosin (n Ft 25. 1979 Are 13, 1979 2,59624 1,711 TT A-2 6,570 Docked aAttt Satyvt 6, crew gated 4,200:36 In (Olt,
returning en Sawa 34. Set new record of 115 dm

Provess 5 Mac 12, 1419 Apr 4, 1919 ... 571.17 TT A 2 7,073 Unmanlier sum* sttv Docied with Salyut 6, clew
Aloaded supplies

Sorra 33/Saturn (Saturn) Rukirstmokor (3)
Nix*

Aar 10, 1979 * 12, 1979. 4101 31 ..... TT 6,570 Intended to dodo with Salyut 6, tut engine wrquiarity
precluded docket crew inciuded Bulgarian coma

naut.

Progress 6 May 13, 1979 Sum 9, 1979... 662 34 TT A-2... .. 7,020 Unmanned resupply ship. Doclud with Salyut 6, crew

loaded soles

Soyuz 34 /Proton (Pfoton) (iyakhov). (Ryunuo) lone 6, 1919 A4 19, 1979 1 770:17 1,153.. TT A-2... .. 6,570 Docked with Sefot 6. Launched ova*, tot aid fa
rotten of kiwi: 32 crew

Progress 7 how 30, 1979. .luy 20, 1919_, 0 32 TT A-2 1,020 Omani* resupOy ship. Docked with SAW 6, crew
Luke* SLOW.

Progress 8 Mx 27, 1980 Apr 26, 1330.. 708:01 TT 4-2. 7.020 Muni* rug* ship. Docked *lb Salyut 6, later

tolincig crew Abided supplies.

Soyuu 35 /Dnepr (Nyco ) Fla, Ryunxa 31.
(4utoc*). (Filth)

A. 9, 1930.. lure 3, 1980, .. 1,321.29 368 TT A-2.., 6,570 Dodued with Salyut 6, crew stayed 4,4,36:12 is odd,
returner/ in Sayer 37. Stayed kx 185 days, Gut no
new recoil.

Progress 9 Aix 77, 1980... May 22, 1980. 594.70 TT 42.. 7,020 °manned resuPeey 1410- (Wad witty Salyut 6, clew
aloe* soles

Sow 36/Oran (Once) Autessov (3), Tithes,

(Gotatho), (Phem

May 25, 1980 .. My 31, 1480... 1,580:54 1,040 ....... . TT 4-2.. . 6,570 (Wed with Salyut 6, crew good 183:46 ie orbit
litarnii% in .intliz 35. Crew Wu* first Kw*

Toe)
Spew T 2/leorter (4001 Malysher, Wow (2) fate 5, 1930 June 9, 1330.... 94:19 52.....,,.....,, TT A-2 1,000 0xtaidCvlahlutwithSayan first seamed test ce now *kit

Prergo 10

Sow 31/Twee (Tone) Gcebatho (3), Pfwe

June 29, 1980. .4 19, 1480

kei 23, 1910... Oct II, 1930...

47705

1,911.17 1,251

TT 4-2

TT A-7

7.020

6,570

Unewneel mug* ship. Docked With Salyut 6, crew
unloaded supplies,

Docked with Sehwt 6, troy stool 111142 in orbit
Two, (him),

RW10 )

*we/ io Sow 36. CM/ imifithel *Wm*
cosescwout.

Says: 331140,1f (Thor) .

Prom 11

koosill.140 (2).
Tamara Mendel

Spt. I$ Sept. 25,,

1910. 1930,

644 25, Da. 11, 1480

111.43

1,714:50

124 u A-2. ....... ..... .

TT A2,

6,570

7,020

Docked Midi SAM ti. Crew Madded WV C44.4 cue
sari.

Wowed resupply Wee. Coded with Sehivt 6, awe
unicieded supplies.

Soyut 1-3 . grain), klaicerov (4), Nov. 27, 1910.. Der. 10, 1430,. 30742 T1 A-2 7,000 Docked with Salyut 6. Fes! 3-msn crew since 1971.

Striesice
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3 Tam a some 6ttomtattly ragantym u S c Arettoas *mate sliTaraal toms se raw* try 011 lerwil %ASA Aura lattaasd, sad tba gas bowl rovadatt out trations a ..1r:'33, m the rural ,Itretne cr *, one lunar Net was
ottat sipatmeot otamsed atm/ rats Mk and owe matoults twig as filets/A.1* Ws tam A was told at * for Om Soloist Maws., all &nacos 'Air has Law bora 74167m,- 1,10040 LIFIrgrai

VTaerany amens rs not Aricopi 1,05 Aldt was not gad* al M boat duration blre tor thos fitat araS denVed Tram tAe tistaacs d taw
4 la iddraca to dte names kstod Revs, dm total mad stades a tine, ol Pam* %rat d sonar 10aceSaps The Wass placid in odd lMa otst raaramd Oaten teach sera not occupied Sa 2 Law* Apra 1 1973.

and Roma 551 latndmd gm I I 1913 Tams sore two tactesslyi Larammad docatto to opt tits WM bout* OD CM was on board the stairatt tra tow taw were Sow 20, Woo* %own* '7 1975 mach dockad
art Satyvt 4 mad was mows* on lratrave 16. 1976, to a total 15610 taw of %5 den 00 Sew I i, laumallod Detattat 16. 1979, Ara &oda! re Slayv: 6 and n moored ce Inn 25. 1410 tat a MN WI two of 10029 days
(2 409 17)

5 Tortiotstion Toms toe Program raga% are to tat owl d rat -fat. wan limit IS VW saga Tricia, lawn si bra eftwaile ash any rents sts As tacos m 1k Pock Oman away 'Tom toss* starving lams
6 Tam deraas too O Soule maned and rams rstesd tarts and about MN cosmonauts are shown a *oft tatist is Me cludoatr
Saaral Most data on Sole tars are tram TOSS b,d tan. met pot NW la 69 mAtatMes U S dats we itswr NASA press *um a intomal NASA motes

TABLE 15.-EVENT TIMES Of SOVIET MANNED AND SELECTED RELATED RIG' TS

Flint Laynto 90/
Loynd

NOU/
Dottung Dc(-441

h0111
ikidociunt date

Undoes Raft 601 kern
hair Uradaat datt

widnu
Vu

Docked

tyritio
Far

WWI

Vostok I Apt 12, 1961 0607 Apt 12, 1941 0725 Apr 12, 1961 0155 448
Vostok 2 Li 6. 1961 0500 Aug 1, 1961... . 0115 ij . SIN)

0718 z5 18 ozosnotuot
Vostok 3 Aug 11 1962 0830 kg 15, 196? 0652 .,. 9422 ship

0655 ....... ......... ccsmo.eact

Vista 4 Aug 12, 1962 0802 t Aug. 15. 1962 0659 ........... 70 57 ship

0101 70;59 monad
Vostk 5 June 14, 1963. 1200 Joe 19, 1963 1100 119:00 ship

%Mt 6 hoe 16, 1963 0930 . ..... . ...... ... ........ .. ..... .... ....... June 19, 1963 -- 0755 June 19, 1963......

1106

D816

0820

. .... "19.06 cosmonout

70:46 ,ship
70:50 colfropill

Ikosiihod 1. Oct 12, 1964 0.730 0 Ott. 13, 1964...... 0747 ..... 24:17

Vosktiod 2 .

oloilSi ..., ..

Mar 18, 1965 ,

00 2.3,-1967 .

0700
0035

-0725
Apr. 2149;1469675..0,

0902
0323 ...........

'26:02

26:48

SW 2... . Oct 25, 1468 0900 Oct 28, 1968 Oct. 28, 1963 0800 7140
341%1 3 Oct 26, 1968 0834 Oct. 30, 1968 0725 94:51

Sow 4 Jan 14. 1969 0730 tan 16:1969 . 0820 Jan. 16, 1969.. 1255 ,..., ion. 17, 1969...., 0651 4:35 71 21 ship

Sow 5.... ..... Sao 15. 1969 0704 IA 16, 1969.... 0820 .124. 16, 1969- ... 1255 Asa 14, 1969 0758 4:35 72:54 sivp

Jon. 1969 0653 47:49 2 cosmonauts

81,rig 6 Oct 11, 1969 1110 Oct 16, 1969 0953 118:43

Saw 7 ..... . .. Oct. 12, 1969 .. 1045 Oct. 17, 1969 0925 118:40

Situt 8 Oct 13, 1969 1020 Oct. 18, 1969 0911 118:51

Sow 9 June 1, 1970 1900

'Oct

June 19, 1970-, 1159 424:59

Salyut 1

RPM 10
Apt 19, 1911
Apr 22,1971

0140
2354 Apt 24, 1971 0147 Apr 24, 1971 0418

11, 1971
Apt. 24, 1971. 2259 Apr, 24, 1971 2340 ' 530

4200
47:46

Apr 24, 1971 ... 0547 40. 24, 1971 0717 I 4:01

rr
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Sc nw 11 June 6 1971

SaMut 7 Mx 3, 1913
Rows 551 May 11. 1973

Soitg 12 Sept 27 1973

SCYLLI 13 Dec 18 11,73

SOW 3 Are 24, 1914

Soinu 14

Se0U2 15

MY 3. 1914
Apt 26, 1974

Scat 16 Dec 2, 1974

Sanut 4 Dec 26, 1974.

SciPm7 17 Jr 10. 1975
Wm* Apr 5 1915

Sow 18 May 24. 1975

SoYuz 19 . My 15. 1975

Sou 20 Nov 17, 1915

Salyut 5 June 22, 1976

affau 71 July 6, 1976

SOW 72 Sept 15. 1976

Svisi 23 Oct 14, 1916

sopa 24 . Feb 1, 1977

.. Says 6 . Sept 79, 1977

Sesut 25 Ott 9, 1977

Safuz 26 C 10, 1977

SOW 27 . Jan 10, 1978

Progress 1 Ail 20. 1978.1
Sow 25 . Mx 2, 1978 .

Satie 29 . June 15, 1978

SOrIM 30..........,. June 21, 1918

Progress 2 . July 7, 19787

V.

0455 June 7 1911 0745 June 29. 1971 1828 June 29,1971

0900

0170 May ;29, 1973

1218

1155 . . .

7238 Jan 2. 1974.

1851 Jun 4. 1914 . 2035 July 19, 1974 . .0903 July 19. 1914

1958 ... Aug 28, 1974.

0940

0415 . . 2. 1974.
1143 Jan 12,

................................ Feb

1975- .., 0175 Feb. 9, 1975._.. 0608 . ..

1100

1458 May 26. 1975 1844 key 76, 1915..... 1056

1220 July 11, 1915. 1609 July 19. 19/5.; . 1202

July 19, 1915 1220 July 19, 1975... 1532

143) Pia. 19, 1915.... 1920 fob. 15, 1975 ... 2304

1504

Aug.

8,

19761209 Of 7, 1976,._.. 1340 044, 24, 1916..... 1512

0941

1740 (Oct. 1.5, 1976...., 1858)
1612 Feb. 0, 1977 ..... .. 1731 Fib. 25. 1971 0621,

0650 . .

0240 (Oct 10. 1977 04091.

0119 Dec 11, 1977 .. 0302 Jan. 16, 1977 ' 0805 ...
Pilw 16, 1911 0600 ... ...... .,.. ........ . .........

1226 Jan 11, 1975....., 1406 Mat. 16, 1918 0800

Jars. 16, 1918.... 0805 . . . . _..... ... ....

0825 Jr 22, 1978..... 1012 Feb. 6, 1918 .....- 0553 ,Jib. 1, 1978
1528 4, 3, 1978... ., 1710 Mar. 10, 1918...... 1024 ... ...... .

2011 Joe 16, 1973 ..... 2158 Sept. 3, 1978 0523

Nov. 2, 1978........ 0746 .,.,., ..... . ..... , .....

1527 kitt 28, 1918 1708 My 5, 1918. 1015 "4

1126 July 9, 1918 ..... 1259 Aug. 2, 1978. ... 0457 *4g. 4, 1918

2235 June 29, 1971

May 28. 19/3 . .

May 22, 1913 .

Sept 29, 19/3 .

Dec. 26, 1973,

Jan 24, 1974 .

1135 July 19, 1974

2925 Aug. 28,1974
Dec. 8, 1974......
Feb 2, 1914

.. ft. 9. 1915
. Apt 5, 1975_, .
.. My 26, 1975. .

Judy 21, 1915

.. . ... ..........
Feb. 16, 1975

Aug. 8, 1971
Aug. 24. 1916

Sept. 23, 1976...

Oct. 16, 1976

kb. 25, 1911 ....

"Ocl. 11, 1977
. Jan 16:197/ .

.,..... Mar. 16 1977

Mat. 16, 1918
.. .. Jan 16, 1978.--

0.239

......... .. Mx, 10, 1971

Sgt. 3, 1918 .....
Ns*. 2, 1918.

)44 5, 1918

0132

2317

1146

0307

1134

0851

1221

2010

08b4

2331

1103

1120,

141$

1051

...

02'24

1834

0740

.1741 ..

0938

0325

1125

1119
1119

1125

1344

1140

1105

1330

538 43

348 28

... . ..

616-43

.....
1,456:12

' 41:23
'' 47:05

2,115:44

1,153:32

396:43

. 86103
2284:58
1,529:54

11159
355:41

161;14

1,882:25

' 3321:48
1 3320:18

161:01
567.51

57022

265 47

518368 56

377.30

48 12

147 24

18'4109752106

.20

1,51120

14231

2,17147

9488
1,182:23

189:52

48.01

42526

4 .8:45

89806
2.314*
1,558:53

142:59

450:14

190;16

1,91123
135048

19103
662 06

go.
contrasts
ship

cceanceauts

*
oarancamats
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TABLE 15 {VENT TIMES OF SOVIET MANNED AND SELECTED RELATED FLIGHTS-Continued

.._ _____.

higtll kJect let 1,0,c1
Naar

DOCiung date

. . . _. ....

Daslora
Now

... ........._..........

Listricatota cult

_ .. ._ . .. . ..

Lineal
fna rsata

Plogres Aug 7 :978 7231 Aug 10 1978 0000 Aug 2! 1978 1929

Sot.; +1 Aug ,Jh 1978 '1451 Aug 71 19/8 1638 Sept 7 1478 1053

Sept 1 1918 1203 Nov 1, 1979
Sept 3. 1918 0823

Purgq-,s 4 tic . 1979 1309 Oct 6 1978 0100 Oct 24. 1918 1307

Sovu 2 ft.t ,-. 1919 1154 fete 26 1919 1330 luor 13 1979 0951

Aug 19, 1979 0907

Progress ': Mar ::. 1979 0547 Mar 14. 1979 0720 Ap 3. 1979 1610

Soot 13 Apr 10. 1979 1134 Apf 11, 1979 1854

Process 8 May 13 1919 0411 May 15. 1979 0619 lune 8, 1979 0800

Sept 34 lune 6 1979 1813 lure 8. 1919 2002 lune 14. 1979 1618

June 14. 1979 1748 Aug 19. 1979 0907

iNoves / lune 28 1919 0925 lune 30. 1919 1118 July 18, 1979 0350

Sofa 1 1 Dec 16. 1979 1230 Dec 19. 1979 1405 Mat 23, 1979 2104

Progress 8 Mar 07.1980 1853 Mai 29, 1980 . 2001 Aix 25, 1980 . , 0804

Sella 35 Apr 9 1980 1338 Apr 10, 1980 1516 June 3, 1980. 1147

al 11, 1980, 0630

Progress 9 Aix 11 1980 0624 44 29, 1980 0809 May 20, 1910 1851

Soew 34 May 26 1980 1821 May 21. 1980 1956 June 4, 1980. 1639

June 4, 1980 # 1809 July 31, 1980...... 1155
June 3, 1980 ..... .. 1147

Soo/ 1 2 Joe S 1980 1419 June 6, 1980 1558 June 9. 1980 ..... 0920

Progress 10 lune :9 1990 0441 July 1, 1980 0553 July 17, 1980 2221

SOYW 31 July 23, 1980 1833 July 24, 1980. 7002 A4, 1,1980
64Aug 1, 1980 1820 CO 11, 1980. 0630

101,1 31, 1980 1156

Soya 38 Sevt 18, 1980 1911 Sept 19, 1980 2049 Sept 26, 1980 1234
Roan s$ 11 Sept 28, 1980 1510 Sept 30, 1980 1703 Dec 9, 1980 . .. 1023
Soyuz T Nov 27,1980 1418 Nov 78, 1930 1554 Dec 10, 1980 0610

______

it/to
tea

1130

1628

0 10

1851
41

0157

0654

0o44

1507

0141

. . ,

1400

_.. __. ___ ._

Lentiq datt

Nov 1.7918

Sept 3, 1978

!Erie 13. 1979
Aug 19. 1919

API 12, 19/9

Aug 19, 1979

Mar 25, 1919r
.

...
.. . .. - ..

June 3, 1980
Oct 11, 1980. .

July 31. 1980.

June 9, 19813

.

Oct. 11, 1980
.

July 31, 1980

Sept. 26, 1980 .

.

Dec. 10, 1980...

. ____...

Lafxstal
how

, _

1105

1140

1618
1130

1635

1230

2141

1507

0950

, 1515

1240

0950

1515

1554

0926

.. . .....
Doaso ft r
upon fluf I .01

. .. .. .. _ . .

'1,5'''9799 0289 1.632188 9149

1'519519'3485 188 49

444 07 545 19

2.564 21 2,599 14
'4,171 37' 4,130 36

4,170 01
488 50 571 17

41 01

577 41 622 34

1 1,71705 1,7'7011

1'412145 332S 520 3?
2,286.59 2,409 17

636.03 708 01

1,292 31 1,321 29
1 4,40714 4,436.12

4,51D414 4027 5:4.20
1 1,551.59 1,580 54

1.6155° 99':521 188:46
65.22 94:21

400:28 417 06

'1,882 28 1,911:17

2 1,880 51
159 63 188:42

159 45 188 43

1,673:20 1,774.50

278:16 30748

snip

cosmonauts

ship

cosmonauts

$1113

ccismonauts

ship

033mo/sluts

ship

cosmonauts

. .. _ ___ ...

Who del
..

Aug 23. 1978

(tt 26 1978

Apr 5 1979

June 9, 1979

July 20, 1979

Apt 1980

May 22, 1980

June 3, 1980
. .

July 19. 1980

Dec 11, 1980 .1980

l1,2 a
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Chapter 4

The Soviet Space Life Sciences

INTRODUCTION

The Soviet Union was the first country to launch a live organism
into an orbit around the Earth. This historical event, November 3,
1957, the flight of Sputnik 2 containing the dog, Layka, ushered in
a new era of biomedical research related to manned spaceflight.
For 1 week, the dog orbited around the Earth in a state of weight-
lessness and was exposed to the then relatively unknown hazards
of space. After 1 week, an automatic device poisoned the dog and
the experiment was terminated. This was the first hint that a
higher vertebrate, fairly similar to man physiologically, could not
only withstand the rigors of the rocket launch, but could also toler-
ate for at least 1 week a variety of spaceflight factors.

Other biological experiments were to follow (tables 3 and 4 of
chapter 3) finally culminating in the historic flight of Vostok 1 on
April 12, 1961, which contained the first human ever to orbit the
Earth, Yuri) Alekseyevich Gagarin. As summarized in chapter
three of this report, there has followed a rapid sequence of progres-
sively larger, longer duration, and more complicated manned
spaceflights (Vostok 2-6; Voskhou 1 and 2; Soyuz 1, and 3-T-3 and
Salyut 1-71 and biological satellites of the Kosmos series. All of
these events have been supported by a very large and comprehen-
sive research effort in the space life sciences.

EARLY HISTORY

As emer.4-ing rocket technology in the 1950s made it possible for
man to reach the edge of space, it was natural that Soviet special-
ists in areas such as altitude physiology and aviation medicine
should turn to the design of space suits and the initial selection of
space crews. This early activity took place primarily in the Mili-
tary Medical Academy named after Kirov and the Scientific Re-
search Institut ? of Aviation Medicine in Moscow.'

Before the historical flight of Sputnik 1, the field of biosstronau-
tics in the Soviet Union was not considered to be quite respectable.
There was an unrealistic, science-fiction aura about it in addition

" Mandrovsky, 13 Soviet Hioastronautics and Manned Spaceflight Programs. Organizations,
and Pmonahties Library of Congrefts Aerospace Technology Division. Mar. 18, 1965 118 p.

(667)
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to serious academic doubts as to whether vertebrate organisms, in-
cluding man, could withstand the rigors of a weightless environ-
ment. Early Soviet experiments with animals in vertical rockets
did little to command the serious attention of the Department of
Biological Sciences of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. Conse-
quently, all early research was conducted in various facilities of the
Academy of Medical Sciences and the Institute of Aviation Medi-
cine in Moscow. At the latter facility was Dr. Oleg Gazenko who
pioneered early research in gravitational physiology and was later
to become the leader of the entire Soviet space life sciences effort,
a position he holds today. Later, the success of animal experiments
in spacecraft in 1960 and early 1961 caused key individuals in the
Academy of Sciences to take a second look at the new scientific dis-
cipline of bioastronautics. There followed a number of papers by
Dr. N. M. Sisakyan of the Department of Biological Sciences on bio-
logical problems of spaceflight.2 s'

It was quite evident in early phases of the Soviet space life sci-
ences effort that there was considerable competition for leadership
between the prestigious Academy of Sciences and the less prestigi-
ous Academy of Medical Sciences. Perhaps it was the scientific
weight. of the Academy of Sciences that convinced the Soviet politi-
cal leadership of that day to include it in activities theretofore
dominated by the Academy of Medical Sciences and the Institute of
Aviation Medicine. In early international symposia addressing the
spare and aviation life sciences it was obvious that a bitter battle
was being waged between the two academies. For example, at one
such symposium, Basic Environmental Problems of Man in Space,
held in Paris in October 1962, not a single leader from the Acade-
my of Medical Sciences was permitted to appear. By that time it
was fairly clear that N. M. Sisakyan and the Academy of Sciences
had won the battle for overall leadership in the space life scienoes.6

To commemorate and consolidate this victory, Sisakyan pub-
lished the firs two volumes of Problems of Space Biology and a
monograph on the First Manned Space Flights. These publications
were printed under the auspices of the Department of Biological
Sciences of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. Gradually, through
the remainder of the 1960s and 1970s, the Academy of Medical Sci-
ences and Ministry of Health were to reassert their influence in
t he space life sciences. Ultimately. Dr. Oleg Ga7enko, now a full

uin in the Academy of Sciences was to head up the Insti-
tute of Biomedical Problems under the Ministry of Ilealth.

EARLY ORGANIZATION

In the early phases of the Soviet. manned space effort (roughly
19:(6 6-11, the following facilities were identified as being involved
in various facets of the space life sciences, primarily in ground-
based resea rc h 7

NI N.,s 1, 110:1. P1' 7 It,

Pod . S.Stili No. i1, 1:461, pp 1i1 40

AN S.145fi irvrstr:It. tiertvit hiologisheNktivii, Nov 19CI, p i;57

(hid AIlithiya I K /111)I1 Vt lk;t, NOV 2. 1962. p
4 Maricir,r.,k.v. 13 vit
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ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, U.S.S.R.

Institute of Biochemistry named after Bakh, Moscow.
Institute of Atomic Energy named after Kurchatov, Moscow.
Institute of Biophysics, Moscow.
Institute of Cytology, Leningrad.
Institute of Evolutionary Physiology named after Sechenov, Len-

ingrad.
Institute of Microbiology, Moscow.
Institute of Physiology named after Pavlov, Leningrad.
Institute of Plant Physiology named after Timiryazev, Moscow.

ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, U.S.S.R.

Laboratory fGr of Experimental Biology, Moscow.
Institute of Experimental Pathology and Therapy, Sukhumi.
Institute of Experimental Medicine, Leningrad.
Institute of Industrial Hygiene and Occupational Diseases,

Moscow.
Laboratory for Experimental Physiology of Reanimation, Moscow.
Central Scientific Research Institute of Sanitation and Hygiene

named after Erisman, Moscow.
Institute of Normal and Pathological Physiology, Moscow.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, SIBERIAN DIVISION

Institute of Cytology of Genetics, Novosibirsk. Institute of Experi-
mental Biology and Medicine, Novosibirsk.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, UNION REPUBLICS

Institute of Physiology named after Bogomolets, Kiev (Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences).

Institute of Physiology, Tbilisi (Georgian Academy of Sciences).
Pamir Botanical Garden (Tadzhik Academy of Sciences).
Botanical Institute (Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences).
Institute of Regional Experimental Medicine, Tashkent (Uzbekis-

tan Academy of Sciences).

MINISTRY OF DEFENSE

Institute of Aviation Medicine, Moscow.
Military Medical Academy named after Kirov, Leningrad.

MINISTRY OF HEALTH

Institute of Biomedical Problems, Puschino (established in the
late 1960s).

Moscow Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Surgical
Equipment and Instruments, Moscow.

Central Scientific Research Institute of Health Resorts and Phys-
ical Therapy, Moscow.

Central Institute of Hematology and Blood Transfusion, Moscow.
Central Scientific Research Institute of Medical Radiology,

Moscow.
All-Union Scientific Research Chemical and Pharmaceutical In-

stitute, Moscow.
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RNESR MINISTRY OF HEALTH

Leningrad Institute of Industrial Hygiene and Occupational Dis-
eases, Leningrad.

Leningrad Medical Institute of Sanitation and Hygiene, Lenin-
grad.

Leningrad Scientific Research Institute for Radiation Hygiene,
Leningrad.

STATE UNIVERSITIES

Moscow State University named after Lomonosov, Moscow.
Leningrad State University named after Zhdanov, Leningrad.
Ural State University named after Gorkiy, Sverdlovsk.

MUNICIPAL MEDICAL INSTITUTES

First (order of Lenin) Moscow Medical Institute, Moscow.
First Leningrad Medical Institute named after Pavlov, Lenin-

grad.
Chelyabinsk Medical Institute, Chelyabinsk.
2;alinin Medical Institute, Kalinin.
Kubyshev Medical Institute, Kubyshev.
Turkmen Medical Institute, Ashkhabad.
Yerevan Medical Institute, Yerevan,

MISCELLANEOUS

All Union Scientific Research Institute of Antibiotics, Moscow.
All Union Scientific Nesearch institute of Medical Instruments

and Equipment, Moscow.
All Union Scientific Research Institute of Railway Hygiene, Min-

istry of Transportation.
Central Institute for the Advanced Training of Physicians,

Moscow.
Institute of Hygiene, Moscow.
Scientific Research Institute of Neurosurgery, Leningrad.
State Institute of Physical Culture, Moscow.
Scientific ReseL,ch Institute of Occupational Physiology, Don-

etsk.
Ukrainian Institute of Industrial Hygiene and Occupational Dis-

eases, Kharkov Georgian Institute of Physical Culture, Tbilisi.
From the foregoing, it can be observed that even in the early

phases of the Soviet space life sciences effort, more than 50 major
facilities across the U.S.S.R. had some involvement in that effort.
Presumably, the same and additional facilities have continued that
involvement to date.

PRESENT ORGANIZATION

The present organization of Soviet biomedical facilities, including
those involved in the space life sciences effort, is summarized in
figure 45.

X36
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F 1G LI 45.Organization of Soviet Biomedical Institutions.

Today, the facility with overall and centralized responsibility for
the space life Sciences is the Institute of Biomedical Problems in
Moscow under the direction of Dr. Oleg Gazenko. This facility was
constructed in the late 1960s. Many of the articles published in the
Soviet journal, Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, largely re-
flect the research being conducted and supported by this facility.

As in the U.S. space life sciences program, a definitive prioritiza-
tion of problem areas has been developed in the Soviet program as
will be reviewed in subsequent sections of this chapter. These cur-
rent problem areas have been identified on the basis of experience
gained from 20 years of spaceflight and include:

motion sickness in space;
cardiovascular and body muscle deconditioning;

hematological (blood) changes;
bone mineral loss;
psychology and human factors in prolonged flights; and

BEST i;tr i tivtilLtioLL
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--space cabin toxicology in prolonged flights.'
Additional problem areas of continuing concern involving pro-

longed flights, including flights to the planets, include:
selection of space personnel;

medical training of flight crews;
medical care during prolonged flights;
--extravehicular activity;
artificial gravity; and

man/man and man/machine interfaces and design.9
A more detailed breakdown of these problem areas follows:
Acceleration and Deceleration Effects: Impact Accelerations, Coriolis Accelera-

tions tvestibulur effects),
Acoustic Energy Effects.
Altered and Normal (his Atmospheres: Oxygen (hypoxia, hyproxia). Cartxm diox-

ide (hypercapnia, acapnial, Noxious Ganes (carbon monoxide, pyrolysis byproducts,
etc 1. Odors (food, body, chemical, etc.1.

Biological Rhythms: Circadian Rhythms, Work-Rest Cycles.
Decompression Effects: Hypoxia, Dysbarism (decompression sickness), Explosive

I)ecompression
Diseases and Injury Cause and Prevention, Treatment and Drug Therapy, Per-

sonal Hygiene,
Nutrition: Vitamins. Minerals, Natural and Synthetic Foods, Food Packaging.
Radiation Rlat le Biological Effectiveness. Dose and Dose Rate, Somatic and Ge-

netic Effects, Protective Measures (drugs, shielding, force fields, etc.).
Temperature and Humidity: Hyperthermia, Hypothermia.
Weightlessness Motor Kinetics, Motion Sickness, Hypodynamia and Itypokinesia,

Preventive and Prophylactic Measures.
Work Capacity Fatigue. Muscle Tone
Physical Training and Exercise.

Subjects being investigated in the psychological and behavioral
sciences include:

Boredom and Confinement.
Disorientation
Mental Fatigue
Motivation and Vigilance
Neuroses and Psychoses: Anxiety. Compulsion, Depression, Phobia
Personality Dynamics, Group Interaction.
Space Crew Problems: Requirements, Selection and Screening, Training, Task

Analysis, Work Schedule and Performance
Weightlessness Effects. Orientation, Work Rest Cycles isleep etc ).

Human engineering subjects include:
Air Conditioning Spacecraft Temperature and Humidity Control. Atmosphere

Control, Oxygen and Diluent (;iis Management, Carbon Dioxide Removal, Photosyn-
thesis of Lower and High Plants. Odor Management, Toxic Gas Management.

Fire Hazard Management
General Life Support Management: Food Storage. Preservation, and Refrigera

tam, Personal ygien Equipment.
Insulation incoustic and thermal)
lAnsure. Exercise, and Recreation Equipment
Instrumentation. Biomedical Monitoring, Biotelemetry, Communications Equip-

mnt iradar, T.V. radio. etc.)
Radiation Protection Ill V.. I.R. Ionizing, etc.): Individual Shielding. Electrostatic,

Magnetic. or Electromagnetic. Force Fivids.
Sairty and Survival Equipment: Space Suits, Emergency Rescue Equipment,

Einergency Pressure and Atmosphere (7.ontrol, Repair and Maintenance Equipment.
Sanitation Facilities Mast) Management, I)isposal. and Storage

NtcogosNian. A and J F' Parker Space Physiology and MedicInt Notional Ae unautics and
Space Adiinnutiatwn, 1!!!'1! : 24 pp t NASA SP -147
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Space Vehicle Contr(Ilm and 1.);quipment Manual and Automatic Controls, Cabin
Atmosphere Controls

Visicm Lighting and Color Scheme,
trots (Periscope).

Washing and Hygiene Equipment.
Water Recycling and Purification!

ment

Instrument and Other Displays, Optical Con.

Respiration, Urine, and Perspiration Ms * last-

Problems of particular concern in the continuing Soviet space
life sciences effort include:

Concentrated Ground Laboratory Studies--
Effect of Hypokinesia (reduced movement) Simulation of Prolonged Weightless-

ness (improvement in techniques).
Energy 141e15 Studies Gravitational Effects, Space-suit Limitations. Oxygen Defi-

ciency Effects
Acceleration Effects Hyperoxia (high oxygen or air pressures), Metabolic Studies,

Pharmaco-dynamics, Biochemistry and Cell Physiology.
Mechanism of Adaptation to Space Factors: Role of Neural and Neuro-hurnoral

Mechanisms, Regeneration Processes (emphasis on blood cell replacement). Central
Nervous System Conditioning, Inhibition of Cerebellar Functions, Vestibular Ana
lyzer Conditioning, Eye Effects (sision generally).

INFORMATION ISE8OUR`,7E.S

In the early phases of the Soviet spaceflight program (roughly
1!Ii;0-67), it was difficult to obtain timely and detailed information
about the program from the open-source literature, including scien-
tific journals, monographs, and popular media such as newspapers.
First, few people in the United States had a command of the Rus-
sian language. Second, it was quite difficult to obtain source mate-
rial. Therefore, a concerted effort was made in this country to over-
come this information gap. Private foundations, academic institu-
tions, and the Federal Government, including military and intelli-
gence concerns, pooled and organized personnel with the proper
linguistic and scientific background in order to screen systematical-
ly the Russian and East European scientific and technical litera-
ture. Some early efforts toward this end were quite successful. One
such organization, the Aerospace Technology Division of the Li-
brary of Congress, provided the Federal Government and other in-
terested concerns with timely compilations of bibliographic materi-
als, abstracts of the Soviet and East European literature, and com-
prehensive reports synthesized from these materials. As new and
more automated methods of processing foreign literature came into
vogue, manual operations were phased out. Thus, the Aerospace
Technology Division was terminated in 1969.

Since that time, a number of Federal Government and private
concerns continue to provide translated and abstracted materials
relating to the Sovia spaceflight effort. It is worthy to note that
there is at present no sign:ft ant, centralized effort in the United
States to systematically locate, translate or abstract, and dissemi-
nate the Soviet life sciences literature to the space life sciences
community. Major organizations which provide published transla-
tions and abstracts of the Soviet and East European literature in-
clude NASA, the Joint Publications Research Service (JPRS), and a
variety of non-Government translation agencies. Most translated
and abstracted materials may be obtained from the National Tech-
nical Information Service (Springfield, Va. 22151). The various Fed-
eral sources of infbrmation related to the Soviet spaceflight effort
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in general and to the Soviet space life sciences effort in particular
are provided in figure 46.
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FIGURS 46.Soviet Literature Agencies and Interrelationships.

The task of collecting, translating, or abstracting, let alone dis-
seminating the voluminous Soviet literature dealing with the space
and space-related life sciences, continues to be quite complicated.
Sources of information and data are varied and often difficult to
identify and obtain. From 1972 through 1981, the U.S./U.S.S.R.
Working Group on Space Biology and Medicine, sponsored by

210 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NASA and the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, was a source of infor-
mation that has appeared in various conference proceedings and
other publications in one form or another. There have been no
formal Working Group publications

From 1979 through 1980, the Soviet space life sciences literature
was summarized on an annual basis by the Life Sciences Division
of NASA. Inputs to those summaries were provided by the NASA
Unit of the Federal Research Division, Library of Congress and by
a private firm, Biotechnology Incorporated of'Falls Church, Virgin-

The raw material for the U.S.S.R. Space Life Sciences Digest was
obtained from a variety of sources listed below:

Abstracts in Soviet space biology and medicine provided by the
Library of Congress, Federal Research DivisionNASA Unit
11-G.
Aerospace Medicine and BiologyA continuing bibliography
(NASA SP-7011).
Scientific and Technical Aerospace ReportsA bibliography
produced by the Scientific and Technical Information Office,
NASA.

Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Volume III, Soviet
UnionNTIS. Abbreviated FBIS.
Daily Soviet News Abstracts PublicationTranslated abstracts
of news items from the Soviet press. Published by Foreign
Technology Division, Battelle Columbus Laboratories. Abbrevi-
ated Daily SNAP.
Space Biology and Aerospace MedicineA complete transla-
tion of the Russian language monthly journal Kosmicheskaya
Biologiya i Aviakosrnicheskaya Meditsina, published in the
United States by Joint Publications Research Service.

U.S.S.R. Report, Biomedical and Behavioral ScienceTranslat-
ed articles and abstracts in biochemistry, radiobiology, aero-
space biology, and medicine, from a variety of Russian lan-
guage sources. Published in the United States by Joint Publica-
tions Research Service.

U.S.S.R. Report, SpaceTranslated articles and abstracts of
formal scientific reports and news items on the Soviet space
program, from a variety of foreign language sources. Published
in the United States by Joint Publications Research Service.
U.S.S.R. Report, Life SciencesEffects of Nonio,izing Electro-
magnetic Radiation Translated articles, abstracts and news
items from U.S.S.R. scientific and technical journals on the ef-
fects of nonionizing electromagnetic radiation on organisms
and biological tissues. Published in the United States by Joint
Publications Research Service.

Aviation Week & Space TechnologyWeekly periodical pub-
lished by McGraw-Hill, Inc. Abbreviated AW&ST.

Astronautics and AeronauticsMonthly periodical published
by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Inc.

' " NASA L fe Sciences Division. U.S.S.R. Space Life Sciences Digest. Annual Summary. 1979,
71 p

" Ibid., Annual Summary. 1984). ti7 p
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Aviation, Space and Environmental MedicineMonthly peri-
odical published by the Aerospace Medical Association.

SpaceflightMonthly periodical published by the British Inter-
planetary Society.

Until 1982, the trend toward a more open exchange of informa-
tion in the space life sciences was enhanced by the aforementioned
U.S./U.S.S.R. Working Group on Space Biology and Medicine and
today it continues through a series of annual international and na-
tional conferences in which Soviet space life scientists participate
on a regular basis. Summaries of these exchanges may be found in
a series of monographs entitled "Foundations of Space Biology and
Medicine" which contain contributions of Soviet and United States
Researchers. Published in 1975, these monographs contain a wealth
of information on the Soviet sp'ice life sciences and remain useful
references to this day. 1213 14 15

The contents of these monographs follow:
FOUNDATIONS OF SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

VOLUM% I

OUT= SPAM!: AS A HABITAT

Part I. Physicial Properties of Space and Their Biological Significance:
Chapter 1. Theories of the Origin and Nature of the Universe.
Chapter 2. Physical Characteristics of Interplanetary Space. E. N. Vernov, Yu. I.

Logachev. N. F. risarenko.
Part II Planets and Satellites of the Solar System from the Physical and Ecologi-

cal (View Points):
Chapter 3. The Moon and Its Nature. Harold C. Urey.
Chapter 4. Earth-Type Planets (Mercury, Venus, and Mars) M. Ya, MarovV. D.

Davydov.
Chapter 5. Giant' Planets and Their Satellites, Asteroids, Minor Planets, Meteor-

ites (Including Cosmic Dust), and Comets. Samuel Gulkis, Raymond Newborn.
Part III Problems of Exobiology;
Chapter 6. Biological Effects of Extreme Environmental Conditions. A. A. Inishen-

etsky,
Chapter 7 Theoretical and Experimental Prerequisites of Exobiology. A. I.

Oparin.
Chapter S Search for and Invstigation of Extraterrestrial Forms of Life. A. B.

lip Rubin.
Chapter 9 Planetary Quarantine; Principles, Methods, and Problems. Lawrence

B. Hall.

Votaysti H

EcOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL r01.1NDATI0NS Or SPAM BIOLOGY AND NIEDICINS

BOOK ONS

Part I. Influence of the Artificial Gaseous Atmosphere of Spacecraft and Stations
on the Organism:

Chapter 1. Barometric Pressure and Gas-Composition. V. B. Malkin.
Chapter 2. Toxicology of the Air in Closed Spaces. Ralph C. Wands.
Chapter 3. Thermal Exchange and Temperature Strew Paul Webb.
Part. IL Effect of Dynamic Flight Factors on the Organism:
Chapter 4. Principles of Gravitational Biology. Arthur H. Smith,

"Calvin. M. and O. 0. Gazeinko (Mai. Foundations of Space Biology and Medicine. v. 1. Outer
Space as a Habitat. NASA, 1975. 442 p.

" lbid . v II Book 1. Ecological and Physiological Bases of Space Biology and Medicine.
14 Ibid.. v II., Book 2.
"Ibid., v. III Space Medicine and Biotechnology.
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Chapter 5. Effect of Prolonged Linear and Radial Accelerations on the Organism.
P V. Vasil 'yov. A. R. Kotovskaya.

Chapter 6. Impact Accelerations. Jams W. Brinkley and Henning E. von Gierke.
Chapter 7. Angular Velocities, Angular Acceleration, and Coriolis Accelerations.

Ashton Graybiel.
Chapter 5. Weightlessness. Siegfried J. Gerathewohl and I. D. Peetov.
Chapter 9. Vibration and Noise, Charles W. Nixon, John Guighard, Henning E.

von Gierke.

BOOB TWO

Part III. Effect of Radiant Energy from Cosmic Space on the Organism:
Chapter 10. Radiofrequencies and Microwaves, Magnetic and Electrical Fields, Sol

M. Michaelson.
Chapter 11. Ultraviolet, Visible, and Infrared Rays. John H. Taylor and A. A. Le-

tavet.
Chapter 12. Ionizing Radiation. Yu. G. Grigor'yev and Cornelius A. Tobias.
Part IV. Psychophysiological Problems of Space Flight:
Chapter 13. Biological & Physiological Rhythms. Hubertua Strughold and Henry

B. Hole.
Chapter 14. Psychophysiological Stress of Space Flight. P. V. Simonov.
Chapter 15. Physiology of Human Sensory Sphere Under Spaceflight Conditions.

Ye. M. Yuganov, and V. I. Kopanev.
Chapter 16. Astronaut Activity. Joseph P. Loftus, Jr.
Part V. Combined Effects of Spaceflight Factors on Man and Animals: Methods of

Investigation:
Chapter 17. Combined Effect of Flight Factors. V. V. Antipov, B. I. Davydov, V. V.

Verigo. Yu. M. Svirezhev,
Chapter 1S. Methods of Investigation in Spaze Biology and Medicine: Transmis-

sion of Biomedical Data, R. M. Bayevskiy, W. Ross Adey.
Chapter 19. Biological Guidelines for Future Space Research. G. P. Parfenov.

Vow six III

SPACE MEDICINE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY

Part I. Methods of Providing Life Support for Astronauts:
Chapter 1. Basic Data for Planning Life-Support Systems. Doris Howes Calloway,
Chapter 2 Food and Water Supply. I. G. Popov.
Chapter Air Regenerating & Conditioning. B. G. Grishayenkov.
Chapter 4. Astronaut Clothing and Personal Hygiene. N. A. Azhayev, G. V. Kali-

herdin, A M. Finogenov
Chapter 5. Isolation & Removal of Waste Products. V. V. Borshchenko.
Chapter 6. Spacecraft Habitability. Yu. A. Petrov.
Chapter 7. Individual Life-Support Systems Outside a Spacecraft Cabin: Space

Suits and Capsules. Walton L. Jones.
Part II. Characteristics of Integrated Life-Support Systems:
Chapter 8. Non-regenerative Life-Support Systems for Flights of Short and Moder-

Ate Duration. B, A. Adamovich,
Chapter 9. Life-Support Systems for Interplanetary Spe- *craft and Space Stations
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THE CONGICICSSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE

At the request of the former Committee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciencei and more recently the Senate Committee on Com-
merce, Science, and Transportation, the Science Policy Research
Division of the Congressional Research Service has reviewed in 5
year segments since 1962, the Soviet space life sciences pro-
gramiti t7 1a

A review of the U.S. space life sciences prograr, through 1978
prepared by the Science Policy Research Division appeared in a
report for the House Committee on Science and Technology in
1981.'9

The present chapter of this volume reviews the Soviet life sci-
ences program between 1976 and 1980. Chapter two of this volume
contains a brief summary of that program through 1982.

COSMONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING

SELECTION PROCESS

THE FIRST STAGE

The selection of space crew candidates is still one of the most
critical elements in the manned space program of both the Soviet
Union as well as the United States. Though many modifications
and advances in hardware technology have taken place since the
inception of both space programs, the one factor that has not
changed and is becoming an even increasing integral component of
the space station effort of the U.S.S.R. is mali.2°

As the complexity of scientific experimentation has increased
during manned space flights, selection, based primarily on previous
flights experience as in the military or civilian sector, is no longer
practical. Candidate cosmonauts are currently selected from groups
of volunteers having extensive flying experience, as well as from a
variety of other appropriate backgrounds. This includes individuals
with advanced degrees in medicine, biology, engineering, and phys-
ics." Tht ages of these individuals range from 25 to 45 years and
include both sexes. The selection and use of women for space mis-
sions will probably continue.22 Reports have it that the Soviets are

" L' S Congreis Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences. Soviet Space Pro-
grams, 19,62 6T, 1( i III IV) Soviet Man in Space Programa. Biosistronauties' , Staff Report. 98th
Cong Sew Oct- 30, 19tit; Washington, DC, U.S Government Printing Office. 1966, p.
291; 32o

`7 awl . Soviet Sp ice Programs. 190;-70 (Ch. Seven. Soviet Bioastronautior Biological, Behav
inral, and Medical Priitilenuo Staff Report 92nd Cotta let Sees , Dec. 9, 1971 'Washington, DC

S tovernment Pcriting Office, 1981, p 2(W 296
" ibid., Soviet Space Programs. 1971.75 tCh. Four. The Soviet Space Life Sciences). Staff

ftexort 94th Cong , 2nd Serest , Aug 30, 1976. Washington. D.C., U,S. Government Printing Office,
1916, p 257 344

S Congress House Committee on Science and Technolooy. Subcommittee on Space Sci-
ri and AppilCat WM4 11 oiled States Civilian Space Programs, 1955-75 tCh. Eight, Space Life
Sciences) Report :17th Cong 1st Sess Washington, GC., J.S.L Government Printing Ofrice, 1951,
p 1141 714

'" Yeliseyev. A Soviet Cosinonautics in the Eighties Soviet Life, Apr 1951, p. 62-(i3.
lank, M. M , et al, Selection of Astronauts and Cosmonauts, In Foundations of Space Biol

ogy and Medicine :i. 1975, p 419-4:37
" Sanoy, P The Journey Out and In. F'synistry and Space Exploration. American Journal of

Psychiatry IV, 1953, p 519-!)27
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training cosmonauts and future scientists from even younger age
groups. These teenage individuals begin their training in cosmo-
nautic space clubs."

Rigid medical evaluation is the primary criteria for the preselec-
tion of candidates. Based on general medical practices, Soviet cos-
monauts undergo a multiteam medical selection process.

The Soviet U.,ion has also empl. isized extensive psychological
testing, which has taken on even greater importance due to the
recent Soviets multicrew, long-duration space observations.

The medical selection of cosmonaut candidates is conducted in
three stages. Preliminary screening is performed on an outpatient
basis by a battery of medical sub-specialists, representing internal
medicine, neurology, ophthalmology, ear-nose-throat, endocrinolo-
gy, and other medical specialties. As in any in depth physical ex-
amination, a medical history of the individual is compiled. Based
on the clinical and historical data, an evaluation board consisting
of the aforementioned sub-specialists then recommend whether the
candidate is suitable and should "intinue in the selection
process. i 4

The second stage of the medical selection process requires the in-
dividual to undergo extensive clinical evaluations. During this
time, an in depth medical history reevaluation takes place in an
attempt to ±xclude hereditary disorder trends, as well as recurring
pathological conditions, particularly of such organ systems as the
circulatory, respiratory, urinary, intestinal tract and skeletal
system. 2 5

The physical examination employs the usual nands-on evaluation
as well as the most up-to-date technological processes including
both roentgenography and endoscopy, when indicated, as well as
various forms of electrocardiography. Laboratory tests are very ex-
tensive ranging from complete blood cell counts to other
hematological evaluations. Detailed blood chemistry is performed,
acompassing most recognized medical significant enzyme and

immune parameters. An extensive neurological evaluation includes
motor coordination, sensory and reflex functions of the nervous
system, as well as skull roentgenography and .electroencephalo-
grsphy.2 6

Complete psychological testing includes many of the recognized
analyses and recently developed tests.27 The Soviets' experiences in
orbital station operations has mandated the need for significant
psychological testing." New trends in space psychology such as
psychological support during the flight and selection of compatible
crews has gained great favor. During the training process, empha-
sis is continually placed on psychological evaluation and selection
in order to find individuals particularly suited for professional
work with specific space equipment. A more detailed disIssion of
this process will be covered later; see p. 681.
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An otolaryngolwical examination includes exo and endoscopy,
roentgenography of the nasal sinuses, as well as auditory and ves-
tibular function. In view of the early recognition by the Soviets of
the balance and orientation difficulties encountered 'during the
early stages of a space flight, they have placed great emphasis on
evaluating the candidates' vestibular system. (See p. 686 for a more
detailed discussion). A more functional examination includes physi-
ological effects of moderate degrees of hypoxia concurrent with re-
cordings of EKG and arterial pressure. This is followed by a "dive"
test to evaluate adequate acclimation of the ears and nasal sinuses
to changes in barometric pressure. Tests of cardiac function include
various parameters of cardiac rhythm during orthostatics (erect
posture) and antiorthostatic tests. Physical load studies on the can-
didates are performed by means of bicycle ergometry. During this
interval of testing, pulmonary function as well as cystolic and dia-
stolic blood pressure recovery are evaluated. This is followed by nu-
merous electroencephalograms and other instrumentational eval-
uations of the nervous, circulatory and cardiac system, as well as
numerous vestibular stability tests. The ability to withstand cen-
trifugal forces both in the direction of "head-toe" as well as "chest-
back" are evaluated. The Soviets continue to stress load testing in
the selection of cosmonaut trainees.29

Based on medical and stress ssting, the evaluation board either
selects the individual for cosmonaut training; postpones selection
until certain physiological abnormalities can be treated; or rejects
the candidate based on unsatisfactory responses that are not recti-
fiable over a short time frame.

THE SECOND STAGE

The final stage of the selection process is conducted at the Yu A.
Gagarin Center for Cosmonaut Training.3° A senior medical eval-
uation commission bases its decision both on physical and psycho-
logical results. Selection is then confirmed by the Chief Medical
Commission of the U.S.S.R., comprised of the leading specialists in
clinical and space medicine. All serious psychological illnesses are
grounds for rejection. In individual cases, if the candidate possesses
certain technical (research) attributes that are required for the
mission, efforts are made to treat certain psychological abnormali-
ties. Selection for cosmonaut training may be made following at
least 1 year of complete recovery. Such a selection process, on an
individual basis, may also be done in gases when the individual cos-
monaut-researchers are judged cured of an infectious or noninfec-
tious disease.

In general individuals are judged unsuitable for cosmonaut train-
ing if disorders are fiiund in psychic, nervous, anatomic, or infec-
tious parameters, including venereal, cardiac, ear-nose-throat, oph-
thalmologic, and skin disorders.°

Muth, B Space Science Soviet Space Strew. No. 2. Sept 1981. p. :30 -35.
'° Link, M M , et al Selection of Astronauts and Cornonauta, op. cit.
"
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TRAINING PROCESS

BASIC CONCEPTS AND FACILITIES

Since the early 1960s, the majority of cosmonaut training is car-
ried out at Star City (Zvezdny Gorodok, 19 miles from Moscow).
The Soviet cosmonauts at this facility include cosmonauts prepar-
ing for future space missions as well as cosmonauts from previous
missions serving in management, and instructor roles. Gen. G. Ber-
egovoy is tlic command, of this training facility. The Soviets claim
that the cosmonaut contingent is represented by equal numbers of
military and civilian trainees."

The international cosmonaut program, under the direction of
U.S.S.R.'s Interkosmos Council includes the integrated collabora-
tive flight programs of the Soviet bloc countries. More recently this
collaboration has been enlarged to include joint space missions of
non-soviet bloc countries such as France and India.33

The training facilities at Star City include Salyut flight simula-
tors, two Soyuz simulators (the basic Soyuz manned transport vehi-
cle and a newly modified Soyuz T). The training of foreign cosmo-
nauts for joint space flights includes rigorous 1.5 to 2 year training
at. Star City and other facilities within the Soviet Union. These
latter facilities provide specialized high altitude, underwater and
stress physiology training. One sigrificant difference, according to
Western sources, in approach to the training practices of the Soviet
Union and the United States, is that the former's training does not
involve the distribution of basic documentation such as systems
manuals. Rather the cosmonauts develop their own notes and refer
back to them during the mission.34 The U.S.S.R. also places great
emphasis in its training program on repetition in the form of lec-
tures by specialists on a particular subject matter, which is repeat-
ed at various times throtiiout the program.35

The Soviets still adhere to the concept that the cosmonaut must
be able to function at several level; namely to fly the spacecraft,
to provide onboard servicing of the various crit ;cal systems, and to
participate in some aspects of the specific mission. However, as ad-
vancements in mission requirements have progresse4, one sees the
strengthening of the involvement of pilot and crew concept, with
the latter responsible for carrying out of detailed technical experi-
rnentatinr."

The various training protocols for Soviet cosmonauts still
demand rigorous physiological and psychological stress training, in
thcst areas of space flight considered critical for the successful ac-
complishment of the mission. In particular, based on actual experi-
ence gained in prier manned space flights, training emphasis is
placed in areas considered to be the most troublesome to the cos-
monaut. The overriding problem influencing all training efforts is
to moderate, if possible, the effects of weightlessness on physiologi

" 1A,nur m. it r. NI S41,1 let C4,4111(7n7i *t Training at Star City Aviation Week and Space Tech.
m?1,40 Aug 9. p 41 Iti
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cal well being 37 Since the inception of manned space flight a
rather specific series of problem areas have been defined. These are
all related in some degree or other to the weightless state and con-
sist of motion sickness, circulatory deconditioning, red blood cell
mass loss and bone demineralization. In addition, isolation may be
a serious psychological problem."

An issue still under active debate is whether and to what degree
the cosmonaut should be physically conditioned. Is maximum phys-
ical conditioning a benefit or a disadvantage in tolerating the vari-
ety of physiological stresses posed by weightlessness and subse-
quent return to Earth? 39 49 Can the cosmonaut readapt more
readily to Earth's gravity if he is less physically trained, because

.

he does not decondition as significantly during space flights?
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINING

In order to prepare the cosmonaut, as much as possible, for the
rigors of space flight, a variety of conditioning programs are prac-
ticed. These include vestibular, visual, acceleration, weightlessness,
survival and psychological training.

A major problem encountered by both Soviet cosmonauts and
U.S. astronauts has been vestibular disorders or space motion sick-
ness (SMS) (space adaptation syndrome in U.S. terminology). The
etiology of this disorder is still not fully understood. However, the
Soviets encountered this difficulty in 1961 aboard the Vostok 2
flight.41 At that time cosmonaut Titov reported periods of disorien-
tation and nausea. In view of this initial observation, the Soviets
have devoted extensive pre-flight training time and have utilized
exposure to preflight vestibular stress in selecting cosmonauts less
prone to motion sickness. Pre-flight training is directed at utilizing
both passive and active exposure to increase vestibular tolerance
and is tailored to the individual cosmonaut. Active conditioning is
a process where the individual cosmonaut participates in specific
strenuous physical exercises as well as using gymnastic equipment.
Passive conditioning includes the cosmonaut only in the sense that
he is strapped into or is otherwise an integral component of a piece
of equipment that is mechanically activated and either rotates
about several axes or in some manner stresses the vestibular and
optical system.42 The Soviets report that this conditioning reduces
gastrointestinal SMS.43 In Soviet spaceflights involving the Salyut
6 space station, active vestibular ground stress training has been
supplemented by active prophylactic intervention." 43 46 A de-
tailed discussion on the motion sickness countermeasures employed
will be presented later, see p. 724, dealing with gravitational influ-
ences on manned space missions.

" Bluth. B. J. Soviet Space Stress, op. cit.
"Gazenko. O. G., A. M. Lenin, arid A. D. Egorov. Summary of Medical Investigations in the

US.S.R. Manned Space Missions. ACTA Astronautics 8, 1981, p. 907-917.
" Beregovoy, J T Soviet Cosmonaut Training Center Reviewed. Zemlya i Vselennaya No. 5,

1980. pp 15 O.
" Bodde. T. The Body's Answer to Zero Gravity. Bioscience 32, 1982. pp. 249-252.

Soviet Space Programs (Ch. Four The Soviet Space Life Sciences), op cit.
42 mid
42 Shatalov, V. Motion Sickness View. Aviation Week and Space Technology, Dec. 20, 1982, p.

22
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Space Biology and Medicine, 1975. pp. 438-450.
4b Molina Negro, P., at at The Role of the Vestibular System in Relation to Muscle Tone and

Postural Reflex in Man. Acta Otolaryngol, 1980, 89, 524-53.3.
42 Nicogoasian, A F., et al. Space Physiology and Medicine. NASA SP-447. 1982.
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MI aspects of the training program are directed at adapting the
individual cosmonaut, as much as possible, to subsequent space
stress condition by repeated exposure, with gradual increased in-
tensity, to a variety of these external stimuli. In all instances, indi-
vidual physical, psychological, and physiological profiles are taken
into consideration in order to arrive at exposure and optimal load
conditions appropriated for each cosmonaut.47

In order to provide the individual cosmonaut with the capacity to
adapt to transverse acceleration during space flight, particularly
during initial liftoff or other phases of rapid acceleration, extensive
familiarization runs are made in human centrifuges. During such
an exposure, individual tolerance levels are significantly increased
to transverse acceleration stress, as is the capacity of the cosmo-
naut to develop the ability to respond to such a stress and thereby
reduce its adverse impact. Thii is augmented by means of cosmo-
naut leg muscle tensing, and abdominal and thoracic breathing.
Centrifugal forces are increased gradually over periodic exposures
during a 2-month interval. The Soviet cosmonauts have been ex-
posed to transverse G forfrs up to 10G.48 Soviet scientists have
demonstrated that gradual increasing G force exposure is effective
in enhancing tolerance levels. They also suggest that the best re-
sponses have been attained when G forces are gradually increased,
concomitant with gradual greater time intervals between G force
exposure.49

Although weightlessness for any length of time is not readily re-
produced on Earth, it can be replic Acid for short intervals by air-
craft flights along Keplerian (parabolic) trajectories. The use of
such flights for conditioning purposes have been used since the late
1950s both by the United States and the Soviet Union.5° These
studies have proven that human response is individualistic, but
that repeated exposure of individuals does permit a degree of adap-
tation even for individuals who initially have a low tolerance.

Soviet investigators have demonstrated that individuals who are
experienced flight personnel in general are more tolerant to short
term weightless exposure and adapt more readily during repeated
exposure than do nonflight personnel." These types of studies, as
well as experience in space flight over the past 2() years, have led
some Soviet and space scientists to conclude that short term expo-
sure of space flight personnel to parabolic flight trajectories are
beneficial both for training purposes as well as to determining pre-
disposition to vestibular disorders.52

An integral component of acceleration and vestibular training is
visual perception training. The eye is thought to be a contributing
sensory factor associated with SMS.53 54

Physical conditioning demands have been lowered and the age of
acceptable candidates raised. In particular, such requirements as

47 Bluth, B .1, Soviet Space Stress, Op cit
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spatial orientation and visual perception training was lowered for
science crewmembers, since the latter would not have a primary
requirement to pilot the spacecraft. However, tolerance to G forces,
and vestibular stability are still a major requirement for all crew-
members."

Training protocols aid the cosmonaut in learning how to operate
the spacecraft prior to actually going into space. This assures that
a variety of experiences and sensations are simulated and recog-
nized during the training phase of the program, thereby allowing
the cosmonaut to respond in emergency situations in a similar
manner to that while undergoing training. Weightlessness was first
simulated by using a swimming pool. Currently a special hydraulic
laboratory has been developed. This facility monitored visually via
television and other electronic means during the time the cosmo-
nauts are submerged in a pool in their Salyut and/or Soyuz simula-
tor 12 meters below the surface. In addition, the cosmonaut train-
ing center now utilizes a IL-76 aircraft which permits the trainee
brief exposure to zero gravity.56

Additionally newer facilities are available to acquaint the cosmo-
nauts with expected flight conditions. These include a space plane-
tarium to familiarize them with celestial bodies used for space
navigation." This facility also permits them to become familiar
with the use of celestial bodies that will be studied as part of the
scientific programs. Since the amount of research carried out in
space increases continually and since the same individuals may be
required to perform a multitude of such studies, it is absolutely
necessary that they be adequately trained on Earth. The Soviets
also seem to incorporate into cosmonaut training an understanding
and appreciation of the Marxist-Leninist principles, which provide
not only the technical rationale for the mission, but also social and
political reasons. 58

As space missions have increased in duration and interplanetary
flights seem more feasible, the process of selection and training of
cosmonauts has evolved into both training of the body and mind.
The crew of a spacecraft should consist of individuals who are com-
patible.

Despite the selection and training process, psychological tensions
between crewmembers do develop." Therefore, appreciable train-
ing time is devoted to the behavioral areas, including response to
emergency conditions potentially encountered in space. Since indi-
viduals are confined for long intervals in limited quarters under
conditions requiring special safety and life support systems a de-
tailed psychoanalysis of the individuals who would be most compat-
ible in such environments is necessary. To accomplish this type of
psychological selection and training, individuals are frequently sub-
jected to multiple and sequential stresses such as heat, humidity,
cold, and isolation.
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Factors that determine group psychology and compatibility are
analyzed. These include intellectual abilities, and likes and dis-
likes. It is very important that members of a group have a positive
attitude toward each other and are willing to cooperate and con-
form in order to accomplish their mission.6°

Newer methods of evaluating stress responses are being investi-
gated. These include brain scans, voice stress tests, and changes in
circulatory endocrine levels. As techniques for quantifying physio-
logical and psychological stress responses improve, the selection,
and training of cosmonauts, as well as modification of the space
capsule environment, may become more of a quantitative science.'"

It has 1.!come apparent from prior space flights of multiple crews
on Salyut -t that psychological support for the crew during space
flights of long duration is highly effective in maintaining motiva-
tion and emotional stability. The psychological support program is
based on a series of informational exchanges and conversations be-
tween the cosmonauts and ground control, family members, scien-
tific and technica, specialists, as well as entertainers and politi-
cians.62 All of these support activities are, of course, also utilized
during psychological stress training practiced on the ground which
attempt to emotionally prepare the cosmonaut for the unexpected.

Soviet training programs prepare the individual for stresses
other than crisis, such as isolation, boredom and confinement. The
Soviet philosophy in this area of training is based on the supposi-
tion that equipment reliability is not limitless. The ultimate suc-
cess of a mission may very well depend on the psychological fine
tuning of the cosmonaut." Therefore, they incorporate the various
forms of stress training such as 'inderwater tank diving, centrifu-
gation, altitude chamber rides, is talon, parachuting, and survival
training in their overall emotionC and physical conditioning pro-
grpms. The cosmonauts' parachute training involves at least 100
jumps of increasing difficulty. Trainees initially must count to 20
seconds irior to opening their parachutes. This is followed by re-
quiring them to go through a check list during free fall. Later, they
must await ground control approval prior to opening their pra-
chutes. Survival tests include depositing of the cosmonauts and
their space capsule trainer in remote, environmentally hostile
areas where they are left to their own devices to survive and
return to safer terrain. This training has reaped benefits." For ex-
ample, during the 175-day Salyut 6 flight, a radio-telescope anten-
na jammed during the jettison or deployment procedure, so that it
blocked one of the station's two ports. The two cosmonauts,
Ryumin and Lyakhov, suggested that they manually jettison the
antenna. After much reluctance on the part of ground control per-
sonnel, the cosmonauts finally prevailed, and completed an un-
scheduled extravehicular procedure which saved the space station
for subsequent missions," The Soviets, as previously mentioned,

"'' Mernikov. I, N 1Nychological Relief Rooms MAshinostroite3 No 1, 1978.
"' Ibid" V 1 and 0 1, Kozerenku Prevention of Psychoeinotional Disturhances During
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load on the heart 7 " A more detailed discussion of the influence of
weightlessness on the cosmonauts' circulatory system while in
space and on subsequent return to Earth will be presented in sec-
tion V.

By means of a mass meter, an instrument for determining the
weight of a cosmonaut in zero gravity, muscle atrophy from lack of
usage in space, as well as changes in body weight have been ob-
served.7' These obser;ations have permitted ground support per-
sonnel to devise remedial measures for counteracting such occur-
rences. Countermeasures have included variations in diets, and in-
crease in physical conditioning and activity in space.

The application of reli,nte electronic medical monitoring
has been extensively utilized both by the United States and the

Soviet Union in manned space programs, as well as in a variety of
biological experiments studied by both countries. Both nations have
found that, by monitoring the various physiological parameters
during space flight, significant information on the health status of
mammals during various stages of space flight has been gained. As
a result of these observations, remote sensing equipment has
evolved which permits the delineation of physiological conditions
encountered in space both prior to and during the time of a major
biological crisis, such as motion sickness, cardiovascular impair-
ment, bone demineralization and loss in both red cell mass and
number.

As the duration of space flight increases, it is critical to deter-
mine whether the various abnormal physiological conditions ob-
served were truly transitory and reversible or permanent and pos-
sibly, life threatening.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

EXERCISE PROGRAMS

During the past 10 years, the duration of individual space mis-
sion has increased from days to months. In particular, the Soviet
Union has had a concerted effort underway to extend the duration
that cosmonauts can effectively function on a space platform. This
increased tenure in space has placed additional stress on the cos-
monauts. It therefore has become imperative that all conceivable
effective countermeasures be employed to reduce the adverse ef-
fects of zero gravity on human physiology.

Several prominent and potentially serious problems encountered
while in space have developed. Some of these are transitory and
others are permanent. In some instances, the host has been able to
adapt, aftc.i. a few days, as in the case for motion sickness. In other
instances such as the pooling of fluids in the upper portion of the
body, the condition is of longer duration, and presents discomfort
for several weeks and months. In the latter instance, the circulato-
ry system eventually seems to compensate, but at the expense of

thin
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stressing the cardioVascular system.72 Experience gained over the
course of extended space missions has provided the Soviets with
data suggesting that adaptation in many instances is an individual
phenomenon and that certain countermeasures may be prophy-
lactic.

The Soviets claim that rigorous physical training prescribed for
the cosmonaut while in terrestrial training and followed during the
actual space flight, may reduce the physiolcgical abnormalities en-
countered in space. By establishing a prescribed physical training
format, they have also noted that readaptation to gravity occurs
more rapidly after returning to Earth." In fact, the Soviet process
of readjusting to Earth gravity takes the form of both physical ex-
ercise, physiotherapy, and psychotherapy (see fig. 47). In regard to
specific exercise in their more recent space flights lasting over 6
months, the Soviets have required the crew to perform exercises
three times daily. These exercises utilize an exercise bicycle which
is rated for increasing physical loads and tailored to the individual
cosmonaut. In general, the cosmonaut performed exercises consist-
ing of 3,750 kg-m within 5 minutes and a speed of ,60 revolutions
per minute.74 The treadmill exercises were performed under load
conditions by utilizing tension straps (bungee cords) of approxi-
mately 50 kg along the longitudinal axis of the body. The cosmo-
nauts were monitored telemetrically not only for the load being
utilized and distance covered (3.9-4.3 km) on the treadmill, but also
for their vital signs during their exercise periods.75 The 3 day exer-
cise cycles are followed by a day of rest when exercise is optional.
This protocol is followed throughout the space mission. Even
though there have been variations in the frequency and duration of
the exercise regime," dictated by the details of the mission and
the desires of the cosmonaut, the overall concept of strenuous phys-
ical training during space flight has proven beneficial in helping
the cosmonauts to maintain good physical conditioning and to
reduce the difficulties in readaptation after return to Earth.

Get,rgyvskiv, V S,N A Lapellina, L Ye. Andriyako, L. V Umnova, V. G Doroshev, 1.
V Allerova, V N liagozin and Ye. A. Kobzev. Circulation in Exercising Crew !Members of the
First Main Expedition Aboard Salyut f; Moscow, Kostnicheskaya Biolugiya I Aviakcemicheskeya
Meditsina on Russian), No. 3, 1980, p. 15-18.

" Krupina, T N , A V. Beregovkin. V. M. Bogolyubov, B. M. Fedorov, A. D. Yegorov. A. Ya.
Trzul, V V Bogomolov, V V Kalinichenko, A. P. Ragulin and V. A. Stepin (Moscow). Combined
Rehabilitation and Therapeutic Measures in Space Medicine, Moscow Sovietakaya Meditsina (in
fiussiiiiir. No 1'2. E)ecember 1 L 1, smanuscript received May 2:3, 1981), p. 3-8.

74 Cieorgiyevskiy, V S.N A Lapshine. t. Va. Andriyako, I. V. tlmnova, V. C. Doroshev, 1.
V Allerova, V N Ragozin and Ye A. Kobiev, submitted Dec 26, 1978 Circulation in Exercising
Crew Members of the First Main Expedition Aboiard Salyut 6, op. cit.

"Gazenko, C) C; and A. D. Yegorov The 175-Day Space Flight. Moscow, Vestnik Alcademii
Nauk SS.SR No 4 1980. p 49-58.

Ibid
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GRAVITY SIMULATION

In addition to the aforementioned methods of maintaining a good
physiological profile, the Soviets utilize a special elastic suit (pen-
guin suit). This is attached by elastic bands from the waist and
shoulders to the floor of the space station in order to provide artifi-
cial gravitational pull on the skeletal musculature, thus hopefully
reducing the problems of bone demineralization."' Data av4iilable

------
" Krupina. T N and V. M. Beregovkin, et al, Combined Rehabilitation and Therapeutic

Measures in Space Medicine. Sovietakaya Moditaina 12, 1981. p.
Yegorov, A. D. Results of Medical Research During the 175-day Flight of the Third Prime

Crew on the Salyut 6 Orbital Complex (NASA TM-76450), Washington, D.C. 1981
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to date does not indicate that this practice has reduced deminerali-
zation.

Three weeks prior to the termination of the long term space
flights over 6 months), the cosmonauts begin to use a lower body
negative pressure suit tchibis vacuum suit)." The negative pres-
sure to th lower half of the body causes a redistribution of body
fluids from the upper part of the body downward. This redistribu-
tion permits the reestablishment of vascular tone for subsequent
post flight orthostatic stability. The application of nevative pres-
sure is performed every fourth day for a 20 minute interval at neg-
ative pressures ranging from 10 to --45 mm of mercury. During
the last 2 days of a flight, the negative pressure exposure is ex-
tended to a total of 50 minutes at a negative pressure ranging from
25-40 mm of mercury. During this phase of pre-readaptation exer-
cises, the cosmonauts drink 300 ml of saline water (3 gm of sodium
chloride to 400 ml of water) prior to donning their antigravity
suits. This suit is worn prior to descent, in order to create addition-
al pressure to the lower part of the body. This prevents the pooling
of blood in that area immediately after landing and permits more
rapid othostatic compensation."

Therefore, during the evolution of both the Soviet and American
space program, it has become clear that certain countermeasures
can be instituted to counteract some of the deconditioning process-
es that set :, due to zero gravity. The Soviets have found these ex-
ercises arci a)sociated protocols successful. Many of the physiologi-
cal parayletc,is, such as body mass, heart rate, arterial pressure
and leg voiuine, remain relatively constant when compared to pre-
flight values.

A variety of exercises and conditioning equipment has found its
place aboard Soviet crafts. These are briefly described in table 16.

11; rimiptnent On SOrit Spae, Stations'

h;e4;,JprrierA Appi4.4Utilm

t't gorntr Arms arid legs conditioning.
Treadmill .

Respiratory and lower limb condi-
tioning.

Penguin suit Skeletal muscular synthetic gravita-
tional load

Lowtr 1111411 Vt preSSUrt suit (-Chibit;') Cardiovascular conditioning and par-
tial restoration of orthostatic toter-
AMC

Ant IgniV y .;111t Reduces blood pooling during re-
entry.

d )' ist 1011' I anti Nitlitimt NASA SP 11",, 19th2

EMERGENCY AND PROPHYLACTIC DRUGS

PROPHYLACTIC DRUGS

Even though, prior to space flight, the cosmonaut is in optimum
physical and mental condition, medical emergencies cannot be dis-

0 G. and A D legerov, The 175 Day Space Flight. Results of the Mtibal Re
sarh. up elt

lbai

7
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counted. In order to permit the adequate management of such epi-
sodes, both Soviet and American spacecraft are equipped with
emergency medical kits. These kits consist of medication used to
counteract motion sickness, fatigue, nasal congestion, bacterial in-
fection, pain, diarrhea, as well as minor lacerations."

During the more recent long term space flights, the Soviets have
utilized prophylactic medication during various stages of their
space flight. For example, on two separate occasions during the
flight, cardiac muscle prophylaxis was practiced aboard the 175-day
Salyut-6 by providing the crew with Inozia-F and Panagin at mid-
point and at the end of the mission. Once more, during the last 2
weeks of the flight, the cosmonauts also utilized supplementary
Deka vitamins, methionine and glutamic acid. The Soviets claim
that these supplements intensify the metabolic process, enhance ca-
tacholamine synthesis, normalize the intestinal flora and lipid me-
tabol isms.8'2 83

The Soviets have not published data about space crew injuries or
other medical emergencies;84 however, they have most likely en-
countered similiar types of illnesses and injuries to those reported
by the United States up through the Apollo Soyuz program. The
space missions have encountered mostly minor injuries and inflight
medical problems, a list of which are shown on table 17. This table
does not include the reported motion sickness difficulties encoun-
tered. 5

T A HI .1.: 17 I I I ness fij It rN °CC 14 rreMT i II U S Spare CIVIL'S 1

',night illnesses /Injuries: Number
Dysbarism 2
Eyskin irritation (fiberglass) 3
Skin infection 2
Contact dermatitis. 2
Urinary tract infection 2
Ari hythmias. . ..... ... .................. 2
Serious otitis..... ...... I

Eye and finger injury . 1Sty... ............. .. 1

Roil .. I
Rash..... ...... ) ..... I

Illness/Injury During Recovery and Landing:
Trauma (scalp laceration from detached ornera). I

Toxic pneumonia (inadvertent atmosphere contamination by N20,) . 3

Injury Discovered Postflight Hack strain (due to lifting of heavy object) I

' Furukawa, S and A Nicogossian. P Buchanan, P Pool, S. Medical Support and Technology
for 1..ong Duration Sp4ill. Missions ;t:ird Int. Astro Fed Sept 22, 19S2

Both the Soviet Union and the United States have considered
procedures that might be utilized in the event of more serious inju-
ries. In the case of the United States, procedures are under consid-
eration for the transfer of an injured crew member via a rescue
system to a rescue vehicle." The United States also has considered

"' Nicogoomian, A E )11, op ca.
Sha..(kov. s and It H Legorov Pr,iblemm of Pharmacology in Space Medicine Farmako.

uksikologiya $2 p 1313

" Glizeoko, 0 (; and A I) Yegornv, The 175 Day Space Flight. Some Results of the Medical
Rpewarch, op ctt

Virog'Ev. Ye 1 Preliminary Results of Medical Studies Conducted During Manned Flights
of the Program Moscow Isvestiya Akademii Nauk SSSli. Seriya Bioloc No. 1, 191.0
p

"' Nicogossian. A E., op. cit
Nicogossian, A P . et al , Space Physiology and Medicine. op. cit
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means of restraining a crewrnember in the even'. of spinal injury or
for other medical episodes requiring immobilizat on."

EMERGENCY DRUGS

The Soviets, in view of then. flight duration, have givea serious
consideration to protocols and equipment neceOsary in the event of
medical emergencies that might require surgery and/or resascita-
tion." They have come to the conclusion that the traditional meth-
ods of dealing with medical emergencies are not applicable in space
flight. In particular, difficulties would be encountered ;n an emer-
gency that could require surgical ;ntervention. In that case, the
conventional means of anesthesiology would not be possible due to
changes in pulmonary physiology that occur during space flights
and because it would not be practical to utilize inhalation tinesthet-
ics due to the limited space aboard the space vehicle. The close
proximity of other crewmembers must be considered sin .e they
could also be influenced by the anesthetic being administered. Due
to zero gravity the use of intravenously administered anesthetics
also would not work well, because there is reduced blood circula-
tion throughout the body. They therefore conclude that the most
practical anesthetics would be those that could be given to the local
area requiring the surgical procedure. In fact, they propose the pos-
sibility of utilizing auriculoacupuncture combined with electroana-
gesic particularly for extracavital surgical intervension. In 'those
instances requiring regional anesthesia, this technique seems to be
sat istOctory They indicate that surgery should be employed only as
a last resort and recommend local hypothermia as a conservative
approach until the individual can be brought back to Earth."

lowever. proceeding on the premise that they may, at one point,
have no alternative to surgical intervention in space, the Soviets
are developing lightweight surgical equipment, and means of steri-
lizing this equipment. Methods are also being developed for local-
ized sterile containment of those areas of the body undergoing sur-
gery ''" In the latter instances, they suggest the use of isolation
chambers constructed of transparent plastics having sleeve ports so
that the surgery could be performed under more sterile conditions.
The surgical procedures and patient isolation presumably would be
similar to the techniques currently employed on Earth, where cer-
tain yndical conditions require the isolation of the patient from his
surroundings due to increased risk of infection."'

The Soviets are also considering means of removing toxic sub-
stances from body fluids that may accumulate during certain medi-
cal conditions occurring on space flights.92 For this procedure they
are studying the feasibility of using various sorbents through
which the fluids would be passed and then reintroduced into the
body. 13ecause of the potential 'tsf medical emergencies in space, ad-

_

"tit.til.id/I, I i. Surgical Aid Lind Itelitiscdation in %liinnrd Spicy Mig
*1/4. Ptst p i109 1131

""Sr,itt,./dt, ; I f;rnt h+-r:+ Suryrcn JIM And liesinirisrition in '.,1;innect Space MIS

on,:, op
®"

.1 infoctrons ('omphrrctwnri of MitligflonCy in (11211C11) Ctlf4Cer Me'iic nt

[1'W Tact,, .1 .1 1,,kich, rd t i 11011 Put)! , 19H), p 303
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ditional research needs to be performed in these areas in order to
come up with practical solutions that Could be applied.9 The need
for the resolution of these problem areas is becoming even more
apparent as the duration of space flight is extended.

BIORHYTHM PROBLEMS

A human being onlYarth maintains a 24-hour cycle. This rhythm
my. be altered as the individual crosses time zones, in that the
work-rest cycle as well as the day-night cycle may be modified by
extending or contracting these intervals during the time of crossing
such time zones. Even relatively moderate changes in the normal
24-hour cycle upsets the normal -physiological, emotional and/or
psychological health of an individual. This daily rhythm is linked
to the well recognized light-dark cycle pf Earth, which regulates
the animal's biorhythm. Usually an eight-hour sleep cycle is fol-
lowed by a 16-hour work cycle. When such a routine rhythm is
even moderately interrupted the well-recognized "jet lag" develops.
This is characterized by fatigue, lack of attention span and other
manifestations of physiological and psychological changes. In some
people the change in rhythm is demonstrated by an enhanced sus-
ceptibility to infection, intestinal upset and general malais' e."

Such vital functions as pulse and heart rate, brain activity, body
temperature, ren 1 function, metabolism, as well as.changes in en-
docrine activity are altered at times of light-darknessi cycle
changes. g 5

The response to the consumption of drugs and alcohol is very ie-
pendent on when they are administered during our norma'
rhythm. Similarly, emotional disorders are more readily manifest-
ed during alteration in the usual biorhythm. In view of the dramat-
ic effects observed on Earth during moderate alteration to bior-
hythm, the question of how an individual responds to the much
more severe changes in the biorhythm in space needs to be studied.
Under that situation; the individual may undergo day-night
changes every 11/2 hours; therefore the 24-hour rhythm normally
encountered on Earth is severely modified and can bring about ap-
preciable. stress response. Therefore, both the Soviets and the
United States have had a keen interest in studying the influence of
such drastic changes on th . m and developing means for
ameliorating these eff . he Soviets, particularly during their
longer missions (Soyuz/Salyut) have attempted to maintain a 24-
hour cycle for their cosmonauts. They have assumed that th,, bio-
rhythm is a conditioned reflex and therefore on Salyut 6 they
maintain the crews on a 24-hour day, 5-day work week synchro-
nized to Moscow time." Based on their studies, the Soviets also be-
lieve that biorhythm is somewhat individualistic and therefore
select cosmonauts with specific biorhythms suited for particular
space missions." They are also looking at the feasibility of select-

"Staihtidie, I. I. , et Anesthesia, Surgical Aid and ficouticitation in Manned Space M iS-
NitInK, op of

" and
94Gurovskiy, N N, Designing the Living and Working Conditione of Cosmonauts. Moscow.

Mashinostroyelys Publishing Co , 19g0 p 1.-163
" and
96Stepanovii. 1 Atuaz Nyye Problem Konmicheiskoy Ilioutmologi Moscow, Nauka."1977
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ing cosmonauts based on their consistency, of biorhythm with the
assumption that individuals with more constant rhythms adapt
more readily to changes and are able to endure desynchrony more
readily.""

In general, individuals with ,,itnilar biorhythms seem to function
better in a restricted envirc ,12.nt. This certainly is the case ka
the cosmonauts, considering out a fairly rigid sch&ule, in 'a con-

'fined space, is adhered to by Soviet cosmonauts. Therefore, since
individual biorhythms vary as to optimum individual efficiency
during different times of day, crew members shouldi be persons
with similar biorhythms. This permits the coordination of various
activities aboard the space station so that the crew is at optimum
efficiency during the time work is required and are all then able to
rest during prescribed rest periods."

People can be divided into three types according to their maxi-
mum efficiency during a day. There are the "larks," those that
have maximum efficiency during the morning, the 'owls" whose
peak efficiency is at night and others whose peak efficiency is
during the middle of the day.'" The rather frequent day-night
cycles during space flight obviously superimposes additional diffi-
culties on biorhythmic synchrony.

A disruption of the observed individuality of biorhythm both by
internal and external stimuli can lead to pathological conditions.
Persons working on split-shifts, for example, have greater suscepti-
bility to gastric and neurological disorders.'"

Cosmonauts' conditions differ appreciably from the normal work-
rest cycle of most other professions. The cosmonaut in reality
cannot as readily separate himself from his work during leisure
time, including; the time when he sleeps. Since the cosmonauts are
totally removed from physical co--tact with persons on Earth, and
entirely dependent on the integrity and reliability of their space
capsule, they cannot readily, at any time while in space, separate
themselves from the mission. The link between the spacecraft and
cosmonaut is vital, with his welfare totally dependent on the per-
fect functioning of the systems aboard the craft. He, therefore, is
continually aware of potential danger signals. All stimuli that one
cosmonaut senses will be obvious to the others regardless of wheth-
er they are on duty at that particular time.

Based on the biorhythm, the Soviets suggests that a programmed
schedule for the day significantly reduce the influence of many of
the negative factors encountered in space during Tong term
flights.' 02 In order to facilitate the organization of such a schedule,
the Soviets suggest that the spacecraft must provide specific areas
reserved for recreation, sleep, rest and privacy, as well as areas
where joint work is performed.'" The proper selection of cosrno-

"Alyakrinskiy, B S Scheduling Work and Rest Periods during Long-term Space Flights. Koa
nucheskaya 13iologiya i Aviakosmicheikaya Meditsina 1, 1980. p 3-9.

"Ibid
1""444prtnovil, S I Biorhyt tin-loin/41cm' Status us One of thi. Criteria for Cosmonaut Screening.

KNrilich*Nkaya Iii rirp gore Avinkosinihrikava Meditsina st 5. 19SO, p 2(A -24
'"' SitL..417104A. S I ?'re mmg Problem), ui Space Bwrhythrnoiogy. Kosrnicheskaya 13iologiya

Avtakosinicheskaya Meditsina No 1979 p M$ -90
'"Gorovatikiy. N P. P Koeniolinskly and L N Nernikov, Designing the Training and

Working Condition* of Comonauts, op cit
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nauti basked On their biorhythm is therefore essential. This permits
them to adapt to the radical changes encountered in space. In
order to maintain a synchronous existence in space, certain ac-
quired stimuli that contribute to this stability like the daily dy-
namics of light, temperature, and humidity present on Earth are
very important and should also be maintained in space, if at all
possible.'"

BIOMEDICAL FINDINGS

CARDIOVASCULAR CHANGES

During the course of both the Soviet and American space effort,
certain biomedical difficulties have come to the forefront. Most
seem to be related to the lack of gravity in space.

Acute changes have been noted in the cardiovascular system.
This condition has not lead to any permanent irreversible damage,
but it is a constant concern of physicians monitoring people in
space.' °6 Similarly, due to the absence of gravity, one notes muscle
atrophy, with legs and the wais.',ne appreciably decreasing in size
both due to the minimal requirement for muscular activity as well
as due to a shift of body fluids and internal organs toward the

The lack of gravity also leads to a significant and continual calci-
um loss. This process of bone demineralization, with a loss of potas-
sium, magnesium, and calcium has been observed in both Soviet
cosmonauts and American astronauts. Another problem is that
over 50 percent of astronauts and cosmonauts have experienced
motion sickness.1°6

Though all the conditions, except for demineralization, seem to
be self-limiting once the body adapts to spare or can be reversed
after a readaption processto ' h, they do pose a potential prob-
lem and, according to some bservers, may negate interplan-
etary- manned space missions a east until there are major techni-

breakthroughs.107 108 There is no indication at this time, how-
ever, that the Soviets plan to discontinue their progress toward
longer and longer flights.

Another problem area that has come to the forefront in the past
few years, largely due to the observation made by the Soviets
during their long term space mission, is the psychological problem
associated with isolation, limited human contact and limited living
space. The Soviets have countered some of these problems by devel-
oping psychological support systems in space.'" "°

A more detailed discussion of these biomedical difficulties seem
appropriate since many have been observed virtually from the be-
ginnin, of spa, exploration and have so far proved not readily
soluble.

fbiti
14,vv 4S N et fig-worth Opix/rtilmt,s t, `,'Iirdiavascular Deconditiuning NASW '3616,

1" Gaumf,co, 0 G , et a! Summary of medicai investigatiuns in the U S.S R Manned Spac,..t.
Missions Acta Astronautic-a A, 1981 p. 907 917

°' !bid
IN Engler. N and Cheshire-Engler. ()Toni. May I98:t p. 108-.1M
,"" Vorob.ev, Ye 1, (: Gazenku, N. N. (lurovskiy. A. I) Yegoruv, A. V Fk.regov,;:in, V. A.

DtI,Ttyarev V. V Kalinichenko and I I Kas'yan. Preliminary Results of :vierlical Studies Con-
ducted I)urtng Manned nights of the Salyut -6 Program. 14losrNow, Akademik Nauk
SSSR Serivo Bioicycheska-4 tin Rowan). no 1, ,Feb. 1981. p. c

'1" Cazenko. 0 ti and A , Yegurov, The 17.5-Day Space 1.1:ont. Some Reaulthi of the Medical
Research, up eit
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;.;,10t1 after gang into sp ice, a variety of cardiac functions of the
crew begin to deviate from normal values. There is an initial shift
of blood and body fluids from the lower half of the body to the
upper torso. A substantiyl increase in jugular vein pressure be-
comes apparent. The dyr,amics of blood propulsion from the left
ventricle through the systemic artery changes with a shortening in
the heart's contractile phase and associated with a less consistent
blood ejection time. The amount of blood reaching the lower ex-
tremities decreases by as much as 10 percent and veinous pressure
increases throughout the flight. There has, however, been no ob-
served significant change in the biolectrical potential of the myo-
cardium as measured by electrocardiography.'" When cosmo-
nauts were subjected to stress tests during space flights, the fre-
quency of cardiac contraction increased. This was attributed by the
Soviets to a deconditioning in the functional capacity of the cardio-
vascular system) 2

Regardless of the duration of a flight, all cosmonauts have dem-
onstrated some degree of cardiovascular deconditioning. This has
been manifested on return to Earth by altered heart rates and
blood pressure changes. In addition, fatigue has been observed, to-
gether with signs pointing towards the potential for fainting, re-
duced tolerance to performing exercise, as well as a reduced capac-
ity to MOVe about. These manifestations of altered and impaired
cardiac fund ions, have persisted post flight for as little as a few
days to as long as l month. Echographic studies show that there is
at least a 25 percent decrease in the left venticular volume, howev-
er. this does normalize, thereby suggesting that there is, most
likely. no actual or permanent loss of cardiac muscle)11' 114

One notes when evaluating the influence of weightlessness on
the cardiovascular system, that other physiological abnormalities
are manifested. These include electrolytic imbalance, altered me-
tabolism of minerals and nutrients and modification of certain en-
docrine le-ctions. Since these deviations from normal may impinge
on the normal function of the cardiovascular system, one is looking
at a multitude of complex interactions among diverse organ sys-
tems and functions all apparently influenced by weightless-
ness"" 11"

Table lists those effects of weightlessness on the cardiovascu-
lar system observed and reported by the Soviets.

wince of long, term Soviet space nights on the cardiovascular system

During Flight
I Moderate increase in heart rate
2 Transient increase in observed ejection time
3 Inc tase during r'Ttit 2 to 3 weeks of stroke volume and cardiac output.
4 Increased cerebral blood flow during first 3 to 4 months; prior to stabiliza-

tion

" M N . al , R:ard) OpportunItti.t; to Cardiovasculat nevonditn,ming, op tat
"' (;414aniin, t; , The 17:, Da:4. Spact. sght. op cit

II Obi, lolling NASA Research and Technology (Thipttivos and
14 I (aid ,

' 1 N NI. vi nl . ft484att14 ) pport ono Ca; dito.a!,44-1414o I}, k urnia ivnIng, op 4.11
I 1t S .1 Co.ratt.v4o141 Wightlessns, M Gioa.nk44, t) (; toneral vdt:

1;ad4.440 and Me(ficon = Wat;14 NASA, 1`#7,-4 p 3o:4 :1:,1
I A, , N Ite.s. arch ()pporturnta's in Cardinvascular DyconchtionoN, rrp pit
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TA MY 1,%4 lJenti of long term Soviet space flights on the cardiovascular
system -('ontinued

5 Increase in Jugular vein pressure.
6 A decrease in leg volume.
7 A decrease in venous blood pressure in legs.
s A decrease in systolic arterial p:essure.

Post Flight ttranszent, days to weeks in duration):
I Fatigue

'-1 Faintness.
3 Perception of increased body weight.
4 Tachycardia
5. Decrease in stroke volume and ejection time.
6 erthostatic intolerance.
7 Reduced capacity to move an 1 coordinate.
$ Reduced capacity to endure physical stresti.

,;art.e Grurrik. t; 1 M t;erlin, A 1) 1,4prrov Major Medical RegioltA .f the Salyut-C,.. yur 11'6.4:ay
Spurr. Igh f . .12tici Con4 u4 41t Antn, Fed , Sept 6, 1:041

BODY CHANGES

In addition to the cardiovascular manifestations, both during
adaption to zero gravity and on reedaption to Earth, the lack of
gravity appreciably affects motor functions. This is manifested by a
decrease in leg and trunk muscle tonicity, 4nd decreasing muscle
strength, frequently leading to muscle atrophy. One also observes
changes in the normal posture of the body."' These manifesta-
tions are to some degree controlled by strenuous physical exercise
while in space.

BONE CHANGES

A major hazard associated with long-term space flight is the pro-
gressive loss of bone mass and strength. To date, the progressive
nature of this demineralization does not seem to plateau, at least
up to the most recent:y available data reported on the Salyut, 6
mission lasting for 175 days." 8 In the absence of being able to stop
and reverse the process of osteoporesis during space flights, s, situa-
tion could arise where the cosmonaut might become susceptible to
bone fracture both in space and even more so upon return to Earth
and in the event of abrupt deceleration. In the event that the proc-
ess of demineralization is irreversible then spfe.c. flights of long du-
ration might bring about a significat, ;!- ease in bone fracture
risk, in later life of the cosmonaut.119

DECONDITIONING COUNTERMEASURES

Attempts to reduce and control the effects of weightlessness on
cardiovascular changes, muscular deconditioning and bone demin-
eralization have involved inflight, reentry, and post flight meas-
ures. These interventions have included inflight exercise, lower
body negative pressure, venous blockage, fluid and electrolyte sup-

' Kot,luvskaya, 1 14 Kroatich. Yu V , V S. Uganov. and 0, P. Kuierenkb. Pathophysioloe of
Motor Functions in Prolonged Manned Space Flights. Acta Astronautica 8, 1981 p. 1059-1076,

"" Gazenko, 0 , A M. Genin. and A D. Egoruv. Summary of Medical Investigations in the
USSR Manned Space Mission Acta Astronautics 8. 1981, p 907 1117.

' ' 4 Parfiti.1 M Bone Effects of Space Flight: Analysis of Quantum Concept of Bone Remod-
elling Acta Astronautics 6. 1961 p 108li-1090
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plementation and the use of anti-G suits. Additionally, nutritional
supplements, and the administration of drugs on an experimental
basis have been attempted.' 2°

The Soviets feel that these countermeasures have appreciable
benefits.'"' However, there is no unanimity in the U.S. space sci-
ence community that these are effective practices. Some research-
ers regard such countermeasures as only marginally effective or
perhaps noneffective.' 2.2 In the case of maintaining muscle tone
and body mass, exercise does seem to have beneficial effects and
warrants further investigation.'""

BLOOD CHANGES

Blood chemistry analysis performed on cosmonauts after long-
term space flights showed no significant changes. However, there is
a continuous elevated level of Ii-hydroxycorticoids. This is a
normal manifestation found in mammals during stress. However,
in addition to these observations, and perhaps as a consequence of
elevated steroid levels, a decreased immune cellular capacity has
been observed.' ' ' 2" After returning to Earth, within several
days, there is a reversal of this deficiency. However, it should be
kept in mind that there may be a dine during space flight that a
fully competent immune system may be needed. The Soviets have
reported observing significant changes in composition of the micro-
biological flora of the respiratory tract with intestinal organisms
populating it."'' This could present difficulties in long-term flights
where rectal-oral contamination could lead to serious disease poten-
tials.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

The close confinement imposed by space limitation of the space-
craft, monotony arid reduced social contacts all contribute to both
physiological as well as potential psychological difficulties. The
proximity of a limited number of people, away from familiar sur-
roundings, over a long time span, under constant stress, may in the
long run be the limiting factor of interplanetary travel.'"

Even the selection of compatible individuals, as currently prac-
ticed by the Soviet space program, leads to both conflicts as well as
euphoric states during a space flight.'" An understanding of the

'i tlatenkii, O tl, et al The 17:,-Day Simcc Flight Some Results of Medical Research Veer'

nik Akadeinit Nituk S.S.SR No 9. 19iim p 49
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Sand1.9. If Effects Bedrest and Weightlet,ainess on the Heart In Bourne. t; Ii. ed

Geniis and Ileart organs 2 Physiology N Y , Academic Press, 19S0

'" lhat
'" Kesnyak. A I and H Yu 'Tashpulatov 1:1Tects of Space Flights on Lymphocyte Hhist

Transformation in Cosmonauts' Peripheral Blood Kosnuchetilaya RiologIya i Aviakadniches

kaya Mediu:aria 19i.1 p :32 :34
" TilY101% (1 R and .1. R. Dardano Response of Shuttle Crew Lymphocytes to In Vitro Mitt -

genii. Challenge Abstract, Aerospace Medical Meeting, Houston. Tex , I9K3
'" Hellman A 01 Potential Biohazards Aiksociat...d with Depressed Cellular and liumoral
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functions of the mind is still very rudimentary. Extensive research
will be required prior to coming to grips with these problem areas.

MOTION SICKNESS

Another medical problem, usually of a transitory nature, is space
motion sickness. This is the only adverse effect, thus far noted, that
has significantly impaired crew eflectiveness during the first few
days of a flight. Usually from 30 percent to 50 percent of a crew
succumb to this condition. Although pharmacological measures
have been attempted, they have met with only limited success. The
cause of space motion sickness is not well defined. The sequences
leading to its manifestation are not understood due to a lack of in-
formation as to sequence of biological stimuli that initiates the phe-
nomena. Motion sickness over extended flights does not seem to be
of serious consequence; however, if crew alertness is required
during early stages of a flight (1-5 days), it could impair the suc-
cess of that type of mission.'"

The myriad of acute biological problems thus far encountered in
space flight, for missions of less than one year, seem to be manage-
able. The success of missions beyond such a time frame at this
stage of our knowledge is unknown.131 132 13" 134 Due to the infan-
cy of space exploration, potential chronic or long term pathological
consequences have as yet not been addressed or noted.

NUTRITION

DIET SELECTION

Both in the U.S. and U.S.S.R. programs, the quality and variety
of food substances available during the earlier space missions have
been improved substantially over the years. It became evident
early in the space age that food and food selection is not only a re-
quirement in order to maintain the space traveler's nutrient, fluid,
and mineral balance, but that nutrition also contributes signifi-
cant ly to the psychological well-being of the space crew. The avail-
ability of rehydrated foods has made a major impact on the diversi-
ty of roods available to the crew. Beginning with Soyaz 9 (1970) the
Soviets had both hot and cold water available aboard the space-
craft. Water is currently partially reconstituted from water con-
densed aboard the space station and the res-, is brought from
Earth.' This water is used for a variety of things, including the
rehydration of foods. In view of the shortage of water, earlier
flights were limited both as to types and quality of food available.
However, the crews of the Salyut-6 had foods packaged in tubes,
canned and dehydrated.'"

At this time_ the menu for the cosmonauts is designed so that in-
dividual taste is taken into consideration. A menu is prepar'd so
that there is no repetition of a particular dish for at least 6

I',1!t.11 M !ivatch ()ppm tlIngios to Spfice 'Motion Sickness NASA 3616, 1953
" Levy. M N Research Opportunities in Cardiovascular 1)econditioning, op. 61

' ,('NES t Documents. 19t0
' " fi+xitit , T Thy Body's Answer to 'ler° Gravity. op cit
' " Bonet. in Space British Medicine Journal, May 31, 1950

S,Ikut Regeneration Syiiteni Pravda ft' S S R M.Iv :II, 197!, p 3 Flip
'^Pc,p4n. I . Food and Nutrition for tong Msswsorn in Space Aviattoya i Kotanoniivtika No I

Januar, p 12 .13
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days.' 37 It has been observed in several Salyut 6 flights that due to
the stresses, there is a change in taste perception. r'" In order to
improve the cosmonauts' acceptance of a balanced and relatively
high caloric diet (3200 kcal), it has become necessary to add differ-
ent spices suited to individual taste.'" The diet must meet certain
requirements so that adequate caloric and nutritional values are
provided commensurate with the energy expended by the cosmo-
naut. Criteria have been established which dictate that the food
should remain stable at 20-25 degrees C, and retain its quality of
taste as well as being conveniently packaged and sized for easy ma-
nipulation.'"

With the development of the Salyut orbital station, it became im-
perative that nutrition, as well as general living conditions be im-
proved. This space station is equipped with a dining table, food
heater, and hot and cold water and means of cleaning and sanitiz-
ing utensils and disposing of leftover: 141 To provide sufficient nu-
trients to compensate for the additional exercise requirement per-
formed by the cosmonauts to counteract some of the physiological
effect of weightlessness, the caloric consumption of cosmonauts
aboard the Salyut station has been raised to 3200 kda1.142

The incorporation of newer dehydrated foods also permitted a re-
duction in space and weight requirements taken up bi foods.
BOte t han .2t) percent of foods utilized in the Salyut station are
dehydrated I lowever, Progress cargo craft., as well as Soyuz and
SayazI transport ships, resupplied the Salyut 6 space station with
dehydrated and canned thod supplies as well as with fresh vegeta-
bles, milk and fruits '4" 144 It has been observed that both a
proper schedule of feeding as well as acceptable foods are very im-
portant for the maintenance by the cosmonauts of an optimum
work a!%icity. The four meals that the crew partakes in per day
are spaced :l to 5 hours apart. Intervals of 15 to 20 minutes are pro-
vided. between exercise and the intake of food, and 1 to 1,5 hours
betveen food intake and initiation of exercises.145

As se'e'n 1T1 table 19, Soviet crews on long term Salyut space mis-
s!icis to 1:-) days) have, maintained relative stable body
weight distribution. During the fourth mission i1S5 days) the cos-
monauts gained weight, a tribute, they claim, to the meticulous ad-
heence to preventive measures including prescribed exercise,
intake of vitamins twice daily, body rehydration prior to landing

, nd t he appetite stimulators such as onions, garlic and other
'-;(11rIlrigs Weight gain Obviously indicates that the intake

d toed exceeded the energy expenditure. These data also suggest
that strict regulations of nutritional intake during space flight is
t.ssenti;d These observations have convinced the Soviets to in-
crease 1 ilt us( of a variety of dehydrated foods. The typical foods
avaslable to the (.4 iSttlomiat during an average day in space is given
in table '4"

tis.111,rs. \ 1' ,1 1)a.1 ,I hrui Minn F:xpedition!.. AN)ard Salyut G Orbit,el
p 11
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TABLE 19 DYNAMICS Of WEIGHT Of CREWS OF MAIN MISSIONS ABOARD SALYUT- 6 STATION

calo mamas
Batt mass Ctuage Cock mats

Reonmertad Pre titgrit At* anaity ky Mani
_ .

fl5t
CUR 613 144 71.2 - 3 2 43
ilf 755 820 116 44 5.3

Sect
CDR 113 845 824 21 25
fa 164 150 686 64 85

Titml

CUR 659 81 7 162 55 67
fit 32 3 84 0 84 2 t. 2 .2

fowth
CIA 69 1 70 2 706 s 6 9
flE 823 865 900 t3.5 40

}MI,
CDR 113 830 811 18 21
fli. 141 132 101 31 42

TAHLE Nneal menu during average day in space
Breakfast:

pork with sweet pepper 40 gm
Russian cheese 100 gm
honey cake 45 gin
prunes . 50 ,v gmcoffee with sugar 24 gm
multivitamins lozenge 1 gm

Lunch:
jellied beef tongue 10() gm
praline candies, 50 gm
cherry juice 40 gm

Dinner
horn .

11f(3)°5 gmborsche with smoked foods
tallin beef with mashed potatoes. 52.5 gm
cookies with cheese 25 gm
apple juice . 30 gm
multivitamins lozenge I gin

Supper-
cottage cheese with nuts 50 ti-in
assorted meats 100 gm
wheat bread 30 gm
plum and cherry dessert . 50 gm
tea and sugar ... 23 gm

Laboratory studies performed on blood serum, urine, and fecai_
disgestive enzyme levels, indicate that the stress of space flight
does alter the levels of enzymes such as amylase, lipase, pancreatic
enzymes and pepsinogen. Soviet studies suggest that variations oh.
served in these enzyme levels as well as other' parameters of diges-
tive function can be well controlled during long term space flights
by proper dietary combinations as well as by the physical condi-
tioning. 147

The Soviets consider nutrition as part and parcel of the overall
preparation, execution and subse3uent rehabilitation of the cosmo-
naut. The maintenance of an optimum metabolic and energy level

'''Sournov. h V .6 I) Syrykll, V I legeti 'kov,1, U Goland-fiuvinovit. I L. Medkova. and I.. I.
Vt rron in State ut Dioo.stive System FoHowing Long-term Space Flights, hoomicheskaya Biulogiya i
Aviakostnietwskayn Nivdiusina, lc;. No 2 Mar -Apr 1982 p. 19 22.
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prepares the cosmonaut both physiologically and psychologically.
This also maintains the cosmonaut, at a high work capacity even in
the face of adverse flight conditions and appreciable stress.'"

The Soviets, also control the pre-flight diet, This refers to all food

intake within 24 hours of lift off Cosmonauts are prohibited from
eating any food not prepared in the flight kitchen. The meals are
composed of food that is easily digested and not too large in quanti-
ty. The food provided has a low capacity for- developing intestinal
gas, and is composed of nutrients that do not have excessive bulk
and lipid content.'" The composition of the diet while in space has
already been discussed. However, the Soviets also place great em-
phasis on diet after the cosmonauts return to Earth. In order to ac-
celerate rehabilitation to gravity, the cotImonaut is provided with
food and fluids consisting of fruits, berry juices, fresh vegetables,
stewed and dried apricots, as well as meat such as liver, kidneys,
dairy products and eggs The caloric value of the diet during the
first 3 days after returning to Earth is increased gradually to pre-
flight levels (approximately 3300 kcalf.15"

ONGOING RESEARCH

In summary, the Soviets consider nutrition as a significant part
of a space mission. They feel, however, that many questions on this
subjeet require additional investigation.'" These include:

1 Data to determine energy requirements of cosmonauts
under space condition. Information will be provided by estab-
lishing an exp&' laboratory in their oribtal station;

(2) Nutrition ,q4uirements during different phases of the
space mission;

13) Consideration of the cosmonauts individual met tholic rate
at various stages of the mission;

(-II Modification of catabolic activity due to the space envi-
remment and concurrent stress by employing dietary and phar-
maceutical supplements;

(:-)1 Improvement in diets to improve long-term storage and
acceptability;

it; Further understanding of nutritional requirements both
in preflight and post flight adaption; and

(7 ) The use of dietary substances for counteracting detrinien-
tal space conditions such as radiation, weightlessness, deminer-
ali/ation, and other encountered physiological difficulties.

--

"P),-, I I; it tar flight Personnel Kostmbeskeya Medibuna lb, No Sept

Os t 1Y,2 p I ;old
ftk,,v S Kahnntni..% M V Markaryan, N D fiadchtmko, K Stcpchkov, and

M i, 1-1111140n D1,,t ,1 'rtw, of ci Thrvi' Man ExpeziMun Aboard Salyut-6 Orbital Station Kos

nucheskitya A+Likosruirhy-sisayii Me ditsma No ri Sept Oct 11041 p 17 2c

'"13ychluo. P Principles of Creating Food kinks in the Life Support Systems for Crews of
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LIFE SUPPORT

BASIC METABOLIC REQUIREMENTS IN SPAc

Spat. c' beyond the Earth environment is harsh, characterized by a
fluctuation of severe temperatures and the absence of a significant
atmosphere required to sustain human life. To enable man to sur-
vive this environment, a space capsule is necessary which contains
the necessities of life. This capsule must provide the proper amount
of oxygen required for normal respiration as well as a moderate
temperature, between 64 degrees to 81 degrees C, the necessary
foods and fluids and the capacity to dispose or recycle human gen-
erated waste products such as carbon dioxide, urine, feces, and
body perspiration.

Soviet studies have ascertained that the average adult daily re-
quires approximately 800 gram., of oxygen, 700 grams of solid food
with a total caloric value of 3000-3300 kilo calories, and 2500
grams of drinking water. If the subsequent bodily excretions are
not recycled for the production of oxygen, food and water, a three-
man crew on a 1-year mission would require 1.5 tons of food, 3.3
tons of bound oxygen, and 5.9 tons of water. This is equivalent to
almost ono-half the total weight of a space station such as Salyut
6.'52 '5" In order to support life in outer space, the capsule envi-
ronment and support systems must function properly 24-hours per
day for the duration of the mission. The capsule environment must
also be sufficiently comfortable to provide the psychological sup-
port systems necessary to maintain the mental well-being of the
space crew for the duration of the mission.

Since this support system is the only lirrIc with Earth, it must
contain all those human necessities available on Earth. These in-
clude drotective equipment to prevent harm to the station from
such factors as meteorites and radiation. The capsule must have fa-
cilities to serve both recreational as well as exercise functions. For
long term space missions it must also provide a means for the re-
generation of oxygen, drinking and housekeeping water and food.
13y the end of 1980, several missions approaching 185 days in space
had been completed by the Soviet Union. In those instances, the
maintenance of adequate environmental and nutritional supplies
has been achieved by resupplying the Salyut space stations with
these necessities using primarily "Progress" cargo ships. These ef-
forts as well as the on-board systems have proven very functional.
However, as longer and perhaps interstellar space missions are un-
dertaken it w ill become necessary to develop systems that will be
totally self-contAined and capable of regenerating oxygen, water
and fixxi.'"4

AIR REGENERATION AND SPACE CABIN ENVIRONMENT

An inherent problem in a sealed environment such as a space
capsule is that the human contaminates the spacecraft by micro-
tnixtures of exhaled air, urine', intestinal gases, and perspiration.
The magnitude of this contamination is, of course, all dependent on

' " livt.',ko%, V I' , et al , Doi and Crew tn Saiyut-t; Orbital Station. op tot
' I Food and Nur nt ion for Long MIssion in Space, op tot
Adorno% le h. B A late Surixot in Space Moscow. Zetniya I Vselennitya, No. fi, 19511, p

269
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the temperature, huinidii v. concentration of c bon dioxide, mobili-
ty of the occupants and the character and types of foods consumed.

The waste products of people reaching the external environment
via the intestinal tract, kidneys, skin and lungs are composed of
more than 400 different chemicals.'" The emission of volatile com-
ponents of these waste products may contaminate the space cap-
sule even in the presence of adequate storage areas. The major
volatile mixtures generated by the crew from exhaled air, perspira-
tion, urine and intestinal gases consists of the following: ammonia,
methylamine, diethylamine, formaldehyde, acetone, methylethylke-
tone, propinic aldehyde, carbon dioxide, formic, propionic, valeric,
isovaleric, butyeric and lactic acide, methyl, isopropyl, and propyl
alcohol, methane, ethane, propane, hexane as well as trace
amounts of other organic compounds.'" Without effective removal
of these substances from the air of a sealed cabin, they could accu-
mulate to toxic levels and thereby reduce the human capacity to
work in that environment.

The Soviets employ a series of filtering media for the removal of
waste gases and microparticulates. These include activated char-
coal filters, high efficiency fiberglass filters and catalytic chemical
absorbents.

They are also reported to be experimenting with a variety of
techniques for maintaining a purified space cabin environment.
Techniques under consideration for removal of carbon dioxide in-
clude molecular sieves, synthetic zeolites, as well as freezing of
carbon dioxide out of the gas mixtures. A more detailed schematic
depicting carbon dioxide removal techniques is shown in figure

vo*., T f3 Sinn !nder Wnter rand in S3at:4- Moscow, Voyenvittiat Printed Ittti7.

1'" !hid
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YU. l'HE 4 Removal of Carbon Dioxide from Air of Closed System.

The microenvironment aboard the Soviet space station is main-
tained at values virtually identical to those encountered on Earth.
Oxygen is generated by utilizing oxides and superoxides of alkali
metals. The generated air in the working and living con rtments
is usually of a two-gases mixture, nitrogen and oxygen. The air's
oxygen and carbon dioxide content is routinely monitored and reg-
ulated by means of a gas analyzer. On the Salyut 6 space station
the rnicrocilmate was as follows: 15g

Total pressure, 700-830 mm Hg; oxygen pt:rtial pressure, 154-195
mm Hg; carbon pressure, 1.34-6.64 mm Hg; air temperature, 14.6
24.3 °C; and water vapor partial pressure, 5.37-17.1 mm Hg.

This contrasts appreciably both in the mode of generating oxygen
and in the partial pressure of the gaseous environment employed
in the Skylab space station.'" The latter maintained a partial
pressure of 5.0 psi of oxygen (70 percent oxygen. 30 percent nitro-
gen) supplied from liquid oxygen reservoirs. A regenerated molecu-
lar sieve was used to scrub out the carbon dioxide. The space cabin
temperature was maintained between 21.2 degrees C and 26.8 de-
grees C with a relative humidity between 40 and 70 percent.
During the more recent U.S. shuttle missions, respiratory gases
were supplied at 14.7 psi, a partial pressure, identical to that found
on Earth. The gas composition was 20 percent oxygen and 80 per-
cent nitrogen. The carbon dioxide was removed by lithium hydrox-
ide absorption.'"

There are advantages to the chemical generation of oxygen.
These include a reduced weight requirement to that necessary for
carrying liquid oxygen. In addition, the Soviet system is much less

tiuroviskty, N N . et at 13esigniog the hying and Working ( ndttinns Coernonnute.
Mahimistroyentyy. I9$0, p IfiS
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compliCirtled and therefore less prone to malfunction and the influ-
ence by external factors, and provides for a less flammable environ-
ment. The disadvantage is that it lacks flexibility in altering the
gaseous environment for experimental purposes and in emergen-
cies. A schematic depicting the Soviet life support system is shown
in figure 39.
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49 Cosmonaut Metabolic Balance. Soviet manned spacecraft rely on car
fridges of potassium super oxide for an oxygen source, and lithium hydroxide to
remove carbon dioxide A heat exchanger condenses out excess moisture. This
figure shows the metabolic balance for a Vostok cosmonaut for 1 day. Approxi-
mately '2 5 kg of regenerator yields about 600 liters of oxygen per day.

There is increasing evidence that under weightless conditions, a
rnmiification of proportions of gaseous mixtures differing from
those found on Earth might be advantageous.' 6 " 6z 1 113 It has been
observed that in a space capsule environment, .flue to weightless-
ness and hypokinesis, there is a decrease in oxygen uptake and
carbon dioxide output. In addition, such other physiological param-
eters as basal metabolism, blood pressure, and heart stroke as well
ros the minute volume of the heart, nitrogen balance, muscle mass,
plasma and erythrocyte volume are all decreased. Soviet studies
have pointed toward the use of altered gas atmospheres to prevent
or diminish the effect of deconditioning brought about by hypokine-
sis and zero gravity.

Additionally, Soviets suggest that the ability to regulate the gase-
ous atmosphere of a closed environment may effectively be utilized
to maintain a high work efficiency with optimum energy expendi-
ture. To these ends it is critical that the space cabin environment
\be optimum by eliminating toxic substances as well as by regulat-
ing on demand the gaseous environment in the capsule.'"

^' Agadziattly;a), N A Optimum Atmosphere in Pressurilmd Cabins and Future Use Thereof.
KUSInIcheskaya Nologlys i Avtaktssmiclirs/caya Mectitsina Mar, Apr 11.)1 it 37 -.13

'11' (bid , Kosmishesksyn Biologlys Nov .i, 1969 p. 3 14.
""Gensn. A NI. Problems of Space Biology Nov. 3, 19(4 p.
'A' 'bid
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WATER AND FOOD MANAGEMENT

Metabolic activity of man requires the consumption of such ne-
cessities as water, oxygen and solid food. In turn, via bodily func-
tions, he eliminates waste products in the form of urine, feces,
carbon dioxide and other gaser..s products. He also produces by
perspiration and exhalation, organic waste and water vapor. These
waste products must either be stored aboard the space capsule, je
tisoned into space or recycled for subsequent consumption. The ear
lier Soviet spacecrafts, being in space for a short duration, primari-
ly brought their water supply from Earth, and stored the waste
products and brought them back to Earth. In view of the increased
time spent in space and looking forward to even longer missions, it
is becoming imperative that these waste products be recycled as ef-
ficiently as possible.

Currently, the U.S.S.R. recycles water vapor by condensing it on
cooling coils. The condensate as well as water previously used for
bathing is passed through ion exchange columns and then through
activated charcoal filters, prior to being sterilized by heating. Min-
erals such tis calcium, magnesium, bicarbonate, chloride and sul-
fate are added to this recycled water. The latter is then stored in
water hatching units fen- future use. "5 The water that is brought
aboard the spacecraft from Earth is sterilized by a very old tech-
nique, ionic silver. This process is bacteriocidal, thereby being an
effective sterilant. However, long term storage of water does alter
its taste, therefore influencing its acceptability US the cosmonauts.

The Soviets reclaim oxygen from recycled water by electrolysis.
Byproducts, such as methane gas, are jettisoned into space, Urine
is collected in storage tanks, as is solid waste. When these tanks
are filled, they are jettisoned into space.1 6

In summary, the problems associated with water storage for long
term space flights prohibit sufficient quantities fi.om being brought
aboard the spacecraft at the time of launch. This therefore man-
dates the need for a system that can efficiently extract, purify, up-
grade, and store water generated by respiration, perspiration and
body waste.

Weight penalties and storage difficulties would be too great to
use significant quantities of fresh foods, although the Soviets in
their Salyut program do provide limited space for refrigeration.

Obviously, the use of dehydrated food requires an adequate water
supply. The long term goal of the Soviet space program is the de-
velopment of methods for growing a portion or all of their food
supply aboard the space station. This presumably would also pro-
vide a means of carbon dioxide removal from the space cabin and
the generation of a portion of the required oxygen.' 67

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL HYGIENE

Extended manned space flights' impose special requirements on
the general areas of waste management and particularly on per-

' "'' B. A.. [Ate Support m Space. Zemlya I Vsetennava. 4;. Nov.-Ro. 1.9440. g.
'" A,uadrhunyan. N A , Optimuni Atmorphere in Frotourized i'Abini and Future Use' There.

cit
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mina! hygiene An adult male, as a byproduct of metabolism, pro-
duces 1.2 liters of liquid waste and 2(10 grams of solid waste per
day. The earlier Soviet space missions of relative short duration tri

to 18 days) did not require any complex means of either recycling

or otherwise disposing of waste. However, as space missions have

increased in duration it has become necessary to either dispose of

or recycle waste products. Regeneration systems processing fluid

waste into potable water as well as recovering of oxygen from such

byproducts are now practical and necessary.'"
The use of solid waste for the production of food and water in

closed ecological systems is under intensive investigation.'" The
Soviet publications suggest that waste products in general are still

collected and ejected through air locks into space or placed aboard
expendable Progress transports that on reentry into the upper at-
mosphere of Earth are incinerated. '7°

The communal hygiene of the spacecraft inhabit nth must be
given serious attention in view of the rather confine Living quar-

ters aboard a spacecraft. This is necessary not only to provide COM-

f'ortable living conditions, but also to 'reduce the risk of transmis-

sion of pathogenic microorganisms amongst the inhabitants of the
cabin. A high level of personal hygiene also is conducive towards
establishing and maintaining a high degree of personal motivation.

In order to establish acceptable levels of hygiene, recent Soviet
Salyut 6 orbital stations have a shower aboard (see fig. 50).171 This

consists of an elastic cylinder with two capped ends, containing a
mechanism for mixing and spraying hot water and hot air and for
removing the expanded water vapors. During the earlier Salyut 6
missions, the cosmonauts showered about once a month and supple-
mented this by using washcloths impregnated with germicidal lo-

tions as well as a deodorant.'" In the more recent Salyut 6 mis-

sions, cosmonauts shower once every 10 days. This latter schedule

obviously requires additional water supply.'" In studies performed
both aboard the Soviet orbital station as well as in sealed capsules
maintained on Earth, the Soviets observed that there is a marked
increase in microbial discharge by the occupants of microorganisms

into the space capsule. It has been noted that under normal terres-

trial conditions man expellS approximately 110 microorganisms per
hour from the upper respiratory tract. This discharge accumulates

in an airtight space and the concentration becomes 10 times higher
when one is confined in a closed environment. Similarly, the micro-

bial flora of the skin is increased by 10 fold in an airtight environ-

ment, under reduced personal hygiene, restricted by a limited
energy and water supply, as well as by the weight and dimensions
restrictions posed by the space capsule, 174

^" Ibid.
idA.VaJol'yei.,. In Order to fly Infinitely Long. Aviutisiya i KoNmonavtika 10, 1979. 1. 3S-39.

$1"Adamovich, Life Support na Space. up. cit.
`"
1'2 Vu. (1 Nefedov. and S N Zsiloguyev, Current Statue and Prospecui c)f Ilvgienic Support of

Manned Spa,.t Flights Koemitcheskayit litologiya i
AviakoornichoOlaya Meditsina, Mar. Apr

p

'14 Zulaguyev, S N.. V V. liortihrhenko, A. N. Viktorov, A. 0, Prishebep. and 0 A. Shumi-

lin,4 Some of the Principle/A Intvolved in Sanitary and Housekeeping Arrangements in Spat'* -

craft, Koonicheskaya Biglogiya
Avulkoernichelticaya Moditaina 6, 1979 p 14-11
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Current personal hygiene practices aboard the Salyut orbital sta-
tions include daily sponging wq.ii a moist washcloth of the hands,
face and mouth. Underwear consisting of a knitted ab-:orbent mate-
rial is changed once per week. This is preceded by rubbing the skin
with moistened and dry towels. The cosmonauts also use a damp
washcloth to clean their hands prior to eating and after using toilet
facilities. The area of the skin where electrodes had been applied
for monitoring of vital functions are also cleansed in this manner.
In all instances, a lotion containing antimicrobials is used to
dampen the washcloths.' 7 Soviets indicate that there occur an av-
erage accumulation on the face and handi of 99 mg of chlorides,
105 mg of ammonia and 0.7 mg of nitrites. It is reported that utiliz-
ing germicidal lotion did ric` adversely affect the crew's skin)."

Ground based studies by he Soviets have indicated that for long
term niksions, more novel techniques for cleanMng the skin, par-
ticularly areas covered with hair, are necessary. The use of show-
ers certainly enhances personal hygiene. However, products must
fx developed that nave sufficient detergent properties to remove
lipid accumulation on the skin, These must have selective bacterio-
cidal properties to maintain relatively normal skin function and
microbial flora. Once more, because of the requirement to recycle
expended water for subsequent topical and internal consumption, it
is mandatory that the detergent and antimicrobial agents be read-
:Iv removed by the recycling process.'''

Other components of a comprehensive personal hygiene program
consist of the use of tooth brushes with low foaming toothpaste, as
well as the use of chewing gum after meals. Shaving as well as
hair grooming are accomplished by conventional means, except
that hair and shed cornified epidermal cells are removed by a
vacuum system. ""

Communal hygiene aboard the space station must provide condi-
tions that are comfortable and safe in regards to the microclimate,
the respiratory gas composition, illumination, vibration levels as
well as the microparticulate composition within the space capsule.
The microparticulate composition is the summation of the individ-
ual's metabilic process as well as the caloric composition of the
consumed food, Penetration of microparticulates into the respirato-
ry tract. and particularly of potential pathogenic microorganisms
may prove to be significantly different under the influerupt of zero
gravity. This factor must be kept in mind when coptidering the
space cabin environment and crew contamination.' 7 9

The requirement for a comprehensive and effective hygienic pro-
gram in space is also critical from an aesthetic point of view. The
space travellers are confined in a rather small space, thereby being
in close pro,,imity to each other, usually over extended time peri-
ods More significantly, from a risk point of view, individuals do
she:. :microorganisms both from their orifices as well as thiakin,

stud.
'6 Yu, t; Netedoy, Pri)t)ircin. of Space Hioicio. Sanitary, Hygienic and Physiological As

pect:- flitttitahlc Spa( ecraft Moscow. Nauka Pre*f. Iffqf
Yu. t; titeociv Current Stat off and Protfpect): of flygirinc Supixmt of Manned Space

Fligtitc KotapR.hotik,cic,i igiya t Aviiikotinitchestfayit Meditsina p 30.17, Mar

' fblri
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As Soviet studies have indicated, there is a transfer of microorga-
nisms from oie individual to another, particularly in confined
space. Some of the organisms have even shown a modification of
their antibiotic sensitivity.'" In the absence of adequate hygienic
protocols, ixitentials for cross infections are enhanced.

SPACE St/ITS AND CLOTHING

During the past IS years, both Soviet cosmonauts and American
astronauts have performed space walks (extravehicular activity
IEVAJ!. hi order to survive the adverse environment of space, the
space wits (EVA suit) must supply the life support found in the
spaceship. The current EVA suits are designed so that they are ca-
pabl of supporting EVA for up to 5 hours.' 81 See figure 51.
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Soviet EVA Senii-Higid Space Suit Siwiet cosmonauts use a rather
unique space suit for EVA 115 on the Salyut space station. The torso and
lielinct are a single, rigid unit. Th hack is an entry hatch, fitted with removable
canister4, for the oxygen source. Adjustment straps on the arms and legs make it
iiossible to fit the suit to any crew member.

The Soviet EVA suit has evolved over the years to its present
configuration. It consists of a metal helmet and plastic visor with
sleeves and trouser legs made of a flexible material, suitable for
quick donning. The EVA. suit contains all life support systems, in
duplicated form for grey ter safety and dependability. These newer
suits are twice as light a 4 the earlier one worn by Leonov. The So-
viets claim that the gloves permit sufficient finger dexterity for

Yu, i; Nefedov, ed , Problems of Space Biology, op cit
111 FeoktiAtoy, K P Moscow Novoye v Nauke Teknilse, Seriya, Kokanoruivtika,

onnya (doctoral thesis) 19$0 p 1-63.
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winding a watch or picking up a needle.'82 The space suit has a
recycling system fOr absorbing carbon dioxide. The cosmonauts
have a high degree of confidence in their EVA equipment, as exem-
plified in 1979, when a radio telescope antenna jammed during the
jettison procedure and was corrected by employing EVA."" Cur-
rent infOrmation suggests that one size EVA suit fits all sizes of
cosmonauts." 4 The arms; and legs are made of flexible material,
specifically designed to be adjusted to meet individual needs. The
gloves are screwed into the space suit to meet individual fit and to
permit the exacting use of the hands and fingers. As part of the
space suit, the cosmonauts wear a harness which has incorporated
medical monitoring equipment capable of telemetering back to
Earth EKG data as well as pulse and respiratory rate. Under the
EVA suit, the cosmonaut wears coveralls that carry water lines,
perinitting individual temperature regulation of the EVA suit.
Power may be supplied to the EVA suit from the spaceship via an
ele4trical line, however, it can also operate autonomously from the
spaceship. The cosmonaut is connected to the surface of the space-
ship by a safety line.'" I86

During routine space platform operations, the cosmonauts Wear
conventional flight garments. In earlier missions, the cosmonauts,
for hygienic reasons, changed their undergarments at regular in-
tervals and discarded the soiled clothing, Because of longer space
missions, this practice is no longer practrical, therefore, undergar-
ments are cleaned and reused.

Still other garments are worn as countermeasures to weightless-
ness. These include the Penguin suit, a special garment which pro-
duces passive resistance to the musculature. To counteract the risk
of muscle atrophy, the suit is worn during the entire working day
in space. The Penguin suit partially compensates for the absence of
gravity by offering a constant artificial gravitational load to the
musculature of the legs and torso.

During various phases of the Salyut mission, and as a prophylac-
tic measure to the deconditioning of the cardiovascular system, the
Soviets.; also utilize a lower body negative pressure suit (I,BNP).

As exper.mental results dictate, a variety of other apparel, that
may enhance man's survivability and cornfort in space, will become
integral components of the garments worn during space flights.'"

RE=SPONSE TO EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

An emergency in space inay be categorized as an equipment
emergency or a medical emergency. Obviously an equipment emer-
gency may rapidly evolve into a medical emergency.

The majority of systems found in the spaceship that permit man
to survive in space have emergency backup systems (redundancy).
Associated with and separate' from these:life support systems in the
EVA suit, which contains its own oxygen, temperature, and pres-

"'" Pitriti Au Filid (l1l4111044 Imtfr p 4
' 11»d p

'"* Pokr,,,, 4k IS A Lonitiwnts on Sdivut 7 Cosnioniluti; EVA Pravda, July :31, P);32

`
Piiris 'or And Cosmos. June 2S, 19S1) p 44
YegortivA ReNults of %It'd 'teal Ret4.31"01 Durtrig the 175-Day Flight of the' Thud Prime

Crew on the Sidttit 17.-Soyut Orbital Comp1ex (NASA. TM 764.50!, Jan 1981.
Pons A 11'31). ,}Si rit
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pure SyStI111 ThIN InAnnits, in an emergency, the EVA suit to main-
tain a intcrospac cabin environment for up to 5 hours. In the
event of equipment failure, this is sufficient time for the crew to
return to Earth. In addition, the Soyuz descent module can sepa-
rate from its work module. The descent module then serves as an
emergency vehicle in the event of power failure occurring during
the early launch phase. The module contains a variety of emergen-
cy equipment, including food, water, clothing and other survival
gear for either land or water ditching. The Soviets have described
an emergency reentry capsule for their Salyut space station.''"
When constructed, it will have the capability of returning safely
three people and maintaining a closed life support system fbr up to
2.1 hours. It will be capable of surviving either land or water touch-
downs. Whether such an emergency vehicle has in fact been devel-
oped and deployed is not certain at this time.

In addition to the redundancy built into the spaceship system,
much of the equipment can be repaired by the cosmonauts. Some of
the equipment is functional even at less than optimum capacity, so
that if malfunctions occur in a support system, it can still provide
t he environmental controls to effectively sustain life. The spaceship
or station is equipped with 'sensing devices that detect potential
emergency situations in order to give the cosmonauts time for re-
medial act ton Such actions may include the repair of the malfunc-
tion, modification of the system, as well as the donning of garments
;ind equipment to protect the cosmonaut from potential hazardous
en vi run ments Unfortunately these sensing devices did not prevent
disaster in the Soyuz 11 return to Earth.

The personnel transport ships tSoyuz and Soyuz T) which are
utilized iw the Soviets to at times resupply the Salyut stations as
well as to change crews can act as an emergency vehicle in the
event of space station emergencies. They contain food, water, and
clothing supplies, as well as medical and electronic equipment to
broadcast their location *o rescue personnel. Survival equipment.
such as fishing gear, ;es and other equipment necessary for
emergency survival is aboard,. however, a critical point worth men-
tioning is the physical condition of the cosmonaut upon returning
to Earth. The cosmonauts are required to readapt to terrestrial
conditions after long space missions. Therefore, much of the emer-

..iy,ncy equipment found aboard the Soyuz may he of little use due
to the inability of the cosmonauts to maintain orthostatic stability
and the frequently observed muscle atrophy. Even during routine
landings, recovery teams are necessary to assist the crew out of the
space capsule. It is therefore imperative that emergency rescue ve-
hicles and personnel be rapidly deployed to extricate returning cos-
monauts from returning vehicles.

Medical emergencies in space can be of two types, those that are
treatable aboard the spaceship and those that require expeditious
return to Earth. Those that can be handled aboard the spaceship
consist primarily of minor emergencies, as, for example, lacera-
tions, pain and minor infections, Cosmonauts are trained to handle

If, Heog,,v K . S A Ivarovsklv. V K GrIgorovuli. A Yu 7.uts4pl, V V Ignot*Yer, V
!-,oketo V :N. raraso% ,u-i V Ye Minenko System tor Emergency Rescue of Ccx:rnonauts

(Irtrit,31 Stations, Mot,cow. 197., p 101 1u!.
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these situations Adequate medication is aboard the spaceship to
handle such conditions.

Serious medical complications may require on-board action. A
discussion of this can be found under "Medication and Emergency
Drugs." In the event treatment aboard is not feasible, the individ-
ual would have to be brought back to Earth. Both Soviet and
United States investigators' are actively studying and developing
equipment and protocols for the handling of complicated space
medical emergeteies.

Any emergency situation aboard a spacecraft has profound psy-
chological effects on the crew. Consequently, scenarios have been
developed and countermeasure practiced prior to going into space.
it is important that cosmonauts can respond with rapidity and con-
fidence to all emergencies.' 9"

FUTURE SYSTEMS AND TRENDS

SDaCc missions fbr up to 1 year in duration should contain a life
support system that has the capacity to regenerate water from at-
mospheric moisture and human liquid waste.'" Missions for up to

years also require that the life support system has the capacity to
generate oxygen from carbon dioxide and waste water.'" Howev-
er, if flights are planned to last over 2 years, a closed controlled
ecological life support system is a virtual requirement, particularly
if the mission's task is to explore other planets 193

The goal of the Soviet Union is to develop a closed ecological
s' stern which could sustain life in space for an indefinite period.'"
This system would most likely utilize some form of plant life that
could efficiently utilize human waste as nutrients to replicate itself
and in the process produce a balanced diet for man. Oxygen would
be the by-product of plant photosynthesis. In the process of photon
synthesis, carbon dioxide would be utilized by the plant, thereby re-
moving this product of human metabolism from the space capsule
environment. Another by-product of such synthesis would be the
production of potable water. A schematic of the Soviet concept of
such a system is shown in figure 52.'9';

N Situations Aboard a Spacecraft Aviatsiya i Kommonavtika, 5,
p 114 I!

"Jtint.44. w I, Lite-Ssippirt Systiiints for Interplanetary Spacecraft and Space station for
lig Turin In Found of Spec litology and Ml-dicine ('h 9, 1975, p 247 273
" fbici

ttnd
4144 Aclartlovich, A.. 1.1le Support .1) Space, op cit
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I'sa,t Kt: :)2 --Schematic diagram of clewed. e,:ological Ilfe support system.

Ideally, a closed ecological system would be of minimal size and
weight. Since the substrate utilized by planets would most likely be
composed of human waste, great care will be necessary to control
the various contaminants introduced in such a system. Previous
studies on Earth both in tK' United States and the Soviet Union
have employed algae as the organism to grow on the waste sub-
strates. In this process the organism replicates and produces
oxygen as well as (onsuming carbon dioxide. Unfortunately, nu-
merous difficulties have been encountered..., order to produce food
products move acceptable for human consumption, the Soviets have
more recently attempted to select plants that could effectively grow
on human waste and still be acceptable for subsequent human con-
sumption.1 96

A multitude of problems can be envisioned in the development of
a closed environmental system. First, one must consider the sub-

1' Si iepeIv Ye, Va I,ifeStipixirt Systems. In Foundation of Space Biology op cit
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strate' used for propagation of t w organism to be used for food,
carbon dioxide conversion and oxygen synthesis. Since the sub-
strate primarily will consist of human waste in the form of feces
and urine, methods will have to be developed for the degradation of
the substrate into a suitable composition. This will require that it
be solubilized, decontaminated, and toxic substances removed.
Techniques will be required that will prevent subsequent microbio-
logical contamination. Conditions must be such that no mutations
occur to the organism being grown for food. The substrate must be
of a stable composition so that the organism can efficiently produce
the byproducts, i.e., oxygen and edible food substances. In addition,
even when these conditions are met, it will be necessary that the
products are acceptable, edible and nutritious. It is also critical
that the ecological system functions optimally in removing toxic
substances such as carbon dioxide and that sufficient oxygen is pro-
duced to sustain life aboard the spacecraft.

Even though the Soviets have been successful in sustaining
human life in closed ecological systems operating on Earth, "7 the
required volume and weight to accomplish this feat would most
likely negate its use in space. In addition, with the more recent
findings of psychological stress of long term space flights, the su-
perimposition of food products that do not offer much variety and
leave much to be desired as to taste, makes this a long term and
difficult problem to resolve. However, with the development of ge-
neti engineering technology, it is within scientific probability that
biological systems can be constructed that have the desirable char-
acteristics needed for functioning in a closed ecological system.

Space greenhouses have been developed and sent into space in
order to develop a partial life-support system. The Soviets have de-

, voted significant research efforts to ac,:omplish this task. A more
detailed discussion on this subject will follow in the section dealing
with the Kosinos biosatellite program.

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE GRAVITATIONAL FORCES

BASIC CONCEPTS

From a physiological point of view, it is now well recognized that.
weightlessness is not merely the reduction or removal of weight ()ti-
the body Rather. zero gravity brings about a number of physiologi-
cal responses to which man must adapt. The various symptoms
that become evident after initial exposure to weightlessness have
been discussed in some detail previously. Briefly they consist of
body fluid, particularly blood redistribution to he upper part of
the body, i.e., head and chest, accompanied by nusal congestion,
facial puffiness and headaches. At times it is also associated with
disorientation, space motion sickness, and loss of appetite. On the
opposite scale, the cosmonaut is also subjected to gravitational
forces substantially higher than those normally experienced on
Earth. These times of elevated (l forces occur primarily during lift
off and reentry.

g < I Life Suprort Systeins Internal Control Pased on Phottasyn!isesni of High and
Unicellular i'lants 21th 1A1 Conga . KrasneyaNk, U 4.S R. 1973. p.

IGr L,?
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The superimIxisition and possible synergistic effects of gravita-
tional stress during reentry on the consequences of deconditioning
of the cardiovascular, skeletal, muscular, hematological and im-
munological systems require additional investigation. Unfortunate-
ly, the conditions responsible for these physiological phenomena oc-
curring in space are difficult to reproduce and evaluate on Earth.

SIMULATION OF POSITIVE ANI3 NEGATIVE GRAVITY

Ili order to study the influence of the various gravitional [radia-
tions that a cosmonaut encounters from the time of lift-off to his
return to Earth, a variety of experimental protocols and equipment
have been developed. These permit the reproduction of some of the
physiological responses observed during positive and negative
gravitational stress experienced during spaceflights. lied rest,
among other means. has been used to simulate zero gravity and the
associated hypokinetic effects. Since it became evident that zero
gravity causes such physiological phenomena as cardiovascular de-
ciaiditioning, bone demineralization, muscle atrophy and shifts in
fluid and electrolyte balance, both the United States and the Soviet
l'fflon have devoted considerably monies and expertise in duplicat-
ing the of on Earth. Simulation of zero gravity on Earth can,
in part, be ,acomplished by inducing both hypokinesis and hypo-
dynamic conditions. Therefore. researchers have devoted sign,ifi-
cant tune on mammals in evaluating the effect of immobilizing, re-
strainua.n denevating as well as other means of decreasing roobili-

and motor functions. These studies all have been done in order
to simulate k..ertain cenditions encountered in space, due to zero
giavity Even though it well recognized that these simulations do
not parallel z.ero gravity. hypokinctie studies do produce physiologi-
La! conditions somewhat similar to those encountered under actual
weightlessness. A recent compendium of over 700 pages developed
h NASA covers the literature encompassing these studies through
'-fi This reference is included both to demonstrate the extraordi-

nar), amount of effort that has been devoted to this problem and to
provide the reader with the opportunity to review and evaluate
this major research area,'"

A:, has been mentioned in the section dealing with selection and
training of cosmonauts, water immersion. to hiring simulato,-
Salyut space station submerged in a large po,, . of water, is a rou-
tine Sovet training procedure. This technique, as well as bed rest,
particularly with as head down tilt at between ,1 and 12 degrees, is
used by the Soviets to simulate weightlessness.'"

Significant differences between these experimental ground based
simulat ions and true weightlessness do exist. In particular the dis-
tribution of pulmonary blood. body fluids, gas volume and flow are
still subject to gravitational influences during both bed rest and
water immersion. One must also take into consideration some of
T hi' systems that are influenced by zero graVliy. For exam-

f' Axplrixi A CollIpC(1(1{1 Ill Of I {y lx,ktntt 1C 14nd II vcxxlyn:IntR: Antmiti
p .i7i)

k.i,;;1 It; I. I . Lotnikhik. Silkhathr. Y A `,-;:enkt.clifl ArltiorituoitatIr Hypokino+is
\Vc,ghtte,wnt-..u. Av14.it Spacc EnvIrcili Niexilcine 47. 14Tti p110,6
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ple, the lung has very little supportive structure and the pulmo-
nary vascular bed is very responsive to pressure differences. There-
fore. they react to both the experimental condition on Earth as
well as the gravity encountered in ground based experiments. Addi-
tionally, the differences in density of respiratory gases and blood
make these highly susceptible both to direction and magnitude of
flow.

Short intervals of a true weightless state can be achieved by
11..(ng an aircraft through a parabolic trajectory. Unfortunately,
only certain sensory effects can be experienced during this maneu-
ver, because' the weightless state is obtained for rather short inter-
vals (30 to 40 seconds). This therefore does not provide the time
necessary to experience the myriad of physiological changes en-
countered during exposure to longer spans of zero gravity.

SIMULATION OF REENTRY GRAVITY

Even though both the .Soviet Union and the United States have
expended considerable research efforts in simulating zero gravity
on Earth, none of these studies can replicate the conditions and
body responses encountered at zero gravity. On the other hand, in
the areas of positive gravitational forces, experimental conditions
and protocols have significantly contributed to an understanding of
the physiological responses obtained. By utilizing both high per-
formance aircraft, human centrifuges and rapid deceleration equip-
ment. massive amounts of data have accumulated on the response
of man to gravitational forces greater than those normally experi-
enced on Earth.2"" This information has led to the development of
effective countermeasures. In addition, the development and appli-
cat ion of such hardware as antigravity suits, harnesses and re-
straining devices all have been very helpful in preventing serious
adverse physiological effects. This equipment has also considerably
extended man's capacity to withstand high gravitational forces. In-
tOrmation gained from this research pointed toward means of posi-
tioning the body in reference to the gravitational force, so that it
can tolerate even higher forces. It has been observed that the body
can withstand transverse (front to back) gravitational forces much
more readily than longitudinal forces (head to too."'

Thus far, no adverse effects have been noted from the positive
forces encountered on reentry after long space missions.2" Never-
theless, there is the potential for adverise effects to the cardiovascu-
lar and the skeletal system. In the case of the skeletal system, this
is because of the continued problems posed by bone demineraliza-
tion. This process is not well understood, and up to this time no
demineralization plateau has been reached. Demineralization
seems to progress for the duration of the space flight, Potentially
the skeletal system could become sufficiently weakened to suffer
fractures when subjected to positive gravitational forces during re-

.entry or when stressed immediately at touchdown, Similarly, the
magnitude of &conditioning of the cardiovascular systems could

,, Solo(' 1'441010g): and Med Wil/. c,p rit
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pose a problem v% hen this system is subjected to t:ie stresses of ex-
cessive gravitational force~ on reentry,203

The problems encountered by the human body when placed
under a weightless state has spurred the interest of scientists in
both the Soviet Union and the United States. Significant informa-
tion has accumulated with regard to the effects of zero gravity on
the well being of man in space. The Soviet Union has conducted
extensive biological experimentation in its Kostnos series as well as
its manned orbital studies on these problems and the countermeas-
ures necessary during the ve..ious transitional and adaptive states
of weightlessness,

--Biocitymtcm, AND IMMUNE REsvoNsEs

In addition to the physiological responses already discussed,
there at (ether responses during space flights that warrant men-
tioning. Arno,pg these are the observed reduction in red blood cells
numbers and mass as well as reduction in hemoglobin, 2(}: Re-
dutians eel op to 1 percent in red blood cell tH,13.C.1 mass. '_'ti to 50
percent in reed blood cell number from 12 to :33 percent. of hemoglo-
bin iald as S to It; percent in plasma volume have been noted. R.B.C.
and hemoglobin mass were restored to norrill preflight levels
within 1:i to 4V days after return to Earth. Changes in these pa-
ramtrs were not siglificantly different after long or short &Ira-
hon ,pace flights. The changes in R.B.C. and hemoglobin are most
likt` }4 doe to the increased oxygen tension and/or the decrease in
oxygen requirement due to decreased muscular activity brought on
by zero gravity. On returning to Earth, there is a rapid return to
normal and even above normal (40 to 50 percent) R.B.C. In spite of
the dramatic fluctuations observed in 11,13,C. number during the
course of the Soviet 175 day mission, R.B.C.'s synthesized while the
cosmonauts were in space tfl.B.C. turnover is approximately 120
ci;tys) functioned normally.206

The Soviet: have al* reported on changes in the cosmonauts
immune system brought about by zero gravi16, including a reduced
lysozyme leve1.2"7 Lysozyme is found in saliva and plasma and is
thought to have hacteriocidal properties. The Soviets have reported
an appreciable increase in both complement and immunglohulins.
This suggests 'that some immunological reactions are occurring in
space The increase in globulin levels has been attributed to an ele-
vation in autoantitxxiy production against. degradation products of
skeletal muscle, due 'to atrophy of the latter. These observations
could lead to serious consequences at a later time. Once the body
recognizes its own tissue and produces antibodies against it, there..
is the possibility of a reoccurrence. Antibodies being produced
could react against normal body tissue and lead to pathological
conditions. An example of this is found in Lupus erythematosis, a

I N ,,!, Rtse,trch Opperrt unit les in Cardiovascular Decurairtioning, up cit.
I. orra Juirruion, IfteateiVeloguial And Immunological Studio& In. Apollo-

Sos et/ "test Project, Medical Report, NASA SP 411. 1977, p. 101 11:i
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disease of 'unknown etiology, but due to autoantibody produc-
tiorc2os 209 21t)

. The number of circulating leucocytes has been reported to be de-
pressed during some missions and not changed during others. How-
ever, as previously mentioned under the section of biomedical find-
ings, lymphocyte function has routinely been observed to be signifi-
cantly depressed.2 " Even though the abnormalities observed all
seem to return to normal preflight levels, the possible consequence
to ,t he cosmonauts and astronauts in later years are yet to be deter-
mined.

BASIC HUMAN'S ANI4AL PHYSIOLOGY

A summary of the various human and animal physiological re-
sponses experienced at zero gravity is presented in table 21.212

Even though this table was compiled in 1975, the major difficul-
ties detailed at that time still plague space crews today.

"'"tli.Nevti. 'Ye V and K Yp Tashpulatov Efftwt of Flight 1)iffering in Duration of Prottiin
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Mtn' I()N SICKNESS THEORY AND RESEARCH

The nvironment of outer space and the absence of gravity have
caused nemerous adverse biomedical effects. It is important to'-
point out, though, that none of the biological encountered abnor-
malities have required aborting any space mission.

Nevertheless, space motion sickness (SMS) has been and still is
one of the adverse effects that seems to be both transitory and
highly arbitrary in whom it affects. It has significantly impaired
the effetiwii.:ss of some cosmonauts, principally during the early
portion of a space flight. -Approximately 50 percent of the cosmo-
naut4, and astronauts succumb to SMS to one degree op-another.
These manifestations have ranged from mild nausea/to severe
nausea and vomiting 213 The Soviets were the first to report vestib-
ular disturbances in the flight of Vos k a. Subsequent to this, both
American astronauts and Soviet et ionaut -s have reported various
degrees of SMS, accompanied gastric discomfort, spatial illu-
sions, yawning, drowsiness a a general indifference toward ac-
complishing physical or men altaslLs.

The genesin; of terrestrial motion sickness and its spacc,e counter-
rirt :ire not well understood. 'The sequence of events faatiing to the
sev,vre symptoms of motion sickness are most likely initiated by a
heeies ui plisioiogical and perhaps psychological signals.2" 215
The lack of a precise understanding of motion sickness precludes a
means of preselecting more torirant ind'iwiduals."" For the same
i`eiison, the use of antimotion sickness ritlugs has not been totally
Otisfactory both due to erratic results obtained and also because of
(Ilk. side effects that are at tines produced by these drugs.

After 2 to 5 days in space, most individuals become resistant to
further episodes of SMS. However, during some Salyut 6 missions
the Soviets have reported that some members of_the crew ?xperi-
enced symptoms of SMS during head and torso movements, for up

130 days.217 In fact upon return to Earth, some cosmonauts ex-
perience recurrent symptoms during head and body movements as
well as when going flrorn a hor&mtal to a vertical position.` t" The
fact that SMS stYins to be manifested during the first few days of a
mission could bk a particular problem during early stages of brief
space missions.

As has been mentioned previously, the cause of SMS is not well
understood; however, it is recognized that certain types of motion
can precipitate it. At times it can even be brought about by eye
perception of a particular motion. In space, though, sickness is
brought about by rather gentle movements of the head and body,
those that would not initiate the symptoms on Earth.

Rased on these observations, one can deduce that SMS may be
partially associated with zero gravity. However, studies conducted

, Vakovleva. 1. Ya. L.AS Kornilova, G.D. Syrykh, S.K. Tsrasor, and V N. Alekieyev. Results
Sttsdi.esi of Vestibuhar Function and Special Perception in the Crews of the First and Second

Expeditions Abotirt1 Salyut f1 Station Kosm iiiul Avialcosm Med 15, 1981. n 19-23
" Mouo. K.t . Mutivn SILIcoes44, 1'hysiot Rev 50. 1970 p

'1* W f. , et st Some PiyehOlogical correlates of Motion &okras Susceptibility,
Avuit. Space Env Med 7, 1977, p 587-594

4 liornick, .1 1. Spakv Motion Sickness \ :a Astronautics 11, 1979. p 1259-1'472

i" Yakovleva, 1 Ya. et al Results of Studies of Vestibular Function and Perception in the
Crews of the First and Second Expeditions Aboard Salyut-11;4.2'ton., op. cit.

4 Ibid.
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both by Soviet and American 'scientists suggest that head and/or
body movement is a required associated factor.219 22°

Several theories exist as to causative and associated SMS factors.
Individuals that are deaf do not get motion sickness on Earth. This
suggests that the existence of a functional vestibular apparatus is
necessary. This functional organ may then also be stimulated by
other sensory inpu' eluding changes in partial pressures and ef-
fects of zero gravity me experts have concluded that there may
be confusion in sensor", signal inputs or overstimulation, resulting
in multiple messages from the center of equilibrium to centers that
generate feelings of motion sickness."' However, other theories
still persist including the idea that there is a mismatch between in-
formation being received and that which is stored from prior expe-rience.222 It has also been suggested that there may be an
overstimulation of the vestibular organ due to exposure to vigorous
motion.223 Another hypothesis suggests that labryinthine fluid im-
balance could be due to fluid shill toward the head as a conse-
quence of zero gravity. 224 Other experts believe that SMS results
from an kininestic response to previous life-threatening situations
which effect the vestibular organ.225 The Soviets, a number of
years ago, developed the Voyachek-Khilov Tossing Theory.22° This
theory encompasses eight basic principles.

The first principle states that motion sickness can develop in any
person under numerous situations. Second, motion sickness is a
reflex of numerous body sensors, including the vestibular, visual
and tissue sensors, all playing their part. The third principle states
that the essential role in motion sickness is played by condition&
reaction~. The fourth states that the tossing sensation develops as a
result of the summation of normal adjustment reactions coming
from sensors that are analyzing the situation. The fifth principle is
related to the fact that the feeling of tossing about arises when the
body chabges vertical location in space. The sixth principle sug-
gest:, that one must be aware of the status of the nervous Eyste.
The seventh principle delineates those conditions in the environ-
ment, that favor the development of motion sickness, as for exam-
ple high temperatures and certain odors. The eighth principle
states that man can adapt to mechanical as well as other factors
that lead to motion t;ickness, This theory has led the Soviets to
firmly-believe that effective training of the individual cosmonaut
can reduce or prevent SMS,227 They believe that the basic reasons
for SMS are due to the action of mechanical forces acting upon the
body and repeatedly communicating small but multidirectional ac-

1 W !bid

'4" ficnson, A.! Possible Mechanisms of Motion and Space Sickness Proc. of European Sym
;Known las SC IV (UV'S Research in Space May 24, 1977 ESA-SP 130. p. 1.01-1uS

"' Money. K E Motion Sickness. Phys Rev ro, 1970, p 1 39.
"'Reason, J MotIon S .kneta4 Adoption A Neural Mismatch Model J. Roval So Meted

19.5 p 519
'" Steel, J E Motion Sic ness and Spatial Perception A Theotetical Study. in: Sympuoitum

on motion sickness with tit .cial reference to weightlessness. Report AMRL-TD11 WP
Mali, Ohio, p 43

fionmiort, Vestibule SymptonTrin Memere's Disorder. Mechanical Considerations
Winter Meeting of Assoc of Research Otolalryngology, 1952 p 04

2" Treisman. M Motion Sickness An Evolutionary Hypothesis Science 197. 1977 p 493 497.
' ''^ Voyachek. V I Zhorn Ilshnykh. hosovyk i gorloYykh bolezney 4, 1927, p 121-252

M M Training of Cosmonauts and Astronauts, op it
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celerating forces. This results in the body simultaneously moving
through space in multi* directions.22N

Associated with the primary causes are situations that aggravate
the condition such as optokinetic stimuli on visual analyzers, and
multiple barometric pressure changes similar to those experienced
in transition to zero gravity,229 Contributing to this are such fac-
tors as high temperatures, lower partial oxyen pressure, gas fumes,
and noxious chemical fumes. Psychological factors stemming from
overwork, chronic fatigue, emotional stress and boredom all con-
tribute to the development of SMS.2"

A factor that may eventually increase the SMS problems is tne
reported desire by the Soviets to produce artificial gravity in their
space station.2"' In order to accomplish this, particularly for long
term space platform operations, the Soviets are considering the ap-
plication of centrifugal forces (rotation). Not only would gravita-
tional forces differ at different radiae from the center the plat-
form, thereby requiring continual physiological ada ,ion,Nbut con-
tinued rottli,ion may exacerbate SMS.

PREVENTIVE APPROACHES

Both the Soviet Union and the United States have conducted
Earthbound and in orbit studies to determine the efficacy of both
pharmacological as well as body conditionin&protocols to control
SMS. Even though ground-based studies hasl'suggested that indi-
iduals can develop a tolerance td conditions that lead to motion
sickness, adaptive training, according to U.S. specialists thus far
has not worked well in actual space flight.2"2

Among the approaches that have been considered to prevent or
reduce SMS are the use of prophylactic and/or therapeutic medica-
tion. This medication consists primarily of central anticholinergic
acting drugs that augment central sympathetic at tivity.2" In addi-
tion to training and medication, consid,!ration has also been given
for the preselection of resistant individuals as well as providirq
biofeedback training and physically restricting head and body
movement . 2"4 2"5

The application of physical devices such as pneumatic thigh
cuffs, lower body negative pressure as well as special headgear to
restrict head movement have all been reported by the Soviets to be
beneficial. The headgear, in particular, reportedly reduced space
mot ion sick ness.2" 6

NOISE AND VIBRATION

Physical as well as biological consequences have been reported
from exposure of man as well as animals to noise and vibration. In

Zabut vv. M B Problems of Medical Certification in Motion Sickness Doctor's Dissertation,
Mo6coW. 1!1 f1

}410111pi1111.11, S Bar,xsuinmatinn Syntiturue us a Component in Air Sickness Doctoral Die'
sertAttf.wt. Moscow, 11P6A,

'" Korneedantov. t; L.. et al Sickness NASA T11176326, 1980
'3 I SOVit't SPlikf PrliaTLII1114 1971 1117:, !Chapter four, the Soviet Space Life Sciences), op cit , p

'" Nickszossian, A, E et al Space Physiology and Medicine. up cit
Ibid.
Link, M M . Training of Cosmonouts and Astronauts, op, cit

".'Nicogassian, A E . Space Physiology and Medicine, op. cut
'". N ASA Works,hop JotinNen Space Center +Technical Caiitent on an Accelerated Research

Pr oxriini nl !4p.ice Motion Sicklier:N.
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the presence of high-frequency noise level* (74 to 76 dB), for ex-
tended time periods, man feels poorly. However, the absence of any
noise is just as psychologictilly and physiologically detrimenta1.237

Aboard a spacecraft the primary sources of noise are the electri-
cal motors and equipment, ventilators and equipment that provide
orientation. During liftoff, the space traveller is subjected to inten-
sive, painful exposures of noise levels up to 145 dB.23"

It has been suggested that 'noise levels need to be modulated by
using low-noise motors, electrical commutators and sound absorb-
ency material. Sovie scientists have concluded that work and rest
areas should have nose levels that are not the same and that the
rest area must have a. noise level not to exceed 40 dB. Moreover, ithas been determined that a background noise level in general of
from 60 to 65 dB is not detrimental to the cosmonaut.239

Technical data suggests that high intensity noise can not only
cause an alteration in nerve cells that perceive sound, but also can
afluence the functional and psychological state of the central nerv-

ous .-;ys in. This can lead to a reduction to the capacity to perceive
constantly changing conditions of the external environment and
bring about such manifestations as irritability and fatigue. This
may, in extreme conditions, lead to death.24° In the opinion of
some researchers, noise may bring about premature aging.24z In-
frasound (sound not captured by the human ear), such as certain
frequencies caused by ventilators, compressors, and diesel and jet
engines, nevertheless can be very stressful causing depression, de-
creased reaction capacity, and nausea. :t 4 2

SYNERGINTIC EFFECTS

The synergistic imposition of noise, isolation, hypodynarnia, bio-
rhythm changes and the general consequences of weightlessness,
all impinge on sensory mechanisms. in order to modify such ad-
verse environmental factors encountered during space flight, the
Soviets have been experimenting with the concept of noise modifi-
cation using selected music, particularly during rest periods. They
have also adapted the music to the taste and habits of the individ-
ual crew. The use of music not only modulates noise levels aboard
the spacecraft but it also has been recognized that music may have
exceptionally strong influence on man's emotional state. By using
music abroad the spaceship they are attempting to enhance the
cosmonauts capacity of work.243 To stimulate the capability to
work effectively, music is selected to bring about the appropriate
mood. Certain music may stimulate certain activities while other
renditions may distract attention from performing certain tasks."'

2" Gurovvitly. N. N. Designing the Living and Working Conditions of Coamonauta. Moscow,Mashinstroyoniye. 1984). p. 1-168.
13. Isakov, P, K.. I. Ivert-lv, I. G. Popov. N. M. fiudnyr., P. P Saksonov, and Ye M. YuoganovTheory and Practice of Aviiition Medicine Meditaina, 1911

kry lov, Yu. V, Chanirterintics cf Ow Reaction of the Auditzry Analyser of Man Under the
Influence of Some actilni of Space Flight. Koam. Biomedical, 5: 1967. p. K4-59.

""l)eineuv. V. G . The Cosmonaut and the Spacecraft. op cit.
'4' Ibid
144,, !bid

3 Go'dvarg, I. 1%luxic in Production. Permakeye Knizhnoye istdateratvo, 1971.34 Ibid
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As certain acti ities increase in complexity, music may in fact
become bothersome. During the performance of certain very com-
plex tasks, the operator may be so absorbed in his work, he may
stop paying attention both to the music and to the background
noise. Therefore, the selection of musk during the cosmonaut's
work period requires consideration of the type of work being per-
formed, the psychlogical state of the cosmonaut, and the individual
responsiveness and perception of the music in question. The Soviets
are also experimenting with music and color changes to regulate
mood,24 N

As the duration of space missions increase, noise modification
and mood enhancement may become even more significant factors
in the development of a compatible space cabin environment.

Although vibration particularly during liftoff and reentry are of
some concern, it does not seem to be a significant problem.

PROBLEMS OF RADIATION IN SPACE

IONIZING SPACE RADIATION

The amount of radiation encountered while on a space mission is
dependent on numerous factors, including the length of the mission
and the trajectory of the flight. When evaluating radiation hazards
to the crew, consideration also needs to be given to the composition
of its members, including their age and sex. Protection needs to be
provided against both permanent and nonpermanent sources of ra-
diation. The former consists of galactic cosmic radiation and the
Van Allen radiation belts surrounding the Earth. The Van Allen
belts ,onsist of geomagnetically trapped radiation, while galactic
cosmic radiation is composed of extremely high energy and vari-
able charged composition particles.24 The nonpermanent sources
of radiation eminate primarily from solar radiation. Solar radiation
comes from eruptions occuring on the surface of the Sun. The in-
tensity of these episodes go through I1-year cycles and can pose se-
rious radiation hazards to man if he is beyond the altitude of 200 to
SOO km.247

To date, the radiation exposure of both the Soviet cosmonauts
and U.S. astronauts have been very low because the flights have
been of relatively short duration, the trajectories have been care-
fully planned and the missions have not encountered serious un-
scheduled solar activity. As the space flights increase in duration
and ia distance from Earth, the risk of higher exposure leveis is
appreciably enhanced. Therefore, it becomes important to ravelop
means of protecting the crew against hazardous radiation exposure.

PREVENTION OF RADIATION SICKNESS

Various methods of providing such protectic.ai have been suggest-
ed and explored. These include:

4' Ihid,
44 Dorman, L. 1 Variations of Cosinnc RayN lilld Space Exploration. Akad. Nauk. SSSR.

Mot5cow-Leningraki, 1963
947 Calvin. M and 0. 0. Gagenko. Found of Space Biologic4t1 and Medical 2, 1975. p. 5.96.

232
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1. The use of physical barriers, by either increasing the
thickness of spacecraft covering or by crew compartment
shielding;

2. Physical protection of the most radiation sensitive body
organs; c.)

'3. Pharmocological protection; and
4. Active protection by means of magnetic or electrical de-

flection or capture.2"
Most these methods of protection are fraught with difficulties.

The use of additional shielding has two major shortcomings. As the
thickness of the shield is increased to specific limits, space radi-
ation itself causes secondary radiation emission from the shield. In
addition, th6 added weight reduces the effective payload capacity of
the spacecraft. Protection of the most radiation sensitive organtif
such as the hematopoietic system, gastroffitestinal tract, gonads
and the eye lenses have some merit. However, ;t is technically diffi-
cult to protect all these organs in the absence of developing a pro-
tective suit, but anything less would not deal with low-level expo-
sure and the unknown consequences of long-term delayed radiation
effects.

Pharmacologic protection has been under extensive investigation
for many years. Even ough radiation protective compounds have
been developed and on experimental animals and man, none
are without side tiffeets, including potential additive adverse effects
due to the space environment and possible long-term adverse harm
posed by such drugs. The most promising protection may be that
Provided by active protection with an electrical field surrounding
the spaceship. Active protections consist of creating and maintain-
ing a strong electrical field around the spacecraft resulting in a de-
flection of radiation particles away from the space cabin.249 These
techniques are in their infancy.

Though experts have developed recommended maximum permis-
sibk exposure levels for different lengths of space flights, there is
no unanimity in the scientific community either as to the maxi-
mum nor minimum levels of radiation exposure that uTe safe.
When considering long-'erm, low-level adverse effects, such data
have been difficult to develop. Current U.S. career exposure limits
for astronauts are set at 400 rems. This level is calculated to in-
crease the cancer risk by 2.3 percent. This is equivalent to doubling
the cancer mortality rate of the 35 to 55 year age group.2" Howev-
er, in experimental animals them does not seem to be a level be'.
which some form of damage, primarily genetic, is not observed.

BIOMEDICAL EFFECTS OF IONIZING SPACE RADIATION

The primary objective of radiobiological research in space is the
development of data which will permit an accurate definition of
safety. It is doubtful, however, that research conducted and data
obtained in space will significantly differ from data that can be

" Crigor'yev, Yu. 0. Radiation Safety of Space night& NASA Tr F-IS, 853. 1976
"9 Curovskiy. N. N.. F. P. KosinolinAiy, L. N. Mernikov. Designing the Living and Working

CooditIons cf Cosmonauts Mashinetreyenije, Moscow, 1980.
"u Fry, R. S. M. and Naehtwey. MPS Newsletter, June 1983,
151 Russell, W. Personal communication. 1983.
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generated on Earth The biological effects of space radiation with
the possible exception of heavy particles such as argon and iron
and some other cosmic particles does not differ from the effect'
that are observed on Earth. Nevertheless, the Soviet Union sup-
ports a significant amount of space radiation research. An obvious
concern is the possible interaction, either additive or synergistic, of
the various interacting factors encountered in the space environ-
ment. Recent synergistic effects of ionizing radiatwn and heat have
been reported, as have antagonistic effects of hypoxia and radi-
ation.,The former observation in particular is receiving close scruti-
ny as a possible regime for cancer treatment.252

Appreciable information has 'accumulated over the years on the
clinical consequences of whole-body, acute radiation effects. This

data is summarized in table 22.2"

TAB) F. 22 Pipe, tell hr.rrt term eftects from o1) .14te, tchole-bodI, mtliatton

k.' 11%141..

II) to .7111
tsi ltttl

ti
1011 it) 1).01)

2111)

r:Nlble effiv

No obvious effect. except. probably. minor blood changes
Vomiting and nausea for about 1 day in 5e7, 10% of eximsed

personnel. Fatigue. but no serious disability Transient reduc-
tion in lymphocytes and neutrophils.

Vomiting and nausea for about 1 day. followed by other svinp-
tOinti of radiation sickness in about 25% ,rrIV?4, of pc rson nei. No
deaths anticipated A reduction of approximately 50,7,; in
pho..ytes and neutrophils will occur.

Vomiting and nausea in nearly all personnel on first day,
followed by other symptoms of radiation sickness, e.g., loss of
aplxtite, diarrhea. minor hemorrhage. About 20% deaths
within 2 -6 weeks after exposure: survivors convalescent for
about S months, although many have second wave of symp.
toms at about 8 weeks. Up to 75% reduction in all circulating
blood elements.

Vomiting and nausea in most personnel on first day, followed by
other symptoms of radiation sickness. e g., fever, hemorrhage,
diarrhea, emaciation. About 50% deaths within 1 month:
survivors convalescent for about ti months.

Vomiting and nausea, or at least nausea, in all personnel within
4 hours from exposure. followed by severe symptoms of radi-

ation sickness, as above. lip to 100% deaths: few survivors
convalescent for about ti months.

Vomiting and nausea in all personnel within 1 2 hours, All dead
within days.

Incapacitation almost immediately iminutes to hours) All per-
sonnel will be fatalities within 1 week.

i.
1.41,i,thom t'it.ti Itt Th.' Bueaxttunsutic- imu Buck. 1117;

Unfortunately, low-level radiation effects below 10 rads, as well

as delayed effects of low-level radiation, are stifle not well under-
stood, but are under active study. Data thus far obtained, using the
mouse as a model, and compared viith data derived frdm human
studies, has demonstrated a close cdfrelatAon in biological response
between man and mouse.""

Observations by the U.S. Apollo 11 astronauts of flashes of light
in their darkened cabin, accelerated studies by both the United

"/ ikbrovaskiy, 1. A The Comblned MI-et-4; of Ionizing Radiation and Other Environmental

F.r.eturs. Vrach. Delo 14 1951 it 11 .16

2)1 Ibtd
"" Russell, W , Personal communication. op. ci
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States and the Soviets, on this form of radiation. The initial obser-
vations by the Apollo crew were apperently due to the penetration
of the space cabin and the eyes of the crew of high energy and
heavy cosmic rays. These rays impart their energy on the retina of
the eye, accounting for the observed illumination.

The galactic cosmic radiation HZE particles [1:ILZE(H =high;
Z atomic number greater than 2; E= energetic)] have energies suf-
ficiently high to be able to penetrate at least 1mm of spacecraft or
spacesuit shielding.266 Earlier studies had suggested possible bio-
logical damage due to HZE, when black mice that were exposed to
space radiation showed localized graving of their fur.266

Subsequent dosimetry studies periormed during the Apollo-Soyuz
Test Project 257 as well as oil Apollo 16 and 17, demonstrated that
serious biological damage can be caused by the interaction of the
HZE particles with biological matter. These studies demonstrated
neurological damsage to the brain of pocket mice 258 and tissue
damage to several biological specimens (shrimp., maize, B. subtilis
spores',2" Analysis of these results indicated that the damage di-rectly correlated with the area on the tissue through which the
lIZE particles passed. Similar results have been obtained by the ap-plication of heavy ions generated from accelerator experiments onEarth.260 261

The potential hazard posed by the HZE to humans in space istill an open question. However, it is known that man is much
more sensitive to radiation damage than the biological materialsthat have been studied thus far.262 Of major concern is the damagethat may be caused to nonregenerating tissue, such as the central
nervous system and the eye lens. Additionally, sublethal damage tocells could manifest itself in several delayed, pathological events,such as leukemia, solid tumors, cataracts and decreased fertility.
Once more, the possible synergistic interaction of radiological proc-esses with other space flight factors needs to be more fully ex-plored.

NONIONIZING RADIATION

The Soviet Union and several Eastern European countries have
devoted extensive research efforts toward the demonstration of bio-logical effects produced by tonionizing radiation. In particular,
electomagnetic radiation at energy levels encountered in house cur-rent are being studied. Both epidemiological and experimental data
generated by the Soviet Union and the United States, as well asother countries, int to possible adverse biological effects due tothese types of r station.

244 Osborne, W. 2,, L Pinsky, and J. V. Bailey. A Ito Light Flash Investigations. he Bio-medical Itosulte of Apollo. NASA SP-368, 1975, pp. 66.
744 orasn, D. HZE Particles in Manned Space Flight. Natl. Aced Sei. USA. 1973."7 Chase. H F3 and J S Post Damage and Repair in Mammalian Tieeues Expaped to CosmicRav Heavy Nuclei Aviation Med. 27. 1,K)6. g. 533-1-.)40.
i" Bucker, H. et al., ApolloSoya: Teat Project NASA SP-412, 1977.3" Haymaker. W,, E, V. Benton and R.. C. Simi:sonde. The Apollo 17 Pocket Mouse Experi-

ment In Biomedical Iteatilta of Apollo. NASA SP-368, 1975, 381403.
7" Stacker. H. A Study of Biological Effect* of HZE Galatic Cosmic Radiation. In: BiomedicalResults of Apollo. NASA SP-3613, 1975. p. 3 -354,
3" F'acius. R.. H. Bucker, G. Reitz, and M. Schafer. Radial Dependence of Biological Responseof Spores of 13 Subtitle Around Tracks of Heavy Iona. In: Proc-6th Symp. of Microdoairnetry,1978 Harwood Acad. Publ., Lorvion, p. 977-986
1"' Fry. It S . et al , MPS Newuletter, op. vn.
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In addition to the previously mentioned Soviet Union's interest
in developing fields (electrostatic and magnetic) to protect space
crews from solar radiation, they are also very interested in study-
ing the effects of electromagnetic radiation on a variety of biologi-
cal systems.283 264

It should be pointed out that space travel by its very pioneering
nature entails some degree of risk. Apparently, this risk is willing-
ly accepted by those individuals wha volunteer for space missions.

In light of this acceptance, the minimal additional acute risks
posed by radiation, particularly nonionizing radiation, may not be

a significant deterent factor, particularly when considering the
more apparent physiological risks undertaken by space travelers.

BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN SPACE

THE KOSMOS BIOSATELIATES

From 1975 to 1980, the Soviets flew three major biological mis-

sions. These flights, aboard specifically modified Vostok space-
crafts, were designated Kosmos 782, 936, and 1129.

It is apparent from the number of biosatellites that the Soviets
have flown since the programs were initiated in 1966, and the fact
that virtuai;y everyone of their manned space flights have had bio-
logical experimentation aboard, that they are very interested in
this area of research. It is also apparent that the U.S.S.R. has a
coordinated'program of manned and complimentary unmanned bio-
logical research. The unmanned programs complement and in some
eases supplement studies not readily performed on man.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS (EAST AND WEST)

Over the course of the past 5 years the experiments aboard the
unmanned Kosmos flights were devised by scientists of many of the
Eastern bloc countries, but also included major contributions by

France and the United States. An example of the participation of
U.S, scientists is seen in tables 23 and 24 2" where one sees the

types of experiments and the scientists that participated as part of
the United States' contribution on Kosmos 782 and 936.2"

seer

TABLE ?3. -U S. EXPERIMENTS FLOWN ON KOSMOS 182

Inaesttgatas Athigh

1 fesiorses of carrot crow ;air R Ba Xer et j1 . ... Cando State ilnivefsity.

turners to spacetigtit
? The mo9Nogeothc retoonsts of ci>i f C. Steward, A. D. Wawa .. State Umbeisily of New Yak 31 Stony Brock

hued totooteet cells of the carrot
(pains c,arota) at zero vivify

50vTomashifekkari. I.. A ('hangar in the Metalx4itin of Experimental Animals au One of the

indices of the Biological Action t/f a TO HZ 1-',10etrooutoetio Field, Vrach, Delo. 7. 1982. p. 98-

I (X)
"4 Belokrinittaki'i, V S Ultracytochernical Changes in the Brain and 1.(1wr Following Expo.

PiUrt' to LowInteniity Nonionizirtix Microwave Radiation. Built. Eksp. TA)). Med. 93, 1982. p. 112-

I Ta

"4 Souza. R. A. The Joint LT S.-LJ S.S.R. Biological Satellite Program. Bio Science 29. 1979. p.

1 ()-- I
Ityid
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Fruit the

3 Effects of weightlessness the I Mazur, D, i. Phiepoit Ames Reward Center,
embryonic develcoment and aging of
Dinscbtla metanogaste

fundukis heteroctrius emr.eagenesis H Scheid el al 141100(14B. Johrison Space Center
Rat

Sa Bone-Quantitative ma'am of select- E Helton, 0 I Baru* . . Ames Research Center, Veterans Administra-
ed bone paranietas tan Hospital (Seattle, WA)

b Histological Odes on bbial bones, C W. A.sling. 1. Asir& . University of Cakfornia at San Remise°.
pars, teeth

6a Imm .r.* system effect of space- AD Mandel. E 8asb.. Ames Research Cotes, University of Wiscon.
flight on ceilmediated immunity

sin
5 Histoiogcal exaMit12520 of inguinal kan Ames Research Center

himpli nodes
1 Effect of spacefirgist on ulceration.. J Vemikos P A. Brown Ames Research Center
8 Effect of space on random H A. Leon, S. A Linder Ames Research Center, Veterans Adminrstra.

*nays* and mean lifeSpail of red for Hasixti (Sracuse, NY),
bleat cells

9 Effects of spacelight on the hor. S bats, R E Crmdeiandj ell Ames Research Center
monal rodent of the PilcitarY atand

10 Hrstologrcal and ultrastructural ex- E Phipott, G. Hanson .. Ames Research Center
Invitation of cosmos and control
rat eYt"5

Raton Oosimell
11 Hli part,6e dosmetr E V Benton, DO Peterson, M Orirsersity of San Francisco

Fish
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TABLE 23.- -U S. EXPERIMENTS FLOWN ON KOSMOS 782Continued

%di masatgarars Aftisakun

Tran

TABLE 24. --U S, EXPERIMENTS FLOWN ON KOSMOS 936

oastvtors Amicalve
-

fruit Hy

1 Effects of irieightiessness on 1 MIguel 0 E Phitpott Ames Research Center
the development and aging at
Drosopnua mranogaster

at

Effects of tweirttiessness and H A Leon, S A Ames Research Center, Veterans Administration Hospital
centrifugation 1 x C) on Landau (Syrzalse, PrY).
erythrocyte sunnvat m rats sub-

ectcl to prolonged space

3 ttlects . spaceflight on some S Abraham, 11 P Ken Bruce Lyor Memo 4 Research Laboratory (Ctilidern's Hospr-
liter eorymes concerned with If Oakland, CA). Ames Research Center.
caltohidiate and ;pid
ksorcnttratthe rat

4. Quantal)* analysiS pt selected E. Holton, D. I. Bayink.., Mies Research Veteraos kanin4tralion WOW
bone parameters (Amestan take, WA).

5 Gam( ray effects on the eyes 0 E. Fluipolf ....... Ames Research Center
of staiscairy ;AC rats Wen an
Cosmos 916

6. Spacghts effects on muscle It R. Castleman, L. A. Jet Propolsix Labcratong, University of Saner ailitrxnia
fibers Chu+, P Van School t Medicine.

Radiation tiosmetry

I Space radiation dosmetri on V Barton el ei University of San Francisco
board Cosmos 936

Men.
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liESIII,T8 OF BIOSATELLITE EXPERIMENTS

Details of the Kosmos 782 biosatellite, which was launched No-
vember .25, 1975, wee discussed in the previous issue of this staff
report Briefly, the major findings of the Kosme-, 782 mission,
which lasted for 19.5 days, wire that the application of artifical
gravity, by rotating the r..xperimental .material along an axis, may
be a feasible countermeasure to zero gravity. During both Kosmos
782 and 936 Wistar rats, 50 days old, were subjected to centrifuga-
tion, This simulated Earth's gravity. Histological examination of
rats at zero gravity showed almost complete cessation of bone for-
mation on the surface membrane of the tibia. Rats that were cen-
trifuged and thereby subjected to artificial gravity had not quite as
great a decrease in bone formation. The bone growth in the zero
gravity group recovered 25 days after readapting to Earth's gravi-
ty, In the centrifuged animal group, bone growth recovery was
more rapid and increased resistance to experimental induced frac-
tions of the femur were observed.2"

The musculoskeletal system of the rats was IsiSO studied aboard
Kosmos 782 and 936. It was noted that muscle atrophy of the hind
limbs occurred in the animals subjected to zero grpaovsietti. This phe-
nomenon was appreciably decreased in the rats ex to artifical
gravity. In addition, the zero gravity rats developed osteoporosis
and had a 30-percent decrease in mechanical bone bending
strength, this in contrast to the experimental animals maintained
under artifical gravity. Observations of thyroid function indicated
that zero gravity caused a decrease in calcitonin secreting cells, an
observation that was absent in the animals maintained under arti-
fical gravity. A reduction in calcitonin synthesis, due most like,ly.to
reduce physical activity, in turn brought about an increase in Calci-
um released from bone tissue.2"

Metebolic studies on rats were done on Kosmos 782, 936 and
K:)smos 1129 (launched Sept, 25, 1979). An analysis of liver en-
zymes showed that a shift in enzyme levels occurred under space-
flight conditions, probably due to an increase in gluconogenesis and
the subsequent storage of the glucose in the form of glycogen. This
enzymatic shift returned to normal after 26 days of readaption to
Earth's gravity."

The effect of zero gravity on the hypothalamichypophyseal--
adrenal system and the lymph organs of rats flown on Kosmos 782
and 936 showed an increase in neurosecretory activity of the hy-
pothalamus. There also was a decrease in size of the lymphatic
organs with an appreciable breakdown in lymphocytes, These ob-
servations were most likely due to stress induced by the space-
flight2" These observations of rats could also explain the de-
creased cellular immune capacity observed in cosmonauts and as-
tronauts returning from space flights. Histological analysis of rat

---------
47 Morey, E R. and D. J, Baylink. inhibition of Bone Formation During Space Flight. Science

201, 197S. p 113-1141
$"" Gozenko. Q , Ye. A e al, Principhi Results of Physiological Experiments with

'Alaimo's Aboard the Kosmos-936 Biosatellite. Space Biol. and Aerospace Med. 11350, 14,26-29.
"I" Atictio, 1. Sh., N Nemet. et al. Activity of Some Source Hepatic Enzymes and Liposenic

Processes in Rat Adipose 'Plague after Spacetlight. Space Sio1, and Aerospace Mad, 14. 1950
26-29

2"Giamnice 0 M., A M Genin, et al. Adaptation to Weightlessness and It: Physiological
Mechanisms. ley, Acad. Nauk. SS4SR, See Slot. 1; 1980 P. EP-18,
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kidneysThubjected to zero gravity and those exposed to art-iffaial,
gravity showed that the former had incrersed sodium abd potassi-
um excretio,n,nrobably due to dehydration.27'`In general, rats ex-
posed to spaceflight conditions and. subjectartp artificial gravity
did not ekhibitthe disturbances in gas exchange, electrolyte rnetab-

-s postural equilibrium, muscular atrophy, bone degeneration
and decreased myocardial myosin ATPase activity as seen in the
animals subjected to zero gravity.

Neurophysiological studies performed on the zsits flown aboard
Kosmos 782 and 936 suggested that animals subjected to zero gravi-
ty for approximately 19 days had an impaired capacity to procure
food due to the inability to coordinate their body movements. It has
been susgested that this was due to a prolonged reduction in senso-
ry irlses during the flight.272 Those animals that were main-
tained in an artificial gravity aboard the biosatellite had prolonged
difficulty in controlling eyeball movement. This suggested that a
decreased sensitivity of the semicircular canal to angular accelera-
tion develops, brought on by the centrifugal rotation which pro-
vides the artificiLl gravity.273

Certain conclusions can be drawn from these types of animal
studie..s", particularly if they are correlated with results obtained
from manned flights. Current opinion is that it is reasonably safe
to conclUde that the musculoskeletal system will not be peitnanent-
ly damaged from space flights lasting for R to 10 months. However,
musculoskeletal functions might be irreversibly dc..a.aged in crews
participating in space flights of extreme duration.274

In addition to animal experiments performed aboard the Kosmos
flights, the Soviets also have studied a variety of plant and micro-
biological systems aboard bot:i the unmanned biosatellite and the
manned Salyut/Soyuz spacecrafts. Though this part of -their bio-
medical research program does not receive much pubrcity,--the--So-
viets have been very active in studying plant germination and
growth as well as microbial cell metabolism and replication. Their
goal is to use these systems to generate oxygen, grow fresh vegeta-
tion for food, and provide psychological support. Ultimately they
nom with plant systems to develop a closed life support capabil-
ity:2 7 5 Seeds have been taken aboard spacecrafts in order to deter-
mine effects of the space environment on seed germinatioh and
subsequent growth on Earth. These data have given confusing re-
sults. This is primarily due to technical difficulties that have been
encountered in the plant growth hardware. For example, dill was
exposed to the space environments and its growth characteristics
studied on Earth. The Soviets re reed that the male gamatophyte
of the dill seed exposed tb space flight grew more rapidly than coin-

" $ Savina, Ye. A. and Ye. I. Alekseyev. Functional State of the Posterior Lobe of the Nieuro-
hypophytis of Rata Flown Aboard the Kamos-936 Ritastellite. Arkev. Anatontil, Gistologev i
hmbrioloju, 1960, p 62-76.

"a Litehits. N. M., M. A. Kuznetsova, at al. Retention and Recovery of FoodProcuring Skill
in Maze for Rats After Spacetli.ght in Koamos 752 Zhurual, Vyrshey Nervnoy
Lkyatet'aissts. NJ, fill() p. ,r s5-61.

2" ShiP0V, A A.. et al. Semicircular Canal Function in Rats After Flight Aboard the Kaunas
93f' Biosatejlite Space Biol. and Aerospace Med '2, 1950. p. 914-44

"4 Whedon, I) C, (7hanikes In Weightlessness in Calvum Metabolism ;rid the MusculoskeletaJ
Sy7tem The Physiologist 25, 1952, 541,544.

31' Vasil' yev, G. In Order to Fly Infinitely Long . . Aviataiya i. Kaarnotts\rtiki, 10, 1979, p.
3S-39.
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parable ground controls, but the dill plants showed a decreased ger-
mination rate. These data are subject to question particularly since
other studies have demonstrated no substantial differences aught
about by exposure to space.27e On the Soyuz 21 flight they studied
the influence of intermittant artificial gravity and concluded that
only an occasional induction of artificial gravity was necessary to
counteract any influence of zero gravity.27 7

t EXPERIMENTS rextrITH PLANTS

Numerous plant experiments were conducted aboard the Salyut
These included the use of Chlorella, a species of algae that have

numerous genera and are currently undergoing experimentation to
determine the feasibility of their use as a source of oxygen and
food and to remove carbon dioxide in closed ecological systems. Ad-
ditionally, the Soviets have developed "Malakhit' apparatus which
is designed to automatically provide wat:n- and sufficient light as
well as taking time lapse photography of wowing plants, such as
wheat and peas. At times regenerated water was used for the irri-
gation of the plants in this "space garden."

During the 175-day Salyut 6 manned space mission, the crew
planted an extensive garden, including onions, garlic, cucumbers,
wheat, lettuce, peas, parsley, and dill. Unfortunately, only a few of
'.he plants grew at all and these were not able to produce seeds for
a second generation. Crchids were also carried aboard this mission,
bat they very 'rapidly lost their flowers most likely as a result of
space cabin pollution." $ It has been suggested that the major diffi-
culties that the Soviets have encountered in growing higher plants
in space is not due to the fact that plantS need gravity in order to
grow, but because there is an altered physical environment. Specifi-
cially, in the absence of gravity, water will, adhere, by surface ten-
sion, and not run to its lowest point, perhaps accbuntipg for the nu-
merous reports of plant "drowning' .27° Zero gravity appreciably
reduces the exchange of heat, oxygen and carbon dioxide between
the plant and its environment; all of these factors Flay impinge on
proper metabolic gas exchanges as well as result in the possible ac-
cumulation of toxic substances in the i5imediate environment of
the growing plants.2" 2

Besides plants, another major component of any closed ecological
system most likely will require microorganisms to recyle human
waste.282 Protear eu/garis is an organism of choice to participate in
such a recycling pr. i'ess. Unfortunately, the Soviets have had diffi-
Culty in propagating P. vulgtitis in space.283 However, more regent,
results suggest that this hask befall due to technical difficulties in:,

.`
'TSidorenko, P G. and A'. L. Mashinskii. The Effort of Space'Plight Conditions OW Higher

Plant Cells in In-Vitro Culture. Kosmicheskiye Isslectovania NA Ukraine. 12. 1915. p, 36-42.
277 Tairheiiev, M, C , et al Ihologital Research in Space Kosmleheakilya Siologiyu

Meolthinal,... 1981, p :l til
"4! Mid.

"" Yudid 1 Successful technique++ fur Growing' Plants in Space, Nauka I Tekhniks 8. 1981, p.
N

js Milov. M. Greenhouse in Space. Aviatsiya t Koiimonaviika 3, 19$4) p. 36-37.
"^Sminov, V A. Devvlopolent of Micruoanisms Under Conditions of Space Visnik,

Alirdmii Nauk Ukruins'koy SSSR 1980 prg,97-99.
Kordium. V. A and Liv'Polivods. et al Results of Experiment "Microor utism Growth"

on the Si ytiz 2".! Spacecraft. Kozmichrskie Issieclovania NA Ukraine 12. 1978 , ,. 3 -14.
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that the media use to grow these organisms physically ciegradated
during the variety o alternating spaceflight conditions.284

Many of the factors that will be required in a functioning and
practical closed ecological system are still in the embryonic stages
of development. However, if very long manned missions are
planned, such a system will be a necessity.285 Whether in fact the
composition of such a system will include the currently envisioned
microbial organisms is difficult to predict. However, with the evolu-
tion of recombinant DNA technology, it may become feasible to
construct biological systems that will have the capacity to susiain
life under a variety of adverse conditions, including that of space.

FUTURE BIOSATELL1TE RESEARCH

Many significant biomedical questions still need to be answered
prior to sending space crews to other pl. -nets and farther into the
universe. Many of these problem areas deal with the biological lim-
itations of man and the best way Ito technically compensate for
them. The majority of the answers Are likely to come from e'oeri-
mentation and remedial actions that will be developed at zero grav-ity, aboard a space station. To arrive at these answers, the Soviet
Union is in a much better technical position than the United
States because they have made a concerted effort in the develop-
ment of space platforms which permit extended zero gravity experi-
mentation. In order to study both sociological and technical areas,
the Soviets can expand their current Salyut space platform into a
multiPle complex, a capability that will most likely require at least
7 to 10 years for the United States to accomplish.

Most of the major biological problems that require answers have
been previously discussed. Some can be accomplished on Earth in-
cluding the development of plants that may become integral links
of a closed ecological system and the resolution of psychological dif-
ficulties associated with isolation.

Applic,iation of recombinant DNA technology (genetic engineer-
ing) migh.t.permit major breakthroughs in the construction of plant
systems that will be capable of utilizing the space cabin environ-
ment tzerb gravity and high carbon dioxide) to replicate and
produce the food and environmentalenecessities such as oxygen and
water, sources of energy and environmental detoxification. These
types of studies most likely will be given high priority.

Mind control is another area that is currently being investigated.
The ability to control the thought processes of space travelers
would be highly advantageous, particularly in overcoming some of
the currently well recognized isolation problems that have been ex-
perienced by some Soviet cosmonauts. Mind control could be ac-
complished by hypnosis, electrical stimulation and/or the use of
drugs that influence the central nervous system.

The currently recognized biomedical problem areas associated
with zero gravity include muscle atrophy, bone demineralization
and cardiovascular deconditioning. To resolve these problems will

y :II The Effect of Space Flight Factors on the CharacterititicsAA NutrientMediu for the Bactei )401 Proteus vulgaris Kosmicheskie Issiedovarlia NA Ukraine 12, 1978. p.2i -3t).
"Jones. W I. Life. Support Systems for Interpianetury Spacecraft and Space Stations fur Long

Term Use in Foundations of Space Biclogy and Medicine. M. Calvin and 0, 0. Gazenko reds )14075. p 247 273
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\ztv,,most likely require research to be done at zero gravity over la- r
tively long time spans. Since the Soviets have demonstrated the
pability to maintain man in space for more than 6 months, they
have a distinct advantage in investigating these probleni areas and

arriving at countermeasures.
Additionally, the Soviets' significant biosatellite program can

provid:! valuable information for application to manned experimen-
tatiOn. Many of the difficulties for the propagation of plants will
most likely be resolved in this program.

3 2
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The Soviets are currently planning a biosatellite launch using
nonhuman primates. Most of the equipment that will`-monitor and
analyze the data has been developed by French scientists (see fig.
53).288 Since nonhuman primates (Macaca mulatta) have a pattern
of cardiovascular regulation similar to man,287 28° the Soviet
Union reasons that many of thesex problem areas may be effectively
studied using this animal system. The French developed a restrain
and physiological monitoring system, M.E.P.P. (Module D'Experi-
rnentation Physiologique sur Primates), which will be placed
aboard the Kosmos biosatellite, planned to be launched in late
1983. In addition to restraining the animals and providing them
with a suitable environment, the module is designed to monitor the
following physiological parameters:
Arterial pressure
E.0 G.
Heart frequency
Respiratory frequency
Core and subcutaneous temperature
Evaluation of frequency and volume of

food intake
Evaluation of frequency and volume of

water intake

Urine collection
Feces collection
Blood sampling
Conditioning test performance
General activity monitoring

E.M.G.
Vascular flow
Respiratory wows

This 1983 Kosrnos mission will also include a joint U.S./U.S.S.R.
effort. The members of the joint U.S./U.S.S.R. research team, their
affiliations and research projects are given in table 25.

Tiotic 25 .-.Kosmos 11a/US.S.R. research effort

Inorstcolt,ft

Sulzinan, S U.N Y., Binghamton V.
Klirnovitsky, Institute of Biomedical
Problems, Moscow

2. C Cann, U. California, San Francisco
Yu. Kondratyev. Institute of Biomedical
Problems, Moscow.

Keefe. biospace Inc.. Cleveland L.
Serte.a, Institute of Biomedical Prob,
terns. Moscow.

Prviert

Synchronization of Primate Circadian
Rhythms in Space.

Calcir .. Metabolisms and Corrolatecl
Endocrine Measurements tin Pri-
mates).

Analysis of the Visual Vestibular and
Alfactory Receptors and Central
Nervous System Pathways in Fetal
and PostKat& Rates.

Fvurr Summary of tioasult,. XlIth 4t. 'zing of the 11:4,1J&SR Jot. t Working Group on Spate Biology' and
Medoln. Witehnorton 1X, 'Nov 9.:XL, 1V01. etLiwhment 3

In addition, the United States will provide technical support and
loan biomedical equipment to assist Soviet scientists in a primate
cardiovascular study. The United States will also participate in
data analysis activities following the flight and in groundbased
control studies.

EXOBIOLOGY AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE

Both the Soviet Union and the United States have an involve.
went in the search for extraterrestrial life. This not only is a quest
to cietemiine if the planet Earth is unique in the whole universe,

1" Photograph courtesy of Centre D'Etucles EIt De Recherche De' Medicine Aerospatiale.
Paris, France

767 GUildrZ. M N., 0 W. deBoun-ie and H. M. McClure. The Rhesus Monkey (Maraca mulatta)
as a Flight Candidate. In: Proc. Symp. on the Use of Nonhuman Primates in Space. NASA. Mof
fett Field, 1977. p. 245-246.

:co Stone. H. Z. and H Sandler. Candiovaeculor Studies in the Rhesus Monkey, In: Proc.
Symp on the Use of Nonhuman Primates in Space. NASA, Moffett Field, 1977. p. 83-1013.
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but also to provide information on how life evolved on Earth. The
search for extraterrestrial civilization not only stimulates the
imagination of man, but it also enhances our scientific knowledge
and ensures continued technological development. It therefore is
reasoned that even if the search isounsuccessful, it will justify the
financial outlays.

EXOBIOLOGY

The search for the evolution of life in the universe, and particu-
larly on this planet, has been undertaken by pursuing the follow-
ing tyres of studies.

I. Origin of carbon components and their evolution in the
universe;

2. Evolution of carbor components in the solar system;
3. Evolution of organic substances on Earth;
4. Models of nonbiological and biogenic synthesis of primitive

life on Earth;
5 Models of various systems of compounds and energy as

precursors of life;
f; Dynamics and evolutionary genetics of living systems;
7. The role of light, heat and other energies in the formation

of biological molecules;
S. Methods of detection of extraterrestrial life; and
9. Automated ,:etection systems for life on other 4 lanets and

solar systems." 9
The evolution of life is surrounded by controversy, .loth due to

our lack of knowledge and because it has theological implications.
It is, interesting to quote in part Father Theodore M. Hesburgh,
President of the University of Notre Dame on this subject.

I must now mention God- -otherwise quite properly unmentioned in these scientif-
ic studies and must go a step further and pose the question: Ce , a religious person,
or even more. a theologian, possibly be legitimately involved in, even be excited by
these discussions of the possibility of other intelligent and free creatures out there?

,Just List week, I was discussing the subject with a Russian lawyer who regarded
me with some surprise and asked: "Surely you must abandon your theology when
you consider these possibilities?" "Indeed, I don't," I replied. "It is precisely because
I believe theologically that there is a being called God, and that He is infinite in
intelligence, freedom and power, that I cannot take it upon myself to limit what He
might have done." Once he created the Big Bangand there had to be something,
call it energy, hydrogen, or whatever, to go bangHe could have envisioned it going
in billions of directions as it evolved, including billions of life farms and billions of
kinds of intelligent beings. I will go even further. There conceivably can be billions
of universes created with other Big Bangs or different arrangements. Why limit In-
finite Power or Energy which is a name of GodrWe should get some hint from the
almost, but not quite, infinite profusion of the Universe we still know only in part.
Only one consideration is important here regarding creation Since God is intelli-
gent, whatever He creates"Let there be light"Bang--or otherwise, whatever He
creates is a cosmos and not a chaos since all His creation has to reflect Him. What
reflects Him most is intelli gence and freedom. not matter. "We are made in His
image," why suppose that He did not create the most of what reflects Him the best.
He . certainly made a lot of matter. Why not more intellivnce, more free beings,
who alone can seek and know Him?

Many years have elapsed since it was first suggested that life on
Earth originated by the synthesis of organic molecules fro inor-

1"Oparin. ft. 1 Theoretical and Experimental Prerequisites for Exobiology In: Founc#tionaof
Space Biology and Medicine 1, ch. 7, 1975.
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ganic chemicals found on the evolving planet Earth. It is theo-iced
that by means of high energy interaction, these chemicals formed
organic compounds.2" These organic compounds formed by a selec-
tion process, the basic components of life, namely nucleic acids,
proteins and carbohydrates."' This theory of the origin of life on
Earth has in part been experimentally reproduced.292 293

SEARCH FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE

Thus far, there is no evidence that life exists in this solar system
or the universe other than on Earth. However, both the United
States in its Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) pro-
,4ram and the Soviet Union in its Communication with Extraterres-
trial Intelligence (CETI) program have ongoing efforts to detect the
presence of extraterrestrial intelligence. In order to search for life
the United States has sent out probes such as the Viking missions
to Mars and other planets.

During the elapsed ti -le between the first joint National Acade-
my of Science Conference on Communication with Extraterrestrial
Intelligerce which was held at the Byurakan Astrophyics Observa-
tory in Armenia in 1971 to the more recent Soviet meeting held in
Kalyuga in 1980, pessimism has set in. Certain segments of both
the Soviet and American astronomical community now doubt the
presence of life, other than our own, in the universe. In 1976, the
Soviet astrophysicist Shklovsky stated that it is highly likely that
we are the only form of life possibily in the universe and likely in
our galaxy.294 This point of view is shared by other U.S. scientists.
Scientists no doubt have arrived at these conclusions because they
have been unable to detect any intelligent signals from the um-
vcrse. Both the Soviet scientists from the Radiophysics Research
Institute at Gorky and American astrophysicists at the Arecibo Ob-
servatory in Puerto Rico and other components of the U.S. Nation-
al Astronomy and Ionosphere Center have surveyed over 600 stars
closest to the Earth and have not detected any unnatural radio sig-
nals. Granted, Sagan has said that at least 1 million stars would
have to be probed for even the slimmest chance of success.295

However, in addition to the silence of outer space, one U.S. scien-
tist believes that the space surrounding the majority of stars is
devoid of an atmosphere that could sustain life, with our Sun and
its planets possibly being a rare exception.296 Some Soviet, Ameri-
can and 'British scientists reason that if a technological advanced
society really existed in our galaxy, there would be evidence of its
activity. Even though the pessimists in the scientific community
are still a small minority, they are gaining new disciples.297

A majority of the community still firmly believes that there is
insufficient information to arrive at any conclusions at this time.

29° Oparirn A. I. Evolution of Concepts on the Origin of Life. Izvestiya of the Acad.
U.S R. Rio!, Series 1, 1975.

Oparim, A 1. Theoretical and Experimental Prerequisites for Exobiology. In Foundation
eat ,t3oeco ikuluo and Medicine c::ipt47 7, 1975.

211 Oparhn, A T. Life, Its Nature, Origin and Development. N.Y., Academic Press, 1982.
4"3 Calvin. M. Chemical Evolution. Oxford Univ. Press, N.Y. 1969,
3" Shklovsky, J. The Uniqueness of Intelligent Life in the Universe as a Possibility. Vosprosy

Philosophic, 1976
1 Sagan, C The Cosmic Connection. Anchor Frees, N.Y. 1973.

Nishkin, L. Extraterrestrial intelligence.- Soviet Life'. Apr, 1981.
Siticlovsky. J. The Uniqueness of Intelligent Life in the Universe as a Pcesiblity. Vosprov

Philosophic, 1976
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In particular, it is argued that we will have difficulty intercepting
and interpreting space noise from actual communication. Since
most communication would be sent out in a highly directional
mode to members of that civilization that are sin: filar to each
other.298

The Soviets have attempted to search for signals from extrater-
restrial civilizations in the optical band, using a large mirror tele-
scope. Seventeen suspicious objects have been detected. The signifi-
cance of these observations are still in doubt. The majority of
Soviet and U.S. scientists agree that the search for extraterrestrial
life must be continued, utilizing the newest technologies.

The complexity of this problem can be better understood if one
appreciates the major categories of research. that are being pursued
by the Soviets. These include:

The problem of extraterrestrial civilizations comprises an intri-
cate complex of topics in philosophy and sociology as well as natu-
ral science. Within the domain of this broad interdisciplinary prob-
lem a narrower area is to be consideredthe CETI problem. This
represents a separate task confronting science and technology, in-
cluding theoretical and experimental work on searching for extra-
terrestrial civilizations, as well as modeling the basic links in the
CETI system. But a successful result will depend on resolving a
number of fundamental questions that form the heart of the extra-
terres'rial civilization problem.

It convenient to distinguish groups for planning the investiga-
tions.

GROUP A. FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL
CIVILIZATIONS INVOLVING COMMUNICATION

I. Astronomical mattersCa' smogany. Discovery of planets, plan-
etlike bodies, and congealed stars. Sky surveys conducted in vari-
ous parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Examination of some
peculiar sources. Investigation of organic compounds in cosmic ob-
jects.

2. LifeA more precise definition of the concept of "life." Possi-
ble existence of nonprotein life forms. Origin of life on the Earth;
possible alternative origins of life on other cosmic bodies, and in
interplanetary and interstellar space. Exobiology. Laws of biologi-
cal evolution and their exobiological generalization.

3. Intelligence and intelligent systemsRefinement of the con-
cept of "intelligence" or "reasoning." Models of an intelligent
system. Theory of complex self-organizing systems. Information
contacts in complex systems. Symbolic systems; language. Problems
in the theories of knowledge and reflection; construction of models.

4. MankindAnalysis of the laws governing the development of
civilization on the Earth. Special characteristics of the rise and de-
velopment of different civilizations worldwide. Forecasting. Devel-
opment and mastery of the space environment.

5. Information transferOptimum methods of communicating in-
formation. These topics are being dealt with independently of the

"[bid
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CETI problem itself and therefore are not considered in the present
program (except for the sky surveys).

GROUP 13. PROBLEMS PERTAZNING DIRECTLY 'TO CETI

1. Aspects of the theory of cosmic civilizations.
2. Contacts between cosmic civilizations: Possible types of contact

and their consequences.
3. Modes of intercourse between cosmic civilizationsLinguistic

media to be devised for establishing information contact between
"intell4fent" systems.

4. Procedures and scientific-technological basis for seeking sig-
nals from extraterrestrial civilizationsDevelopment of signal
search techniques. Influence of the cosmic medium on exchange of'
signals between civilizations. Choice of optimum electromagnetic
wavelength range. Criteria for identifying signals from extraterres-
trial civilizations. Characteristics of "call letters." Pesign of search
instrumentation. Modeling of individual links in the CETI system.
Computer modeling.

5. Searches for signals from extraterrestrial civilizations.
6. Deciphering of signals.
7. Searches for astroengineering activity of extraterrestrial civili-

zationsAlthough the main emphasis in this program is given to
efforts to find signals in the radio range and to the development of
suitable" techniques and equipment, a more complete program
should also include planning with regard to other aspects of the
CETI problem.2"

In conclusion, it is believed by some that man's curiosity Will and
should prevail, for the discovery of intelligent life in the universe,
other than our own, would profoundly influence man's future.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ONGOING TRENDS

It is apparent from our analyses that the Soviet Union has a
well-conceived and long-range program for the exploration of outer
space. The U.S.S.R. utilizes this program both to enhance its world-
wide prestige and to develop necessary biotechnology in a syste-
matic manner.

Though the Soviet Union and the United States both have large
manned space programs it is evident that the U.S.S.R.'s, particu-

as it relates to biological space research, is far more extensive
anc all-encompassi . Long-term planning and stable funding is
evident both for the .viet manned and unmanned biomedical pro-
gram. Undoubtedly, because they have a clearly defined program
that seems to have continuous uninterrupted funding, their efforts
appear to be both more efficient and productive.

At the governmental level, cooperation and official exchanges be-
tween the United States and the Soviet Union have diminished
during the past 2 years, although cooperation is continuing in the
less publicized scientific 'arena. In many aspects this cooperation is

n° The CETI Program. Astronomy Journal (USSR), No. 5, 1974, p. 1126-1132 (Soviet Astrano.
ow, IS(S), 1975; translated by the American Institute of Pbyeks).
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mutually beneftcal. The United States benefits by access to the
more ambitious Soviet effort. This permits us to have experiments
aboard their unmanned Kosmos flights and the Soviets benefit by
having access to the data generated from our technical approaches.
In particular, the application of our more sophisticated technology
is a scientific benefit to the Soviet Union.

Data generated from Soviet manned spaceflights clearry point
out that they have an appreciation of the biomedical problems that
are encountered in space. The fact that the Soviets early on initiat-
ed and maintained a space statioriprogram, clearly gives them the
capacity to effectively investigate long-term influence of zero gravi-
ty on man. Many of the observed biomedical deviations brought
about by the spa& environment, in particular the absence of gravi-
ty, such as bone demineralization, cardiovascular irregularities,
muse le atrophy, terrestrial readaptation and motion sickness, re-
quire experimentation under actual' space flight conditions. A
clearer definition of these problem areas and possible remedial
action require extended space flights and spaceship facilities for ex-
perimentation. The fact that the United States did not develop a
long-range space station program in the early years of space explo-
ration places us at a distinct disadvantage in discovering, defining,
and resolving these problems. In view of the difficulties thus far ex-
l5erienced by the Soviets during their extended space missions, it is
critical that certain countermeasures be developed if manned space
missions beyond 1 year are to become a reality. 300 301 302 303

even though the Soviets have ;, larger and more complex bio-
medical space program, both in number of personnel and facilities
involved, it is frequently very difficult. to obtain verifiable technical
information. This in part is due to the nature and organizational
complexity of the Soviet scientific community. They have numer-
ous science centers scattered throughout the Soviet Union. It is
currently estimated that at least 200 science cities existthroughout
the U.S.S.R.3" These centers generated a vast amount of technical
information, frequently in the open literature, but not widely circu-
lated. It would be a distinct advantage to the United States and
other Western countries if Soviet literature were more readily
available. The establishment of a comprehensive science monitor-
ing and translation service in the United States would be very
helpful. Such a service would have knowledge of and access to the
open literature emanating from the Soviet science cities. Benefits
gained by such a literature service would most likely far outweigh
the financial investment.

When viewing the Soviet and American space programs, it is
clear that up to this time, the Soviets have and continue to pursue

long range goal of manned extraterrestrial exploration. On the
o,''er hand the United States has had. a more modest unmanned
extraterrestrial space program. Our program is limited both by the
lack of space stations to house long-term biomedical experiments
and our philosophy, which is based on the premise that solar explo-
ration is readily carried out by unmanned flights. This difference

3" Boddie, T. The Body's Answer to Zero Gravity. Bioscience 32. 1982., g. 249-251.34" Levy.
FABER Report

M. N.
NASW

end
4.3619,

M. Talbot. Research Opportunities in Cardiovascular Decoeclitioning,
. 1983,

3" The Human Organism in Space. CERMA-CNES.CNRS-ESA Document, 1985..
"'Bon", in Spare. British Medical Journal. May 31, 1930. p. 1200.
2`Pfrarmal communication. L. E. Kazarian, 19n.
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in philosophy reflects, to some extent, the current state affairs vis-
a-vis U.S., and U.S.S.R. space exploration. According to some U.S.
authorities, however, unless the Soviets can resolve the many per-
plexing biomedical difficulties encountered in extended space mis-

sions, their manned program may have difficulties in achieving
their ultimate goals. On the other' hand, should the Soviets suc-
ceed, our hesitancy co' (Id place us at a distinct disadvantage.

THE FUTURE

From the foregoing sections of this chapter, two trends in the
Soviet manned space and space life sciences program are revealed.
First, the Soviet bioastronautics effort is large, comprehensive,
stable, and forward-looking. Second, the effort is directed toward a
permanent human presence in space in the short- and long-term
future. These conclusions are further atrengthened by many state-
ments made publicly over the past 5 years by leading figures in the
Soviet space program and political system. These statements have
been chronicled in part I of this study, published in January 198S,
which are recommended reading for those concerned with Soviet
policy- and decisionmaking relative to the Liture of manned space
programs. Some of the more notable statements made between
1976 and 1980 are provided below.3"

General Georgiy Beregovoy, head of the Yuri Gagarin COSMO-

naut Training Center was quoted by the Soviet Weekly News as

saying:
Making long term predictews is unwise: cosmonautics has developed so quickly

that it surpassed the most. optanistic forecasts. But one thing is clearhuge com-
plexes that can stay in a near-earth orbit for several years will be created. Crews
will shunt back and forth on shuttle craft. There will be bases and camps on the
moon. And in the more distant future there will be expeditions. first to Mars and
then to other planets. (Moscow. TASS, 0535 GMT, Apr. IQ. 1976.)

In 1977, comments were made by former cosmonaut K. Feoktis-
tov during an interview addressing the future of orbiting manned
space stations and future industrial settlements in space:

Question. How do you picture the development of cosmonautics in the immediate

future?
Answer. Above all, the development of research and work in the interests of the

national economy. Cosmonautics is already gradually becoming a sector of the na-

tional economy. Communications satellites play an important role. The meteor
weather satellites are having a tangible effect. work is being developed on monitor-

ing the Earth's surface from space. Surveys from satellites and orbiting stations in

space, for example, help geologists in search of minerals, fishermen, agricultural
workers. glaciologists, irrigators and specialists in many sectors of the national

economy. . . . The direct return from cosmonautics can already be measured in tens
and hundred of millions of rubles. And this contribution will increase.

In addition we are studying the possibility of carrying out various technological
operations in spaceobtaining superpure substances, serniconductons, crystals..
Such orbiting production may prove very important to the national economy in the

rutin*.
I feel it is quite possible that at some time, perhaps within our lifetime, the con-

struction of plants with unique technology will begin in space. It may be possible to

put environmentally harmful enterprises into spacefor example, those enterprises
which produce great quantities of heat (the problem of the Earth's energy balance is
very serious). .

Another direction in the development of cosmonautics is research into ciretriter-
restrial and circumsolar apace and the nearest planets. That is, man must get this

Congress Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Soviet Space

Programs 1976- SO Part 1 (Appendix T. Chronology of Soviet Space Forecasts, 1975-80). 97th Cong.,

2nd Sess Washington. 1.1 S Government Printing Office, 19n. p. 343-390.
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bearings in the environs of the home where he lives, This is chiefly a task for auto-
matic machines

In my view. however, the most interesting results should be expected from investi-
gating the universe. This is the third direction. This research will obviously be con
ducted both from onboard orbiting stations and in automatic astrophysical laborato-
ries

To speak of tlesigu developments, there is the interesting task of creating larae
long-term orbiting complexes.

Interplanetary ships will undoubtedly be constructed in the future. Man no longer
feels himself simply an inhabitant of Earth but also of the entire' solar system. J.1
would be interesting. for example, to go into orbit around Venus and set up a stle-
tiim there for an in-depth study of this planet.

. By that time, however, still
more interesting ideas may have emerged.

Question. And how do you feel about space settlementssmall cities with a popu-
lation between a few thousanc.l and tens of thousands of people?

Answer. Such settlements are possible in principle. There is no doubt L'oout it. I
believe they will appear in time. One of the possible reasons for their emergence
will be if developing industry affects the biosphere on a menacing :cale. . . Who
knows. perhaps an increase of a few more percent in the carbon dioxide ri the at
mosphere will prove too much for the biosphere. And then the launching of produc-
tion into space will be inevitable, and settlements toe. I repeat: Techni 71illy this is,
on the whole. feasible, and we know how to go about it arid what to do.

.

Of course. such a prof, et would be incredibly costly. However, scientific and tech-
nical progress is now so ; yid that even this problem may be resolved more quickly
than it in possible to suppose today. What seemed fantastic yesterday is a firm part
of our lives today Look: Qoite recently computers were considered a miracle of tech-
nology But now schoolchiidren frequently use a pocket calculator behind the math
teacher's back

It would be expedient to construct space settlements quite far from Earth --at dis-
tances of the order of tens of thousands of kilometers. The delivery of materials tothem and the installation of structuresall this entails great difficulties .

t Moscow, Trod t in Russian), Apr. 12, 1977, p.

A similar question was asked of Shatalov, and though his vnswer
was essentially the same, it had a slightly different emphasis.

Question. Vladimir Aleloaendrovic.h, how do you see the immediate future of cos-
monaut ics'

Answer. Clearly other- planets will for the moment remain the province of auto-
matic craft. :4anned flights wil, be around the Earth and will increasingly be of spe,
cific practical benefit. The 25th UPSU Congress decisions directly show the way

tos-ontinue the study and conquest of space, and to expand research for the
employment of space means in studying Earth's natural resources, in meteorology,
oceanology. navigation. communications, and for other needs of the national econo-
my

Manned ships ond stations will work side by side with automatic satellites in re-
;ravine these tasks. The length of service of orbital stations will gradually hewn to
increase and their research potential will grow broader. Then: work will be troth
automatic and manned When cosmonauts are on board adjustrec it and repair work
con be carried ,out on a broad scak.. and the life of the station c,,n be substantially
pPeloriged

Unquestionably international cooperation in space research must be strengthened
and the number of countries participating in it must increase. Lite has convincingly
shown that space can succ essfully the welfare of all peoples on our planet.
Moscow, Izvestiya tin Russ. lin), Apr. 12, 1977, morning etzliiion, p 2)

In March 1978, the Soviet reporting service. SS, announced
that progress in the Salyut 6 space station progr,..m would lead to
stays, by humans in space of over 1 year in duration. An article in
the Soviet journal, Trud, explained the importance of manned
flight A relative to future exploratory missions to the planet Mars;

.Moscow, March 17, Tass."Man can live and work in outer space for over a
year." This conclusion was made by Soviet scientists after summing ,ip the prelimi-
nary results of the 36-day orbital flight made by flier Yuriy Romanevko and Flight
Engineer Creorgiy Grechko. Professor Anatoli:, Yegurov who heads the medical
group of thy. Flight Control Centre, singled out treur factors that warranted such an
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optimistic conclusion -Throughout the flight." he said to Tails, "the cosmonauts re-
tamed high creative interest in scientific research and experimental work. They car-
ried out over 50 major planned investigations and approximately as many at their
own initiative.

cosmonauts displayed an amazing spirit of creativity and capacity for work,"
he said.

As a secon(1 factor Profesaor Yegorov mentioned correct forecasting by specialist
'of the effects of weightlessness on the human body, and means of neutralizing them.
A large dose of physical exercises and loads the crew got on the running track, velo-
ergineeter as well as the use of the load suit Penguin and the suit Chibis which
coordinate blood flow in the body to bring it closer to that one has on Earthare
some of the measures which predetermined the good condition of Yuriy Romanenko
and Georgiy Grvchko. (Moscow, Tams tin English), 1321 GMT, Mar. 17, 1978)

A study of body adaptation to weightlessneea is very important for specialists. For
example, a flight to Mars can have a minimum duration of three years. In case of
necessity the ship would not return to the Earth and would not land at any time. It
is necessary to know precisely whether the human body could contend with such a
flight, what preventive measures would be required and whether it is necessary to
develop an appropriate biomedical strategy. . . All this must be known in order to
ensure effective operation of long-term orbital stations in circumterrestrial space.
(Moscow, Trud in Rusaliata. Mar. 17, 1978, by V. Golobachev)

The Soviets continue to maintain a high level of interest in the
concept of losed-circuit, biological life support systems utilizing
the single -cell alga Chlorella. Experiments on this concept continue
in SalvP.t 6 and will be carried out on Salyut 7.

Experiments aboard the space complex have already begun. The first of these is
biological. It is being carried out with the well-known green alga Chlorella. This
lower plant has already been in space more than once. The interest of scientists is
understandable: Chlorella will be specially created for the greenhouses of future
interplanetary ships and long-lived stations with a cloned ecological system. Refer-
ence is to an autonomous biosphere in which the plants absorb carbon dioxide from
the air and enrich it with oxygen and give man water, some food, everything neces-
sary for life. Now slier:* stations and ships have special absorbents and regenerators
for maintaining the normal composition of the air, apparatus taking water from the
air in the ship, and containers with food. It is impossible to store ay this for a year
or two for distant voyages into space. This means that it is necessary to create a
closed biosphere with the complete cycling of matter in a relatively small volume of
spaceships or stations, This problem is exceedingly complex. Chlorella is also inter-
esting in that it very actively absorbs carbon dioxide and releases oxygen, simulta-
neously yielding water and food. It is rich in proteins stnd in chemical composition
in a quite adequate nutritious product. Still another merit of this surprising alga is
that it matures rapidly. which is very important for the space greenhouse.

Earlier space experiments with Chlorella,gave scientists rich material. But, to be
sure, by no means all problems have been solved, A farther development of these
investigations is the experiment carried out by the international crew aboard the
-Salyut .i;" -"Soyuz 27" "Soyuz-2S" complex. This time it is not. Chlorella alone
which is in use; other algae are also being employed, And the Chlorella itself is un-
usual; in addition to the normal algae there are special modified forms, so-called
mutants, which have no chlorophyll.

Aleksey Gubarev and Vladimir Remek delivered to the Soyuz-2S four small con-
tainers with a nutrient medium and nine sealed ampules which contain algae. By
Netoss to special devices, the cosmonauts broke some of the ampules and the algae
can now develop rapidly. Other containers are control ampules. After return of the
containers to Earth the scientists will compare the algae. This will make it possible
to learn how- weightlesaness acts on the cells of lower plants which are at rest and
which are actively growing.

Three different types of algae are developing in one of the containers. Will there
be a "competition" among their which will lead to a "struggle"? This is a question
which is of interest to specialists. Similar investigations are being carried out simul';''.
taneously on Earth,

Unicellular algae have become part of the first experimental systems for regen-
eration of the - atmosphere acrd water. successfully operating in terrestrial laborato-
ries. New investigations aboard the space complex will make it possible to take still
another step on the path of development of promising ecological systems.
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Preparations& for the. "Chlorella" experiment were carried out jointly by the scien-tists of the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. A careful selection was made of the
species and forms of algae and a method was developed for carrying out the experi-
ment. The materials returned from space are sent for investigations to the laborato-
ries and institutes of the 'USSR and CzSSR. (Moscow, Trud fin Russian), Mar. 8,1978, p. 3. !Article by V. Golobachev: "Four in the Stellar House".])

Then President Leonid Brezhnev made it clear in 1979 that the
Soviet manned space program was and would continue to receive
high priority:

Of course, there is still a great deal to be done to improve working and living con-ditions in orbit. It is necessary, for instance, to pay special attention to improving
conditions for sleep, the doctose`say. The sport facilities in orbit, which were foundto play a decisive part in preparing cosmonauts for return to Earth, need to be reor-
ganized. In the long run it will be pcesibte, perhaps, to turn the veloergometer into
a reel track bicycle so that cosmonauts) could make circular runs inside a spaciouscylinder. This will be possible to stimulate, iLonly insignificantly, a gravitationeffect on the cosmonauts' organism, an effect that is badly needed by space travel-
lers. (Moscow, Tass (in English), Aug. 23, 1979, Nikolay Zhelenov.)

!Speech by Leonid 'hell Brezhnev, general secretary of the CPSU Central Commit-
tee and chairman of the Supreme Soviet Presidium on September 7 at Kremlin cere-
mony awarding medals to Cosmonauts Vladimir Lyakhov and Valeriy Ryumin.)Indeed, it is not for nothing that specialists in many countries are now talkingabout the presence of real conditions for a lengthy, perhaps even permanent activity
by man in space, about how the basis is being created for future interstellar flights,

Dear Comrades Lyakhov and Ryumin: For successful fulfillment of the program ofthe longest space flight in history on board the Salyut-6-Soyuz orbital scientific re-search complex and the courage and heroism displayed during this you have been
given the highest awards of the homeland. You have been awarded the titles ofheroes of the Soviet Union with the presentation of orders of Lenin and gold star
medals. Comrade Lysikhov has been awarded also the title of "Pilot Cosmonaut of
the USSR." (Moscow, Pravda (in Russian), Sept. 8; 1979. p. 1.)

Finally, in a late 1979 interview, Director of the Space Research
Institute, Academician R.Z. Sagdeyev, speculated on the future in-/
dustr4ization of space by man and future applications of pertna-
nentbiting space stations.

In the past few years our country has taken a great step forward in the cone nestof space We have attained practically continuous manned operations in orbit; at the
end of last year there was what I would call an explosion of new information on the
chemistry of Venus; and there is an entire group of wonderful young scientists con-
centrating in the space sciences. Also among the most significant achievements is
the sharp increase in the role of international cooperation in space research, which
has been evident in the flights of the CEMA cosmonauts and in the cooperation
with various other countries in the realization of scientific and technical programs
in space, including the joint work with our French colleagues.

I am certain that in the next 5-10 years a vast amount of industrial activity willbegin in orbit. Toward that end we must prepare not only technology but men aswell. (Tallin, Sovetskaya Estuniya tin Russian), Dec. 7, 1979, p. 1. (ETA Report: "On
Space Topics"))

There is still another important factor which forces us not to hurry with the cre-ation of large stations. I have in mind the disproportion between the rote of collec-tion of scientific information and the rate of its processing. This is a matter of great
concern to scientists, designers and cosmonauts. Now when a crew works aboard anorbital station for one month we obtain so much scientific information shout theearth, its environment and natural resources that years are required for its process-
ing. And the problem here Is by no means a matter of miscalculations. It is simply
that former data processing methods do not correspond to the new situation*.

An increase in the useful life of orbital stations is inseparably associated with anincrease in the reliability of all its systems., instruments and assemblies. This is nosimple problem. Even on the Earth not one machine operates continuously over the
course of many months and years; it requires preventive maintenance and the re-placement of parts. In space the situation is saved by the crew. It can be said with
com7Sste assurance that the prolonged operation of the "Salyut-6" station became
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possible only dui. to the cosmonauts. It had no equal with respect to the volu 'e'of
preventive maiticenance rind repair-restoration work carried out aboard it.

But in order for ouch work to be carried out effectively, the poasilfsaaties for

struction must be incorporated in advance in the.design of the station and its equip -

mint. Otherwise even the most experienced crew can do nothing.
Long-term observations of the ocean from space made it possible t43'establish the

possibility of directing ships of the fishing fleet into regions where fish were plenti-

ful. The first experiments indicated greipt promise and great advantage. All this in-

dicate:4 that in the years immediately argead there can be a considerable increase in

the economic effectiveness of such investigations. This requires communication. *-
tween the crews of orbital stations and ships at sea, a knowledge of their coordi-

nates mil, the coordinates of the regions of rah concentration closest to them.
(MoscostiVodnyy Transport (in Russian), Dec. 25, 1979. ix 3 [Article by M. Cherny-

shov: "They areoetudying Oa ocean from space" .)

Such frequent, public statements made by Soviet authorities
about the future of man's activity in space leave the reader with
little doubt that the Soviet Union has embarkeu upon an ambitious
path of establishing a permanent human presence in near terres -'
trial space and of ultimately sending men to the Moon and planets.
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